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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEGISLATION.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seven.

An Act establishing a law enforcement commission and de-
fining ITS POWERS AND DUTIES

1 Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would tend to
2 defeat its purpose which is to provide for the immediate es-
-3 tablishment of a law enforcement commission, therefore, it is
4 hereby declared to be an emergency law, necessary for the im-
-5 mediate preservation of the public safety and convenience.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
lourt assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. Section 17 of chapter 6of the General Laws, as
2 most recently amended by section 1 of chapter 584 of the acts
3 of 1955, is hereby further amended by inserting after the words
4 “weather amendment board” the words: a law enforcement
5 commission, —so as to read as follows; Section 17. The
6 armory commission, the art commission, the commission on
7 administration and finance, the commissioner of veterans’
8 services, the commissioners on uniform state laws, the public
9 bequest commission, the state ballot law commission, the

10 board of trustees of the Soldiers’ Home in Massachusetts, the
11 board of trustees of the Soldiers’ Home in Holyoke, the milk
12 regulation board, the alcoholic beverages control commission,
13 the state housing board, the trustees of the state library, the
14 state racing commission, the Greylock reservation commis-
-15 sion, the Port of Boston commission, the Massachusetts com-
-16 mission against discrimination, the state airport management
17 board, weather amendment board, the law enforcement com-
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SENATE No. 700. [May8

mission, council for the aging and the Massachusetts aero-
nautics commission shall serve under the governor and council,
and shall be subject to such supervision as the governor and
council deem necessary and proper.

18
19
20
21

1 Section 2. Said chapter 6is hereby further amended by
2 adding at the end, under the caption law enforcement com
3 mission, the following section:
4 Section 74- (a) There shall be a law enforcement commis-
5 sion hereinafter called the commission, consisting of five mem-
6 bers appointed by the governor, with the advice and consent
7 of the council. No member shall hold any public office except
8 that of justice of the peace or notary public, or be a candidate
9 for public office, or member or employee of any political com

10 mittee and no more than three of said members shall at any
11 one time be members of the same political party. Said mem-
12 bers shall be designated in their original appointments to serve
13 for one, two, three, four and five years. Each member shall
14 hold office until the appointment and qualification of his suc-
15 cessor. Upon the expiration of the term of a member, his
16 successor shall be appointed by the governor, with the advice
17 and consent of the council, for a term of five years. Any va-
18 cancy in the commission shall not affect its powers, but shall
19 be filled in the same manner in which the original appointment
20 was made. The governor shall from time to time designate
21 one of the members of the commission as chairman. The gov-
22 ernor with the advice and consent of the council may remove
23 any member of the commission for misconduct, incompe-
24 tency or neglect of duty after serving charges in writing upon
25 such member and affording him an opportunity to be heard.
26 The members of the commission shall serve without com-
27 pensation but each member shall be reimbursed for all neces-
28 sary travel and other expenses incurred by him in the discharge
29 of his official duties. The commission shall be provided with
30 suitable offices in the state house or elsewhere. The commis-
31 sion may employ a director and such other legal, expert,
32 clerical and other employees as it deems necessary and may
33 remove them. All such employees shall be exempt from the
34 operation of General Laws, chapter thirty-one.
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35 ( b ) For the purpose of encouraging respect for the law by
36 improving the effectiveness of law enforcement and the ad-
-37 ministration of justice the commission shall make a contin-
-38 uing study and investigation of the existence and extent of
39 crime within the commonwealth, of conditions which tend or
40 may tend to prevent or interfere with the proper enforcement
41 of the laws relating thereto, of physical, legal and policy limi-
-42 tations on the powers and functions of those charged with the
43 duty of enforcement of said laws, and other matters relating
44 in any way to the enforcement of the laws of the common-
-45 wealth and shall submit recommendations to those charged
46 with the duty of enforcement of said laws with respect to
47 uniformity of recruiting, training, and administrative policies
48 and practices and regulations of police agencies in the common-
-49 wealth, and co-ordination and co-operation in the activities of
50 the various law enforcement agencies of the commonwealth
51 in their functions of crime prevention, detection, and the ap-
-52 prehension, sentencing, detention, and rehabilitation of crim-
-53 inals.
54 (c) The commission or, on the authorization of the commis-
-55 sion, any subcommittee or member thereof, may, hold such
56 hearings and sit and act at such times and places, administer
57 such oaths, and require by subpoena or otherwise, the at-
-58 tendance and testimony of such witnesses and the production
59 of such books, records, correspondence, memoranda, papers and
60 documents as the commission or such subcommittee or member
61 may deem advisable, provided however, that the taking of mo-
-62 tion pictures or the transmission by radio or television of any
63 proceeding in connection with any hearing of said commis-
-64 sion is hereby prohibited. Subpoenas may be issued under the
65 signature of the chairman of the commission, of such subcom-
-66 mittee, or any duly designated member, and may be served by
67 any person designated by such chairman or member. The pro-
-68 visions of section 10 of chapter 233 of the General Laws shall
69 apply in the case of any failure of any witness to comply with
70 any subpoena or to testify when summoned under authority
71 of this section.
72 (d) The commission may request the commissioner of pub-
-73 lie safety to assist in its investigation, and he shall furnish such
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74 information in his possession as requested, and assign such
75 assistants and investigators as may reasonably be requested.
76 Every officer, department, commission, board and agency of
77 the commonwealth or of any subdivision thereof shall provide
78 the commission with every assistance, facility and co-opera
79 tion which may be proper or desirable for the accomplishment
80 of the purposes of the commission.
81 (e) The commission shall appoint five chiefs of police or
82 executive officers in charge of police agencies, be they known
83 by some title other than chief, who shall be known as the po-
84 lice council and who shall serve in such capacity for a period
85 of five years. The members of said police council shall be
86 designated in their original appointments to serve for one, two,
87 three, four, and five years. The commission shall confer with
88 the police council from time to time for the purpose of assist
89 ance and advice in effecting desirable methods of standardiza
90 tion and uniformity and co-ordination of police practices and
91 policies. From time to time the commission shall also confer
92 with the attorney general, the several district attorneys, other
93 executive officers in charge of agencies of law enforcement of
94 the commonwealth, the counties, the cities and town;
95 (/) The commission shall report annually on or before De-
96 cember first to the governor and council of the results of its
97 study and investigation, and may include therein recommenda-
98 tions for legislative action. The commission shall from time
99 to time refer to the attorney general and the appropriate law

100 enforcement agencies for presentation to a grand jury any re-
101 suits of its investigation which it feels warrants action by said
102 officials.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seven.

An Act adding to the functions of the criminal information
BUREAU OF THE STATE POLICE THE RIGHT TO REQUEST CERTAIN
INFORMATION AND TO REPORT CERTAIN PEOPLE TO THE INCOME

TAX DIVISION AND TO SUBPOENA TELEPHONE COMPANY RECORDS

AND TO ASSIST THE LOCAL POLICI

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 4C of chapter 147 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting at the end of subsection (a) the follow-
-3 ing: All law enforcement agencies in the commonwealth shall
4 furnish to said bureau upon request such information as is
5 reasonably necessary for the performance of the duties herein
6 set forth.
7 And by inserting at the end of said section 4C the following
8 new subsections:
9 (d) Said bureau shall from time to time advise the income

10 tax division of the identity of persons who engage in, promote,
11 operate or participate in such activities, including bettors and
12 players, when, in the discretion of said bureau, disclosing their
13 identities will not interfere with pending investigations.
14 (e) In connection with any investigation authorized under
15 this section the person in charge of said bureau shall have the
16 power to summon or subpoena records from any telephone or
17 telegraph company doing business in the commonwealth relating
18 to toll tickets, bills, and non-published and non-listed tele-
-19 phone numbers and all provisions of law relative to summonses
20 issued in behalf of the commonwealth for witnesses in criminal
21 cases shall apply. Said bureau shall not keep such papers
22 under subpoena over one month.
23 (/) Said bureau shall, from time to time, assist local police
24 departments in the enforcement of the laws concerning gaming
25 by investigation of the same in the cities and towns of the

C&e Commontoealtf) of e@assacfnisetts
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26 commonwealth, by taking action pursuant to section twenty-
-27 three of chapter two hundred and seventy-one of the General
28 Laws and by advising local police departments, telephone and
29 telegraph companies and licensing boards, as the case may be,
30 of premises, facilities and services which are being used or are
31 suspected of being used in connection with the violation of the
32 gaming laws.
33 Said section 4C, as amended, will read as follows: Section
34 J/.C. The criminal information bureau within the division of
35 state police shall be charged with the following duties and
36 functions:
37 (a) Said bureau shall collect, by investigation of its own and
38 by receipt from other law-enforcement agencies, information
39 concerning organized crime, organized illegal gambling, and
40 other illegal activities generally described as rackets, including
41 information as to the identity and doings of persons who engage
42 in, promote, operate or participate in such activities. All law
43 enforcement agencies in the Commonwealth shall furnish to
44 said bureau upon request such information as is reasonably
45 necessary for the performance of the duties herein set forth.
46 (b ) Said bureau shall maintain files of all such information
47 which it collects and receives, and shall serve as a clearing
48 house of intelligence for all law enforcement agencies within
49 the Commonwealth concerning such activities and such persons,
50 and may provide to and receive from similar agencies outside
51 the Commonwealth any such information. Any police depart-
-52 ment of the Commonwealth, or any of its political subdivisions,
53 may, by request, in the form and manner prescribed by said
54 bureau, receive such information as is in the files of said bureau
55 concerning such activities and such persons in which said police
56 department has an official interest. The clearing-house func-
-57 tions of this bureau shall constitute a co-operative relationship
58 between said bureau and said police departments; and if in
59 the discretion of the head of said bureau, responding to such
60 request for information might interfere with investigation being
61 carried on by some other department or by said bureau, he may,
62 with the approval of the commissioner, deny the request.
63 (c) Said bureau shall from time to time advise the local
64 police departments of new schemes or rackets which may come
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65 to its attention, and of new devices, techniques, methods of
66 operation, and other matters of interest relating to such activi-
-67 ties and such persons, so that the police of the Commonwealth
68 and its political subdivision shall be better informed and thus
69 better able to enforce the laws with respect to such activities
70 and such persons.
71 (d) Said bureau shall from time to time advise the income
72 tax division of the identity of persons who engage in, promote,
73 operate or participate in such activities, including bettors and
74 players, when in the discretion of said bureau disclosing their
75 identities will not interfere with pending investigations.
76 (e) In connection with any investigation authorized under
77 this section the person in charge of said bureau shall have the
78 power to summon or subpoena records from any telephone or
79 telegraph company doing business in the Commonwealth re-
-80 lating to toll tickets, bills, and non-published and non-listed
81 telephone numbers, and all provisions of law relative to sum-
-82 mouses issued in behalf of the Commonwealth for witnesses in
83 criminal cases shall apply. Said bureau shall not keep such
84 papers under subpoena over one month.
85 (/) Said bureau shall, from time to time, assist local police
86 departments in the enforcement of the laws concerning gaming
87 by investigation of the same in the cities and towns of the
88 Commonwealth, by taking action pursuant to section twenty-
-89 three of chapter two hundred and seventy-one of the General
90 Laws and by advising local police departments, telephone and
91 telegraph companies and licensing boards, as the case may be,
92 of premises, facilities and services which are being used or are
93 suspected of being used in connection with the violation of the
94 gaming laws.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seven.

An Act establishing a Massachusetts police academy for the

TRAINING OP LOCAL POLICE OFFICERS AT STATE EXPENSE.

1 Chapter 22 of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking
2 out the present section 9E and substituting therefor the follow-
-3 ing section: -
4 Section 9E. The commissioner shall establish, maintain and
5 conduct a Massachusetts Police Academy for the training of
6 police officers of the cities and towns within the commonwealth,
7 and shall appoint necessary instructors. There shall be an ad-
-8 visory board to assist the commissioner, whose members shall
9 be the directors of the Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Incor-

10 porated. The commissioner, with the advisory board, shall
11 prescribe the courses of study and time to be devoted to same.
12 The necessary expenses of such training shall be borne by the
13 commonwealth. Attendance at such schools by police officers
14 of any city or town shall be on a voluntary basis.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

C&e Commontoealtfc of Massachusetts
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seven.

An Act to make income tax ETURNS AVAILABLE TO PUBLIC

AUTHORITIES FOR THE PURPOSE OF COLLECTING TAXES OR FOR

THE PURPOSE OP A CRIMINAL INV CSTIGATION OR CRIMINAL PROSE-

CUTION BY THE ATTORNEY GENE. AL OR ANY DISTRICT ATTORNEY

UPON PROPER JUDICIAL ORDI

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 58 of chapter 62 of the General Laws, as amended, is
2 hereby further amended to read as follows:
3 Section 58. The disclosure by the commissioner or by any
4 deputy, assistant, clerk or assessor, or other employee of the
5 commonwealth, or of any city or town therein, to any person but
6 the taxpayer or his agent, of any information whatever contained
7 in or set forth by any return filed under this chapter, other than
8 the name and address of the person filing it, except in proceed-
9 ings to collect the tax or for the purpose of any criminal investi-

-10 gation or criminal prosecution by the attorney general or any
11 district attorney upon proper judicial order of the supreme ju-
-12 dicial court or superior court or of any justice thereof, is pro-
-13 hibited. The commissioner, however, may grant to the United
14 States Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and other authorized
15 officials duly designated by him who are lawfully charged with
16 the administration of the United States income tax law, per-
-17 mission to inspect income tax returns required to be filed under
18 this chapter. Said authorization shall, as to the documents to
19 be made available for inspection, be extended on the same basis
20 as the authority that may be lawfully granted by the said United
21 States commissioner to the officials of the commonwealth to
22 examine United States income tax returns. Such inspection
23 shall, however, be limited exclusively to the purpose of adminis-
-24 tering the said United States income tax law. Any violation of

Cfie CommontocaltJ) of spassacfnisettg
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25 this section shall be punishable by a fine of not more than one
26 thousand dollars, or by imprisonment for not more than six
27 months, or both, and by disqualification from holding office for
28 such period, not exceeding three years, as the court determines.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seven.

An Act providing for a higher tax on income received from

VIOLATIONS OF THE LAW

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 62 of the General Laws, as amended, is hereby further
2 amended by adding to section 5 the following subsection:
3 (h) Income received, directly or indirectly, from, or as a re-
-4 suit of, the violation of any gaming law of the commonwealth
5 providing for a fine or imprisonment for such violation or from,
6 or as a result of, the operation of any enterprise, which operation
7 or enterprise violates any gaming law of the commonwealth
8 providing for a fine or imprisonment for such violation, shall be
9 taxed at the rate of fifty per cent per annum.

Cfte Commontoealtf) of egassacbusetts
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seven.

An Act providing that illegal expenditures shall not b

ALLOWED AS DEDUCTIONS IN DETERMINING NET INCOME FO
INCOME TAX PURPO

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 62 of the General Laws, as amended, is hereby further
2 amended by inserting the following section:
3 Section 68. Notwithstanding any of the provisions of sec-
-4 tion 6 of this chapter, no deduction shall be allowed in determin-
-5 ing net income under section 6 for any of the following expendi-
-6 tures by the taxpayer:
7 (a) Any expenditure made within the year, which expenditure
8 violates any law of the commonwealth providing for a fine or
9 imprisonment for such violation.

10 (6) Any expenditure made within the year in connection with
11 the operation of any enterprise, which operation or enterprise
12 violates any law of the commonwealth providing for a fine or
13 imprisonment for such violation.

Commontoealti) of
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seven.

An Act to penalize the use of the telephone in registering

BETS,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 271 of the General Laws is hereby amended by in-
-2 sorting after section 17 the following: Section 17A: Who
3 ever uses a telephone himself or knowingly permits another to
4 use a telephone for the purpose of accepting wagers or bets, or
5 buying or selling of pools, or for replacing or laying-off all or any
6 portion of a wager, upon the result of a trial or contest of skill,
7 speed, or endurance of man, beast, bird, or machine, or upon
8 the result of an athletic game or contest, or upon the lottery
9 called the numbers game, or for the purpose of reporting the

10 same to a headquarters or booking office, or who under a name
11 other than his own or otherwise falsely or fictitiously procures
12 telephone service for himself or another for such purposes,
13 shall be punished by a fine of not more than two thousand
14 dollars or by imprisonment for not more than one year.

C&e Commontoealtfi of 00ag0acfiusettfii
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seven

An Act relating to reinstallation op telephones used in
CONNECTION WITH GAMBLING

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 271 of the General Laws is hereby amended by
2 adding at the end thereof the following new section: Sec-
-3 tion Iff. Upon a conviction for violation of any provision of
4 chapter two hundred and seventy-one of the General Laws, and
5 the removal of a telephone or telephones used in connection
6 with said violation, or upon the removal of a telephone or tele-
7 phones on the ground of unlawful use in gaming activities,
8 whether or not there has been a conviction, no telephone shall be
9 installed for the person convicted and no telephone shall be

10 reinstalled in the premises where the illegal activity took place
11 for one year from the date of removal without the approval in
12 writing of the head of the police department in the municipality
13 in which said premises are located, and the head of the criminal
14 information bureau of the state police. The criminal information
15 bureau shall notify the telephone companies of convictions in
16 such cases, and telephone companies doing business in the
17 commonwealth shall notify the criminal information bureau
18 of the state police of any such removals of telephones

Ci)e Commontoealtl) of Massachusetts
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seve

An Act regulating transmission op race results and com
BACK MONET

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section sof chapter 128 A of the General Laws, led,
2 is hereby further amended by inserting after the second para-
-3 graph the following: No licensee or other persons shall trans-
-4 mit or allow to be transmitted by telephone, telegraph, teletype,
5 semaphore, signal device, radio or other method of electrical,
6 mechanical, manual or visual communication from the enclosure
7 of a race track licensed by the commission, or from any point
8 within one mile of a race track licensed by the commission, any
9 information on the progress of wagering in a race; odds as posted

10 or changes of odds; the actual running of a race and the result
11 or the mutuel pay-off on a race until thirty minutes after the
12 post time of such race; provided, however, that persons licensed
13 by the commission to conduct horse and dog racing meeting;
14 may allow radio or television broadcasts of racing programs
15 upon approval of the commission. Each licensee may allow tele-
16 phone, teletype and telegraph wires on its respective grounds
17 during its racing meeting for the transaction of the ordinary
18 business of such licensee and for the use of the representatives
19 of the public press to transmit for the exclusive use of the public
20 press news items and the race results after they have been
21 declared official.
22 No message shall be sent in or out over said radio or wires
23 located within the enclosure of a race track licensed by the
24 commission, or from any point within one mile of a race track
25 licensed by the commission transmitting money or other thing
26 of value or directing the placing of a wager on the result of a
27 race. Each licensee shall, upon request from the commission,

CJie Commontuealt!) of £@assadnisetts
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28 furnish the commission with a blueprint showing the location
29 of all radio equipment, located within its plant, together with
30 all telephone, teletype and telegraph wires to and within its
31 plan.
32 Any association licensed by the commission who violates
33 or knowingly aids and abets in a violation of the provisions
34 of this section shall be subjected to the suspension of its license
35 for a period to be determined by the commission. Any person
36 who violates or knowingly aids and abets in a violation of the
37 provisions of this section shall be subject to a fine of not more
38 than five thousand dollars or imprisonment for not more than
39 one year or both.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seven.

An Act prohibiting the business of transmission op gambling

INFORMATION WITH RESPECT TO HORSE RACES AND DOG RAG

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows ;

1 Section 1. Chapter 271 of the General Laws, as amended, is
2 hereby further amended by inserting after section 34 the follow-
-3 ing section:
4 Section No person shall, directly or indirectly, engage
5 in or employ others to engage in the business of supplying or
6 transmitting gambling information to others for use by them
7 for illegal gaming purposes by means of telephone or telegraph
8 equipment, facilities or services. “Gambling information” as
9 used herein shall mean bets or wagers or related information

10 assisting or tending to assist in the placing or paying of bets
11 or wagers on any horse race or dog race, or transactions or in-
12 formation facilitating or tending to facilitate betting or wagering
13 activities on the same, including, among other things, entrie;
14 scratches, jockeys, jockey changes, weights, probable winners,
15 scheduled starting time of race, actual starting time of race.
16 track conditions, the betting odds, changes in betting odds, the
17 post positions, the results and the prices paid. Whoever shall
18 violate this section shall be punished by a fine of not more than
19 one thousand, or by imprisonment for not more than one year
20 or both-.

1 Section 2. Section 27 of chapter 271 of the General Laws
2 as amended is hereby further amended by adding at the end
3 thereof the following:—-The supplying, receiving or trans-
-4 mitting of gambling information as defined in chapter thirty-
-5 four A of this chapter within thirty-five minutes after post time
6 of any race, whether run within or outside of this commonwealth,
7 shall be prima facie evidence that such information is being
8 supplied, received or transmitted for the use in illegal gambling
9 activities.

2TJk Commoniuealtfi of spassacinisctts
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seven.

An Act prohibiting publishing numbers or symbols used in

A LOTTERY

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 11 of chapter 271 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after the word “same” in line 8 thereof
3 the words; or knowingly prints or publishes or distributes in
4 any form of writing or printing any numbers or combinations of
5 numbers or any sign or other symbol for the purpose of repre-
-6 senting the winning numbers, sign or symbol in any lottery,
7 pool or game of chance, including the number pool game or
8 treasury balance lottery, so that said section shall read as
9 follows: Section 11. Whoever, himself or by another, adver-

10 tises a lottery ticket or a share in such ticket for sale, or sets up
11 or exhibits, or devises or makes for the purpose of being set up
12 or exhibited, any sign, symbol or emblematic or other repre-
-13 sentation of a lottery or the drawing thereof, in any way indi-
-14 eating where a lottery ticket or a share thereof or such writing,
15 certificate, bill, token or other device before mentioned may be
16 obtained, or in any way invites or entices, or attempts to invite
17 or entice, any other person to purchase or receive the same, or
18 knowingly prints or publishes or distributes in any form of writ-
-19 ing or printing any numbers or combinations of numbers or any
20 sign or other symbol for the purposes of representing the win-
-21 ning numbers, sign or symbol in any lottery, pool or game of
22 chance, including the number pool game or treasury balance
23 lottery, shall be punished by a fine of not more than two thou-
-24 sand dollars or by imprisonment for not more than one year.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seve;

An Act relating to revocation of licenses used in con
NBCTION WITH ORGANIZED CRIMI

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 64 of chapter 138 is hereby amended by inserting
2 therein the following at the end of the first praagraph: If
3 the licensing authorities as aforesaid find that the licensee has
4 violated or permitted a violation of any condition of the license
5 or any law of the commonwealth relating to gaming, gambling,
6 narcotics or prostitution, and such finding is the second offence
7 within a period of one year, said licensing authorities shall re-
-8 voke the license for a period of two years from the date of such
9 finding, so that the first paragraph of said section reads as

10 follows: Section 64- The licensing authorities after notice to
11 the licensee and reasonable opportunity for him to be heard bj r

12 them, may modify, suspend, revoke or cancel his license upon
13 satisfactory proof that he has violated or permitted a violation
14 of any condition hereof, or any law of the commonwealth. If
15 the license is revoked, the licensee shall be disqualified to re-
-16 ceive a license for one year after the expiration of the term of
17 the license so revoked, and if he is the owner of the premises
18 described in such revoked license, no license shall be issued to
19 be exercised on said premises for the residue of the term thereof.
20 If the licensing authorities as aforesaid find that the licensee
21 has violated or permitted a violation of any condition of the
22 license, or any law of the commonwealth relating to gaming,
23 gambling, narcotics or prostitution, and such finding is the
24 second offence within a period of one year, said licensing authori-
-25 ties shall revoke the license for a period of two years from the
26 date of such finding.

Clie CommontocaltJ) of Massachusetts
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seven.

An Act relating to amusement devices.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. Section 177 A of chapter 140 of the General Laws,
2 as amended by chapter 361 of the acts of 1949, is hereby further
3 amended by striking out the words in clause 2, line 3, “whereby
4 upon the deposit therein of a coin or token”, and inserting there-
-5 in the following words: whether activated by the deposit of
6 a coin, token or other device or not, whereby.

1 Section 2. Section 177 A of chapter 140 of the General Laws
2 is hereby amended by inserting after the word “premises” in
3 clause 3, line 4, the following: the name and business address
4 of the owner of the automatic amusement device, and of the
5 person or company sharing in the proceeds of its operation, and
6 the name or names of persons paying for the license, and .

1 Section 3. Section 177 A of chapter 140 of the General Laws
2 is hereby further amended by adding at the end the following
3 new clause: (9) The licensing authorities shall promptly
4 forward to the commission of public safety copies of applications
5 made and licenses granted hereunder. Any person, firm or cor-
-6 poration engaging in the business of buying, selling, transport-
-7 ing, consigning or otherwise placing such devices in locations for
8 operation shall register with the commissioner of public safety
9 and shall, semi-annually, report to said commissioner the loca-

10 tions of installations of such devices owned or controlled by them,
11 —so that said chapter 177 A shall read as follows: Section
12 177A. (1) The licensing authorities of any city or town may
13 grant, and, after written notice to the licensee, suspend or re-
-14 voke, a license to keep and operate an automatic amusement

C&e CommontocaltJ) of Massachusetts
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15 device for hire, gain or reward, approved by the director of
16 standards and necessaries of life under section two hundred and
17 eighty-three of chapter ninety-four.
18 (2) The term “automatic amusement device” as used in this
19 section shall be construed as meaning any mechanism, whether
20 activated by the deposit of a coin, token or other device or not,
21 whereby any apparatus is released or set in motion or put in a
22 position where it may be set in motion for the purpose of play-
-23 ing any game involving, in whole or in part, the skill of the
24 player, including, but not exclusively, such devices as are com-
-25 monly known as pinball machines, including free play pinball
26 machines.
27 (3) Licenses granted under this section, unless sooner revoked,
28 shall expire on December thirty-first of each year. Every such
29 license shall specify the street and number of the premises, the
30 name and business address of the owner of the automatic
31 amusement device, and of the person or company sharing in the
32 proceeds of its operation, and the name or names of persons
33 paying for the license, and where the automatic amusement
34 device is to be kept or offered for operation, or give some par-
-35 ticular description of such premises; shall state the type of the
36 automatic amusement device to which it relates, and shall cover
37 any automatic amusement device of the same type which as a
38 substitute or replacement for the automatic amusement device
39 licensed, may, during the term of the license, be kept or offered
40 for operation on the premises specified; but such license shall
41 under no circumstances cover an automatic amusement device
42 of a type other than the type stated in such license; and such
43 license shall not cover the automatic amusement device if in any
44 place other than the premises from time to time specified in such
45 license. No such license shall specify more than one premise at
46 one time. Upon written application, the licensing authority
47 may from time to time amend any license granted under this
48 section by changing the premises specified.
49 (4) The annual fee for a license under this section for any auto-
-50 matic amusement device licensed hereunder, or for any renewal
51 thereof, shall be twenty dollars. The fee for any license issued
52 after January thirty-first in any year shall be prorated on the
53 basis of the number of months in which the license is to be in
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54 force compared with twelve months. The fee for every change
55 of premises shall be two dollars.
56 (5) Automatic amusement devices licensed under this section
57 shall be so installed on the premises described in the license as
58 to be in open view at all times while in operation, and shall at
59 all times be available for inspection.
60 (6) No person keeping or offering for operation or allowing
61 to be kept or offered for operation any automatic amusement
62 device licensed under this section shall permit the same to be
63 used for the purpose of gambling.
64 (7) The provisions of section seven of chapter two hundred
65 and seventy-one of the General Laws shall not apply to machines
66 licensed under the provisions of this section.
67 (8) Any violation of any provision of this section, or of chap-
-68 ter one hundred and thirty-six of the General Laws, by any
69 person managing or controlling any premises where an automatic
70 amusement device licensed under this section is kept or offered
71 for operation, shall be cause for the revocation of all licenses for
72 automatic amusement devices kept or offered for operation on
73 such premises.
74 (9) The licensing authorities promptly forward to the com-
-75 missioner of public safety copies of applications made and
76 licenses granted hereunder. Any person, firm or corporation
77 engaging in the business of buying, selling, transporting, con-
-78 signing or otherwise placing such devices in locations for opera-
-79 tion shall register with the commissioner of public safety, and
80 shall, semi-annually, report to said commissioner the locations
81 of installations of such devices owned or controlled by them.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seven.

An Act permitting a limited right op review of questions
OF LAW FOR THE GOVERNMENT IN CRIMINAL CASES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 31 of chapter 278 of the General Laws, as amended, is
2 hereby further amended by adding at the end thereof the fol-
-3 lowing: Exceptions upon questions of law arising on the
4 quashing or dismissing by the court of an indictment or infer-
-5 mation; a directed verdict for the defendant; or an illegal sen-
-6 tence may be taken by the commonwealth in a criminal case in
7 the same manner and to the same effect as if taken by the de-
-8 fendant, and when so taken shall be governed by this section.
9 Pending the prosecution and determination of the exceptions

10 the defendant shall be admitted to bail on his ora recognizance.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seven.

An Act to authorize fingerprinting of certain persons.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 276 of the General Laws is hereby amended by add-
-2 ing the following new section: Section 338. The state police,
3 the metropolitan district police, the persons in charge of all
4 state penal and correctional institutions, the wardens or keepers
5 of jails and prisons, the chiefs of police or other executive officer
6 of each city or town police department, and other law enforce-
-7 ment officers, shall have the authority to take or cause to be
8 taken, and shall take or cause to be taken, the fingerprints and
9 photographs of any person in custody charged with the com-

10 mission of a felony, or a misdemeanor involving narcotics, or
11 sex, or gaming, or traffic in stolen property, or a fraudulent
12 scheme, or of any person who they have reason to believe is a
13 fugitive from justice, or of any suspicious person or any habitual
14 criminal, and of all unidentified dead persons; and they shall
15 furnish, daily, to the bureau of criminal identification of the
16 state police on forms approved by it, and to the federal bureau
17 of investigation copies of fingerprints and photographs so taken.
18 The supervisor of the bureau of criminal identification shall im-
-19 mediately upon receipt of such records compare them with other
20 records already on file, and shall furnish to the submitting au-
-21 thority such pertinent information concerning the person ar-
-22 rested as the bureau has on file.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Seven.

rVx Act making mandatory certain sentences for second

CONVICTIONS OF CERTAIN GAMBLING CRIMES

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 10 of chapter 271 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after the word “sections” in the second
3 line thereof the words: and section seventeen of this chapter,
4 and by inserting at the end of said section the following: and
5 the sentence imposing such fine and such imprisonment shall
6 not be suspended, so that said section shall read as follows:
7 Section 10. Whoever, after being convicted of any offence men-
-8 tioned in the three preceding sections and in section seventeen
9 of this chapter, commits the like offence, or any other of the

10 offences therein mentioned, shall, in addition to the fine therein
11 provided, be punished by imprisonment for not less than three
12 months nor more than one year, and the sentence imposing such
13 fine and such imprisonment shall not be suspended.

CJje Commontoealt!) of Massachusetts
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1. Organized crime exists in several forms in the Commonwealth
2. Organized illegal gambling is by far the most widespread of tl

forms of organized crime.
3. Organized illegal gambling exists in all parts of the Common-

wealth.
4. It is huge business or industry the total handle or gross sales

of which are not exaggerated at an estimate of approximately
$2,000,000,000.

5. The entire business offers a variety of forms of one product,
which is a chance at a prize for a price.

6. It is one of the biggest retail businesses in the Commonwealth.
Its gross profit is tremendous, ranging from 5 per cent to
50 per cent in its various phases.

7. Where it takes the small percentage, it relies for profits on a
large gross handle per hour; where it exacts a large per-
centage, it relies for its profits on the tremendous total
volume per day or week.

8. It is not only an illegal business, but a dishonest business,
because it has no intention of giving the customer fair value
for his money; also it employs diverse devices deliberately
designed to take his money for nothing.

9. In its entirety the business is related to other forms of crime,
such as prostitution, narcotics, traffic in stolen property
and other forms of organized crime.

10. Organized illegal gambling is so widespread that it constitutes
a state of society lawlessness which permeates the
entire Commonwealth.

11. This state of lawlessness is of long standing, and, indeed, is a
continuance of the lawlessness of the prohibition era, with
many of the same individuals as participants.

12. This state of lawlessness is pernicious and shocking.

CJ)t Commontoealt!) of Massachusetts
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13. The real problem which confronts the Commonwealth is not
that this state of lawlessness exists, but that it has existed
for so long and is growing, with no effective action being
taken to combat it.

14. It would be difficult to find a segment of society which does not
share some of the blame for this state.

15. This state of lawlessness has thrived on conditions of tolerance,
hypocrisy and corruption within society.

16. Various segments of society not directly responsible for law
enforcement have contributed to these conditions.

17. The public at large is indifferent, due in part to apathy and in
part to unawareness of the significance of this state of law-
lessness.

18. The existence of these conditions is influenced by and en-
couraged by the presence of legalized pari-mutuel gambling
in the New England area.

19. Those who buy the products of the illegal gaming operators are
wittingly or unwittingly co-conspirators with them.

20. The gaming operators and others have propagandized illegal
gaming to the point where society is lulled into a feeling of
security about its harmlessness.

21. The illegal gaming operators are not recognized as the per-
nicious influence in the Commonwealth which they are.

22. Some few lawyers are co-conspirators with the gaming operators
through counseling them in their illegal activities.

23. Some few accountants perform the same functions in their own
field for the racketeers.

24. Some newspapers, by publishing certain figures representing
the drawing in lotteries, lend an air of respectability to these
illegal gambling operations, particularly the numbers
game.

25. The principal business instrument of the bookmaking office is
the telephone. The policies and practices of the Telephone
Company in the installation and re-installation of telephones
used for illegal gambling are not effective to curtail the
activity of the bookmakers.

26. Police action and Telephone Company action directed at the
use of telephones for illegal gaming are ineffective because
they are not co-ordinated.
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27. Some employees of the Telephone Company in some cases lend
assistance to the bookmakers in procuring and using tele-
phone for illegal gambling.

28. Law enforcement has not been effective against organized
illegal gambling, and, since that is its business, it must bear
a major portion of the blame.

29. Law enforcement agencies have not been effective in part be-
cause they have permitted conditions outside the law to in-
fluence them into a mistaken attitude that this state of
lawlessness is innocuous.

30. Police action at present, through lack of training and education,
lack of awareness and lack of co-ordination of interdepart-
mental activity, is not directed at the inter-county, inter-city
and inter-state nature of the activities of the gaming operators.

31. Present police action does not result in the relentless harass-
ment, detection, prosecution and conviction of the illegal
gambling operators. Police action on illegal gaming gener-
ally takes place only upon complaint.

32. The charge of conspiracy is not sufficiently used in combatting
gaming operations and is more often the exception than the
rule.

33. Illegal gaming could not exist to the extent that it does without
the knowledge of the police.

34. In some communities illegal gaming operations are protected
by the police.

35. Police action cannot be effective under the present sentencing
practices in gaming case

36. Fines have been one of the minor expenses of the gaming
operators. Jail sentences are almost non-existent.

37. Interference with police action and law enforcement generally
is present at state, county and local levels.
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REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSION REVIVED AND
CONTINUED FOR THE PURPOSE OF INVESTIGAT-
ING ORGANIZED CRIME AND OTHER RELATED
MATTERS.

The work of this Commission, which is being substantially con-
cluded in this report, was begun pursuant to chapter 100 of the
Resolves of 1953, when the predecessor Commission organized itself
in October of 1953. The first steps then taken were conferences
with representatives of all of the law enforcement agencies in the
Commonwealth for the purpose of seeking information on the
subject matters in the resolve. An appropriation of $lO,OOO for
the work of the Commission was provided, and the Commission
was to report not later than the first Wednesday in March, 1954.
By November, 1953, the Commission decided to engage some full-
time personnel for the purpose of conducting its own investiga-
tion in the field. Counsel was engaged in December, and, during
that month, he procured office space, and the assistance of four
State Troopers and also one stenographer. The investigation
began actively in January of 1954. By the middle of February,
1954, it was obvious that for a thorough investigation more funds
and personnel would be necessary. On February 24, 1954, the
Commission was extended to May by joint order of the General
Court instead of by statute, which resulted in the Commission’s
having none of its powers until it was revived and continued on May
26 by chapter 80 of the Resolves of 1954. At that time, the Com-
mission requested an appropriation of $50,000 to carry on its work.
On the last day of the legislative session in July or August, 1954,
$lO,OOO was appropriated. The Commission was revived and con-
tinued to January 25, 1955.

On January 25, 1955, the Commission filed its first report with
findings to the effect that organized crime and gambling exist in the

PART I.
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1. Introduction
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Commonwealth to an extensive degree, and again requested an
appropriation of $150,000 to conduct the investigation. The Com-
mission expired until February 9, when $5,000 was appropriated
and the Commission was continued until August 1, 1955. On July
26 the Commission filed its second report and again requested an
appropriation of $150,000. The Commission expired on August 1,
and, by chapter 147 of the Resolves of 1955,approved on September
16, 1955, $lOO,OOO was appropriated and the Commission was re-
vived and continued and expanded from seven to ten members. The
original Commission was composed of five members of the General
Court and two public members. The reconstituted Commission
required five public and five legislative members. Governor Chris-
tian A. Herter re-appointed Charles C. Cabot of Dover, chairman,
and L. Sheldon Daley of Wellesley, the original public members of
the Commission, and also, as new public members, Daniel Needham
of Newton, Joseph Ford of Quincy and Richard P. Sullivan of Bos-
ton. The President of the Senate re-appointed Senator Charles V.
Hogan of Lynn, one of the original legislative members, and Senator
C. Henry Glovsky of Beverly, and the Speaker of the House re-

ison Chadwick of Winchester,appointed both Representative H
one of the original members, Re
Malden, who was first appointed
1955, and appointed Representat
Senator Glovsky did not seek re-

jsentative Louis H. Glaser of
the Commission on March 28,

re John J. Moakley of Boston,
lection in 1956, so has not par-

ticipated in this report. On March 18, 1957, Senator Edward J.
DeSaulnier, Jr., of Chelmsford was appointed to fill the vacancy.

The new Commission re-organized itself on October 19, 1955, and
re-engaged Counsel in November. Counsel set about to obtain
office and investigative help while the Commission met to work
out a number of organizational matters, such as the adoption of
new rules. By about the first of the year the staff of the Commis-
sion was complete and the investigation began again.

The task given to the Commission is a very big and comprehensive
one. It does not call for the investigation of a crime or a series of
crimes or a type of crime. It does not call for the investigation of a

Tv or of a section of the Commonwealth, or a law enforcementcity

cy in the Commonwealth. It does not require the Commission
to determine if a certain situation or condition impedes law T enforce-
ment. It asks the Commission to determine if any or all crime is
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organized, and the extent of such crime over the entire State. It
asks the Commission to determine if all law-enforcement agencies
and, therefore, law enforcement itself, are adversely affected by
any conditions, or legal, policy or physical limitations.

Since January, 1956, the staff of the Commission consisted of the
Counsel, a Chief Investigator and an Administrator, all former
agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. In July of 1956 an
assistant to the Counsel was engaged. The investigative staff con-
sisted of seven State Troopers. The office staff consisted of two
stenographers and a clerk. Every one of them deserves commenda-
tion for the long hours and the extent of their accomplishments dur-
ing the investigatior

Sergeants James P. Herrick and William J. Harvey deserve special
mention for their efforts during almost the entire year of 1955, when
the staff consisted of the Counsel and these two men. All of the
members of the staff have exhibited great versatility in the varietyt

of tasks which they were called upon to perform. To study and
investigate exhaustivelv all the tasks contained in the mandate to
the Commission with a staff and funds of the size available to this
Commission is, on the face of it, an impossibil

This is an unpaid Commission, and during its existence neitherc

any member of the Commission nor its Counsel charged any ex-
penses. In addition to the contributions of time by t
many contributions such as use of office facilities were made by

y

In its beginnings, the Commission set the policy'- that, instead of
id to it in the re-making a selection from among the t

terally and undertake to per-solve, it would interpret the w
anilities and time wouldform as much of the entir !

licv. The investiga-permit. The Commission
tion has been, at the same time, both general and specific as tci a

territory, subject matter, and individuals. It has not completed
the task called for in the mandate, and from its experience, har

learned that such an investigation can never be complete but must
be continuing. It has compk
that it has completed enoug
made hereinafter.

11 that it could, and is satisfied
warrant the recommendations

The Commission is grateful to a
tions for the assistance which they

number of persons and organiza
have lent to the Commission.
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It is grateful to all of the members of its staff for their loyalty and
their industry in a very difficult task. It acknowledges with thanks
the assistance to the Commission of Public Safety Commissioner
Otis M. Whitney and his department, and particularly for the mem-
bers of his uniformed branch whom he assigned to work with this
Commission. The Commission is also especially grateful to the
Metropolitan District Commission for its patience in supplying an
office rent-free for a “few months,” which has grown into more
than three years, and to Capt. George D. MacWilliams of the Mel-
rose Police Department for supplying our Counsel with space and
other facilities which were used by him during the preparation of
the report.

The Commission has been selective in its subjects for inclusion
in this report. With such a small staff, it has been extremely dif-
ficult for the Commission to educate itself by investigation, and, at
the same time, to demonstrate for the Legislature, the Governor
and the public, the facts that it has learned. The Commission has
not held as many public hearings as it planned. Its basic program
for investigation was a general investigation and research as to the
existence of organized crime, with concentration in the field of
organized illegal gaming, without ignoring prostitution, narcotics,
traffic in stolen property and fraudulent schemes generally, all of
which impressed the Commission as being the crimes most su
ceptible to organization. Within its field of concentration, the Com
mission decided that it would determine the number and types of
organized illegal gaming, their territorial distribution, their size in
monev and in any other measurements which suggested themselv
in the course of the investigation. It decided to conduct this phase
of the investigation along the lines of a general survey on a state-
wide basis, but in order to try to avoid the statement with which
so many investigations conclude, that “We have not scratched
the surface,” — it decided that where the surface presented signs of
something substantial underneath, it would bore in far enough to
satisfy itself as to the particular spot, and to test its conclusions in
its more general activities. This method of operation was used in
each of the three major tasks assigned in the mandate. Briefly
they were to find organized crime, to find conditions which influenced
it, and to find barriers to law enforcement.

The format of this report reflects this program of investigation.
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The report is in two parts. Part I contains the general findings and
discussion thereof relating to organized crime, particularly as illus-
trated by gambling, together with recommendations. Part II refers
to some of the specific matters the Commission has looked into.
The first part of the report by no means completely exhausts the
subjects with which it deals. It reflects what the Commission be-
lieves to be the principal matters which should be pointed out. The
Commission is well aware that this part of the report, as well as the
report in its entirety, is too long for convenient reading. The Com-
mission appreciates the value of a short report, but, try as it did,
it could not appreciably shorten it because the subject with which
it deals is one entire and very big subject. It has included, herein,
only the minimum of information which it believes shows accurately
the existence and extent of organized crime and the other subjects
within the mandate.

The second part of the report relates to some of the specific in-
vestigations undertaken by the Commission. Each of them is set
forth somewhat more fully than they would be if the Commission
had the opportunity to otherwise demonstrate the facts therein.
It feels that, only by stating the facts of a specific investigation
somewhat fully, do they illustrate the general conclusions of the
Commission. It should not be understood that the Commission
feels that any of the specific investigations was brought to what
could be called a point where further investigation would be un-
productive. In every case there is much more that could be done to
fix responsibility than this Commission was able to do. A com-
plete investigation of any one of the subjects referred to in the
second part of this report would take more than this Commission
has had for the entire task assigned to it. This has been demon-
strated in the past by investigations conducted by permanently
staffed prosecutive agencies of the Commonwealth.

During the period from January, 1956, to date the Commission
has had about 240 formal hearings, close to 100 meetings, numerous
subcommittee meetings, and interviewed many more witnesses in-
formally. The Commission has a large number of files in the nature
of law files, research files and references and investigative files. It
has also prepared a total of approximately 36,000 index cards. As
well as investigation, the Commission has engaged in a number of
research projects, both in law and in a variety of factual subjects.
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It is not able to report all of this material, but the material will be
made available to law enforcement.

It seems quite likely that the Commission will have, as of its ex-
piration date on March 27, some balance of its appropriation un-
expended. It should not be concluded from this that the Commis-
sion had more money than it needed. In July of 1956 the activities
of the Commission caused a deficit in the projected budget of
approximately $12,000. At that rate, the Commission would have
run out of money long before its expiration date, especially because
of the number of hearings with their heavy expense, which were then
in contemplation

With this report are submitted recommendations for legislation
which the Commission believes will, inpart, help to solve some of the
problems which go to make up the entire problem. There is much
more that could be recommended, but the Commission has refrained
from suggesting sweeping changes because they are difficult in
government. Instead, it has chosen to make recommendations
which are intended to change the direction of things so that time
will show improvement instead of worsening. However, new laws
are not enough; they should help, but laws not obeyed or enforced
are not laws at all. If that is long continued and extensive, it is the
road to a government of men, not of laws. The road is paved with
tolerance, hypocrisy and corruption.

2. Purposes of the Establishment of this Commission
As previously reported, a series of inquiries from the 1947 Cali-

fornia Investigation to the Kefauver Investigation in 1951 directed
the nation’s attention to the proportions of organized crime and
racketeering. The Kefauver Commission, which sampled condi-
tions at points throughout the country, but not in New England,
made a general finding that organized illegal gaming was the back-
bone of the industry of organized crime; and found that solution of
resulting problems rests with local, not federal, law enforcement
authorities. In this period agitation began in Massachusetts for a
Commission charged with studying the local situation. The estab-
lishment of this Commission at the end of the legislative session in
1953 was the result.
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Chapter 100 of the Resolves of 1953 directed the Commission to
perform the following tasks as a basis for legislative action:

1. Investigate the existence and extent of organized crime and
organized gambling within the Commonwealth.

2. Investigate the existence of conditions which tend or may tend
to prevent or interfere with the proper enforcement of the
laws relating to organized crime and organized gambling.

3. Investigate the existence of physical, legal and policy limita-
tions on the powers and functions of those charged with the
duty of enforcement of the laws relating to organized crime
and organized gambling.

4. Investigate the extent to which the power of the government
in relation to the enforcement of the laws relating to organ-
ized crime and organized gambling may or should be properly
exercised at state and local levels.

5. Investigate the desirability of establishing any new state
agency which would have the power at any and all times to
examine the activities, papers and records of those on both
the state and local levels charged with the enforcement of
the laws relating to organized crime and organized gambling,
with power to initiate such action to reasonably insure the
proper and expeditious enforcement of said laws.

In simple terms, this Commission was to determine whether in
this Commonwealth organized crime exists, and if so, the resulting
problems, the causes of its existence and the solution of its problems.

Legislation elsewhere providing for investigations has assumed
extensive presence of organized crime with inevitable resulting
problems. These assumptions were made by our Legislature in the
1933 resolve establishing the last Crime Commission. It is common
opinion, if not common knowledge, that organized crime exists in
Massachusetts. But this Commission’s mandate directs that its
existence, as well as its extent, be proved, not assumed. Thus the
Commission fortunately has been required to seek and expose the
existence of organized crime, the elements of organized crime, the
reasons for their existence and development, and the indicated
cures. This is desirable. The more complete the examination,
even of something commonly accepted, the better the diagnosis
of causes and the more informed the suggestions for cure.
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3. The Existence and Extent of Organized Crime and
Organized Gambling.

This Commission's first assigned task is to determine whether
organized crime and organized gambling exists, and if so, to what
extent. All other tasks within the Commission’s mandate will
depend on the findings on this basic question.

To performance of this basic task some definition of the terms
is necessary. It is, however, clear that if gambling is illegal and
organized, it is organized crime.

Though individual definitions would vary, every citizen thinks he
knows what is meant by crime. A lay definition might be that crime
is carrying out or participating in acts or conduct which have been
or may be lawfully determined to be illegal by the appropriate
authorities in our society, the Constitution, legislative bodies,
courts, juries and duly constituted tribunals. Every citizen knows
that many crimes are isolated acts of one or more individuals having
no connection or, at most, an indirect connection, with anything like
“organized crime.”

“Organized crime” defies exact definition. To most laymen the
words evoke a picture, based on press and literature of prohibition
days, of closely knit groups engaged in illegal activities with a chain
of command headed by a crime syndicate, board of directors or
overlord extending through subordinates, subsidiaries and affiliates,
with military discipline, to control all necessary individuals and
services down to the lowest level. Unquestionably such criminal
organizations, large or small, with broad, diverse objectives or in
specialized fields of crime, have existed and now operate. But if
every such organization could be identified and placed under the
microscope the study would still provide an inadequate definition
of organized crime.

Such a study would, however, point to factors which are both
basic and common to every criminal organization and to organized
crime as this Commission sees it. The first is the capacity of the
illegal activities to produce money. The second is their capacity,
through repetition and continuity, to produce a continuing flow of

1. Organized Crime
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money in which all concerned can participate. Illegal supply of
the American thirst tapped a golden stream, and a continuing one,
and produced powerful criminal organizations. Repeated bank
robbing operations by gangs or groups have been paid of our history.
Many fields, large and small, could be named to which a flow of
money has attracted criminal organizations.

But there is no such organization of all or most of the forms of
crime which are attracted by a steady money flow. There are
“bosses” who have their henchmen and gangs of substantial size.
Though they may operate in particular fields or segments or
more than one there is no controlling syndicate, board or boss of
all organized crime. Such an organization would be too big and too
vulnerable and is unnecessary to making money. It is not the
leaders the generals, colonels, captains and their subordinates —-

who are basically significant to organized crime. Leaders come and
go; associations are fluid and frequently changed. Control rests
on and comes through money. The foundation stone of organized
crime the all-important fact is not the presence of transient
leaders, but the continuing existence of an army, mob or pool from
which the criminal with an idea and money can draw recruits for
the mission of a night, of months or of years. This army, mob or
pool is a brotherhood, knit in a patchwork organization, not by
leaders, but by a desire for money without work and by a readiness,
in varying degrees, to violate society’s laws to that end.

This brotherhood is organized crime.
Though founded on acts, violent or otherwise, of career-criminals,

organized crime is not a type or quantity of crime. Crime is specific.
Organized crime is general. They differ much as do an unjust im-
prisonment and slavery. The heavy impact of unjust imprison-
ment is borne by the individual. The heavy impact of slavery is
borne by society. A particular crime, influenced by passion,
drunkenness, poverty, ignorance or circumstances which might make
a good man bad or a bad man worse, commonly reflects primarily
the individual’s failure to overcome his individual weakness.
Organized crime reflects the failure of society to overcome its
own inherent weaknesses.

If society tolerates unjust denial to a segment of its people of
fundamental rights of citizens, that toleration is society’s failure.
If society tolerates usurpation by a segment of its people of more
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than their rights as citizens, that toleration is society’s failure.
Within society the existence of a group beneath the law and of a
group above the law are like perils. Each is a condition of society,
a symptom of ill health, like economic depression, poor housing,
illiteracy. Such a condition or symptom is organized crime, a state
of lawlessness by which those of a considerable segment of society
usurp more than the rights and refuse the obligations of citizens.
Such a condition or symptom is toleration of the existence of or-
ganized crime, a community, a commerce, an industry, a way of
life outside, but as real as any within, the law.

The members of this community who follow this way of life are
identifiable. They are individuals whose urge for money and
aversion to drudgery of available occupations within the law trans-
cend or subvert principle. The law-abiding citizen follows gainful
employment to satisfy his needs and desires by money. He and his
business or job are regulated by his principles, and, where necessary,
by laws or regulations imposed in the common interest of society.
The member of the organized crime community aims likewise to
satisfy needs and desires with money, but there the comparison
stops. Organized crime is by nature beyond society’s regulation;
and its few self-imposed regulations are for the common interest of
those in the business of opposing the common interest of society.

The backbone of the organized crime community is made up of
those who eschew honest employment for careers not recognized in
our economic system or referred to in our laws except in statutes
defining crimes against the person, property, public justice, public
peace, public health, chastity, morality, decency or good order.
It also includes persons, who, while not career-criminals, participate
on the fringe in criminal activity or, with guilty mind, profit di-
rectly or indirectly therefrom. It is to be noted, moreover, that
members of the community are by no means engaged exclusively in
activities of organized crime. Many are engaged or employed, in
varying degrees, in lawful occupations. But all, from center to
fringe, are racketeers, though the term is not generally applied when
a particular individual is segregated from the class.

Few, if any, of these persons engage in all varieties of crime.
There are fields of concentration in crime as elsewhere. Some
bookies have told the Commission they would have nothing to do
with guns, prostitution or narcotics. Some gunmen think bookies
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take candy from babies. But prostitutes and narcotics dealers have
engaged in the gaming rackets, and bookies have had to do with
guns and prostitution and narcotics. It is doubtless true that some
racketeers would work rather than live by some crimes. There may
well be degrees of lack of principle. But it may be questioned
whether the principle of the racketeer is as firm as the pride which
the honest workman in adversity swallows to take a job not worthy
of his ability and experience. The racketeer’s willingness to swallow
his principle could only be tested if he lost his income; and his
versatility in crime may properly lead society to presume that
the swallow would be accomplished with little gagging.

One thing is certain about this community, from center to fringe.
It is ruled by money. In the center are those who found no success
or disdained success within the law. On the fringe are those who,
with money earned in mediocre success within the law, invest in
ventures outside the law. Between center and fringe are varied
combinations of “racket” and “legitimate” money. Money and
ability to control it are the powers in organized crime. Beside them
the power of the gun is secondary and auxiliary. Money is the
life blood of organized crime, and money which finds itself in the
underworld has a way of circulating there. If a dollar paid to a
bookie, a narcotics peddler, a prostitute, or stolen from a bank
could, on its route through and out of the underworld, be traced by
endorsements reciting who paid it to whom and for what, it would
show the inter-relationships among crimes and criminals better than
any investigation. It would show how vocal money is in the under-
world. It would demonstrate more forcefully than this Commission
can that the unlawful activity which draws the most money into the
underworld is the prime source of power in organized crime and the
most serious threat to society.

The prime source of power based on money lies in illegal gaming.
The resolve establishing this Commission to investigate organized
crime singled out organized gambling for special mention. Since
organized illegal gambling is obviously organized crime, the special
mention must be construed as emphasis, not differentiation. The
Commission had no preconceived ideas on any phase of its assigned
subjects. It first sought light from the enforcement authorities of
the Commonwealth, police and prosecuting officials. It was told
by all that gambling is the major problem, although the question as
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to organization was not so clear. The files and reports of the Ke-
fauver Committee and of other investigations established illegal
gambling as the major problem elsewhere. The Commission has
found in its own work that no matter with what career-criminal or
with what field of crime an investigation starts, it is sure to run into
gambling sooner, not later. This was the exact experience in the
so-called Corridor Justice Probe of 1949, in which a special commis-
sioner was designated by the Supreme Judicial Court to look into
irregularities in the matter of bail bonds. There more testimony
was received on gambling than on any other crime, all of it relevant
to the matter under investigation. Further, the inter-relationships
between career-criminals are such that an inquiry starting with one
field of crime will surely go on to all the others. The commerce or
industry of organized crime and the people engaged in it may, for
some purposes, be divided and classified. But, if the problem to
society is under consideration, division and classification are mean-
ingless. Organized crime and its community constitute and present
one entire problem.

For these reasons and because the existence and extent of organ-
ized crime can be best illustrated by organized illegal gambling, the
Commission has placed its emphasis on that field and will draw
largely from that field illustrations of the points made in this report.

Organized illegal gambling exists within the Commonwealth in
the following principal forms;

(a) Wagering on the speed of beasts;
(i) Horses.
(ii) Dogs.

(fe) Wagering on athletic contest
(i) Baseball.
(ii) Football.

(hi) Basketball,
(iv) Hockey.
(v) Boxing.

(c) The numbers game
( d) Lotteries:

(i) Treasury balance.
(ii) Newspaper pools,
(hi) Football pools.
(iv) Dog lotteries.
(v) Miscellaneous.

2. The Existence of Organized Illegal Gambling.
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(e) Amusements;
(i) Coin-operated devices.

(ii) Games at carnivals and fairs,
(iii) Punch boards, jar games.
(iv) “Skill” games.

(/) Dice:
(i) Craps.
(ii) Barboot.

(iii) Miscellaneous.
(g ) Playing cards:

(i) Poker.
(ii) Blackjack.

(iii) Miscellaneous.
(h ) Miscellaneous.

This separation of types of gambling operation does not mean
that each is a business distinct from the others in capital, direction
and personnel. In real life no such separation exists. These are the
products or services supplied to the public by organized illegal
gambling, a division of the industry of organized crime. Those who
operate the division’s various activities are racket men whose pur-
pose is to break the law for money. By no means are all engaged in
all phases at one time. Pursuit of all of these activities would re-
quire large funds and is unnecessary. Nevertheless, some have, at
one time or another, engaged in all or almost all; and from varying
degrees of common experience and interest, there has developed
between real professionals a loose but strong association against the
common enemy the law.

Through multifarious outlets, the illegal gambling division of
organized crime offers a single basic product in various forms de-
signed to reach the entire market. Like a legitimate business con-
cerned with a single basic product, it continually seeks new product
forms adapted to greater saturation of particular markets and to
reaching markets hitherto untapped. The basic product supplied
to its public by organized illegal gambling is a chance at a prize for
a price. This product is supplied in many forms to satisfy varying
tastes and pocketbooks.

Some characteristics of the business should be noted. In theory
it sells at its own established price its product —■ a chance to win a
prize. But it neither buys nor makes the product nor the prize
which may result. It has none of the price and inventory risks or
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costs of the dealer or merchant, and requires none of his display
and storage facilities. It has none of the risks and costs of purchased
raw material and components and of manufacturing operations of
the manufacturer, and it needs no comparable plant and equipment.
The customer’s chance to win the prize derives from an unrelated
circumstance, like the performance of a horse, or from chance, like
the drawing of a number. The funds for the prize are provided by
the sales to other customers. And it goes without saying that the
amount of the prize or prizes which may be won by one or a few cus-
tomers is small compared to the total receipts from all customers.

In business terms, the gross profit (from which expenses must be
paid) represents the aggregate dollar sales at established prices less
the prizes payable to fortunate customers. Net profit is assured by
keeping prizes small in relation to total sales; by fixing prices at the
maximum which will be borne by the traffic and will produce dollar
volume; and further, as will be shown, by artificial reduction of
amounts payable to potential winners. Each of these elements is
largely within the operator’s control.

The price may vary with the size of the prize. But, in fact, the
price bears a much more direct relationship to the chance at the
prize than to its amount. If the chance is infinitesimal, its price
can be small. It is logical that a chance for $5.40 or $6 in the
numbers pool can be bought for 1 cent. It merely increases gross
volume and gross profit. It creates no liability.

The foregoing may indicate that these enterprises are not run by
gamblers in any legitimate sense. Most, if not all, legitimate
businesses and professions involve risks which may be called gambles.
The business or professional man risks or gambles his capital and
his training against the possibility that his product or services,
offered lawfully in the public eye and in competition, will not find
public acceptance. Lacking public acceptance of his quality and
utility, he has gambled and lost. Some gambling, like pari-mutuel
betting, is permitted by law. Here the percentage fees and break-
age accruing to the State and track are publicly established, known
and regulated. State and track fees and breakage aside, the size
of the prize depends upon the bettors. At least it is supposed to.
However, even here, through comeback money the bookie reduces
the prize at the track, so it will reduce his prizes. Thus he can to
some extent control legal gambling.
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The operator of illegal gambling enterprises fills neither the role
of the lawful track with pari-mutuel betting nor that of the gambler.
He is a percentage man, not a gambler. No one knows or regulates
the percentage fees or breakage he exacts. No one knows the re-
lationship of the odds on which prizes are based to the total chances
sold. No one knows to what extent chances are withheld from sale,
minimizing the risk of hits. Starting with a guaranteed profit from
percentages withheld (which, as will be shown, are far more favor-
able than anything permitted in legalized gambling), he profits
further through reliance not on winning on his own bet or gamble,
but on the customer’s losing. Unregulated, he can at will increase
the customer’s chance of losing. He can establish his own law of
averages or possibilities.

Two human frailties of his customers enhance the gambling
operator’s position. Working for him at all times, against his per-
sonally and privately established law of probabilities, are the urge
of the loser to recoup losses and of the winner to pyramid gains.
The presence of these factors in organized illegal gambling suggest
that this is perhaps the only business where the customer pays but
the proprietor keeps the merchandise.

Ordinarily, research into the extent of an industry produces
figures as to the number and value of plant installations and in-
ventories, number of persons employed, gross sales, taxes paid and
other norms of industrial worth and potential. Many facts would
come from public records, and others from those in the industry
anxious for a fair appraisal of its contribution and value to the
community. Reluctance to give information is normally attribut-
able only to competitive considerations.

The organized gambling industry maintains no plants or inven-
tories and keeps no figures as to persons employed or engaged, gross
sales, cost of sales or (it goes without saying) taxes paid. It makes
no contribution to public records and its established policy is to
destroy private ones. Those in the business hide from authorities
and public not only its extent, but its very existence. The business
is one of furtiveness and false fronts in which the “fronts” do not
honor even such things as the true-name law. Its personnel do not

3. The Extent of Organized Illegal Gambling.
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speak with pride of its expansion, development and community
contribution. Questioning them produces a recitation, learned by
heart or read from a slip of paper, of constitutional privileges with-
out mention of citizenship obligations.

Unable to apply to this business normal criteria of the extent of
a lawful industry, the Commission has sought to establish reason-
able measurements. Indications of the geographical and financial
extent of organized gambling are set forth in the two following
subsections of this report. Some idea of the personnel engaged or
employed in its operations will appear in the section entitled
“Conditions.”

1. Geographical Extent. The Commission is satisfied that or-
ganized unlawful gambling is to be found in one or more of its mani-
festations throughout the Commonwealth. This does not mean
that all types of gaming are to be found in every Massachusetts
community. It can be said with assurance, however, that if gaming
products are non-existent in some communities, they are readily to
be found not far away perhaps with no effort beyond a telephone
call.

Everything the Commission has heard points in this direction.
A larger budget and more time for investigation would doubtless
produce a detail map with pins or flags showing the presence of
organized gaming offices or contacts throughout the Commonwealth,
though it should be noted that facts established at any particular
date might not be facts a month later. But no such detailed proof
is necessary to the Commission’s conclusion.

Without exception, the law enforcement officers, civilian and
police, have pin-pointed gaming as the major source of law-breaking
in their respective jurisdictions.

Regrettably incomplete returns from local police departments
show arrests for gaming in thirteen of the Commonwealth’s four-
teen counties during the four-year period 1950-1953, as follows:

Arrests for Gaming on Number of Counties,

Horses 12
Dogs 5
Athletic contests 6
Lotteries 11
Pinball 8
Dice 9
Cards 8
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Incompleteness of these reports of arrests and lack of specification
of the types of gaming involved make their use impossible to evi-
dence the extent of particular activities in particular communities
or in the Commonwealth as a whole. But they indicate the wide-
spread nature of gambling operations.

Appendix A to this report is a map reflecting facts gathered from
various sources by the Commission in the period 1954-1956 as to
gambling connections in the Commonwealth of race booking organ-
izations plying their trade in Massachusetts. Here again this map
does not purport to show the facts regarding all such operators or
all their connections or the frequency of contact. Owing to the
fluidity of the business it by no means reflects all or even part of
the situation at this time; nor indicates present activity in a par-
ticular community. But it does show facts and connections which
have been disclosed by the investigation of the Commission. It
does show that such gambling connections cover the State. It may
safely be said, as will hereafter be shown, that where bookmakers
operate and have connections, most, if not all, types of gaming
flourish.

Appendix A-l is a map prepared from the same sources, showing
the gambling connections of Massachusetts gaming operators with
other parts of New England. Once again, this does not purport to
show all such connections. The Commission prepared a similar
study of the gambling connections between Massachusetts and other
parts of the United States, but a map reflecting these connections
was not practicable for inclusion in a report of this size. Such a
map would reflect connections in almost all parts of the country.

Again, pinball machines are known to be in operation in almost
all counties. These machines are licensed by municipal authority
and specific information is not available as to the numbers in opera-
tion or their locations. But it is a matter of expert knowledge that,
though these devices are not necessarily related to booking, they,
like bookies, bring with them other types of gaming.

Organized gambling is not, in Massachusetts, localized in par-
ticular communities, though, of course, it flourishes more in some
than in others. Its drawing power is great, its reaching power
broad. It is a concern of the entire Commonwealth.

2. Financial Extent. The financial aspects of the business of
organized illegal gambling measure the power of the racketeer.
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These aspects are those most carefully guarded from prying eyes.
In earlier days the professional gambler sought to appear affluent.
Today, the man engaged in this business tries to appear smaller
than he is. He is very conscious of recent adverse publicity for his
industry, of the constant complaint that the “big fellow” is never
caught, of the risks of hold-ups which cannot be reported, and
generally, of the liabilities which go with size in the rackets and the
extent to which they outweigh the assets. He wishes to be considered
a “little fellow” by public and courts. The big shot in organized
gambling, the successful “bookmaker,” does not advertise his size
or success. He publishes no figures. He gives out no information
from which his gross business or his net profit can be deduced. Nor
do his colleagues in his business or industry. Thus, each investiga-
tion into the subject, like that of this Commission, has had to rely
on informed estimates of the money involved. So-called book-
makers, in off-the-record discussions, have told the Commission,
without dissent, that the amount of money handled in illegal gam-
bling channels is very big. They agree that no one, either in or out
of the rackets, knows how big how to estimate it with accuracy.
The variety of gambling operations, their geographical extent and
the complete lack of records, make accurate dollar figures impossible.
Professionals agree that no one in the business can accurately tell
the amount of money handled by another, and that no one can put
a reliable dollar figure on the whole or any part of the aggregate
business. They volunteer that the aggregate is huge.

The Commission has sought information on which to base an
intelligent guess as to the amounts of money involved. The Com-
mission, like other similar bodies, has found that the more it learns
the more reluctant it becomes to use figures. The dollar figures
which, on examination, appear justified and logical can give the
appearance of exaggeration. Fear of apparent exaggeration has in
the past and may in this report lead to understatement. This, too,
can mislead the public, but if a choice between overstatement and
understatement must be made when accuracy is impossible, under-
statement seems preferable. Plowever understated by informed
people, the money involved in illegal gambling is, to say the least,
impressive.

The following subdivisions of this section set forth the Commis-
sion’s deductions, based on information available to it and believed
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in no way exaggerated, as to the financial aspects of the major types
of illegal gambling. To make for better understanding of the
measurements used, some facts as to the nature and economics of
each type of gaming are set forth.

Any modern examination of organized illegal gambling must come
first to off-track betting on horse races run at licensed pari-mutuel
tracks. The soliciting, accepting and handling of such bets is the
biggest business in the field. It attracts the biggest money; it
reaches the most customers; it uses the efforts of the most people;
it is by all odds the most organized, not in the sense of a single
organization, but in that it is carried on by organizations of all sizes
and types with every sort of inter-relationship and affiliation.
Above all, it makes for its operators the largest and most continuous
flow of profits. It is the golden stream from this activity which
largely provides the capital and personnel employed in other busi-
nesses hereafter discussed.

This business is of nation-wide scope, as shown by the Kefauver
and other investigations. Horses are running at licensed pari-
mutuel tracks somewhere in the country six days a week every
month in the year. The business is of particular importance in
Massachusetts. Four major tracks, each less than an hour from
Boston, are considered local to the Commonwealth, Suffolk
Downs, Rockingham, Narragansett and Lincoln Downs. The local
racing season provided by these tracks is practically nine continuous
months, probably the longest such season in the country. Scarboro
Downs in Maine makes its contribution to this season. Thus, the
year-round business based on country-wide licensed racing has a
peculiar concentration in Massachusetts.

There has doubtless been in this country from time immemorial
professional activity in the taking and making of bets on horse races.
The true bookmaker or gambler on horse racing is to be found
throughout our literature. But the rise of this activity to the status
of a business is recent. It is significant that the Massachusetts
Commission of 1933 gave it no attention. The operation of licensed
pari mutuel tracks in this area began in 1935. The Commission
dates from that time the beginnings and growth in Massachusetts of
the huge business under consideration. This business, here and

1. Off-Track Betting on Horse Races
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throughout the country, is based, as this report will show, on oppor-
tunity provided by publicly accepted pari-mutuel racing. It is of
interest that the golden stream from unlawful liquor supply cut off
by prohibition repeal in 1933 was shortly replaced by a stream rising
from the legalized pari-mutuel source. Legislatures in licensing
honest, public pari-mutuel betting doubtless did not contemplate
that, as professionals have told the Commission as an axiom, every
one who bets at the track will, given the chance, bet away from the
track. While this majr not be strictly true, it appears to serve as a
business guide to professionals.

Before exploring the finances of off-track horse betting, some de-
scription is desirable of the operators and organizations engaged in
this business, and, commonly, in others hereafter discussed. The
public is likely to think in terms of the traditional bookmaker who,
operating lawfully in England, quotes his own odds in competition
with others, maintains publicly his offices and organization, takes
and pays, as required, the bets placed with him, and balances his
book. Few, if any, operators carry on their illegal business in this
tradition. Generally the odds in which they deal are made for them
at the track except as they discount them in their own favor, as
hereafter indicated. In racket terms, a “bookmaker ”is any one who
accepts and backs, in whole or in part, play accepted by him, and
generally has solicitors or agents bringing him play. The solicitor
or agent, who may retain for his own account and himself book
bets collected by him, may in this sense be a “bookmaker.” By
and large, today’s horse race “bookmaker” does not make his own
odds or “balance his book.” He does not need to. He is a “book-
maker” in racket parlance only. He and his fellows are all bookies.
Even in the “bookmaking” office they merely record play on slips
and let the law of averages and of the Commonwealth take care of
the rest. Bookmakers or bookies or gaming operators of any kind
are to this Commission surprisingly unintelligent. However, they
are very shrewd, particularly about money.

The designation “bookie” is not used or liked by those in the
business. It applies to collectors and solicitors of bets to be placed
with the individual or organization which provides financial backing
of the play. These functionaries prefer the designation “agent”
instead of “bookie.” As indicated above, the “agent” may with-
hold and back particular bets for his personal account.
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Since the organizations in this business rest largely on the agent,
a description of his functions and relationships is fundamental. It
should be understood that the “agent” is in no sense an employee
of the real backer of the play. Although the relationship will vary
as between individuals and different forms of gaming, it is generally
standard in horse booking. The agent, so far as the public is con
cerned, is a “bookie.” On bets booked by him he is entitled on
a weekly accounting to about 10 per cent to reimburse expenses.
Beyond this he is entitled to 50 per cent of the profit (after deduc-
tion of the expense allowance) resulting from his bookings, taking
into account both losing and winning bets. He will receive his ex-
pense allowance regardless of results, but if his account otherwise
shows a loss, he will not share in profits until the loss is made good.
Simply, if all bettors who have booked a total of $5OO with the
“agent” lose, he will receive $5O for expenses and $225 of the profit
of $450; but if, as a result of hits, $lOO must be repaid to bettors,
he will receive the expense allowance plus $175 of the resulting
profit of $350; and if $6OO in hits must be paid, he will receive the
expense allowance, but will not again share in profits until after the
loss of $lOO has been made good to the operator from what would
otherwise be his share of the profits from subsequent bookings. In
other words, except for the expense allowance, the “agent” in a
continuing relationship guarantees the operator or organization
against gaming loss.

As indicated, the “bookie” or “agent” is in no sense an employee
of the operator. He acts in part as principal or underwriter for his
own account and in part as agent, joint underwriter, partner and
guarantor for, with and to one or more “offices” or operators.
He may and commonly does withhold particular bets, backing them
himself as sole principal, looking to the day when, if his ambition
so directs him, he will have his own business with “agents” book-
ing for him.

Turning to organizations in the business, the headquarters of the
booking business is the “office,” and here, of course, overhead ex-
penses are incurred, such as rent, telephone and “wire service”
charges, and, as necessary, personnel costs. “Offices” vary. A few
operating on a wholesale basis use few agents, and in the main deal
directly with large bettors and with other booking organizations.
Such offices accept big bets, are likley to operate in fields like elec-
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tions, sports and other events beyond the routine of horses, dogs
and numbers, deal on credit with good customers, and are active
in accepting “lay-offs” from other substantial professionals. Some
of these may be bookmakers in the traditional sense. These are
often called “sporting offices.”

Concentrating in what may be called the routine horse, dog and
numbers field (though sometimes taking other play), are three
principal types of “office” or organization based on size. The so-
called “group operation” is a big “office,” relying on broad retail
distribution through many agents, specializing in volume or quan-
tity, refusing bets above a specified figure, and dealing largely on
a cash basis. It will commonly have branch offices in several
areas or cities to assist in developing volume for convenience of
agents and customers, for multiplication of telephone facilities, and
to minimize risk of interruption. The medium-size booking office
operates much like the group operation, but works through fewer
agents on a more local basis with a single headquarters or more
concentrated local branches. It is more likely to confine itself to
the routine fields and to accept bets more limited in amount.

There are many, many small offices which operate locally, stick
to the horse, dog and numbers fields, accept only bets under $lOO,
and use few agents. Often, in this category the operator himself,
known as an “independent” bookie, is the agent who picks up the
play and phones it in to the “office,” which may be his home, where
an employee, wife or relative does the office work. Usually he has
a few agents in plants.

Operators of each type have business relations with operators of
others. There is a continual interchange, the placing of play taken
by one organization with another, the “laying-off” of bets taken
and other professional transactions. And generally, as indicated,
each individual in the racket (office help excluded) is at least in
part a principal, not an employee. At least in part, he operates for
his own account.

The public and the courts have frequently criticized law enforce-
ment officers for w-hat has been described as getting the “little
fellows” but not the “big fellows.” It may be apparent that al-
most any one in the business is an operator for his own account, not
an employee working for some one else. The “agent” may be a
very big operator. In the toils of the law he will describe himself
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as a mere collector with the implication that he is a low-level em-
ployee. He is in no sense an employee. He is in business on his
own account. If his volume is big enough, he may be a big operator
on his own account, though he is not the operator of an “office.”

From organization and personnel, we turn to the dollars and
money rewards of horse booking alone. Here again, accuracy is
impossible. The Commission can be accused of overstatement; it
can be accused of understatement. It prefers the latter. The fig-
ures tentatively accepted in this discussion of horse play and in sub-
sequent discussions of other gaming forms will be, in the Commis-
sion’s judgment, understatements. However understated they are
big enough to warrant attention by our citizens, the members of
our Legislature and our officials.

Bookies interviewed by the Commission have represented all
levels in the business. They have had no disposition to be helpful,
but they have made some helpful disclosures. As above stated, it
is their rule of thumb that he who will bet at the track will bet
away from the track. All agree that the business is a year-round
business, but it is better when the New England tracks are oper-
ating than when play is based only on tracks in California, Florida,
Maryland or elsewhere. They agree that the local season (235 cal-
endar days in 1955, with, due to overlapping schedules, 278 racing
days at licensed pari-mutuel horse tracks) is a continuous period of
good business. They agree that the amount bet on horses away from
licensed tracks is far bigger than that bet at the windows. They
do not know and profess themselves unable to estimate how much
bigger.

Estimates sought by the Commission from informed persons as
to the relationship of off-track to on-track betting on horses have
ranged from 4-1 to 100-1, the latter seeming impossible. In
England there is a fairly accurate ratio between lawful off
track betting and on-track betting; but it is also known that the
true ratio is higher because of illegal off-track play. A recent New
York study reported the most conservative estimate presented to
it as 3-1. The Commission in this report will use the 3-1 ratio as
the most conservative which has come to its attention. In doing
so it would readily accept and not contest a charge of understate-
ment.

Two known factors lend weight to the critic’s charge of under-
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statement. In on-track licensed pari-mutuel betting, the minimum
bet is $2 and the maximum $5O. Off track the minimum is 50 cents
and, barring the self-imposed limits of most booking organizations,
there is no maximum. In 1955 at Suffolk Downs, excluding over
2,000,000 daily double bets largely of the $2 category, there were
157,797 bets of $5O and 9,705,538 bets of $2. Every professional,
legal or illegal, would affirm that the small bets are the biggest and
best factor in betting. It is not hard to conclude that a price re-
duction from $2 to 50 cents in a standard product produces a dol-
lar volume out of all proportion to the reduction. This has been
too many times proven in legitimate business to warrant contradic-
tion. On the high side the “wise,” large money bets are commonly
placed away from the track, often with the stipulation that they
shall not go through the pari-mutuel windows. Such bettors want
assurance that the official track odds will not be affected by their
money. Thus, on both high and low sides there are substantial
factors, over and above inability of daily bettors to visit tracks,
tending to enhance the dollar volume of off-track, as compared with
on-track, betting.

Appendix B to this report shows for the year 1955 the amounts
bet at the licensed running horse tracks in each New England State
which has legalized pari-mutuel betting. The total bet through the
machines in the season (Sundays excluded) of 235 calendar days
(278 racing days because of overlapping schedules) was 186,407,235.
Using the 3-1 ratio, the Commission believes that in this period
off-track betting on the races at these tracks aggregated at least
$559,221,705. This figure does not include off-track betting in the
same period on pari-mutuel races at tracks outside of New England.

The 1955 off-season in New England, when the New England
tracks were closed, included 78 racing days, excluding Sundays.
The Commission’s interviews with professionals establish satisfac-
torily that off-track horse betting falls off about one third in this
off-season. If the gross figure of $559,221,705 for the New England
season is reduced to a daily basis, discounted by one third and ac-
cumulated for 78 days, we get an off-season total of $123,742,678.

Use of the conservative 3-1 ratio and the expert off-season dis-
count of one third indicates a total 1955 volume of off-track betting
originating in this area on horse races at legalized pari-mutuel
tracks of upwards of $682,964,380.
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This money volume can be measured in another way by using
Suffolk Downs alone as a point of reference. In its 64 racing days
(one authorized day unused due to a labor dispute) of 1955, its total
on-track handle was $56,928,792 (see Appendix B), an average per
day of roughly $889,512. The 3-1 ratio would indicate a total of
off-track betting on the Suffolk races for the 64 days of $170,786,304,
and a daily average volume for the bookies of $2,668,536. For the
roughly 170 days of the New England season when Suffolk Downs
was closed, this would make a total handle for the bookies during
the local season of upwards of $634,437,424, as indicated. Dis-
counting the daily volume by one third for the off-season gives for
these 78 days an average daily off-track volume of about $1,779,024,
and a total for the off-season of $138,763,872. This method of
measurement produces a figure for the annual dollar volume from
off-track horse bets alone in the neighborhood of $773,201,296.

From a perfectionist viewpoint these figures and the measuring
methods which produce them have obvious defects. The 3-1 ratio
is in the Commission’s judgment too low. The use of any ratio may
result in including out-of-state betting which does not go through
Massachusetts hands. Application of any selected ratio to a figure
including on-track handle at out-of-state tracks may introduce error
so far as Massachusetts is concerned. Basing estimates on Suffolk
Downs figures may weight figures on the high side. Other sourr
of potential inaccuracy can be pointed to.

The Commission is fully aware of these defects. It does not
adopt these figures as accurate or precise. It does adopt them
based on estimates and formulae used as rules of thumb by highly
expert professionals, as consistent with estimates received by other
similar bodies, and as accurate enough to show the nature of the
problem. If the volume figures are exaggerated, they are by no
means so exaggerated as to be ridiculous. The Commission, based
on its information and study, believes that a figure of from
$700,000,000 to $850,000,000 by no means exaggerates the gross
money volume now passing annually in Massachusetts through
and into the hands of organized unlawful gambling from horse-race
bets alone

These figures would, in legitimate business, he gross volume
figures. Profits are something else again, and on this subject the
Commission’s information is more nebulous. Some points are clear.
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The legitimate business world would be surprised if substantial
profits were not made from a business with any such volume, par-
ticularly when there are involved no product costs, sales expense of
the nature described and overhead is limited to a few office em-
ployees, telephone and wire service, a modest rent and miscellaneous.
It is, moreover, axiomatic in the business that “no one can beat
the horses;” and on this basis a large part of gross, after provision
for expenses and cut of “bookies carries through to profit.

betting on licensed pari-mutuelBut the business of off-track
of profit. An important elementhorse races has built-in guarantee

of profit is, queerly enough, gi inteed to the illegal horse player
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an count on $108,500,000 to $131,-
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i-hand adding machine, telephone

and wire service charges, and a few miscellaneous. It seems clear
that substantial profits are guaranteed to the racket operator by
operation of the law he flouts.
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Another factor which aids the
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hard in one week, he pays out of profits of previous weeks, he looks
forward confidently to the next, for he knows the odds are always
in his favor. A bookmaker may go broke not because his profit
is small but because, like some not in the rackets, he spends more
than he makes. Financial disaster in unlawful booking is rare.

The Commission is satisfied that, from the point of view of profits
as well as revenues, the racket is lucrative in the extreme.

The booking of off-track bets on pari-mutuel greyhound races
is another business commonly engaged in by horse-booking organiza-
tions and agents. This is a night-time activity, and, combined with
horse play, makes a long, though lucrative, day for the bookie.
Some offices and agents, however, rest from business cares and do no
business in the evening.

Dog racing does not command as general interest as horse racing.
There is not so much “information” available. There are not in
this field the handicappers, touts, tips, forms and scratch sheets
which operate in the horse racing field. Solicitors of play seek to
promote interest by buying quantities of track programs and distrib-
uting them in bars and other evening gathering places in wide-open
fashion. They check back to pick up the play and otherwise handle
it as they handle horse bets. A bootleg “wire service,” making
results available before the next race, promotes repeat play.

Dog-booking is usually another line with horse-booking organiza-
tions and agents. The agents perform the same function as in off-
rack horse play. The “offices” are of the same types, though less
retention is given by the wholesale type of office to dogs than to

horses. The relationship between agent and office is generally the
same. The agent is guaranteed 10 per cent of his bets for expenses
and is entitled to a 50 per cent share of profits after losses, if any,

n his business have been made up.
The volume of off-track betting on dog races is much less sub-

stantial than the corresponding horse race volume. As in horse play,
bets start at a minimum of 50 cents, but are lower on the high side
than bets on horses, both at the track and off-track. The local
season for off-track dog booking is more truly local than that for
booking horses. The off-track season covers only the period of
operation of the Massachusetts dog tracks; and interest is further

2. Off Track Betting on Dog Races:
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localized to the particular track that is open. As noted, some offices
and agents rest from their horse-play labors in the evening. Clearly
the interest, effort and activity is less with dogs than with horses.
Nevertheless, the figures of gaming arrests previously set forth show
arrests in five counties, though dog tracks operate in only two.
Activity is not limited to the track counties. Moreover, any activity
big enough to support its own “wire service” is big; and the bookies
agree that, though dog play is smaller than horse booking, it is very
substantial.

These considerations lead the Commission to the view that,
though the 3-1 ratio between off-track and on-track betting is prob-
ably conservative in the horse field, it might lead to exaggeration
here. In accordance with its desire to understate deliberately rather
than to appear to exaggerate, the Commission will use for dog play
only a 1-1 ratio, which to some will appear ridiculously low.

Looking at gross volume, the total 1955 handle of the three dog
tracks in Massachusetts for 200 days of racing between April 22 and
October 29, with some overlapping, was $60,901,724, with a like
gross figure for off-track volume on the 1-1 ratio. Off-track horse
play and dog play thus produce an aggregate volume, believed mini-
mum, of $760,000,000 to $910,000,000, and as computed with our
formulae $834,103,020.

With the lower volume of dog-play, however, go even greater
opportunities for percentage returns to the illegal business. The
combined state and track shares of the handle at the dog track is 17
per cent as against 14 per cent at the horse track, plus breakage in
each case. Breakage at dog tracks is 1.18 per cent. The off-track
operators thus start on a volume of $60,901,724 with a certain reten-
tion “off the top” of more than $10,353,000 to be added to the com-
parable figures from horse play. Breakage and the losses of the
bettors would undoubtedly be greater here than in betting on horses
because of the larger number of very small bets and the fact that
there is less informed betting off-track on dog races than on any
other types of so-called sport. Here also the bookmaker uses the
devices previously described in connection with horse play to in-
crease his revenue. Maximum off-track prices on dogs are lower
than on horses, regardless of pari-mutuel odds. They are 15-1 to
win, 6-1 to place, 3-1 to show, 25 per cent lower than in the horse
business. These lower prices naturally work for the bookie more
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often than the higher maximums on horse racing. Plainly off-track
bets on dog races have an even greater potential for profit to the
bookie than horse bets, and his only problem to increase his profit is
to increase his volume, which he does by bringing the dog races to
the bettor.

Another form in which a chance at a prize for a price is offered
and sold by the business of unlawful gambling is the so-called
“sports bet” the acceptance of bets on a variety of athletic
contests. In this field the business units engaged are fewer than in
off-track horse and dog play. Many of the small and medium and
some large offices do not handle sports bets, though the wholesale
type of concern previously described may be very active. This is a
varied business. In baseball, football, basketball, boxing and other
sports there is no legalized pari-mutuel betting. There are no law-
fully established odds which can be discounted; there are no “off
the top” returns guaranteed by lawful operations; the bets on the
average are larger; and the “information” is at once more special-
ized, less widely spread, and even more important.

Bookies have direct contact with horse and dog racing people
who are commonly off-track customers daily throughout the season.
The horse and dog wire services are readily available to those in-
terested. Continuing contact with the large and country-wide
group of people informed as to varied professional and amateur
sports events is by no means easy. There is a “wire service” in the
field in the so-called sports ticker, but this is not widely used be-
cause its “information” is not odds and pay-offs in sports gaming,
but is generally valuable for results and personal analysis. There
have been efforts to provide in the sports field the same type of
“information” available for horse and dog play, the publication
best known nationally being Athletic Publications, Inc. (formerly
called Gorham Press) in Minneapolis, which seems to have gained
impetus from publicity given it by the Kefauver investigation.
This organization publishes annual record books and schedules on
professional baseball and on professional and college football and
basketball; and during the football and basketball seasons publishes
weekly record sheets. Bookmakers and some bettors subscribe. It
also provides for special subscribers telephone service giving odds

3. Betting on Athletic Contest
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on particular football or basketball games. Interested bookmakers
and some bettors subscribe to one or more of these services. These
particular services may not be used by Massachusetts operators and
bettors, but similar services are available in New York and Chicago
from outfits which shall here be nameless to avoid free advertising.
Bookmakers also use, of course, any free source of information, such
as the sports commentator or columnist; and seek contacts with
trainers or others connected with an athletic club, team or con-
testant for last-minute information. They are, for example, deeply
interested in the condition of the injured leg of a star player;
though it goes without saying that if they learn the leg is about to
fall off, they do not tell the betting customers.

In the sports bet business, special expert information and judg-
ment are more important than in off-track horse and dog play.
Here there is no recognized, lawful mechanism, like the totalisator
board, establishing basic prices. There is no guaranteed “off-the-
top” take. Operators specializing in sports bets make their own
odds in some instances. On this basis there has been from time to
time a propaganda to the effect that these operators are not “gam-
blers” or “bookmakers” or “bookies,” but are like the “honest
sporting gentlemen” of the old school. As against this suggestion,
there must be placed the obvious importance to such operators of
special information not available to their bettors, making possible
in the first instance odds sufficiently favorable to assure profitable
business, and beyond that, odds more favorable to them than are
warranted by special, late information not available to bettors.
Up-to-date, accurate information, preferably known only to them,
is the fundamental tool for increasing the advantage over bettors.

To divert briefly, one form of the propaganda above referred to is
that the pre-pari-mutuel bookmaker was an honest, intelligent
business man typified by that old-fashioned “sporting gentleman,”
Sport Sullivan of Boston. This tradition may be read against the
story of the Chicago “Black Sox” scandal in the 1919 World Series
told last fall in a national sports magazine by the player first in-
volved. This author says that it all started in Boston; and that
he had always considered “Sport” Sullivan an honorable busi-
ness man until Sullivan approached him one week before the
World Series. Sullivan had earlier sought out the player as a
source of information as to starting pitchers, before wire service
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carried such information, when the team was on the road. The
relationship arose from the gambler's desire for inside informa-
tion. The player writes that Sullivan asked him to get seven
or eight players to throw the Series to Cincinnati and offered
$lO,OOO to each player. Sullivan brought Arnold Rothstein, the
New York "gambler” into the scheme. The result is history.
Such stories about these "honorable” men could be multiplied in
the last generation and in this, as witness the recent fixing of college
basketball games in New York. The delusion still exists. Players
are doubtless more careful in baseball since the Black Sox scandal,
and in basketball since the New York scandals; but the bookmaker
is as persistent in his quest for information and as dishonorable as
ever.

Another form of this propaganda emanating from the rackets is
that bookmakers have no hand in fixing sports events; that "fixes”
are contrary to the bookmaker’s interest; and that fixing scandals
is the work of “gamblers,” not bookmakers. This is merely an-
other example of the use of racket terms to further the racketeer’s
interest. To the court or the public he may be a gambler or big
bettor, not a bookmaker; or he may be an agent, writer or pick-up
man with the status of a "little fellow” or delivery boy. Within
the racket, all are bookmakers, though not “bookies.” The college
basketball scandal in New York was at the time attributed to
"gamblers,” not bookmakers, a theme recently repeated by a
national magazine. In fact, the ringleader in the scandal was an
active bookmaker. Of course, no bookmaker wants to accept bets
on a contest which is fixed without his knowledge. But there is no
record, rumor or tradition of a bookmaker refusing bets because he
knew the contest was fixed against the bettor.

The truth is that the prime objective of the bookmaker on sports
events is inside information not available to bettors; and that pur-
suit of the quest for information has often in the past and will often
in the future result in contacts which produce a fix from which the
bookmaker will not lose.

The absence of the pari-mutuel law to guarantee a return to the
bookmaker causes a great deal of variety and manipulation in
prices or odds in sports betting. In baseball, prices are variable,
depending on factors tending to make one team more or less the
favorite. For example, a bettor wishes to bet on a team he thinks
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will win a particular game. If the team is the favorite, the book-
maker’s price might be, for example, 15-10. The bettor would pay
the bookmaker $l5, and, if the favorite won, he would get back
$25, of which $lO would come from the bookmaker. If the bettor’s
team were not the favorite, the price would be 13-10; the bettor
would pay $lO, and, if his team won, he would get back $23. The
fact that the bettor must in baseball always make the selection is a
factor working to the advantage of the bookmaker. .Another such
factor is his ability to vary his price in direct proportion to the
chances involved, since points, or the number of runs by which a
team wins or loses, do not figure in baseball bets except on exhibi-
tion games. Thus, if a bookmaker takes 100 $lO bets at 15-10 on
the favorite, and 100 at 13-10 on the underdog and the favorite
wins, he pays out the $1,500 bet on the favorite and $l,OOO from
his own pocket; but he has taken in $l,OOO from the losing bettors
and so would break even. Of course, he would never allow himself
to get into a position where, if the favorite won, he would break
even, and if the favorite lost, he would make only $2OO. This
simple illustration shows, however, that even if he did, he could
not lose.

Betting on basketball and football is ordinarily at the standard
prices of 6-5 or 11-10, depending upon the bookmaker, and the
bettor must specify point margin. This is called the “point spread ”

and is fixed by the handicapper for the bookmaker. For example:
If the best football team in the league played the poorest team in
the league, the bettor could bet on either and give or take, for ex-
ample 30 points, signifying the superiority of the favorite. The

A $ll to $lO, or $6 to $5, that the
30 points. If it did, he would get

bettor could then bet at the ratio
favorite would win by more than

$6. If he bet on the underdog,back $2l for his $ll or $ll for h
the point spread would be the same, and he would pay at the ratio
of $ll to $lO or $6 to $5 that the underdog would lose by less than
30 points. If it did, he would receive the same payments as if he
had bet the other way. If bookmaker and bettor tie, i.e., the mar-
gin of victory is not more or less than 30 points all bets are off.
If the bookmaker is holding too much money on one team, that is,
more than the hazard calls for, he can raise or lower the point-
spread to attract bets the other way. Thus, if in the above ex-
ample, he is holding too much on the favorite, he can change the
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point spread to 40 so that bettors will bet against the favorite on
the theory that it cannot win by that many points. If the book-
maker can equalize the bets on both sides at the price of 6-5, he
will, regardless of the outcome of the game, keep 81 for every |5 he
paid out. He is thus guaranteed a minimum profit of 20 per cent.
If he cannot equalize his bets through bettors, he can lay off, or
bet against the bets he is holding, with somewhat the same result.
Of course, bookmakers in this field do not like or intend to do busi-
ness for only this minimum spread.

Other devices work to the bookmaker’s advantage. He may
arbitrarily refuse bets to his advantage, which, the Commission is
told, indicates lack of concern for competition in Massachusetts.
A device used by a few bookmakers in connection with basketball
bets is to offer to the bettor, and at even money, the option of tak-
ing the favorite and giving the bookmaker 6 points, or taking the
underdog and receiving from the bookmaker 4 points. This is of
value since the point spread in basketball tends to be rather narrow,
particularly in professional basketball. If the final score of the
game was 100 to 95, the bookmaker would win no matter who won
the game, or which way the bettor made the bet, because the
favorite did not win by more than 6 and the underdog lost by more
than 4.

Hockey, while not as important a betting sport as baseball, foot-
ball or basketball, attracts a good deal of wagering. Here the price
is stabilized much as in football and basketball. Since hockey is
a low-scoring game, and since many games end in a tie, when the
bookmaker takes points, such as one half goal or one goal, then he
will give the bettor even money. He will never give points. With
that kind of point spread the bookmaker wins if it is a tie game.

Boxing, traditionally an important betting sport, is currently the
least important because the bookmakers and the big bettors do not
trust it. The economics of betting on this sport between two ad-
versaries are like those of baseball. Information on the sport is
freely available, but boxing is so infiltrated with racket men that
other racket men will not risk their money on it. This, from their
own lips, is a commentary as to whether or not racket men will fix
sports.

The combination of all these sports and the great public interest
in them, the fact that Massachusetts has all the professional at-
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tractions except football, and has, in addition, a great many col-
lege contests, and the fact that the normal small bet on sports is
$5, indicate a very large total handle. The amount is, however,
even more difficult to arrive at than for off-track betting on horse
and dog races. The bookmakers interviewed by the Commission
rate the total play on athletic contests as second only to total off-
track wagering on horses and dogs. The Commission accepts this
as the informed appraisal of professionals who should know. Plac-
ing the money volume of sports bets in Massachusetts above that
of the numbers game is something the Commission would not do
of its own motion. However, if it is second or even third highest it
is very large and a source of great profit which has no law to limit
its minimum and only the bettors to limit the maximum profit.

The numbers game is a fourth and very important activity en-
gaged in by the modern so-called bookmaking enterprise. Whatever
may be thought of off-track betting on horses and dogs and sports
betting, the numbers game is clearly understood as a lottery, since
it uses the ancient attraction of the lucky number.

The numbers game or racket sprouted and grew in depression
times in the poorer sections of our cities at a time when tickets for
the Treasury Balance Lottery (dealt with hereafter) sold for $l.
The numbers game provided a chance for a prize at a price which
the poorest could afford. Its price could profitably be, and was,
quoted in pennies or multiples of the penny. Its prize was in the
neighborhood of 600 to 1, or $6 to the 1-cent player. Starting before
the depression, beginning in 1932, this “poor man’s” play expanded
immeasurably and became big business. In 1932, as set forth in a
previous report, it had become so attractive and profitable that
strong-arm elements “muscled in” to the business at a meeting at
the Hotel Manger, and its control and expansion dates from that
time. With legalization of pari-mutuel betting on horses and dogs
soon thereafter, off-track betting became big business, which wT as
both absorbed and was fitted into the existing organization for
numbers operation.

Generally, the personnel and organizational units in the numbers
business are as described in connection with off-track horse play;
and by and large the personalities and organizations involved are

4. The Numbers Game:
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the same. The same “agents” or “writers” solicit and collect the
play and bring it to the same offices or operators. The group-type
bookmaking organization is best adapted to this business, since a
large number of agents are needed to produce the necessary volume
of nickels and dimes from this essentially small change business.
For the well-organized operator, it rounds out the line and enables
him to reach through horse and dog play the bettor’s last dollar,
and through the numbers, his last cent. It adds a line to the agent’s
sales kit, enabling him, on his daytime rounds on the street, in bars,
factories, department stores, office buildings, semi-public buildings
and public buildings, to pick up play on the numbers along with his
horse bookings.

The relationship to his office or operator of the numbers agent or
the producer of numbers business differs somewhat from that
generally applicable to horse and dog play. The ordinary agent,
the writer, is entitled to retain, depending on his arrangements,
from 15 to 25 per cent of his play, in lieu of the expense allowance
normal on horse and dog play. The percentage retained will obvi-
ously vary with volume produced, operating circumstances, and
other factors. It should be noted, however, that the higher the
agent’s volume, the higher his retained percentage a clear indica-
tion that the office’s risk does not proportionately increase with
volume of play. Another indication of the relationship —or lack
of relationship between volume and risk is found in the standard
practice of the office to repay to the agent 10 per cent of any hit
sustained by him. This practice would seem to indicate that hits
are rare enough to be good for business, and that the agent who pro-
duces the hit is entitled to a premium. In fact, in this business as
in no other phase of the gaming industry, failure to pay off on a hit
is a cardinal sin. There are even stories from credible sources,
though as yet unverified by the Commission, of an office paying a
numbers hit for which it had no responsibility where an agent held
for his own account a good-sized play on a number. If, as local
bookmakers say, this is entirely possible, it must be that failure to
pay a hit hurts the entire organization and business and could kill
the goose that lays the golden egg. The Commission is interested
to know what happens to the agent under such circumstances.

Commonly in the numbers business the agent, as a partner, also
receives, on a monthly accounting, a 10-15 per cent share of the
profits of the office or organization on business turned in by him,
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after offsetting losses thereon. As in the off-track horse and dog
business, he receives his take from the gross, and thereafter has a
share in profits. These financial arrangements obviously contem-
plate that the business will be profitable after deduction of the
agent’s 15-25 per cent share of gross, and that the losses of bettors
will provide substantial profits to the office and further returns to
the agent. The percentage arrangements referred to in the report
are standard but they vary with individuals.

The numbers business has produced another functionary known
as the “50 per cent man.” This character is able, through per-
sonality, control of a substantial market, location, goodwill or in-
fluence with potential agents, to produce substantial volume of
numbers play. The relationship of such a man to the office may
commonly be a straight partnership in his numbers business a
50 per cent sharing of profits on a regular accounting. The 50 per
cent man operates through agents of his own, and, if in trouble,
describes himself as a mere pick-up man. The use of the 50 per cent
man is growing because it enables the office to handle many agents
without having them all come to the office, and thereby cause sus-
picion and more chances of detection.

As will appear from the subsequent discussion of the Treasury
Balance Lotteries, prizes in the numbers game originally depended
on the published figures of the United States Treasury balance.
As the numbers game developed into a distinct business, it aban-
doned the Treasury figures, and its prizes have since been derived
from figures published daily by some newspapers under the head-
ing, “The Mutuels.” The figures of “The Mutuels” reflect the
aggregate pay-off on the win, place and show horses in specified
races at specified pari mutuel horse tracks, the tracks used changing
as they close and open.

Mutuels at Suffolk May 28, 1956.
1-2-6-7 Races $205 40
1-2-3-5-7 Races 235 00 Winning No. 8291

7 Race 3 19 60
Three races 89 00
Five races 165 00
Seven races 319 60

The numbers italized in this table are the numbers for the day.
A player can specify either the top or bottom column of figures.
The Commission is satisfied that publication of “The Mutuels”
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serves no one except the numbers racket and no purpose except an-
nouncement of its drawings. It would be interesting to know how
the “Official” tracks are always known and used. The shift from
Treasury balance to horse race figures seems, moreover, to indicate a
shift of influence from the earlier lottery men to the horse bookies.

For example, in the horse rooms the race wire service carries
the pay-off figures on each race as it is run. This causes interest
in the “number for the day” as the results of several races come in.
That starts numbers play as a sideline to the horse betting which
may already have a sideline, such as a card or dice game underway.
Number play is accepted in horse rooms up to the sixth race; but
not thereafter because the mathematical probabilities are narrowing.

The numbers game provides several alternative types of play:
The player betting, for example, 10 cents can put his play on four,
three, two or one number in various combinations. The prize he
may win wall vary with the odds fixed by the operator for the particu-
lar type of play. It is to be noted that the prize does not vary in
accordance with the true mathematical chances, but with the bookie's
odds. The following table sets forth the types of play on 4, 3, 2
and 1 figures, the mathematical odds in each case, and the prizes
generally quoted at present. “Straight” play means that the se-
quence of multiple numbers played wall be in the same sequence as
they appear in “The Mutuels.” “Boxed” means that the multiple
numbers wall appear, but not in the sequence of “The Mutuels;”
and a “Bleeder” bet is that the first two or the last twro numbers
played will appear in sequence.

Numbers Mathematical
Played. Type of Play. Odds. Prize.

4 Straight 10,000- 1 3,000-1
Box 150 - 1
Bleeder 60-1

3 Straight 1,000- 1 600-1
Box 100 - 1
Bleeder 60-1

1 1-10 8-1

t . 1 '
Note. Some pay 10 per cent less than the above on straight play.
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Some little known mathematics about the numbers game are set
forth in the table below. It reflects the combinations of numbers
possible in four-number play and three-number play with some com-
ment.

Four-Number Play.

Combinations possible;
1. All digits different .... 5,040 e.g. ABCD
2. Two alike, others different . . 4,320 e.g. AABC
3. Three alike, one different . . . 360 e.g. AAAB
4. Two pairs 270 e.g. AABB
5. All alike 10 e.g. AAAA

10,000

The chance of a four-number play winning is 1 in 10,000, which of
itself takes care of the bookies’ worries about being hit. A great
deal of play is of the box and bleeder type. The following shows
why the bookie does not have too much to fear in “box” play. In
four-number play there are only 46 chances in the 10,000 numbers
for a “box” hit. The following shows these possibilities, referring
to the table above.

24 box combinations possible.
12 box combinations possible.
4 box combinations possible.

Item 1 above
Item 2 above
Item 3 above
Item 4 above
Item 5 above

6 box combinations possible.
None.

This is a total of 46 possibilities instead of 10,000, but the bookie
has dropped the pay-off from 3,000-1 to 150-1. The “bleeder”
in a four-number play receives the same treatment. In three-
number play there are 9 possible “box” combinations and the
economics are about the same. The bookie’s price, even if these
“long shots” win, is less than the true price; so he gets the bargain
on a pay-out.

Moreover, it is to be recalled that the agent is entitled to retain
for himself 10 per cent of the player’s hit; and the player thus
receives only 90 per cent of the prize.

As a matter of history, the prizes were generally higher until
January 1,1956. As of that date, as aresult of an industry meeting,
some offices in the numbers racket generally put into effect a cut in
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the prizes to he paid, and announced it by a printed ticket distrib-
uted to agents. Not all operators went along, with the result that,
in the numbers field, the pricing structure is not uniform. In some
districts for a three-number hit the player gets $600; in others,
$540.

The numbers game presents the simplest picture of the relation-
ship between organized illegal gambling and its customers. Here
the chance at a prize for a price the Supreme Judicial Court’s
definition of a gamble in Commonwealth v. Lake, 317 Mass. 264
the product sold by the racket can be most plainly analyzed. To
avoid confusion, a difference in terminology between the court and
the rackets should be pointed out. In the court’s language, the
“price” is the amount of the player’s bet. In the rackets the
“price” is synonymous with the bookmaker’s odds, and, by conse-
quence, the prize.

All gambling is based in large measure on mathematical proba-
bilities, these probabilities being, however, substantially influenced
in particular types of gaming by particular conditions. For illustra-
tion, mathematically, the odds that a number on a 6-sided gambling
die will come up are 1-6 or 5-1 against; and the similar odds on
one horse in a 12-horse race are 1-12 or 11-1 against. The mathe-
matical odds with the die will be influenced by the weight of the
die, the surface on which it is rolled, and the nature or force of the
roll. The mathematical odds in horse-racing are, of course, affected
by the characteristics of the horse, the jockey, the handicap weights,
the weather, the state of the track and other factors. Another
mathematical feature of the law of probabilities is that as new
probabilities appear the chances against success multiply instead
of add. Thus, if two dice are used, the mathematical odds against
throwing any two numbers do not merely double from 5-1 to 10-1;
they become 1-36 or 35-1. If three dice are rolled, the odds against
any three numbers become 216-1,

We have seen that the foundation of the business of organized
gambling in the fields of horse, dog and sports bets is the making of
odds or prices substantially below those warranted by the mathe-
matics of the situation and other relevant influences. The object in
each activity is so to reduce the odds or the price as to guarantee in
one or more ways, first, sure minimum return, and second, enhance-
ment of this return through assured losses by a high percentage of
betting customers. It is against the field of bettors, playing on
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artificially reduced odds (which would in any event favor the opera-
tor) that the bookmaker makes his biggest money.

The tables last set forth shows plainly the operation of these
principles and methods in the numbers game. Here, in theory, we
are dealing only with mathematical probabilities. The table shows
the mathematical chance of a 3-number play to be 1-1,000, meaning
odds of 999-1 against. The mathematical chance offered by the
racket is 1-600, or, in some districts, 540-1. Mathematically the
holder of a winning sequence should receive back his money multi-
plied 1,000 times. From the numbers playing bookmaker he will
get back his money multiplied only 540 times. Similarly, if the
player pays $1 for a one-day chance on the four numbers “on the
nose” and wins, he should, on the mathematical odds, receive $lO,-
000. He will get instead $2,700 ($3,C00 less 10 per cent). The
chance for which he paid $1 was actually worth only 27 cents maxi-
mum, with a mark-up to the gambling industry of 73 cents, or 270
per cent. These differences are obviously working for the bookies
at all times. If the bettor analyzed the prize in relation to the
chance offered, he would not pay the price.

A revealing computation of the bookmaker’s potential gross
earnings can be made on the basis of a simple assumption. If 1,000
persons in a single factory collaborate to divide the numbers 000 to
999 among them, and each plays 10 cents “straight,” one player
will win each day. If this play is handled by a numbers organiza-
tion the price, with mathematical odds at 1,000-1, will be on the
basis of 600-1 less 10 per cent retained by the agent. The bookies
will collect $lOO and the winner will get $54. The gross profit to the
booking organization is 46 per cent.

As in other fields, the odds favoring the bookmakers are further
increased in many ways and by many circumstances. The chance
that a writer or writers will bring in all the available numbers is
negligible. Numbers may be refused. “Half numbers” are offered,
on which the pay-off is one half normal. In these and other ways
the spread between mathematical odds and the prize of the winning
player is increased in the bookmaker’s favor; and the mathematical
odds against the player are lengthened astronomically. It is a
standard saying in the racket that “the numbers is a good business
because the bookie has a lot of numbers working for him.”

The Commission cannot fix a figure for the total handle of the
numbers game in the Commonwealth. But it is a year-round, day-
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to-day business and there is no reason, as with horse and dog bets,
for its take to be reduced when the New England tracks are not
operating. It was a big, self-supporting business before the more
recent development of organized gambling on horses, dogs and
sports events. Incomplete records of one office of modest size
seized showed total small change receipts, mainly from numbers
play with few horse bets, of $2,136.69 for June 6, 1956, alone. An
office computation indicated total actual or potential receipts for
the year of $722,000 for this one unimportant unit in the numbers
business.

The Commission is inclined to think that the annual volume of
numbers play in Massachusetts is second only to the volume of off-
track horse betting, though, as indicated earlier, some professional
opinion puts sports betting in second place.

A Treasury balance lottery is a numbers lottery deriving its
name from its use in the “drawing” of the last five digits of the
published figures of the United States Treasury balance. The
Kefauver Commission was unable to find that daily publication of
these figures in some newspapers served any useful government or
business purpose, and the Wall Street Journal does not feature them.
Commonly, when published, these figures are carried on the sports
pages.

This is an early form of organized, illegal gaming, and was the
major form prior to the advent of the bookie dealing in bets on
horses, dogs and numbers. It is the first form of gaming described
herein which is not a product of the bookmaking office, though
its relationship to the other forms is close with much overlapping
of personnel on all levels. This is the first type of gaming here
discussed which employs a printed ticket. Many agents of book-
making offices distribute these tickets on their regular routes, but
turn in the play elsewhere. On the other hand, some operators of
these lotteries have been, or are, also sharing in bookmaking
profits.

The organization for ticket distribution is substantially that
of the group-type bookmaking office. The increasing use by the
bookmakers of the group-type operation is undoubtedly an adapta-
tion from this older type of lottery operation, in which operators

5. Treasury Balance Lotteries
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have been hard to identify owing to the few subordinates having
knowledge through direct dealings. These lottery offices employ a
system of regional and local distributors who might be thought of as
jobbers and who get the tickets out each week to retail distributors,
very often agents or sub-agents in a bookmaking operation. Prior
to enactment of the Federal Wagering Tax Law in 1951, there were
at least twelve of these lotteries in the Commonwealth, each identi-
fiable by name on the ticket as a trade mark.

The Treasury balance ticket is printed, folded and stitched or
stapled. On each ticket is printed a "player’s number,” which
contains five digits, and the prizes. Each ticket now generally costs
60 cents and entitles a player to a five-day play. A typical daily
top prize is about SI,OOO, which is increased to $4,000 on Friday.
The top prize, referred to in the racket as the “top line,” is based
on five numbers. The other prizes range from $lOO down and
are based on numbers above or below the winning number combina-
tion of fewer numbers, and offer prizes based on odds lower than
those of the numbers racket. The odds against the top prize in
any one day, since five numbers are used, are 1-100,000. Although
the player, with a five-day play for five different prizes, has five
chances, the odds against his hitting twice on one ticket are astro-
nomical. Thus, the economics of this type of lottery are to be con-
sidered on a weekly, not a daily basis. On a weekly basis the mathe-
matical odds are 5-500,000.

Treasury balance lottery operators are, however, no more satis-
fied with reliance on the law of probabilities the mathematical
chances than other gaming operators. There are now at least six
of these lotteries surviving in the Commonwealth. Perhaps all, but
certainly several, are associated together, at least for self-protection.
Usually tickets no longer bear identification by the lottery’s name
or, since the Commission’s last report, even by symbols. It is
thus difficult to tell the tickets of one from those of another. The
Commission believes that at least five lotteries have combined to
have tickets printed at one place. This makes possible a single
printing of 100,000 tickets and manipulation of the numbers among
the five lotteries. This manipulation means that only one must
pay the top prize for a given number; and that some other operator
must pay the lower prizes awarded to the holders of the numbers
immediately above and below. Another device used in this type of
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lottery is the skipping of numbers by means of a counter on the
press, so that less than the full 100,000 numbers are used. This
common manipulation of numbers available removes the odds
against the player from the field of mathematics to the field of
impossibility, for if the number is not sold, no one can hold it. The
best a player can do is to have one above or below it, with its greatly
reduced prize. It is also common in this business for the operator
to “insure the top line” by paying each week a percentage of the
price of each ticket sold to an individual or group for a money
guarantee against being hit for the top prize. This practice is not
only an indication of the organization of the business and of its
affiliations, but clear evidence of its money-making possibilities and
its ability to insure against all risks.

Although the total handle of the Treasury balance lotteries
in the Commonwealth cannot be documented, any more than those
of other phases of the gaming business, the following can be deduced:
six lotteries distribute an estimated 20,000 tickets each week. At
60 cents per ticket, this distribution produces $72,000 per week, or
an annual total of $3,744,000. From each ticket the lottery operator
takes from about 28 to 30 cents, or from 45 to 50 per cent of the gross.
Some of this is shared with his higher level distributors. The local
jobbing distributor takes from 3 to 5 cents, or from 5 to 10 per cent.
The retail distributor gets in the vicinity of 17 to 19 cents, or be-
tween 25 to 30 per cent. It should be borne in mind that the labors
of the Treasury balance distributors take place once a week as dis-
tinguished from the operations of the bookie. Hits are paid from
the operator’s gross take, but are usually reimbursed by insurers at
a premium obviously making the insurance economical. If this un-
lawful insurance premium be treated, as it must for the Commis-
sion’s purpose, as part of the gross profit, the “racket” would have
a gross profit of practically 100 per cent of the receipts.

6. “Special” Lotteries
The “special” lottery is included at this point as obviously a

product of the Treasury balance business. As previously reported,
gaming operators are constantly offering their product in a variety
of forms and seeking profitable openings for new offerings. These
are commonly described as “special,” and they may be offered as a
Thanksgiving special, a Christmas special or the like. The World
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Series special, offered annually, is a well-known example. A special
lottery is usually announced by a printed flyer describing a phenom-
enal array of prizes with, commonly, an election for winners be-
tween merchandise items like automobiles and cash. The World
Series special ticket is printed in the same format as the Treasury
balance ticket, and its price is 60 cents. The prizes are awarded
on the basis of six numbers resulting from putting together the
total hits and runs of both teams for each game of the World Series.
The last number in the total for each game is the number for each
day. If the World Series does not go beyond four games, the num-
bers for the first and second day are repeated. Thus, the six num-
bers are fixed at the end of the World Series. The result slip for the
1956 World Series special showed the winning number to be
754172.

The prizes offered in this lottery totalled $34,231. The top prize
was $7,500. There were nine prizes, each consisting of either a
1956 automobile or $2,400 as its cash equivalent. Thirty consola-
tion prizes ranged from $5OO to $1 in cash.

The mathematical chance of a one-ticket player to win this
lottery based on six numbers was 1-1,000,000. The operators thus
had working for them 1,000,000 numbers. In this connection it
must be borne in mind that the distribution organization for this
“Special” is that which distributes the Treasury Balance lotteries.
The 1,000,000 available numbers would enable the lottery operators
to use every fifth number and still have 100,000 tickets to sell.
The significance of this factor becomes apparent when it is realized
that the nine prizes in the group below the first or capital prize
are payable only to a player holding number one, two, three or
four above or below the winning number. The Commission has
two of these tickets from the same source, on one of which the last
digit is 1, and on the other, perhaps by coincidence and perhaps by
design, 6. That is the way the numbers would jump if, in a total of
1,000,000 numbers, blocks of five were skipped. If such skipping
were by design, as is possible, the extravagant offer of nine auto-
mobiles or cash equivalent could not possibly be taken up by any
player, since there could not possibly be any numbers from one to
four digits above or below the winning number. As to the top
prize, the odds were 1-1,000,000, if all the numbers were used. If
only one out of every five numbers were used, 200,000 tickets would
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be available for sale and the odds against any one winning would
become colossal. This “special” promotion would give the lottery
business or the gaming industry about $60,000 extra for a week’s
“work.” It is obvious from the way the prizes offered drop that
the anticipated hits on prizes below the top would involve few
dollars. This “special” was advertised by the flyer, which ex-
plained the game as “simple number play, straight action, mixed
action, reverse action, no ties, full awards paid.” It cleverly avoids
saying, “all prizes are paid.”

The “special” lotteries are obviously spot promotions designed
to increase the year’s volume of operators and organizations en-
gaged in the business. It is impossible to give a real figure for their
volume or the profits therefrom. The regularity of their promotion
in connection with particular seasons and events indicates that they
are well worth while from the point of view of volume and profits.

7. Miscellaneous Lotteries:
In addition to the Treasury balance lotteries, there are a large

number of drawings or lotteries conducted by social and fraternal
organizations throughout the Commonwealth and others. Some
masquerade as such, but are not. Most of them are comparatively
small and local. The Commission does not consider these to be a
part of the rackets, except for those that are not as fraternal as they
seem to be. However, all are illegal; and are known to the police
in the communities where they exist. They are thought to be
harmless, but they have an adverse effect on law enforcement, be-
cause they typify tolerance which grows; also, if they were a few,
they would be less significant. The Commission has not even tried
to investigate them. It has learned that some are run more for
the benefit of the operators than any one else, and that in 1951
there were approximately 425 of them in the 351 cities and towns
in the Commonwealth.

In addition, there are foreign lotteries which are mailed in here.
The bookies say that they would not play a foreign lottery, includ-
ing the Irish Sweepstakes, unless they knew where the ticket came
from.

As previously reported, the so-called “newspaper pool” is a type
of numbers lottery in which no ticket or slip is used. Instead, a

8. Newspaper Pool
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player is verbally given a number. He keeps the number as long as
he plays, usually year after year, and pays for the number at the
rate of $5 per month. Here the agent may be the usual horse, dog
and numbers writer, who, though he usually does not have such
numbers for sale, can get one for a new player if one is available,
which is not always the case. He usually does not get such numbers
from his office, since the newpaper pool is not a product offered by
the bookmaking office in its ordinary business. There is no official
connection between newspaper pools and the newspapers, but in at
least some their basic distribution system appears to be the assign-
ment by the operators of blocks of numbers to certain newspaper
circulation truck drivers for sale by them. The holders of these
blocks appear to be the sources from which the bookie can get a
number, if one is available.

As nearly as the Commission can determine, the newspaper pool
originated with one started as a friendly operation by an employee
in a newspaper composing room. This employee, now deceased,
left his newspaper job years ago to devote his time to running the
pool when it grew beyond social gambling. Imitators developed,
and the originator used the name of his newspaper to identify the
original pool. Imitators adopted the names of other newspapers,
using the common racketeering device of sponging on the prestige
and respectability of others. These pools had no official names, but
for number selling purposes the names of reputable newspapers,
which could as well have been the names of educational or charitable
institutions or reputable financial or business organizations, were
used. In federal tax records the first newspaper pool is called “Union
Associates,” but only the federal tax people ever heard that name.
In the state tax records such a pool is usually called something like
the Second Tuesday Club, to signify the drawing day. That also
is a name of limited use.

Each newspaper pool for years had a monthly drawing, which was
an open event in lodges or clubs, though more recently the drawings
have been held in comparative secrecy. This factor gives the news-
paper pool the greatest potential of all the lotteries for fraud, since
the drawing is supervised by some of those who stand to lose the
money. Persons who live by the gaming business have convinced
the Commission that “anything the human hand can touch can
be fixed.” In fact, a few years ago, in one of these pools being run by
men who the Commission believes are operating one of the current
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ones, the top prize was “won by the house” twice in six months.
Why assume the others are honest?

There is something peculiar and interesting about the nonchalance
and untouchable status of the newspaper pools. As previously re-
ported, one of the operators, now deceased, of the original news-
paper pool had a reputation for honesty in its management. This
attached itself to all such pools, though the reputations of all opera-
tors for honesty were not so clear. The Commission has previously
reported some facts concerning a partner of the alleged honest
operator which by no means reflected the same honesty. For years
all newspaper pools filed returns and paid taxes on their winnings
to the State Tax Department. They probably still do. They regis-
ter with the federal government in public records, although they use
the names of persons as fronts. The Commission reported on their
existence in June of 1955, but so far as it knows, no enforcement
agency has moved against them. During this year printed cards
were distributed around Boston by persons unknown to the Com-
mission, calling attention to their existence and asking why nothing
had been done about them. One day Commission representatives
found result slips used by one such pool scattered all over a street in
downtown Boston. Why these operators remain immune is as much
a question to this Commission as it was to the distributor of the
printed cards. The Commission has some suspicions as to the an-
swer, but since it is not its policy to report suspicions, it will await
the availability of more facts.

The newspaper pool game is based on four numbers, and in that
sense is similar to four-number play in the numbers game. Here,
the operators determine the winning numbers by rolling numbered
“pills” from a leather Kelly-pool bottle, which is part of the equip-
ment of a poolroom. The top prize is paid to the holder of the four
numbers in the sequence in which they are rolled from the bottle.
The winning numbers are announced to the players by printed
result slips which are the only documentary evidence of the existence
of these pools.

The economics of the game are as follows: since the top prize
is for four numbers, only the numbers from 0000 through 9999 are
potentially involved. Ten thousand numbers are available, and
the mathematical odds against any player are 1-10,000. Each
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play costs $5 per month. The gross handle for each pool per month
is $50,000 or $600,000 for each year.

The Commission has information of three of such lotteries and
unverified information that there is one more. Usually the same
operators run two, with drawings at different times. One of these
offers 87 prizes each month, including a top prize of $14,000, second
prize of $2,000 and third prize of $l,OOO. The remaining 84 prizes
are consolation prizes in amounts ranging from $lOO down to $25.
The aggregate total of prizes is $19,575. Another offers 93 prizes
each month, with a top of $lO,OOO, second of $5,000, third of $1,500,
fourth of $5OO, and the remaining 89 the same as in the other pool.
Here is an aggregate prize total of $19,975. The third offers 93
prizes which, in similar fashion, total $19,900. To round out the
figures, assume that each pool offers $20,000 in prizes each month
to a total of $60,000. All three have a total handle per month of
$150,000; thus the gross profit of all three is $90,000 per month.
The persons who distribute the numbers get $1 for each $5 collected,
similar to the common 25 per cent for race booking. This leaves
the operators with a gross profit of $67,500 per month.

Thus, the three pools known to the Commission handled $1,800,-
000 each year, and the amount of handle which does not go back
to the players is $1,080,000 each year.

This illustrates perfectly an illegal gambling operation in which
the player is supposed to have a chance, since prizes are supposed
to be paid each month. Thirty thousand players in three pools
share chances at $720,000 in prizes annually. In each year each
player pays to the gaming operation $6O, from which the business
allots $24 for return to a winner. Obviously, this is not a true
pool any more than the numbers game. It is a lottery in which,
if honestly run, some one will win some money. However, as
usual, it is set up for the benefit of the gaming operators. If we
assume 100 agents engaged with equal success in selling numbers,
they would share $270,000 each year and risk nothing. The opera-
tors, assume 10, would share $BlO,OOO each year and risk nothing.

From sample figures on these three newspaper pools, it can
be seen that the gross annual return to the gaming operation is
$1,080,000, assuming honest operation. With one additional pool,
the gross handle and return to the business would increase accord-
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ingly. The Commission does not assume that gaming operators
are completely honest. It would be pimple for the operator of such
a pool to hold back 100 numbers. This would reduce by $5OO the
total handle, but the operators would have 100 chances to 1 for
any player that the house would win top prize. This would make
its own chances against the field 1-1000, with each other player
facing odds of 1-10,000.

Finally, in evaluating the financial aspects of any gaming opera-
tion, society should not take figures for one year as though there
were no other. If these three newspaper pools were the only forms
of illegal gaming which existed in the Commonwealth over the
last twenty years, they would have put into the hands of law-
breakers a gross return of $21,600,000, obtained $5 at a time from
only 30,000 people in the Commonwealth at a given time; but in
fact, there were several more of these pools for many years.

This form of the gaming product became practically extinct in
the Commonwealth on an organized basis with the passage of the
Federal Wagering Tax Law in 1951. It has not yet made a complete
comeback, but is on the way.

About two years ago the football pool reappeared here and the
Commission does not know how many there are at present. It
knows of two, one called the ‘‘Kickoff.” One of these allegedly is
run from Providence, Rhode Island. This is a lottery merely offer-
ing a variation of betting on football. Cards are distributed in the
middle of each week during the football season. Distribution is by
the bookies or agents of bookmaking offices. It is not clear whether
this play is part of the line of the bookmaking office, or whether the
agent handles it as a distinct business unit. It appears to be part
of the line of such offices as specialize in sports bets.

On the card are scheduled 25 games to be played on a given
Saturday throughout the country. The teams involved are num-
bered from 1 to 50. Beside each game is stated the bookmaker’s
“point spread,” i.e., the number of points by which the favored
team must win before the bettor can collect. The point spread is
fixed by a handicapping organization which sells the cards and its
information service to the bookmakers.

The bottom portion of the card is composed of two removable
stubs. All three parts of the card bear the same identification num-

9. Pools based on Athletic Games
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ber. The stubs contain the numbers from 1 to 50, to identify the
selections of the player. He draws a circle around the number of
each team he selects and at any time up to noon on the day of the
game he can give a stub to the bookie, pay the amount he wishes
to bet and make his play. The ordinary small bet on this appeal's
to be $5. On the back of the card the “prices,” or prizes, are set
forth in the ambiguous and misleading fashion shown below:

Selections Point p . r n , .
(Teams). Spread. Prizes. true Odds.

3 5 J 4 - $1 1-8
4 10 9-1 1-16
5 15 14-1 1-32
6 25 24- 1 1 - 64
7 50 49- 1 1 - 138
8 75 74- 1 1 - 276
9 100 99- 1 1 - 552
10 200 199- 1 1-1,104

9-10 10 9-1

The $4 for $1 means the payoff is $3 and your dollar back. In
an interesting concession to the law, the card bears the legends,
“For Newspaper Purposes Only” and “Not to be Sold.”

The total handle on athletic pools of this type is beyond the
knowledge of the Commission at this time. There is wide distribu-
tion of the cards throughout Massachusetts, and as many can be
sold as there are people willing to play them. This really combines
betting on sports and numbers.

In a July, 1956, report from Washington, a United States Sen-
ator recommended a federal investigation of the extent to which
organized gambling is moving in on college athletics, with particu-
lar mention of football pools. He was reported to have said that
he did not want the investigation in 1956 because he did not want
it tangled up in a political campaign.

Many forms and varieties of lotteries related to athletic games
exist elsewhere and undoubtedly do here. It should, however, be
assumed by law-enforcement agencies and the public that if these
gaming forms are not now available here, they will be; and that
only expansion of their acceptance and distribution is to be ex-
pected.
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As the horse, dog and numbers bookie gets his feet on the ground
in the sports field, he will sell all these forms of play.

10. Dog Race Lottery

Each year during the local dog racing season a dog race lottery
appears in various parts of the Commonwealth. The tickets are
cheaply made and are printed outside the Commonwealth. They
are sold to the operators in books, which do not mention either the
price per ticket or the prize. The Commission does not know how
many separate lotteries use this ticket, and has no real knowledge
of the financial extent of the activity. It does know that arrests
involving these tickets have occurred over several years in all parts
of the Commonwealth.

This game is a pure lottery. Each ticket contains the numbers
of two dogs in each of two races. The player cannot make his selec-
tion of dogs. He merely buys a sealed ticket. If the two dogs on
the ticket win, he wins the prize. Eight dogs in each of the first
two races provide a combination of 64 mathematical possibilities.
Although the ticket price seems variable, it appears to sell nor-
mally for 50 cents. The prize available to a winning 50-cent ticket
is $2O. The total price for 64 tickets is $32, which gives the opera-
tion a gross return of 3734 per cent. The odds against a player are
1-63 and the prize is at the ratio of 40-1.

Arrests indicate that dog-lottery tickets are handled by book-
making agents, by Treasury balance lottery men and by inde-
pendents, an indication of the overlapping and interrelation of
units and people in the gaming business. It is not clear whether
the dog race lotteries come out of offices which book dogs at night
or are night-time activities of ticket lottery operators.

11. Dice Games:

Dice are among the most ancient of gambling devices and have
too many gambling uses for comprehensive treatment in this re-
port. Two principal games will be discussed as important fines of
the organized illegal gaming business.

Here the players are usually opposed to each other, the outcome
of each game determined by the combination of numbers on the
dice resulting from the throw. A description of the game and the

(a) Craps.
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various methods of betting would serve no purpose here. There
are craps games of all “sizes,” but this discussion will consider only
“big” games as measured by the amounts of money involved. This
form of gaming has grown with the rest of the business. About
thirty years ago the “craps game” was an outdoor sport, held com-
monly on Sundays in a gravel pit or the woods, where the familiar
hard-packed circular area on the ground bore mute testimony to
long-standing Sabbath rituals. With the development in the
1930’s of off-track horse and dog play and the numbers game, in-
terest in dice games as a business waned. During World War II
dice were widely used for social gambling by young service men,
but also found extensive use by men from the rackets seeking to
share the pay of fellow G. I.’s and to make real money while in
uniform. Craps, an endurance contest, is particularly the business
of young men. This service activity revived interest in the game,
and after the war it found broader scope and interest. There have,
over many years, been big craps games operated lawfully in States
permitting the activity and unlawfully where the activity has been
winked at. But since World War II the business in the field has
grown notably, and now “big” unlawful games are commonly
financed by men who rarely are present.

The odds on each roll in a craps game, as previously indicated,
are 36-1 against any particular combination of two numbers. Bets
are made, both by the player rolling the dice and by others on or
against his success. Bets may be unlimited or subject to house
limitation. The house takes a commission of 5 per cent of the
money bet on each throw. This provides the house a minimum
guarantee which, owing to the rapid repetition of one game follow-
ing another, runs rapidly into big money. Often, to increase its
take, the house will limit bets as between players to, say, $2OO on a
single roll, and require that all over that amount be bet against the
house. Under such rules a player wishing to bet $5OO on a game or
throw bets $2OO against the shooter and $3OO against the house.
He collects from or pays to both; but the house takes its 5 per cent
commission on both bets. This is the way of the house in becom-
ing the big player in the game.

It is of interest that this 5 per cent commission to the operator
is the smallest percentage “take-out” or guarantee “off-the-top”
we have seen in any activity in the gaming business. The speed of
the game obviously means 5 per cent every time the dice roll pro-
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duces income fast enough. These games are often called “floating
craps” games, implying that they move to hide from the authorities.
Some do, but though the really big games may move to avoid com-
plaints, they do not usually have to float. The customers demand,
and the operators are likely to get, what protection is necessary,
though the risk of a hold-up must always be reckoned with.

Barboot is a dice game, allegedly of Greek origin, operated some-
what differently from craps. Barboot has two shooters who shoot
against each other, whereas in craps one shooter shoots against the
odds. Bets are placed by the other players for or against one or
the other of the two shooters, and the house is the stakeholder.
Barboot uses only certain of the number combinations;

Losers.

1-2
1-1

Winners.

6-6
6-5

4-4
2-2

5-5

3-3

There are 28 possible combinations of numbers which are no
action. Thus action is fast. The money is stacked in piles on the
table and a man, called the bookmaker, bets the difference between
the win and lose piles. The house takes 5 per cent of each pot, and
since the game is faster than craps, the take-out here per hour is
faster and larger.

12. Playing Cards:
Playing cards are, of course, used for gambling through many

different games. The Commission has found that two in particular
are substantial activities of the organized illegal gaming business.
Here again each of these games is fast so that the house is com-
monly satisfied with its fixed percentage of each pot. Often here
the house will participate to get or keep a game going, but as long
as enough players are available, it prefers to operate on its guaran-
teed percentage.

(a) Poker.
Organized illegal gambling generally uses the five-card stud game

because it permits the maximum number to play with 52 cards and

(6) Barhoot.
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is a good betting game. The “big” games last from 30 to 40 hours
with a 24-hour interval between games. Of course, players come
and go, but the house remains.

The house takes 5 per cent of each pot, which will average for
the house about 25 per cent per hour. In a game lasting for 40
hours, the total handle is likely to run about $20,000, with a guar-
anteed return to the house of $l,OOO. Such games run on the above
schedule over long periods, and thus a game will commonly be held
approximately 136 times in a year. Such an operation would pro-
duce a total handle of $2,720,000 and a minimum gross return to
the house of $136,000 for the year.

(b) Black Jack and Miscellaneous.
This is also called “twenty-one” or “vingt et un.” It is one of

the fastest games of all. Each player bets in advance that he will
draw cards having a value up to but not over “21,” and that the
value of his cards will be closer to “21” than those firawn by the
banker. Here the house percentage is also 5 per cent.

Another game played in some horse rooms is banker-broker,
which is also fast action.

In all these games where the house takes a percentage, often the
house takes a flat sum per “pot.” The number of these dice and
card games is impossible to determine because they move and they
start and stop. There are many of them; but the “big” ones, such
as are described above, are not
Commission has information on
complete enough to warrant an t

is plentiful as smaller ones. The
these “big” games, but it is not
stimate.

Gatherings for these games, p;
favor because they have resulted

irticularly dice, are not in general
in hold-ups and shootings.

13. Amusements
A. significant development in organized gambling since 1930 is

found in consideration of a number of gaming forms which have
grown and developed within or out of or in connection with the
business of providing amusement. In earlier days the potential
player or bettor was usually left to find his desired game in the time
he had free for his own amusement. Only ticket lottery men used
salesmen who brought the chance to play to the customer. The
bookmaking offices, in pursuit of volume business, adopted from the
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lottery men the practice of carrying the product to the player,
whether at leisure or at work. With the numbers game, such dis-
tribution was an absolute necessity.

Nevertheless, as the gambling business has become more highly
developed, invention and resource have provided forms of product
which at once provide amusement for leisure time and are capable
of attracting a broad public.

Coin-operated machines have a long in the business of
providing amusement. From relatively early days they have ap-
peared as music machines (the nickelodeon, coin-operated piano,
etc.); as amusement offerings (the “penny-peep-show” and “for-
tune-telling” machines); or as “games,” such as the crane or claw-
type machine, which purported to be a game of skill offering a
trinket as a prize or a candy bean as a consolation. All of these
devices had their beginnings in the arcade type of amusement place,
where customers were found at leisure and in a spending mood. It
may be here noted that the claw-type machine has been in use in
Massachusetts for over sixty years. In 1936, however, in the case of
Commonwealth v. Plissner, 295 Mass. 457, the question whether or
not this machine was a gambling device was submitted to a jury,
which found in the affirmative. In 1954, in the United States Dis-
trict Court here, a similar machine was held by a judge to be a
gambling device. The Commission has found no other action
against this device, which is readily understandable, since the police
would have to prove each machine to be a gambling device, often
without knowledge of the mechanics of the machine and always
subject to the defense that the machine became defective in moving.
Plainly, however, an early device in the field had gaming possibili-
ties.

More recent years have seen broad development of coin-operated
machines to satisfy many different human demands and to reduce
merchandising costs. We have all been familiar with the sale by
coin machine of chewing gum, peanuts, candy, cigarettes, soft
drinks and many other types of goods; and with coin-operated ma-
chines producing music, moving pictures and other forms of enter-
tainment. A great deal of inventive genius has been employed by

(a) Coin-Operated Devices.
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developers and manufacturers of coin machines for dispensing many
different products, all on the foundation of the machines of the
amusement arcade.

The industry which has grown up around coin-operated machines
is by no means confined to amusement machines. Machines for
many different purposes are distributed and placed by individual
concerns, and necessarily their agents are regularly on the move to
keep machines operating and to collect and turn in the concern’s
share of the machine receipts. It is naturally good business to place
as many money-making machines at the various locations and on
the route as can be profitably employed in satisfying customers of
all kinds.

Undoubtedly the biggest development of the coin machine indus-
try was the slot-machine or “one-armed bandit,” a strictly gambling
device with automatic pay-off. Its importance was such that the
slot-machine promptly gave its name to the entire business of coin-
operated machines used for gaming.

As will be pointed out, current enrichment of racketeers through
the slot-machine is now at a minimum in Massachusetts. It is,
however, desirable, in view of the stature of these machines as the
biggest money-makers in coin-operated gambling, that there be
recorded here some of their business characteristics and secrets.

Slot machines were manufactured in Chicago, where, according
to an American Bar Association report, the law made gambling
devices subject to seizure on sight. By a system of labels on three
reels or drums with gears and pins operating somewhat in the
manner of a tumbler lock, label combinations are produced which
automatically pay cash prizes. Contrary to common belief, the
operator could not affect the machine’s pay-off by merely turning
a button on the machine. The percentage of pay-off was set by the
manufacturer on a long-run basis at the factory. Generally speak-
ing, one of two types of pay-offs was set. Club machines, usually
sold to clubs and fraternal organizations, were set to pay off up to
80 per cent in the long run, these organizations not being interested
in taking too much from their members. Machines for sale to
operators, the trade term for coin machine men who retail the gam-
ing product, were set to pay back from 70 to 65 per cent. These
operators, however, had their own expert mechanics who could
alter drums, labels, gears and pins to produce any desired percentage
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pay-off; and this would vary with the type of location. Thus, an
“honest” machine with the factory adjustment would guarantee
to the operator 35 per cent of every dollar that went into the
machine. But machines were manipulated in varying degrees to
the point where banks of machines used in carnivals and for tran-
sient customers were adjusted to withhold 90 per cent for the opera-
tors. These “dishonest” machines profited by the expectation
engendered by experience of players with “honest” and club
machines. Thus, it is always of the utmost importance in the coin
game to know who the operator is.

Upon their introduction in the early 1930’5, slot machines were
promptly moved into clubs and even to counters of neighborhood
stores. Gambling became the biggest business of the coin machine
industry.

Slot machines have always been the subject of more complaint
than other forms of gaming, at least in parts of the country where
gambling is illegal. They have always been more obvious, more in
the public eye than any other form. Persons who are against
gambling in any form could see them in operation. Their attrac-
tion for children brought community complaints that the neighbor-
hood store was becoming a juvenile gambling hangout. As was to
be expected, the operators and the industry over-reached themselves
in their greed. The slot machine began a retreat from store counters
to back rooms, and then to private places. Its career was dealt a
heavy blow by the federal act passed in 1951, which forbade its
interstate shipment and gave to the F. B. I. jurisdiction to enforce
the law. Its popularity waned with adverse publicity. The very
nickname “one-armed bandit” reflects public sentiment; and it
may here be noted that the public has not labeled the gaming
operator as a two-armed bandit. But the slot machine is not
extinct in Massachusetts, and federal internal revenue tax records
for 1954 showed a total of 175, and for 1955 a reduction to 90, in
active operation here, most, but not all, in clubs. The number is
further reduced in 1956 as machines are being confiscated. There
are always some in clandestine operation which do not pay the
federal tax, but the Commission has made no attempt to trace the
existence of such machines.

The pinball machine also became a factor in the coin-operated
amusement business in the early 1930’5. It is not clear whether they
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antedated and paved the way for the common acceptance of slot
machines, or whether they were themselves tolerated as less bad
than slot machines. Either may be true

The earliest pinball machines, however, were simple and were
gambling devices. They automaticall3r dispensed slugs as prizes,
which were exchangeable for coins or a package of mints as the usual
consolation. The games were advertised as games of skill, but the
mints which purported to be 5-cent packages were to give the illu-
sion of a sale and not a gamble. The machine made its debut
about the time when the country seemed ready to tolerate gambling,
and with other forms of gambling was accepted as commonplace.
The pinball machine became an incident of the neighborhood.
Before its advent the typical “coin-man” had been a route man who
had gum, peanuts and such machines at locations, frequently out-
side, and traveled his route filling his machines and collecting
mostly pennies. The pinball, with its gambling and money-making
possibilities, both brought in the racketeers and converted the tra-
ditional coin-men.

The basis for success in the coin-machine business is ability to
get desirable “locations,” places where machines can be installed
and reach a substantial public. Such locations became a subject of
coercion both by strong-arm methods and by the more “legitimate”
power of money. The professionals saw the new potential early in
the thirties. Before long locations left for the independent were
only so-called rural routes • locations in areas not desired by the big
fellows. One device used by the gaming operators to take over the
pinball business was the so-called location loan to the owner or
lessee of the location. This is a perfect illustration of the use by
the gaming element of the power of money to destroy competition
in a way it considers legitimate and therefore does not hide. The
split between operator, large or small, and store owner is tradition-
ally 50-50. To gain a competitive advantage the well-heeled opera-
tor offers, in addition to the split, the loan of money, usually in three
figure, but sometimes in four-figure, amounts with interest, if he
can get it, at the rate he dares charge.

The pinball machine has some interest as a game while the novelty
continues. As its money-making possibilities and marketability
developed, the inventiveness of manufacturers produced more
and more complex variations of the game, and more lavish machine
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models. The furniture term “console” to describe ade luxe model
has come into some use to describe a type of slot machine or pinball
game.

When the slot machine began its retreat, the “one-ball,” a pinball
machine, appeared to take its place. Instead of pulling a lever,
the player propelled one ball into the playing area by the traditional
pinball plunger. From there on chance took over and if the ball
fell into the right hole the machine automatically paid off. The
illusion of skill was thus created, but the machine, although more
subtle, was nevertheless a bandit. Its use of one ball instead of
several increased the game’s speed and the frequency of play.

Pinball machines went through steady improvement in variety of
the games provided and through use of electricity. As the variety
of games and luxuriance of machine models developed, the bigger
operator was further helped because he could afford the latest games
and machines, and change their locations frequently, taking maxi-
mum advantage of novelty as against smaller fellow competitors.

Pinball machines have two gaming aspects of importance. The
player may gamble against the odds of the machine and may gamble
against another player using the game as the means. The operators
prefer that the player gamble against the machine, since it is in
the long run always the winner. The machine is made to win and
for gambling, is designed with two mechanical devices which do not
make it a gambling game but merely produce the ideal for a coin-
machine gambling device, self-sufficiency as an automatic “house
man.” These devices are the counting meters and the automatic
pay-off mechanism, including the coin-chute. Generically, sucl
machines are slot machines, capable of accepting the coin in tr

slot and paying off automatically
In Massachusetts the pinball machine or, as it is called elsewhere,

the slot machine racket, has been under attack more than in some
places, but not so much as in some other States. In Commonwealth
v. Rivers, 323 Mass. 379 (1948), the Supreme Judicial Court held
that a slot machine using the basic game of the one-armed bandit
which awarded free play was giving a prize or property of value and
constituted a lottery. This decision greatly disturbed the coin-
machine men and should have resulted in greater enforcement
activity. The machine in the Rivers case was built for an automatic
pay-off, though that device was inoperative on the machine in
question.
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This is true of many pinball machines in the Commonwealth
today. “Free plays” or “replays” or “bonus points” are offered
as a prize, and chance predominates in the game. The proof of that,
if mere observation of the game does not satisfy, is that the machines
are made with meters to record “free plays” or hits paid by the
store owner, and automatic pay-off chutes are available if desired.
The latter are not used in the open in Massachusetts, but the former,
inside the machines, are common. Eliminating both devices does
not affect the basic nature of the game as a lottery, but only affects
the operator’s bookkeeping problems. The time-worn method of
pay-offs by the store owner can still go on; the variety of uses, such
as having children compete for a prize for high score for the week,
and every other aspect of gaming can continue with very slight
adjustments.

Typical of the currently popular “pin-games” made as gambling
devices, with meters and automatic pay-offs available and “free
games” a part of the game itself, are the so-called in-line games.
These games are adapted from beano or bingo. The player propels
the ball into the playing field, where chance predominates; and if
the player puts a ball into holes contiguous in a horizontal, vertical
or diagonal direction, he receives some form of free-play prize.
Actually the free-play is more come-on than prize. Its value to the
player is not nearly as attractive for amusement as for use in
playing the game, which does not begin and end with one coin, but
continues from coin to coin. The meter cancels a free game which
is played, sure proof that a free game is paid off if not used.

There are pin-games, and non-pin-games, which appear to re-
quire more skill than luck. These generally are games where the
player has more control of the ball or other operative device. Ex-
amples are sports games like baseball, hockey and gun or shooting
games, often made for two or more players to stimulate interest
through competition.

As previously indicated, the coin-machine industry includes a
line much broader than amusement devices capable of gaming use.
In the thirties the juke box, an amusement device, was added to the
stock-in-trade of the coin-man. Juke boxes played a further part
in making the coin-machine business one for the big operator.
Operators of gaming devices took them on, either to protect loca-
tions or for added income. Commonly juke boxes and pinball and
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other amusement games suited the same locations. The same com-
petitive devices, like location loans, were used. Juke boxes cost
more than game machines, and as they, in the usual evolution, be-
came more elaborate and expensive, they emphasized the trend
toward bigness.

Certain social aspects of wide distribution and use of coin ma-
chines for varied purposes, including gambling by machine, have
inevitably attracted the Commission’s attention. It may be that
these are not truly germane to the Commission’s inquiry; and in
any event they could not be adequately dealt with in so short an
investigation. They are, nevertheless, thought provoking. For
example, the juke box has unquestionably, over the last twenty
years, had a tremendous influence on the number, variety and types
of music recordings. In large measure juke boxes are located in
places where pinball machines are featured attractions. Presum-
ably the operator who controls the location supplies the records the
customers will play; and the gaming operator thus enters the field
of music. In selecting records, he doubtless gets help from trade
publications of the record business, but his is the final say as to the
records used in his machines. How much has the coin-operator in-
fluenced trends of music in this country in the last twenty years?
How much has the pinball player influenced it? Perhaps they are
responsible for some of the fads in “music” which worry the older
generation.

Similarly, vending machines, the oldest product in the coin field,
have become big business, especially since World War 11. Cigarette
vending machines were added to the coin-amusement-man’s line
for the same reason as juke boxes, to attract the customer’s money.
Thus, despite unenforceable and unenforced signs on the machines,
cigarettes are readily brought, at such locations, into the hands of
minors, another social aspect of the prevalence of machine gaming.
It is far more customary for teen-aged boys and girls to smoke
today than twenty years ago. Vending by machine increases all
the time, both in variety of products and quantity. The Commis-
sion is not concerned with that business except to comment where
its activities touch on the subject under inquiry. The Commission
by no means implies that coin-music and coin-vending are a part
of the gaming business. It does not know all coin operators. It
has testimony that it is common for amusement-game operators to
locate also juke box and vending machines. They have the loca-
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tions and an interest in attracting to its machines all that the cus-
tomers will spend. They also are not the type to allow on the loca-
tion some other coin machine operator who might end up with the
location.

The California Crime Commission made a much more extensive
investigation of the “slot-machine” racket in 1949 than this Com-
mission has had the facilities to do. In its report, dated March 7,
1949, it set forth the following excerpts from “Coin Machine Re-
view” of January, 1949, a trade publication published in anticipa-
tion of the coming Annual Coin Machine Convention:

The convention plans have been made with a view to giving as much informa-
tion and counsel as possible to the trade. The legal department of CMI has been
doing everything possible to prepare for emergencies that may arise early in the
vear

Because most of the tax and other leg
application, conferences will be arranged
those especially concerned with them.

il problems have a local or territorial
to discuss the problems with and for

We must face the fact that some trouble some setbacks have happened to amuse-
ment games during the past year. Supreme Court decisions in Massachusetts,
Oklahoma and South Carolina must be considered as serious and demand that all
who are interested in popular amusement devices must come together to prevent
anv such further setbacks

The proceedings which led to these hi;
background. They were instituted by i
local organization, nor of CMI, and the
organization or getting legal suggestions
taking the first step.

;h court reverses have almost a common
iperators who were not members of the
steps were taken without notifying any
from our national headquarters before

CMI feels that the local problems facing our industry are more ably considered
and disposed of when operators work in concert. The serious setbacks happen
when an individual takes a legal step which may jeopardize all other operators in
the same field. For this reason CMI endorses local associations of operators and

I work together in solving coin machineoperators to organizeencoura
problerr

The Oklahoma situation illustrates s
come to the trade. seemed t
higher court, and then the unwelcome

Me of the unfavorable surprises that may
> know that an appeal was pending in the
decision was handed down as a surprise to

everybody. That is why we stress so much that prompt notice be sent to CMI
when anjf tax or other legal trouble is brewing.

While cases that get into court are important, in the incoming year we must
deal with a problem that comes in its full force every other year. This is the meet-
ing of so many state legislatures in 1949. Much of the injury to our industry in
past years has been done in state legislatures. Most of the forty-odd legislatures
will already have started by the opening day of the convention and some bills may
have appeared by that time.
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What to do when High Taxes Threaten your Business.
What to do when a tax is proposed on your machines in any city, county or

state in which you do business? Or, when any adverse regulatory legislation is
proposed? This is a pertinent question at this time, because January is likely to
bring a wave of state legislation especially.

Among the many suggestions that may be made on what to do, when facing
unfavorable proposals, are the following:

1. Organization. There is nothing that will take the place of local and state
organizations, when tax bills or other unfavorable proposals come up in city and
state.

Coin-men who do not already belong to a local or state group should get into
it as early as possible, to help prepare for a possible fight.

2. Spokesman. One of the key problems in all tax and legal situations is that
of getting a proper spokesman to represent the trade.

3. Report. Somebody always gets the first word or tip that unfavorable pro-
posals are under way, in the state legislature or even in the city council. The first
step, of course, is to let the local association officers know.

4. National. The problems of reporting and also of getting a spokesman lead
naturally to the subject of national organizations in the industry. If there is a
local association, it will naturally report to a proper national trade body to get
suggestions and advice.

5. Local Action. Every local association should keep a list of names and
addresses of city council members, city officials, and also of members of the state
legislature. Such organizations as CMI and NAMA can be of great help in getting
names and home addresses of members of state legislatures for your group, also
names of legislative committee members that will act on any proposed bill.

One of the best plans of local action ever drawn up by an operators’ association
included assigning each operator to contact a certain member of the city council
and also of the state legislature, if any unfavorable proposals ever showed up.

6. Ignorance. Keep in mind that the big majority of legislators and council-
men are not well informed on the coin-machine trade.

Hence, it is very important that personal work be done in seeing councilmen and
legislators before hearings are held on any proposals. A committee, or an indi-
vidual operator or location owner, should see as many councilmen or legislators
as possible as soon as a bill is introduced.

7. Earnings. There is still a lot of misinformation about the money made in
coin machines, and remember that the average legislator still thinks operators get
rich quickly. That is probably the main reason why he favors putting a high tax
on the machines. Well-kept records can be very impressive and will show that
operators do not make the big money the public imagines they make.

8. General. One is the idea of countering an unfavorable bill with a more
favorable one, or of getting a friendly legislator to propose amendments to the
original bill.

There are many organizations in the country that furnish city and state officials
with information on sources for revenue, and these agencies very often suggest
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taxes on coin machines. These organizations supply officials with information on
taxes in other cities and States and other important data. Remember this, and
make your own data stick pretty close to the facts.

The writer knows of a case in which a spokesman for operators made a serious
blunder by misrepresenting the facts on taxes in other cities. It so happened that
city officials had the correct information.

That the coin-machine industry is organized on a national scale
is well established and plain from this exhortation. This is the
Commission’s first experience with legal organization in the field of
its inquiry. The associations referred to represent and serve alike
manufacturers and distributors of coin machines of all types,
whether for vending, music, amusements or gaming. The quoted
excerpt is advisory to all; and indicates a banding together to solve
not only problems common to all, but problems vexing particular
segments of the industry. Little reading between lines is needed to
observe that, while taxation is a major problem with state and local
authorities, it is by no means the only problem having legal con-
sequences. Some Massachusetts coin-machine distributors are
members of these national organizations and are, in turn, advisory
to local operators. There is a local organization in Massachusetts.

The statute law of the Commonwealth with respect to coin-
operated amusement devices for gambling needs revision. We have
no separate definition of the crime of gambling by the use of these
machines; and we have ineffective regulatory legislation. Prosecu-
tions are necessarily for the basic crime of setting up and promoting
a lottery under General Laws, chapter 271, section 7. Offering a
gambling machine for play is offering a chance at a prize for a price
which is the essence of a lottery under this statute and our decisions.
However, under that statute only the store owner is prosecuted.
The operator goes not only free, but completely unidentified. It
would be most appropriate to charge all parties concerned with con-
spiracy to set up and promote a lottery, but such a charge is rarely
used in gaming prosecutions.

Pinball machines may be licensed to operate by muncipal au-
thority by virtue of General Laws, chapter 140. Local option is
provided, apparently because the presence of these machines in a
community creates problems of a local nature. The power to
license the machines, and the accompanying problems, are left to
the community’s residents. The gaming violations, however, which
are the basis of the problems created by these machines, are viola-
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lions of the statutes and public policy of the Commonwealth.
These are and should be of primary concern to the Commonwealth.
But there is no central source of information from which either
local or state authorities can obtain the facts regarding the ma-
chines or their use necessary either to licensing their use or prosecut-
ing or legislating with respect to their use. Nowhere has the Com-
mission been able to get accurate figures as to the municipalities
which do or do not license such machines, as to the number and types
of machines licensed in the Commonwealth, or as to the identity of
their owners, The license by local authority is issued in the store
proprietor’s name, and on the record is paid for in whole or in part
by him. This permits a subtle local approach to the question of
aiding the local businessman. The operator who owns the machine
and gets about a 50-50 split is neither licensed nor identified of
record.

The Federal Internal Revenue Service collects a tax of §5lO for
each coin-operated amusement device. This tax, of course, applies
to each pinball-type machine, unless it is declared as for use in
gambling, in which case the tax is $250. Such a machine is never
so declared and the $250 tax has been collected, rarely, only on a
machine which has been caught as a gambling device. The Internal
Revenue Service’s records are kept for tax collection purposes, not
for general law enforcement purposes. The federal tax is assessed
by location so that the local store owner is the record taxpayer. The
owner of the machines is not identified; and though the tax applies
to each coin-operated amusement device, one application covers all
such machines at a single location. The number of such applications
filed in Massachusetts averages about 8,000 per year, covering, of
course, all types of coin-operated amusement devices, including
juke boxes. At many locations many machines are covered by one
stamp; at others the stamp covers only a single juke box. Thus it is
impossible to tell from Internal Revenue Service records the number
of coin-operated amusement devices in Massachusetts capable of
use in gambling or for amusement only, or both. The Commission
has started a compilation of statistics as to these machines, but does
not yet have them ready. It is estimated that the federal coin-
operated amusement device tax of $lO was paid during 1956 with
respect to 10,800 in Massachusetts; but since this figure includes
juke boxes, it cannot be considered accurate as to potential gambling
devices.
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As to the economics of coin-game gambling, it is impossible to
report factually or estimate accurately without knowledge of the
number of such machines in use. It is, however, possible to give
some idea of the take per machine.

Pursuant to its policy of studying a field generally and then mak-
ing testings, the Commission called in and examined one operator.
It went no further because it felt its efforts were better devoted to
rackets against which public and official opinion had not crystallized
as strongly as they have against gambling machines. During the
life of this Commission, opposition in one or another form developed
in over thirteen cities and towns against the use of these machines,
with some action, including revocation of all licenses in some of
these communities. A number of such movements are currently
pending, and this portion of the report has been expanded for such
aid as it may give to communities. The men in the racket of coin-
operated gambling devices feel that the business is “on the run” in
this Commonwealth; and this Commission is most happy to report
something pleasant, i.e., that tins appears to be so. It is also on the
run in other parts of the country.

The Commission’s examination of facts relating to one coin-
operator shed in a short time considerable light on the inter-relation-
ship in the business between gambling and non-gambling machines
and on the economics of the business. This operator started life in
1947 as Co-op Amusements Corp., empowered for quite general pur-
poses and to deal in vending machines, amusement devices, games
and merchandise, and to engage in a variety of financial functions,
including the making of loans. The incorporators were Harry
Sagansky, Philip Buccola and Edward Raverby, and the stock at
the outset was held 10 shares by Sagansky and 5 shares each by
Buccola and Raverby. The same persons were the directors and
officers of the corporation. The background of these individuals is
of particular interest.

Harry Sagansky, who was referred to briefly in the Commission’s
Second Report, needs no introduction.

Philip Buccola was for years in and around the boxing game
without success, but has shown no signs of other legitimate employ-
ment since 1930. In 1932 he was arrested at a meeting of lead-
ing figures in the numbers pool business, at which time he was
carrying a gun, though with a permit. He has been out of the coun-
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try during most of the life of this Commission. He returned to the
United States in May, 1955, from a sojourn in Italy, spent most of
his stay in New York, though some in Boston, left Boston before
being served by the Commission’s investigators and departed for
Italy from New York on July 11, 1956. He was long known as an
associate of Dan Carroll and a top man in the Boston “syndicate.”

Edward Raverby is a local distributor of amusement devices to
operators here. Richard M. Hogan, hereafter mentioned, recently
appeared in behalf of the Massachusetts Amusement Association,
which acted as spokesman for the coin-machine industry in connec-
tion with recent publicity given in Boston in pinball-machine gam-
bling. Incidentally, Hogan who is Buceola’s nephew by marriage,
testified slightly earlier before the Commission that no such organ-
ization existed in Massachusetts.

Against the background provided by these men, proceedings relat-
ing to the ownership and management of Co-op Amusements Corp.
are of interest. In December, 1947, the stock ownership of the
three incorporators was altered. Raverby’s 5-share holding was
transferred (not “sold”) to Buccola and Raverby was replaced by
Sagansky as treasurer and by Hogan, Buccola’s relative, as director.
Sagansky and Buccola thus became equal owners of record.

On January 8, 1953, the name of the corporation was changed to
Hogan Amusements, Inc. and stock transfers established in Hogan
ownership of shares with 11/il l/i shares standing in his name for
Buccola. At about the same time, according to testimony and the
corporation’s records, Sagansky and Buccola were replaced as direc-
tors and officers by men who had no connection with its business
and Buccola and Hogan bought out Sagansky’s interest. These
changes undoubtedly resulted from the revocation of the city of
Boston license issued in September, 1952, to Hogan to operate a
game called “Skillo” at an “amusement center” at 333 Blue Hill
Avenue, Roxbury. The license came into question when the press
discovered and made known that the real parties in interest were
Sagansky and Buccola.

On the Commission's inquiry into this situation, Hogan refused
to testify unless afforded immunity from prosecution pursuant to
authority of the Resolve creating the Commission. It, however,
appeared that Sagansky, despite the sale of his stock interest, there-
after loaned money to the corporation from time to time, which
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loans were repaid. It also appeared that the corporation dealt only
in pinball machines to the number of 90 to 95, had no program for
advertising for business, yet had four employees and owned four
motor vehicles.

The testimony taken also shed some light on the take from an
operation of this type and size. The following testimony came
from the active manager of the business:

Q. In the ledger of Hogan Amusements, Inc., the account entitled “Collections”
shows on April 30, 1954, 180,699. Does that figure help you in determining what
these collections relate to? Is it money taken in from the pinball machines in the
course of a year or is it something else

guess it wouldbe a year’s take of business.A. I honestly don’tknow, but I would
That is strictly a guess.

With a 50-50 split between op<
would indicate a total annual take

rator and store owner, this figure
of $lOl 398 for 90 to 95 machines,

or an average per machine of approximately $1,700 a year. In the
light of the apparent lack of knowledge of this witness as to the
significance of the figure in his accounts and of other information
as to the average handle on pinball machines of the gaming variety
the Commission places little reliance on the figure as showing the
financial extent of the business. Other information in the Commis-
sion’s possession indicates that use of such machines varies with
the location. A machine in a top location will take in as much as
$1,700 per month. The handle of machines in less desirable loca-
tions will scale from this level, but by no means down to the figure
deducible from the above testimony. It should be borne in mind
that the business is not only a cash business, but a coin business.
No count is made of the coins except by the persons interested.
Experience with these problems teaches that gaming operators
would hardly be attracted to a business involving four employees,
four motor vehicles, and 90 to 95 depreciating machines which cost
around $5OO each which would not produce an annual gross for the
operator far in excess of $80,699, with expenses of $24,900, de-
preciation of $18,048, and an indicated profit of only $11,389.15.
The books of this corporation were complete in the number of ac-
counts, but journal entries were incomplete and did not disclose the
exact nature of transactions. Receipts were recorded weekly in
summary form, not by location, which is the very essence of the
business; and the books reflect no controls even purporting to as-
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sure the recording of all transactions. The actual books were kept
in the office of accountants and the entries were made only from
records supplied by the corporation, i.e., by the operator.

Without accurate figures as to gambling machines of these types
in Massachusetts and a far broader sample of revenue of individual
machines, it is impossible to approximate the total handle of these
games. However, a yearly average between the $1,700 per month
and $1,700 per year mentioned above would produce a figure for
per machine take of approximately $ll,OOO and a total for Massa-
chusetts machines running to eight or nine figures.

So much has been said recently about pinball machines that no
prolonged discussion of their gambling characteristics is needed.
All are variants of the game of “bagatelle.” As a game without
prizes they would hardly last longer than the “pin-games” given
as toys at Christmas. They are gambling devices which are con-
stantly being “improved” to replace the “one-armed bandit” by
permitting continuous games and deposits of as many as ten coins
at once. They are frequently strategically placed near schools.
A recent development has been elimination of the coin slot. Thus,
by eliminating the automatic pay-off chute, the counter, and the
deposit slot, the operator will have something the law will not
“catch up with” for some time. None of these attachments are
essential to the gambling character of the game. The location
owner can pay off, count and take the money; and the gambling
can go on. It should always be borne in mind that the license for
these machines is issued to the location owner or lessee, who pays
the fee and who bears the prosecution and fine. Beyond him stands
the operator, who reimburses the location owner or lessee for part
or all of the license fee and for any fine which may be incurred.
The operator stands toward the location man in the same relation-
ship as the bookmaking office to its agent. This business should be
recognized as merely another form of the gaming racket.

(6) Carnivals and Fairs.
Other forms of the gaming product which are directly tied to the

amusement business are the games to be found at carnivals and
fairs. With current revival of carnivals and fairs, this is a growing
phase of gaming.
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The following statistics from the Annual Reports of the Massa-
chusetts Racing Commission reflect growth in legalized gambling
at fairs and increase in the number of fairs having such gambling.

In 1940 there were two fairs that had pari-mutuel wagering with a total handle
of about $266,944. In 1945 there were four such fairs with a total handle of
$2,407,863. In 1955 there were seven such fairs with a total handle of $5,195,223.
Running and trotting horses and dogs are included.

The fair (or exposition) usually has official or quasi-official spon-
sorship as an exhibition of the agricultural, industrial and other
products of the community, but today its emphasis is likely to be
more on the amusement and entertainment which provides the
financial support. In the trade, a carnival is usually a touring unit
devoted exclusively to outdoor entertainment and amusement
which may operate as an independent attraction or as a tenant or
concessionaire at a fair.

Both fair and carnival are designed to catch the public in a spend-
ing mood and for that purpose a variety of games are offered, many
of them illegal games of chance. The traditional gaming device
at the outdoor show is the wheel. Some wheel games offer money
prizes, but most of them offer merchandise prizes ranging from birds
and live animals to ornamental, decorative and somewhat useful
articles. The wheel game is a numbers game by which the players
place their money on a number on the counter. When enough num-
bers are covered, the operator spins the wheel and the number on
the wheel which stops at a marker wins. The ability of the operator
to regulate the stopping of the wheel is an old subject of common
jokes. Money wheels are not as common as they were once, because
local police officials do not often tolerate them. Regulating the
wheel, therefore, is neither as common nor as necessary, since the
money taken in on one turn of the wheel more than pays for the
merchandise prize. The operators are happy to have some one win
every time. It is better for public relations and for business.

The giving of merchandise prizes presents another question
arising from public tolerance of gaming operators which has signifi-
cance outside the gaming field. Such operators do a volume of buy-
ing of these types of merchandise on a national scale, which makes
them an important market for the manufacturers. The extent of
the influence of this market on the manufacture and sale of a large
number of merchandise items is an interesting one.
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This Commission cannot estimate the total handle of illegal
gaming at the fairs (expositions) and carnivals because it has not
had the time or facilities to tackle a subject which is by itself a
major investigation. The volume is great and a fit subject for
investigation. It has been reliably reported to the Commission that
one concessionaire at a fair, doing business with a small booth
and a wheel, offering merchandise as a prize, easily nets $2,000
per week. . This figure, multiplied by the number of booths engaged
in the business for the several months during which outdoor amuse-
ment attractions operate in this Commonwealth, indicates that the
net profit in the field and, correspondingly, the gross handle make
this a big business. This is not only a big business, but a growing
one.

The punch board form of the gaming product is called a part
of the slot-machine racket. This game uses a device manufactured
and sold which offers a prize to the persons wdio punch-out, tear-off,
or pick-out the lucky number or other symbol. The California
Crime Commission report, previously referred to, reports that
punch boards are used by the slot-machine racketeers to “soften
up ” a territory for the introduction of machines. Whether or not
this function is being performed in Massachusetts, there are plenty
of punch boards in the Commonwealth, their principal use, to the
Commission’s knowledge, being in club and fraternal associations.
They also have broad use in fairs and carnivals.

The Commission has no reliable figures as to the distribution
of these devices or the total handle. It has not interested itself
greatly in them for reasons which should be clear by now. When
this type of game is “honest,” the average profit per board is 50 per
cent. The game is so manufactured as to guarantee the operator
that much profit. However, the matter of prizes and prices is left
entirely to the operator’s discretion, and many tricks are available
to the “human hand.” It is easy to punch out some prize numbers
at the start, and there is always available the “honest” dodge
of removing the board with prizes unpaid when the number of
chances remaining will not pay for the prizes.

The manufacturers make special purpose punch boards, which
bear such printed legends as “Help us in our cause” or “Help our

(c) Punch Boards Jar Games.
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School.” These are often sold to dishonest petty racketeers, who
represent that they are furthering some educational or charitable
institution. Recently a member of the Commission’s staff found
such a board in Scollay Square with the names of persons who had
donated for the cause. Each person who took a chance got free a
religious medal which was attached to the punch board. The
chances were not all taken; the lucky number was never punched;
all the religious medals were torn off; and the board was thrown
in the street. The Commission would like to be able to disclose all
such sordidness which goes with the money greed of the gaming
operators.

The jar games are essentially the same as punch boards. Here
each number is separately sealed, and instead of punching the num-
ber the player picks it out of a glass jar. An example is the game
called “Jar-o-Do,”put out by a company in Kansas City, Missouri.
The name of the game is registered as a trade name with the United
States Patent Office.

(d) Games Designed as “Skill-Game
The manufacturers of games for the amusement industry are

constantly seeking games and related products which will be good as
money makers for the operators and thus for themselves. Gambling
games are the best money makers, since the “action” (i.e., spending)
is faster, and they are designed for the “house” profit. Since, how-
ever, there is always the threat that a new game will be outlawed
as a gamble, the manufacturers try to incorporate the action and
profit features of the gambling game, but based on skill rather
than mere chance. These manufacturers are highly competitive
with each other, and each constantly tries to devise the game which
will be most attractive to the market of operators. A need for skill
in the game works in the operator’s favor while the gamehas novelty;
but the more the game is played, the less the skill factor favors
the operator. To offset this declining protection of the operator,
the games manufacturers incorporate also the element of chance.
The more the game depends on chance, the greater its attraction to
the operator. There results a continuing effort to design games in
which skill and chance are so balanced as to produce for the operator-
customers minimum difficulty with authorities and maximum
profits. If a game requires too much skill, it will not hold the con-
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tinning interest of the market of players. The manufacturers must
design games which are easy to play, but not too easy to win, which
calls for emphasis on the element of chance. These principles apply
to coin-machined games as well as other games manufactured for
the amusement business.

The Supreme Judicial Court held in Commonwealth v. Lake,
317 Mass. 264, that in Massachusetts the test of violation of the
lottery laws by a game combining the elements of skill and chance is
whether or not the element of chance predominates over the element
of skill. The court stated its finding in the following language:

The infinite number of “games” devised by the ingenuity of man, whether or
not played by means of a machine, range all the way from games of pure skill to
games wholly determined by chance. Probably there are very few in which chance
plays no part at all, and there are many in which skill plays some part, even if a
minor one. Where the game contains elements both of chance and skill, in order
to render the laws against lotteries effectual to combat the evils at which they are
aimed, it has been found necessary to draw a compromise line between the two
elements, with the result that by the weight of authority a game is now considered
a lottery if the element of chance predominates and not a lottery if the element of
skill predominates.

The court further stated that in determining which element
predominates, it is permissible to look beyond the bare mechanics of
the game itself and to consider whether the game as played by the
people who play it is predominantly one of chance or one of skill.
Thus, a jury could find that, though long practice might make the
element of skill predominant, the players of the game at a public
resort would not be likely to possess any appreciable skill, so that
to the great majority of players the game would be primarily one
of chance with a gambling appeal to the public and the evil conse-
quences of a lottery. Whether such a game is predominantly one of
chance or one of skill is a question for the jury.

This correct holding under the general lottery statute indicates
need for some legislative changes.

Under the ruling, such games combining skill and chance place an
unrealistic burden upon law enforcement. It requires of the police
the difficult and initial determination as to whether or not skill or
chance predominates. This was demonstrated with respect to the
game called “Skillo” which was investigated by police in two dif-
ferent jurisdiction in Massachusetts. One investigation resulted in
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a report that the game was one of skill. In the other jurisidiction
it was reported to be a game of chance. Prosecutions followed in
both places. Police officials testified in the first case that the
game was one of skill and the court’s finding was “Not guilty.”
In the second jurisdiction police testified that it was a game of
chance, but the court, relying on the finding in the first jurisdiction,
held that it was a game of skill. “Skillo” was outlawed by the
General Court in 1953 by chapter 243, Acts of 1953, now General
Laws, chapter 271, section 68.

A number of games, which purport to combine the elements of skill
and chance and make a great deal of money for the operators in
Massachusetts may never be tested legally because of the difficulties
of applying this test by law enforcement officials and the courts.
It should be borne in mind that a complex investigation of the
kind necessary to such a case is not attractive to law enforcement
officials when the result of success
operator who has made thousand;

may well be a $5O fine against an
while the case is pending.

The Commission had its invc
games in Revere for the purpose

stigators observe some of these
of reporting on their nature and

extent. At 120 Boulevard is a game called “Right.” It is played
in a long room with tables. In November, not beach front weather,
there were about 130-150 customers. The following is a report of an
investigator.

The least you can buy is 6 cards for 15 cents. These cards are the same as Beano
cards except that the name Right is printed on the card instead of Beano. There are
25 squares on the card with 24 numbers; the middle square is free. The numbers
range from 1 to 75, so that any combination of 24 numbers may be on your card,
and all of the cards are different. The majority of people were playing 10 cards
for 25 cents. For 10 card play you get a gold-colored card free, making a total of
11 cards. The gold card pays double. Each player is given 5 darts which they
throw at a foot square board with 75 numbers on it in little squares before the start
of the game. This board is in front of the player about 4 feet distant. After the
darts are thrown, one of the men running the game walks up the aisles in front of
the players calling off one of the numbers in which the darts are imbedded such
as 20 under the R. He calls off one number on each player’s dartboard until there
is a winner. He might get around to each player’s dartboard about one in five
games, depending on how many numbers he calls before there is a winner. He has
his choice of any one of five numbers in which the darts are imbedded to read off,
and was seen to skip some boards without calling a number from them.

The game lasts 1 to V/i minutes, and the accent is on speed with only a few
seconds between games. When a player has lined up five buttons on any of the
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c are 12 possible combinations. Talkingin front of him he is a winner. There
a coupon is given to the winner, whichs alongside, I was informed that

le for S 5 in cash. Gold cards pa}

with pi
is reclee also have big money games

and 18 cards for $lO. They have 110,for $2.50w
f the cards varies with the amount of250 games. The price

the
,m. and my partner and I lost $4.50was in this place from 8.00 p.m. to 8.45 ri

no wmr
•e than the $5 for the game, suchThere are possible other in;

bone ittom five, top five, etc

Fascination,” located at 130Another observed was called
Boulevard, Revere. The follow! ivestigator s report

This is a large building and there are 70At 9 p.m., I entered the above adc
about 60 pi,tion. Tl

lilar in size to a pinb:The player sits in a chair in front
,11, 2V? inches in diameter. The objectmachine. He is given one sponge rubbi

25 round holes, which are about 4to roll the ball into a t
through a hole, lights a light on a boardfeet from the player. The b; in

in back of each individual game and returns to the player. This process is re-
peated until one player lights up five lights in any direction, 12 possible combina-
tions, center light free. When a player lights five lights in a row, a buzzer sounds
and the game is completed. The winner is announced and a new game start
immediately with

Once the ball leaves the player’s hand, he has no control over its ultimate desti
nation. There is a small barrier across the board before the holes, which rises to
about IJ/£ inches, coming to a “V” in the center of the alley. Once the ball jumps

The game costs 10 cents and lasts ap-this barrier, it bounces all over the hole:
dves a coupon redeemable for $1 in cash.proximately one minute. The winner rec

It is possible to win $2, $3, $5 or $lO pe game

game called “Travelite.” This lightre is a light over each individu
ine game to the otherall around the room,starts at game No. 1 and alternates fror
If a player lines up 5 lights on his gamebut is only lit over one game at a time
if the Travelite is lit over his game, heand is the winner, he gets |l. Howeve

gets double, or |2. There is 1 chance in 70 that this Travelite will be lit over a
player’s game when he wins. There is also a pay-off board in the center of the
room. This is an elaborate system of lights giving different pay-offs for different

ing and changing. On this board is anwinning combinations, continually flasl
exact replica of the game of Fascination
sible wins keep flashing on a board, sue

in lights. Different combinations of pos-
ras five across, five down, etc. As these

combinations flash on, another light lights up the odds which will be paid if the
winning player duplicates the combination on the pay-off board. The odds are

2-3-5-10 times.
I was in this place from 9 p.m. to 10p.m. and lost $3, and this with skipping some

games.
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Another was “Skil-a-Line” at 124 Boulevard, Revere. The
following is the investigator’s report:

At 10 p.m. I entered the above establishment, which seats about 70 players.
There were separate pinball machines for each player with a seat in front of the
game.

The game cost 5 cents, but later I learned that this was a special and usually
costs 10 cents per game. Each player has one ball and the machine operates like
any pinball machine. There are 24 holes in which the ball may go, and on going
through a hole it lights up a light on the board in front of the player. Any com-
bination of 5 in a row is a winner and the buzzer sounds and the game is completed.
The game takes 1 to minutes to complete. Also here accent is on speed in
starting new games. The player has no control of the ball because of the series of
nails driven into the board through which the ball must pass to get to the holes.
The ball, on hitting these nails, bounces in all directions. The winner gets a
coupon good for $1 in cash, and, as explained in Fascination, there is a Travelite
and pay-off board which makes possible a $lO win. Also, certain combinations,
such as 5 across the bottom or top, may pay more.

I was in this place from 10 p.m. to 10.45 p.m. and lost $2 no winne:

Another was “Lite-a-line,” at 128 Boulevard, Revere. The fol-
lowing is the investigator’s report:

At 10.45 p.m. I entered the above location. This is substantially the same as
Skil-a-lir

There are 66 games, like a pinball machine, with a seat in front of each game:
10 cents per game; winner gets coupon worth $1; winner has to light 5 bulbs in

any direction to win; different designated combinations will pay more. In this
game each player is also given one ball, and a plunger throws this ball into the
playing area. There are 24 holes into which the ball can go, and this lights up a
corresponding light on the board in front of the player. Once the ball enters the

bumpers that throws the ball in different
also has Travelite and pay-off board which

playing area, it hits a series of rubber
locations, eliminating skill. This game
increases the pay-off to winners.

While in this place, I won the first game I had played, and was given a coupon.
On the coupon was printed, “Redeemable for merchandise or defense stamps.”
I turned this over to the attendant handling games in the section in which I was
seated and he gave me $1 in cash. The games last approximately Ito minutes
with only a few seconds between games.

I was in the place for half an hour and lost $3 and won $1 a total loss of $2,

The above investigations took place one winter evening from
8 p.m. to 11.45 p.m. In that period he lost ten dollars and won one.
These games go the year round, and the sizes of the crowds indi-
cate the usual large “handle.” These games exist in other places
in the Commonwealth, so the total handle and gross profit must
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be great because it seems obvious that they are all variants of the
“Beano” or “in line games.”

3. Extent of Unlawful Gambling summarized. The foregoing
subsections of this report show that organized unlawful gambling
is big business state-wide in the Commonwealth. The discussion
sets forth briefly facts regarding some thirty different products
distributed by the rackets which make up the business. Prac-
tically eacli one of these rackets should be in itself a distinct sub-
ject of investigation if its extent, its financial aspects, the specific
groups and individuals comprising its personnel, and its social im-
pact are to be presented in detail and appraised. The Commission
has set forth about them but a fraction of the facts which could be
developed, documented and published. Further, these particular
rackets, though the major forms of unlawful gaming, are by no
means the only ones which in the Commonwealth flourish by offer-
ing a chance at a prize for a price.

The Commission believes, however, that enough has been shown
to make certain fundamentals crystal clear. The business in every
form it takes shows common characteristics. No form of the prod-
uct is worth the money paid for it. In every form the customer
or player, who may think he is taking a fair and reasonable risk or
gamble, is being cheated to a degree beyond his comprehension.
In fact, his chance at a prize is minute, whatever the prize. The
business in each of its forms is thoroughly dishonest. Figures and
formulae can indicate its size, but only facts about the people who
operate in it, their records and the things they have done and will
do to take money from the unsuspecting, can depict its utter sor-
didness.

As to the size of the business, enough has been shown to estab-
lish its huge power to draw money from the economy. Lacking the
statistics available from legitimate business, and in a world where
books of account are a liability, not an asset, and, if kept, are dis-
honestly kept and concealed, the Commission has sought to under-
state rather than exaggerate. It has estimated the volume of off-
track horse betting at upwards of three quarters of a billion dol-
lars; but it believes this one racket to be at least a billion dollar
business. It believes one hundred million dollars conservative for
the dog-betting phase of the business. Expert opinion expressed
by informed racketeers places the volume of sports betting second
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only to the total off-track play. The Commission would show no
surprise if this figure was placed at around half a billion dollars.
It is inconceivable that, with the numbers pools, the lotteries of all
sorts, the coin-machine racket, and all the others, the total annual
take of organized illegal gambling does not equal or exceed two
billion dollars.

Let him who doubts the position of this unlawful business in the
Commonwealth’s economy compare the figures and estimations
developed in this report with officially compiled figures for all re-
tail sales of merchandise of all kinds in Massachusetts. For the
year 1954, retail sales here by every establishment having a pay
roll of any kind totalled $5,202,282,000. The Commission believes
that the unlawful revenues of organized gambling reach at least
two fifths of this figure for legitimate, essential business.

There are set forth below similar figures for retail sales in Massa-
chusetts during 1954 of legitimate businesses dealing in the most
common articles of necessity and use:

Food stores ........ $1,280,372,000
Eating, drinking places ...... 420,511,000
General Merchandise group

..... 553,809,000
Apparel, accessories stores ..... 394,859,000
Furniture, home furnishings, appliance dealers . . 240,097,000
Automotive group ....... 820,295,000
Drug stores ........ 162,807,000
Jewelry stores ........ 52,691,000
Liquor stores ........ 140,470,000

$4,065,911,000

Let it be noted that the Commission is convinced that the unlaw-
ful gaming take equals or exceeds the total retail sales by stores
which provide food, apparel and accessories, and furniture and home
appliances. Put another way, the Commission is convinced that
this unlawful take equals or exceeds total retail sales of dealers in
automobiles and automotive equipment, general merchandise, ap-
parel and accessories, and furniture and appliances; that it sub-
stantially exceeds the total for all retail sales of food stores and
eating and drinking places; and that it is about fifteen times the
total of all retail sales of liquor stores. If it be said that these
conclusions of the Commission represent only convictions, it must
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also be recognized that they represent informed convictions based
on known facts and the opinions of experts.

That so huge an industry with such huge revenue can flourish
in defiance of law is the basis for the solid lack of respect of gaming
operators for the law and its enforcement. They find in it an ele-
ment of stupidity which they would not tolerate in their business.
It provokes in them a firm feeling that officialdom and the public
are not serious when they speak of the evils of lotteries and gam-
bling; that the law talks out of both Sides of its mouth; and that
only certain individuals in the law enforcement business are dan-
gerous to them.

That the entire business of illegal gambling is a growing one in
the Commonwealth certainly can be deduced from the fact that
legalized pari-mutuel gambling is a growing business. Some idea
of the rate of growth may be obtained from a study of the figures
reflecting this growth since the inception of legalized pari-mutuel
racing here in 1935.

Table I of Appendix C, affixed hereto, reflects, for example, that
in 1935 the total pools for all types of pari-mutuel racing was over
$34,000,000; and in 1956 it was over $143,000,000.

Table II of Appendix C reflects that in 1935 the total pools in
running horse racing only was $19,028,793, and in 1955 was
$56,928,792.

Table 111 of Appendix C reflects that in 1935 the total pools for
all dog racing licensed meets was $15,458,072, and in 1955 it was
$60,901,724.

4. The Existence of Conditions which tend or may tend to

PREVENT OR INTERFERE WITH THE PROPER ENFORCEMENT
of the Laws relating to Organized Crime.

The Commission’s mandate also calls for broad and fundamental
inquiries into conditions adversely affecting enforcement of the
laws relating to organized crime. In this connection it is to be
noted that there are no special laws relating to organized crime,
and that “law enforcement” encompasses the entire operation of
applicable criminal statutes and related actions of police, bail
system, prosecutors, juries and the courts. Law enforcement must
include the doings of all those charged with the prohibition, pre-
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vention and detection of crime; the apprehension, prosecution, trial,
punishment and rehabilitation of criminals; the administration of
the laws relating to criminals ; and the human and constitutional
liberties of criminals

The Commission interprets this portion of its mandate :
quiring it to point to conditions, if they exist, which prew

re

interfere with adoption of laws effective to reach organized crime or
effective enforcement of laws applicable to organized crime. And
since this report has emphasized the widely preval
phase of organized crime, its consideration of such conditions will be
dealt with largely as they affect law enforcement against the organ-

ized unlawful gaming business and those engaged in it.it

This report has pointed to and emphasized one basic, fund
mental condition relevant to this part of the Commission’s inquiry.

This condition is the existence in society of a widespread state
of lawlessness, of a minority, but nevertheless broad segment of
the population whose urge for money without drudgery is such that
they are available for the business which is organized crime and
which includes organized criminal gambling. There is a body of
opinion in Massachusetts and elsewhere that this condition is a per
manent attribute of society. Tl the view of strangers to the

Ny in this Commonwealth, con-problem, of whom there are too m
fuses crime with organized crime. Doubtless there is a disposition

to crime in human beings; but it no characteristic of society to
permit members disposed to crim to make a big and profitable
business of crime. For the cans' f this phenomenon, and for its
continuing nature, search must be made elsewhe

There are other conditions without which the condition which
is organized crime cannot exist, and without which its c ce must

be short-lived. These conditions are expressed by reactions and
actions of society or sufficiently important segments of society
which amount to tolerance, hypocrisy and corruption. Under these
three descriptive general headings can be catalogued and specified
all of the various conditions which adversely affect law enforc

ment against organized crime and those who participate in organ
ized crime.

It is well here to try to define these three words as used in this
report. Tolerance means the widespread attitude that crimi
especially organized crime, is a problem exclusively for law enforce-
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ment officers and “no concern of mine.'’ This is the most wide-
spread because it involves the largest numbers of people, both
officials and laymen. Hypocrisy describes a common attitude of
those people who participate in organized crime either not at all
or only on its fringe, but who do benefit by its existence, or who
would not benefit by a fight against it. Here also officials and lay-
men are involved. Corruption as used here means participation to
their benefit by officials in organized crime. Those to whom this
descriptive word is applicable make up the smallest group and num-
ber of people involved.

Underlying each of these general conditions are particular con-
ditions affecting different segments and functions of society which,
taken together, create the over-all situation or state of society in
which crime may become organized crime, a big and profitable
business, a state of widespread lawlessness. These specific sub-
conditions present areas which require examination for understand-
ing of the problem and its solutions.

One aspect of the nature of today’s problem must be emphasized.
One might conclude, after study of the gaming operations herein
described and their relationships to other organized crime, that to
establish the existence and extent of organized crime is to state
the problem which now confronts the Commonwealth. The prob-
lem of about twenty-five years ago could have been so stated. But
that problem, a sapling then, has grown, deepened its roots, thick-
ened its trunk, spread its branches and is now bearing a fruit which
admirably suits the taste of a relative few, but is harmful, if not
poisonous, for the rest. Only the roots of this tree are hidden; the
rest has become a part of the landscape and accepted as such. A
comparison of this report with that of the 1933 Crime Survey Com-
mission reflects this change. The 1933 report referred to gambling
as a crime. This Commission finds that the business of organized
unlawful gaming has become a condition of our society.

The Crime Survey Commission of 1933, in its report (Senate 125,
beginning at page 11), had the following to say about conditions
as they then existed:
. . . the Commission is satisfied that, while conditions in this Commonwealth
may not be as serious as they are currently reported to be in other parts of the
country, particularly with reference to the larger and more centrally composed
gangs of professional criminals, there clearly exist in various parts of the Common-
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wealth groups or gangs of professional criminals engaged in selling drugs, importing
and selling liquor, operating gambling enterprises of various sorts, committing
burglaries, robberies and even murder. Not only does this condition exist to a
menacing extent, but the connection between the professional criminal and some
political office holders constitutes a direct threat to the peace and security of the
people of the Commonwealth.

A serious aspect of this threat is the apparent contempt of the organized gangster
for the agencies of law enforcement. This attitude of contempt, we feel, is based
not only upon the inadequacy of our present law-enforcement agencies, but upon
the feeling, justified in far too manjr instances by actual experiences, that financial
or political influence may be had for the protection of the illegal enterprise. This
aspect of the crime threat cannot be too strongly emphasized, for the reason that
unless efficient and drastic remedies are provided, developments here of criminal
activity may well result in far more serious conditions than now exist. Already a
determined rivalry between small gangs or their leaders in some cities, and am-
bitious plans in process of negotiations with leaders in other cities, promise more
efficient and better organized criminal agencies and the possibility of gang warfare.

The Commission has not been concerned to determine the precise causes of the
rise and development of what is commonly called the gangster or the racketeer;
nor has it felt inclined to speculate what the activity of the criminal element will
be upon the repeal of prohibition. There is a considerable body of intelligent
opinion that the activities of this element will be turned more to the business
racket and to kidnapping than has been true heretofore. There is also opinion
that their activities will turn more to robbery, burglary, gambling, the house of ill
fame, soliciting and the narcotic trade. Whatever may be the prospect, the fact is
that there are organizations of professional criminals. There are leaders who have
assembled about them groups engaged in criminal enterprises as a business and on
a considerable scale. Efforts to curb these activities and to apprehend and punish
the offenders have been notoriously ineffectual.

The Commission has no desire to exaggerate the seriousness of the situation.
It is satisfied, however, and feels that it is its duty to state that there is a serious
breakdown of the law enforcement agencies of the Commonwealth in dealing with
the situation, which differs from that of fifty or even twenty-five years ago, not in
degree alone, but in kind. This Commission feels that the time has come when it
will no longer suffice to attempt to patch up and repair the existing machinery.
There is much of it that has outlived its usefulness, however useful it may have
been when new. New machinery must be installed to meet the threatof organized
professional criminalism, equipped as it is not only with money, but with high-
powered automobiles, machine guns, aeroplanes and speed boats.

The members of the 1933 Commission were: Frank L. Simpson,
Chairman; Daniel J. Lyne and Charles H. Cole, with the present
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court, James J. Ronan, as Counsel;
James T. Caffrey as Associate Counsel; and Morriss Ploscowe,
prominent New York criminologist, as statistician. The ability
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and sincerity of these men warrant full reliance upon their findings.
That Commission found (as had, in fact, been assumed by the re-
solve establishing it) the existence of organized crime to be more
or less a matter of common knowledge. It foretold, before the ad-
vent of legalized pari-mutuel betting in the Commonwealth, and
at the time when the numbers game was beginning its expansion,
that the pending repeal of prohibition would divert the racketeer
to other forms of crime, including gambling. Off-track betting is

rt, because it was not then a prohnowhere referred to in that repi
lem.

The existence of organized cr
gaming has been repeatedly est
examples of such activity are b
1937 of Capt. James Sheehan
and his special gaming squad;
Somerville in 1940 by Robert

me as reflected by organized illegal
iblished since that report. Notable
i be found in the work in 1936 and
of the Boston Police Department
the so-called “Hoodsie” raids in

Bradford, as District Attorney in
Middlesex, which were occasioned by the exodus of segments of
the gaming element from Boston due to the activities of Capt
Sheehan’s squad; the broad investigation in 1941-T944 by Robert
Bushnell, then Attorney General; and the investigation of ir
regularities in the bail system instituted by the Supreme Judicial
Court in 1949. In February of 1950, at the request of organiza-
tions of state and local law enforcement officials, including States’
attorneys general, mayors and municipal law officers, the Attorney
General of the United States held a conference on organized crime
which was attended by many such officials from all over the coun-
try. In this conference, according to its official records, no local
official from this Commonwealth participated either in person or
bv correspondence; but out of its deliberations came the federal
wagering tax and slot machine laws. During the Kefauver investi-
gation in 1951 the District Attorney of Worcester County showed
to the Commonwealth ways of demolishing organized lotteries then
operating, but without any permanent results. In January and
again in July, 1955, this Commission reported the continuous
existence of organized gambling. Throughout the entire period, in
news stories and editorial comment, the press and other media of
communication throughout the Commonwealth have repeated and
emphasized this condition.
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To find that organized crime, as illustrated by gambling, has
existed for at least twenty-five years in the Commonwealth is to
find a matter “more or less” of common knowledge. The fore-
going brief survey of Massachusetts history indicates as the real
problem not that organized crime exists extensively, but that
nothing effective has been done about it.

The factors to which lack of effective action is attributable present
so many overlapping, interlocking, underlying problems of such
varying difficulty as to confuse and stagger the intelligence of those
who try'' to look at the problem in its entirety. There is involved
such a tangle of so many human vices and misdirected virtues,
so many selfish instincts and emotions, so many people, so many
motives, and so many apparent justifications, as to inspire in those
who deal with all or any phases a helplessness and a hopelessness
which serve as excuses for tolerance, hypocrisy and corruption.

This section of the report attempts, so far as space limitations
and knowledge of the Commission permit, an exposition of the
problem to which is attributable the fact that nothing effective has
been done about organized crime and gambling in Massachusetts in
all these years. The Commission’s conclusion here is that this
problem is the sum total of problems presented in part by the exist-
ence and extent of organized crime, and in part by the conditions
reported in this section. It represents a resultant of forces called
into being by these factors. While this problem is vast, complex
and at first sight discouraging, recognition of its components and
their origins can be a big step toward effective solutions.

The “public” would normally mean all citizens of the Common-
wealth, and include the persons of all categories now to be men-
tioned as involved in the problem. As here used, however, the
“public” will include only that vast majority of people who have no
conscious direct connection with organized crime —in order that
the other categories of persons may be differentiated. The major
blame for the lack of effective action regarding organized crime is
commonly placed on this public. Discussion of the problem, par-
ticularly with law officers, usually ends with the apparently irre-

1. The Public.
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futable conclusion that “the public is apathetic,” or “the public
doesn’t care,” or “the public wants it that way.” This, in the Com-
mission’s opinion, represents a confusion of the views of the persons
who affirmatively want illegal gambling with those of many others
who have no apparent interest. The groups which fall into the first
of these categories have a special interest in the status quo and are
by no means apathetic. They are separately considered here-
after.

As to the disinterested public, if by public apathy is meant that
this great majority knows all the facts and still does not care, the
conclusion simply will not stand up. This is immediately clear
on any suggestion to the public that the activities of one or more
of the other categories ofpersons will be subjected to public scrutiny.
The vast silent body called the public has instructive knowledge
of the ethics required by public affairs, and the public’s opinion
stands as a powerful deterrent even though not aroused or ex-
pressed.

Moreover, the falsity of the statement that the public doesn’t
care whether or not organized illegal gaming exists is made clear
by specific opinions expressed where opportunity has offered. These
expressions show that legalized gambling exists in Massachusetts
by a thin margin. The following tabulation of the results of a
succession of referenda on pari-mutuel betting shows a large pro-
portion of voters affirmatively opposed and another large group not
in favor:

Question; Shall the pari-mutuel system of betting on horse races
be permitted in this county?

Votes Votes Margin of
Date. £ Blanks. Total Voteies> JNO - in Favor.

1934 815,220 366,183 326,271 122,766
1938 862,337 600,723 340,990 (99,376) 1

1942 717,033 467,133 242,525 7,375
1946 859,802 515,461 339,731 4,610
1950 934,802 666,941 345,328 (77,467) 1

1954 995,867 575,641 370,563 49,663

1 Minus.
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Question: Shall the pari-mutuel system of betting on dog race:
be permitted in this county?

Votes Votes
Margin of

Date. XS™* vJlc
„

es Blanks. Total VoteYes - No - in Favor.

1934 616,232 464,135 427,307 (276,210)»

1938 708,273 672,456 413,321 (377,604) 1

1942 627,578 507,783 291,330 (171,436)1

1946 740,967 641,434 432,693 (233,060)1

1960 796,329 681,199 470,643 (366,403)1

1954 903,492 599,716 438,873

1 Minus.

These consistent figures show that even legalized gambling has been
favored by a minority or only a small majority of voters; and there
has at all times been a strong and vocal opposition. It will hardly
be suggested that all who voted for legalized gambling were also in
favor of organized unlawful gaming and its incidents. It may be
wondered what the referenda results would have been if it had been
foretold that a big illegal gaming business would go hand in hand
with legalized pari-mutuels.

The ordinary citizen has all the financial, family and other per-
sonal problems which have warranted Thoreau’s observation that
“most men lead lives of quiet desperation.” He is exhorted to con-
tribute time and money to uncounted civic and charitable activities.
At the same time he is charged with apathy about the quality of
public officials, about educational and other municipal matters,
about state, national and international affairs, and about organized
crime.

About the existence, extent and effects of organized crime and
organized gambling the public is not apathetic; it is unaware. It
is not told the facts and is often misled. Involved in personal
matters, the citizen must be shown, by a sudden shock or campaign
of education, that society’s damage is personal to him. Organized
crime, for this reason, deplores public shocks, knowing well the
results of public indignation. Organized gambling, in particular,
aims to operate without public shock. The non-participating public
tolerates the gaming business either because there is no contact or
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because what is seen appears not harmful, or because what appears
harmful takes place elsewhere. The members of the public do not
favor the objectives of the gaming operators. If convinced that
the activities of these operators were harmful to the public, the
public would drive the operators from the Commonwealth. If in-
formed opinion of this public were fully available to this Commission
or to law enforcement agencies, organized crime would be reduced
to a trickle. If this Crime Commission can make progress in getting
this one point across, it will have made major strides in the solution
of the problem.

A constant campaign of propaganda is directed at the public,
some with intent and some entirely innocent and unintentional.
This propaganda tends to mislead and confuse and interfere with
law enforcement. From this propaganda have grown up what may
be called myths which are frequently used as expressive of public
opinion in this Commonwealth. To the extent that any of these
myths represent public opinion, they represent uninformed, not
informed, public opinion. Certainly some of these myths express
opinions of some of the public, in the broad sense, but no informed
person can conclude that 51 per cent of the people in this Common-
wealth favor the growth and development of organized illegal
gaming here in the last twenty-five years. It may well be doubted
whether any of these myths would, if analyzed, be accepted by any
one in the Commonwealth except those with a monetary interest
in the continuation of the status quo. There follows a brief dis-
cussion of the most prevalent of these myths.

(a) “Gambling is an Instinct.” This argument is often put
forward to support the proposition that correcting conditions is
hopeless. Instincts in human beings are few, common to the species
and inherited, not acquired. It is ridiculous to classify gambling
as more inherent in human nature than the acquired urge to con-
sume alcohol or tobacco, or many other acquired habits more com-
mon in present society than gambling. Moreover, if gambling were
an instinct, this could not justify organized illegal gambling. It
could not justify turning over to the criminal element in society
responsibility for satisfying an instinctive appetite of man. Surely,
no instinct compels a person to be a professional gaming operator
or to be the customer of such an operator.

(Ib ) “ There always has been and always will be Gambling.” This
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ls a truth which contributes much toward the state of mind of
tolerance; but as a truth, it relates to a problem other than organ-
ized crime. There has not always been gambling with organized
racketeers on a scale which amounts to a state of lawlessness in an
entire society, and there need not be. Such “gambling” is com-cora-
paratively new. It is not (to repeat the classic example of the above
viewpoint) such gambling as the dice rolling by soldiers for Our
Lord’s robe at the foot of the Cross. Nor is it such gambling as is
done in social card games or in social bets on football games or at
the tracks. Here we are dealing with gaming with and on the
solicitation of non-gambling professionals to an extent making their
business a significant part of the commerce carried on in the Com-
monwealth.

(c) “It is no more Wrong to Bet Outside than it is to Bet Inside
the Fence at the Track.” —This conclusion is so commonly held
that sheer weariness caused by its repetition makes it hard to com-
bat. It is repeated sincerely by all kinds of law- abiding people, in-
cluding exemplary public officials and police officers who would
arrest a gaming operator on sight.

Those who repeat this myth do not mean to raise a moral ques-
tion or to introduce irrelevancies. But the argument contains the
seeds of confusion, and perhaps reversal between the legal and the
moral. Under particular circumstances it may be a moral wrong to
bet on a horse, though rot a legal wrong. But it certainly is a legal
wrong to register bets away from the track in Massachusetts.
Those who repeat this argument would think it an intolerable wrong
if track officials opened a special window for bets which were not
recorded or bets on races run at other tracks. Unwittingly, they
justify the bookies who do that very thing and worse. As an argu-
ment to support the legalizing of off-track betting it might have
relevance and weight, but its use is to defend illegal gambling
through the bookie who never uses it in his own support.

Most crimes are prohibitions of conduct only at stated times, or
places, or under stated circumstances. There is even justifiable
homicide. But we would not tolerate a thriving business in “boot-
leg-marriages” performed by unlicensed persons of unlicensed
couples simply because the couple could go elsewhere and live
married at common law. The track operators are licensed to accept
wagers at the track and are regulated and taxed when licensed. It
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is a legal wrong for booking organizations to do so at the track or
elsewhere. The difference between “inside and outside the fence”
is as simple as that.

(d) “Gaming is only a Misdemeanor.” It is understandable
error for a layman to feel that a misdemeanor ordinarily punished
by a very small fine is a minor crime, and to think it an injustice to
require the bettor to leave his betting habits behind when lie leaves
the track. This is not the place for a thesis on the criminal law,
but perhaps a few basic principles stated here will help to bring
organized illegal gaming into focus.

Lawyers and law enforcement officers know that crimes may be
generally divided into those classified as malum in se, crimes which
are wrong by their very nature; and those classified as malum
prohibitum, which are wrong because prohibited by affirmative law.
Every act which is legally wrong is not a crime. Where the injury
to society as a whole caused by a legal wrong is not great, the State
leaves the person or persons injured to redress their wrongs in the
civil courts. Where a wrong is committed which the Common-
wealth has considered more harmful to society than to the individual,
the Commonwealth prosecutes a criminal violation of law.

Crimes may also be classified as treasons, felonies and misde-
meanors. Treason is basically a breach of allegiance to the gov-
ernment. Traditionally a felony is a crime for the commission of
which a sentence of death or imprisonment in a state prison is
authorized. All other crimes are misdemeanors. What was not a
felony at common law and has not been made a felony by statute is
a misdemeanor, though its criminality may be more aggravated
than other acts established as felonies. (See Commonwealth v.
Charles Newell et ah, 7 Mass. 245, and Commonwealth v. Nathan
Barlow, 4 Mass. 439.) The extent of moral turpitude is not the
test of the degree of injury to society.

(e) “The Solution is to legalize Gambling.” This conclusion is
often reached, with the use of one or more of the foregoing myths,
by public-spirited citizens who feel that legalization would end a
bad situation and provide the Commonwealth with needed revenue.
In its search for cures, this Commission has given much thought
to the possibility. For the present it is only necessary to say that
to effect a cure by this means would be far less simple than to pro-
pose it. If by this suggestion is meant the legalizing of gambling
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generally, a glance at the number and types of gambling described
in this report should give the proponent pause. If legalizing of
off-track betting on horses or dogs, or of any other form of the
gaming product is meant, the advocates must give serious thought
not only to problems arising from opening wider the gates to legal-
ized gambling, but also to controlling organized illegal gaming in
a more “wide open” community.

Without adopting its findings, it may be of some interest to refer
to Legislative Document (1954) No. 45, Final Report of the New
York State Joint Legislative Committee to Study All Laws, Rules
and Regulations relative to horse racing in New York State. In this
report, the Joint Legislative Committee, after considering about the
same arguments outlined above, concluded against the legalization
of off-track betting, which is, of course, but one phase of the ques-
tion of legalizing gambling. Incidentally, the New York Com-
mittee for its study, limited in scope compared to this investigation,
was in existence from March, 1951, to March, 1954. One member
dissented from the conclusion against legalization of off-track
betting. The Commission has much information on suggestions for
legalization. It merely wishes here to assure those who would dis-
miss this Commission’s report with the statement that gambling
should be legalized, that if this were so clear and easy an answer to
the problem, this Commission would recommend it now.

All of the above myths express states of mind and opinions, often
temporary and always ill-informed, which adversely affect law en-
forcement. They are incorrectly lumped as evidence of public
apathy. The cure for these misapprehensions is obviously educa-
tion. In the meantime, no official who deals in law enforcement can
justify construction of his oath of office in the light of these myths
as representing public opinion or, in fact, in the light of what he
thinks is public opinion.

The term “bettors” is herein used to describe all of those who buy
the products of the gaming operators. They range from children
who play the pin games to numbers players on old age assistance,
from day laborer to clergyman, from poor to rich, from outlaws to
enforcement officers, from those who do not think to those who do
not care, from those whose fault is ignorance to those whose fault is

2. Bettors
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avarice. The activities and states of mind of this group, although
herein called a condition which tends to interfere with law enforce-
ment, is really a cause. If they did not patronize the gaming opera-
tors, illegal gaming would not be a business. However, as a group
toward which to look or act for cures, they present the least oppor-
tunity for progress. Since they are part of the public in the broad
sense, and present a cross section of it, they can not be singled out
or even completely identified.

There are some factors which might be put forward as excuses
for segments of this group. The children who plaj'" pin games are an
example and are excluded from consideration here. The cure for
that situation is obvious and simple. Furthermore, this generation
grew up with gambling being sold to it. Furthermore, each year for
several months they are exhorted to go to several horse and dog
tracks by every medium of advertising; and when they can not get
there, or the New England tracks close, there are “salesmen” with
the gaming products to offer visiting their places of work, of amuse-
ment, or as near as the telephone. This is the fastest growing class
related to the problem.

Apart from enriching the gaming operators, the greatest harm
done by this group is that they serve as witting or unwitting propa-
ganda agents for the harmlessness of illegal gaming. It is true that
some police, lawyers, doctors, clergymen, public officials and other
“good” citizens patronize the bookies. The bookies love to talk
about it. This group does untold damage to the morale of law en-
forcement in this field. The trouble is that there are a great many
people involved as bettors; and they look like “the public” and
sound like the public so it seems to be true to say that “the public
want it” or “the public doesn’t care.” Only some want it. What
they see of organized illegal gaming perhaps does appear harmless.
The average bettor pays a small amount to a pleasant “nice fellow”
who is not carrying a gun.

Many of this group merely go along with the rest, and if the
“salesman” did not call would not bother. Many others sincerely
believe it is harmless; and could be persuaded that it is not. It
would take some time, since the counter-influence has been at work
for over twenty years. The difficulty is that many in this group
lend respectability to organized illegal gambling. Illustrative is the
typical “in plant” gambling set up where the bookie gets workers
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inside the plant to serve as agents writers for him. Police who
would arrest a bookie in their own jurisdictions on sight, play with
them in other jurisdictions, and of course, some play with them in
their own.

Another contribution of the better group is that from its ranks
the bookies have a constant source of agents. The bookies are
almost all “cured” bettors.

In spite of their liking for the bettor’s money, the bookies do not
speak well of the bettors. They call them “suckers,” “working
stiffs” and other names, unprintable. Their view of bettors is that
there is a large, hard core in the group who are impossible and in-
curable. When they discuss the possibility of curing this group
by eliminating gambling, they say they will bet on “rat races.”
Strangely enough the feeling is often mutual; and both have used
the same word to describe each other, “scum.” This is perhaps
over-description by both, but the similarity of epithet undoubtedly
springs from the fact that both are doing the same thing trying
to get each other’s money for nothing.

There are many criminals in the bettor group; but the pathos
in it is for those who become criminals because they bet too much.

so there are no statistics as to
messes lost, homes broken and
overindulgence in credit with
work of this Commission brings
is very, very common.

There is no “Bettors Anonymous ’

the number of embezzlements, bui
other crimes which result from
the bookies. Involvement with the
an awareness of such things and it

The great difficulty with the hard core of the bettors is that
reason will not convince them. They admit that the chances are
all against them.. They admit, indeed even claim, that commonly
the races or games or lotteries are fixed, the cards marked, the dice
loaded. They volunteer that it is not the sport or the amusement
for them, it is the money. Many of them work all week for the
bookies. They unhesitatingly agree that in the long run they
can not win. They explain their addiction with the statement that
they have as much chance to win as the next fellow, who, of course,
can not win either. This group is the field against which the gaming
operator plays. The field always loses. Some individuals in the
field win in the short run; none do in the long run. This fact alone
would make it impossible to convert the group by an appeal to
reason. To make their purchase of the gaming product a crime
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would place an impossible burden on law-enforcement; would place
thousands upon thousands irrevocably on the side of the organized
criminal, and is not necessary for a solution. Action on other
conditions will produce reactions in this group which should reduce
it to that hard core of persons bent on throwing their money away.
The law still leaves that to those so inclined as one of the liberties
in a democracy. They were not an influential group before illegal
gambling became big business, and they should not be if it is re-
duced to its former state. There is a certain intuition in the public
about gamblers and that is what these persons are.

These are the dealers in chances. They encompass those who
promote, finance and distribute wholesale or retail the products of
the gaming business. Those in it are called backers, bookmakers,
bookies, agents, writers, dealers, steerers, stickmen, housemen,
operators or a variety of other names. There are thousands upon
thousands of them engaged in the various phases of the gaming
business previously described, and, of course, their common crimes
of illegal gaming are the prime cause of the entire problem. How-
ever, if the thousands of them or their crimes were all of the problem,
it would be comparatively easy to solve; and, indeed, if they were
on their own all these years, the problem would never have arisen.

It was stated earlier in this report that they and their crimes were
the problem twenty-five years ago. That is merely to point out
that they and their crimes are only the beginning point, a prime
cause of the entire problem, but not enough of themselves to account
for a state in society of lawlessness. Hence, the activities of this
group must be looked at for conditions which adversely affect law
enforcement, especially since this is the group against whom effec-
tive law enforcement would be directed.

The first factor is, of course, the existence of a large group of con-
sumers, the bettors, which have already been discussed. The
second and perhaps most important factor is the financial extent of
the gaming business, and particularly the gross profit of the business.
Wealthy, unscrupulous men have a great deal of a certain kind of
power in a society where success is too often measured in wealth,
and where such success is admired and imitated. More than once

3. Gaming Operators
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the Commission has had a worried parent complain about a racketeer
for whose affluence a teen-age son has expressed admiration and the
desire to imitate. If these fellows were not wealthy, they would be
insignificant; and no one is more aware of it than they.

An important step in the growth of a racketeer is the acquisition
of legitimate interests. When a racketeer reaches this point, he is
on the high road to success. He has a front. He has a job if any
one should ask in fact, he is a businessman and obviously suc-
cessful. Depending upon the nature of his business, he has dealings
with public authorities such as license boards, building commis-
sioners, assessors, etc., and he expands his influence. He can appear
to be out of the rackets, while becoming more powerful in them,
because, understandably, the more influence one has in the “over-
world,” the more power he has in the “underworld.” By covering
the surface of the racketeer with the veneer of the businessman, he
presents two different faces while society always looks for only one.
He goes into the types of business which have some of the familiar
elements of his gaming business. If he can get a monopoly, that he
understands, so he is found commonly in licensed businesses, which
give him a limited monopoly which the law will protect for him. He
likes the big mark-up in profit. He likes the product which has a
fast turnover. He follows the climate of popular demand into the
high markets of the moment. He likes to promote fads. He likes
to sell junk goods, which he learned about merchandising from his
experience in prizes in the gaming field; and where he also learned
that the law with its doctrine of caveat emptor (let the buyer beware)
is made to order for him. He carries his “ethics” into legitimate
business, and thereby becomes competitively difficult. A tavern
owner who will not permit a bookie on the premises, or who will not
pay off on the pinball machine, or a club that will not stay open
after hours, or a gas station man that cannot afford to cut prices on
tires because tire sales are not secondary to a booking operation;
or a variety of ethical men who will not compete on the level of the
racketeer, find the business going to the racketeers; and if nothing
else works, the racketeer can always call into the underworld for
“the muscle.”

The Third Interim Report of the Kefauver Commission stated
that it found what it called “Racketeer Infiltration” into 50 areas
of legitimate business. The Kefauver Commission was able to
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request a federal agency which had access to such information to
prepare some data on that subject. This Commission has been
interested in the subject, and has collected some information on it;
but has not had time to co-ordinate it for this report. Without a
count the Commission feels that it could report on at least 50 dif-
ferent types of businesses which racketeers are in; but it would add
little here except more to the proposition that the racketeers are
wealthy, which should need no more proving. The effect of these
men on the economy of legitimate business should provide an inter-
esting subject for a later report. Another valid purpose for such
information relates to the consumer. Since in our law the buyer
must beware, he is entitled to know with whom he deals. Perhaps
the Legislature may feel that the public should have these men and
their businesses identified.

By progressing through his crimes, the racketeer reaches a point
of affluence and influence through his wealth. He has everything
that money can buy, and only thereafter does he develop a craving
for something which previously would have interfered with his
progress that is, respectability. Since there is no substance to
the racketeer but his money, that is for him the route to respect-
ability. He becomes a great one to pick up the check, and through
“generosity” he strives for the name of “nice fellow.” A natural
step for a generous fellow is charitable activities, and they become
well-known anonymous givers. It is almost a mania with this group
to have it known that they are charitable —if they are. It has
been a common experience for the Commission to be asked why one
person or another was summoned, since he is such a nice fellow.
“He is different.” This is a great delusion shared by many intelli-
gent enough not to be taken in by such sham. The Kefauver hear-
ings showed these “nice fellows” on television. The cast of charac-
ters in those hearings could just as well have been our ownracketeers.
The experience of this Commission with them is that they are every-
thing but nice fellows. Besides no one was summoned before this
Commission on the basis of affluence or personality.

To demonstrate these “nice fellows” the Commission has picked
at random seventeen “important racketeers” just to see what their
criminal records show. These are not selected, another seventeen
would be about the same, since these were picked without knowledge
of the records. Traffic violations are omitted from the following
summaries of the entries on their criminal records:
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1. Thirty-three entries, including traffic and motor vehicle vio-
lations. These 33 included assault and battery, counterfeiting,
breaking and entering in the nighttime, possession of burglar tools,
assault and battery with dangerous weapons, assault with intent to
rob while armed, carrying a dangerous weapon.

2. Forty entries, including escape from jail, breaking and enter-
ing, violation of white slave traffic act, armed robbery, assault and
battery with intent to murder, possession of burglar tools.

3. Twelve entries, all gaming violations.
4. Nineteen entries, all gaming violations.
5. Twenty-two entries, all gaming violations.
6. Thirty-three entries, including assault and battery, gaming

violations, bribery.
7. Four entries, including gaming violations and evading income

tax.

8. Sixteen entries, including gaming, larceny
9. Sixteen entries, including bootlegging, gaming and receiving

stolen goods.
10. Fourteen entries, including larceny, gaming, drunk and su

picion of murder.
11. Twenty entries, including gaming, carrying a dangerous

weapon, suspicion of murder.
12. Seven entries, including larceny, bootlegging and threats.
13. Thirteen entries, including bootlegging and gaming.
14. Five entries, including bootlegging and gaming.
15. Ten entries, including robbery, assault and battery and

gaming.
16. Twenty-two entries, including assault and battery, boot-

legging, gaming, manslaughter, non-support, drunk.
17. Twenty five entries, including larceny, breaking and entering

in the nighttime, drunk, revolver in possession, attempted rape.
Every one of these men is a “nice fellow,” and it is surprising to

find who says so. None of them had no criminal record.
Permitting them to grow wealthy and influential has made their

crimes result in a state of lawlessness because they have as defenders
the host of “legitimate” store owners, tavern keepers, clubs, etc.,
who share the take with them. Also in the rackets you will find
brothers, relatives, friends of police and other public officials. Their
legitimate enterprises give them an access to other sources of de-
fenders; so it can be truly said that apparently hosts of people in
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the Commonwealth are on their side, though always for selfish
reasons. Let a police officer arrest the wrong fellow, or eject him
from the track, or bother his license and see what happens. This is
frequently a deterrent to law enforcement which will be discussed
later herein.

Early in its investigation the Commission felt that with gaming
so widespread it could be that there is the gaming operators’ side
of the story which it would be important to get for a fair under-
standing of the problem. Since they showed no disposition to state
their case for the record, counsel was authorized to talk completely
off the record to them. This found them more talkative, and pro-
duced the somewhat surprising fact that they do not make a case
for themselves. Their philosophy is very enlightening on the sub-
ject of conditions which adversely affect law enforcement and the
cures. They are living exponents of the theme that those who work
for a living are fools. They admit that money rules them and firmly
believe that it rules every one. They say gaming can not operate
without protection. They think it is perfectly all right for police to
take money for protection, so long as the protection is delivered as
contracted for. They believe that the world operates that way, and
refer to the purchase of licenses, permits and other such govern-
mental franchises as illustrations. When confronted with some
fundamental propositions of our form of government, such as
representation of the people, the integrity of the oath of office, they
call them “boy scout stuff.” Counsel went to lunch one day with
one of them who tried to pick up the check. Counsel refused the
offer with the remark that while he was with the Crime Commission
no one could buy him a cup of coffee. At a later time the same man
asked the Counsel if that remark was meant to imply that a method
of payment deferred until after Counsel was no longer with the
Commission would be acceptable. The explanation for that mis-
construction of an idle remark was in substance a disbelief that any
one would be disinterested in money. It illustrates how deeply
imbedded is their philosophy about money; and since they are not
fools one must not be a fool, either, and think that they have no
basis for such beliefs.

So the gaming operator with his wealth, his influence, his friends,
his defenders and his philosophy seems a formidable prospect for
the law enforcement officer. The Commission is happy to report
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that it has met plenty of such officers in the Commonwealth who
do not care who these fellows are or whom they know. The trouble
is those policemen often do not get the chance to prove their in-
dependence. The racketeer is formidable only in numbers. Segre-
gate him from the pack and he weakens perceptibly. The rate at
which heart conditions and ulcers developed upon delivery of sum-
monses by this Commission is graphic evidence of that. Typically,
each is a morally weak man or he would not be in the rackets. He
trusts no one completely and is a fearful man. He fears two things
above all others, jail and publicity. The former he admits he
fears for himself ; the latter he claims to fear for his family, and it is
thoroughly unpleasant to see one hide behind his family when the
experience of the State Police officers in serving summonses clearly
demonstrates that the family seems well able to fight its own battles.

Publicity has no lasting effect on these fellows no matter how un-
pleasant. The cure for them would be a consistent prospect of jail
and a relentless enforcement of the laws against them. Nothing else
will contribute so much to correcting the conditions reflected in this
and in other sections of the report so much as tune in jail.

There is no law against putting them in jail, but they rarely go
there. The question of mandatory jail sentences has twice been
considered and rejected by the Legislature. They are not necessary
unless “conditions” interfere with law enforcement by impeding
jail sentences when they are due. Whether mandatory or other-
wise, jail sentences or even the prospect would do the most to
help the police to correct the conditions herein.

If there is any one who doubts this, and also for those who think
it can not be stopped, let him consider that in late 1951, upon the
passage of the federal wagering tax law, the bookmakers with their
horses, numbers, lottery tickets and other products stopped all ac-
tivity for about six weeks. They faced the dilemma of placing the
fact of their bookmaking on record with the Internal Revenue
Division or defying that organization by failure to do so. Gradually
the word got to them that the Internal Revenue Division would rely
mainly on arrests by the local authorities for their own prosecutions;
that the Internal Revenue would not have money and men for a
drive on them, and soon thev were back in business. That demon-
strates what the prospect of arrest and jail did to almost the entire
business. Imagine six weeks out of business; look back at the
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financial extent of gaming for an idea of the sacrifice they made to
law enforcement. They still fear the Internal Revenue Depart-
ment the most because it alone offers the prospect of jail; although
ordinarily the local police must catch them first.

Next they fear the State Police, but not for the prospect of jail
except as the Internal Revenue Department is in the background.
They fear the State Police more as a threat to interrupt their busi-
ness and cause temporary inconvenience and expense; also they are
aware of the policies of law enforcement in the Commonwealth
which prevent the State Police from going over the heads of local
police without orders from a prosecutor. This policy will be dis-
cussed later.

Since their main source of strength is money, a secondary but not
so effective way to help the situation is through heavy fines. They
can afford them; but the fines should become difficult to afford;
and the gaming market will feel their effect.

4. Lawyers.

Closely allied to the gaming operator or racketeer is his lawyer.
This speaks primarily not of one in the role of defence attorney, be-
cause racketeers do not need his services often. With eight of the
ten members of this Commission practicing members of the Bar,
the r6le of attorney-client should be understood without investi-
gation. It is often difficult for the layman to understand how a
lawyer can represent a person in court whom the lawyer knows to
be guilty of a crime. The lawyer in court is fulfilling the age-old
function of the advocate; that is, he is speaking for another. His
duties do not call for, and he is not expected to misrepresent, facts;
his role is to see that his client is proven guilty or else acquitted.
He has no obligation to supply to the government missing facts;
and, indeed, his obligation is not to supply anything to aid the
government’s case. When he argues to the jury that his client is
not guilty, although knowing that he is, he is merely saying that
the government has not proved his guilt. Some lawyers may go
further than they should, but the fact remains that, if the evi-
dence warrants, usually the finding is guilty.

The conditions relating to lawyers which do the most to ad-
versely affect law enforcement take place away from the court-
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room and the presence of the judge. They involve the compara-
tively few lawyers who serve as advisors to the racketeers with
knowledge of their illegal activities. Quite commonly, they hire
or recommend the courtroom lawyer when necessary; but their
principal value to the racketeer and their principal contribution to
a state of lawlessness is their guidance of the racketeer in advance
of his violations of the law, and the quiet prestige which they lend
to the rackets in places where it helps the most. Some of them are
undoubtedly co-conspirators, but they present difficult problems
for law enforcement officers not as well trained in the law as they
are; also the attorney-client privilege inures to their benefit. They
present difficult problems for any investigative body, but this
should not deter any authority from examining into their contribu-
tions to organized crime. Lawyers have their own policing or
disciplinary agencies, the Bar associations.

5. Accountants.

In a similar relationship to the racketeer as the type of lawyer
described in the previous section, is the accountant for the racketeer.
Since money is the racketeer’s stock-in-trade, and his financial
affairs are so frequently complicated between the illegal and the
legal, his accountant is undoubtedly more necessary for day-to-
day operations than his legal advisor. Undoubtedly, some account-
ants for the racketeers are also co-conspirators. The matter of
self-policing of accountants is not so clear as is the case with law-
yers, at least it is not so clear to a group of lawyers. Account-
ants present special problems to law enforcement officers because
there are no law enforcement agencies in the Commonwealth ade-
quately staffed to conduct extensive accounting investigations.
Neither is this Commission. This is a sad lack in law enforcement
in these days when crime and business are so often allied.

This is a section of the report which the Commission has been
advised not to write by those anxious lest the work of the Commis-
sion be scrapped because of lack of support from the press. If that
is so, then it is a condition adverse to law enforcement, so basic to
the state of lawlessness, that, even at the risk of suicide, the Com-

6. Newspapers
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mission must report it. However, that is a fearsome view and
underestimates the intelligence and integrity of the press of the
Commonwealth.

The Commission commonly gets complaints similar to those
against the phone company, to the effect that the newspapers are
in league with the illegal gaming racketeers, with some facts offered
in support of it. The Commission has made no investigation of the
press of the Commonwealth, but has observed it during the course
of its other investigations, and can report some findings which show
some contributions to conditions adversely affecting law enforce-
ment ; but these contributions should be examined in context.

ry function is to sell newspapers.
; of the most competitive news-
which makes the struggle for

in elsewhere. This competitive
sen reporters, of which we have

First of all, a newspaper’s prime
Secondly, we have in Boston on<
paper situations in the country,
readers even more influential th

ipect produces aggressive and k
many, but the need of the reporter not to be beaten to a story, and
the pride of the reporter to get a little something more than th'
other fellow has, frequently caused problems for the law enforc
ment officer which he does not always handle successfully; also, it
causes speculation pieces which are misleading

Hso, it should be realized that editorial policy and news report-
ing policy are two separate functions of a newspaper which may
seem inconsistent; for example, a news story may report on a testi-
monial dinner given for some person of prominence, including in the
story words of praise made during the speeches at the dinner. The
reporter or the editorial staff may know that the person honored
still beating his wife, but they make no such comment in the news
story, with the exception of the stories on the sports pages, since
libel suits are not commonly directed at stories on the sports pages,
On the other hand, it is conceivable that, on the same dav that the

the testimonial appears in the paper, an editorial may
honored in the newmment adversely about the same m

,on because of some activity in which he is engaged that affects
the public interest.

It is erroneous to believe that the public press in the Common-
ilth can be charged with any substantial part of the blame for

the existence of conditions which adversely affect law enforcement.
There is no major newspaper in the Commonwealth either owned
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or controlled by the racketeers. A few small ones with only limited
public influence may be at least infiltrated by racketeers. There is
no major newspaper in the Commonwealth whose editorial policy
or whose news reporting policy is deliberately slanted to favor the
racketeer. Indeed, if it were not for the press and the news services
of the Commonwealth, this Commission would not have been re-
vived and continued. This fact, plus the fact that over the years
the press of the Commonwealth in its editorial columns has been
constantly decrying conditions, plus the fact that the news reporters
with whom this Commission has been in contact are as interested as,
and perhaps more interested than, any other group in the Common-
wealth to see this Commission succeed in its efforts, should make
this clear. It is true that racketeers have connections in news-
papers, and of course it would be naive to assume that the racketeer
in his quest for influence would overlook such a powerful source.
However, these connections are with employees of the papers, and
frequently employees who have nothing to do with either news or
editorial writing, but not always. Good newspaper men and good
detectives must stay close to their sources of information, and it
should not be concluded that, merely because a newspaper man is
seen conferring with known racketeers, the policy of the newspaper
is affected thereby. However, it does appear that some racketeers
have more influence in newspapers than they should have.

Also, in view of things that appear in the press outside the Com-
monwealth about conditions in the Commonwealth, it is difficult to
understand why the news-reporting functions of our press do not
show the same aggressiveness by
is shown in the editorial columns,
by analysis of all the conditions r<
mind previously reported that it

way of expose in news stories as
Perhaps the answer can be found

ported herein leading to a state of
loes not do any good anyhow.
; Journal-Bulletin carried a storyIn April, 1954, the Providenc*

concerning Boston sports writer
tracks. Because of these unauth

3 in the employ of various race
prized connections with the track,

the Associated Press and the United Press terminated the services
of their employees involved. On April 26, 1954, Time Magazine
commented on the Providence Journal story, the action of the Asso-
ciated Press and United Press, and the inaction of the Boston news-
papers. Early in June of 1954 the Providence Journal again pub-
lished a story concerning other Boston newsmen who were on the
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state pay roll. Time Magazine on June 7, 1954, again commented
on the new Providence Journal story and on the fact that the Boston
dailies saw no conflict of interest in their men holding two jobs.
On June 5, 1954, the magazine entitled Editor and Publisher pub-
lished the following comments relating to the situation in Massa-
chusetts :

In the last two months, the Providence Journal-Bulletin has exposed a situation
in and around Boston of news reporters and news chiefs being on government pay
rolls and doing outside jobs for race tracks. Ten newsmen were reported to be on
the Massachusetts government pay roll and an additional 26 were receiving pay-
ments from various horse and greyhound tracks. What should have been a bomb-
shell fell like a dud on the newspaper business.

We think it is time for every newspaper in the country to take action against
this evil. The reading public cannot be expected to have faith in news columns
of their newspapers if they are reminded periodically by expos 6 that a number of
reporters are being paid by the organizations about which they write.

We suggest that every editor and publisher declare a period of amnesty for
their employees for thirty days, during which they are requested to voluntarily
and confidentially reveal any outside employment. There would be no punish-
ment or retaliation for past indiscretions. And if management found that such
work in no way conflicted with the reporters’ duties or the interests of the paper
it might be continued by agreement.

Another subject commonly brought to the attention of the Com-
mission as a criticism of the newspapers is the carrying of informa-
tion of use to gamblers and bookies, particularly horse race results.
More will be said on this subject in a discussion of Gambling Infor-
mation, but it should be realized that the type of information re-
ferred to generally has legitimate news value. For that reason, and
in the interest of leaving the press free from governmental restric-
tions, the subject of limiting the type of information which the press
can print should be very carefully studied before being restricted, if
at all. Actually, in view of the availability of more timely and
thorough gambling information from sources other than the press,
it can be said that, in the present state of gambling, information
contained in the press which might be of use to the gambling element
is not significant. There are two items of gambling information
which appear in some few newspapers which do make a contribution
to conditions adverse to law enforcement. They are of valuable
assistance to the gaming operators, and they contribute greatly to
the state of mind that “no one cares.” These two items of informa-
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tion are the figures on the Treasury balance and the so-called
“Mutuels.” The former is a figure which reports daily the balance
in the United States Treasury. This Commission and the Kefauver
Commission have been unable to find that this figure serves any
governmental or financial function other than to serve as a “method
of drawing” for the Treasury balance lottery operators. The
“Mutuels,” as previously explained, are the dollar figures on the
pay-offs on specified races at certain tracks. These dollar figures
have no significance whatsoever, and are called Mutuels merely to
hide the fact that they are “the number;” that is, this is the method
of drawing of the numbers game. The facts that the figures from
the same races are used, and that the papers who do publish them
shift all from one track to another at the right time, indicate, not
only some element of over-all control in the numbers game, but also
some liaison between the newspapers and the numbers operators.
Furthermore, the numbers operators, undoubtedly without the
permission of the papers, frequently signify that the number as it
appears in a given paper is the official number. At the time of the
Bushnell investigations, it appears that the newspapers, at least for
a time, suspended publishing these two items of information. It
should not be considered that to eliminate these two items of infor-
mation from all newspapers would put an end to the Treasury
balance lottery and the numbers game. If these two items were not
available, they would use other methods of drawing, as they do in
jurisdictions where such figures are not published. However, it
would greatly inconvenience them, which is a worth-while project;
but mostly it would contribute greatly to improve the state of mind
of the police and the public. It would considerably weaken the
attitude that everybody wants organized illegal gambling. It
would deprive the gaming operator of his smugness about the
hypocrisy of the society to which he is opposed, and his own claims
to respectability; and to the extent that it affected organized illegal
gambling, so would it affect organized crime generally.

The appearance of these two items of information in some news-
papers, while not the major contribution to conditions that they
appear to be, because if they were not in the newspapers the gaming
operators would use other items in the newspapers which could not
be eliminated, do reflect in one respect that conditions do amount to
lawlessness.
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7. New England Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Another organization which has come in for a great deal of criti-

cism, to the extent of being called a partner of the illegal gaming
racketeer, is the New England Telephone Company. One of the
common remarks made to the Commission is to the effect that the
Telephone Company could put an end to the entire problem all by
itself. An alternative suggestion is that the Telephone Company
be required to report suspected gaming operators to the police.

Before dealing with the contributions made by the Telephone
Company to conditions adversely affecting law enforcement, some
introductory remarks are necessary. The chairman of this Com-
mission is the outside counsel to the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Company. Almost the first step taken by the original
Commission was a visit by its Counsel to Washington to confer
with those who directed the Kefauver investigation. One of the
inquiries made by him was as to the co-operation given to the
Kefauver Commission by the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company and other similar utility companies. The response was
an unqualified recommendation as to the co-operation to be ex-
pected from the Telephone Company, and suggestions for a method
of working with that Company. The system used by the Kefauver
Commission with the parent corporation was set up by this Com-
mission. During the initial discussions by this Commission of the
system of operation, the Commission learned from its chairman of
his connections with the local company; whereupon it was decided
that Counsel to the Commission should handle all matters relating
to the Telephone Company with the General Counsel of that Com-
pany, to the complete exclusion of the chairman of this Commis-
sion. During the debates in the Legislature in the summer of 1955,
concerning the reviving and continuing of the Commission and its
appropriation, remarks were made by some members of the Legis-
lature intended to imply that this connection with the Telephone
Company should disqualify the chairman of the Commission from
all activities in connection with this Commission. Indeed, at the
end of the session, an additional task was given to this Commission
for an investigation of illegal wire-tapping, specifying only that
records of the Telephone Company should be subpoenaed. More
will be said about this additional task later on. This explanation
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is made in this report because the
to explain when the question was
rangements and dealings with the
between its General Counsel and
The Commission reports that the

Commission had no opportunity
raised. From the beginning, ar-
Telephone Company have been

the Counsel to the Commission.
chairman’s connection with the

Company has in no way interfered with the investigation.
Under the above arrangements, the Telephone Company has

been extremely helpful to this Commission and has devoted many
hours of the time of its personnel to assist the Commission. Fur-
thermore, there have been many occasions when the Telephone
Company employees knew of confidential investigations by this
Commission, and not once did any word leak out. It is an axiom
of the art of inquiry that so long as a witness is talking you do not
cross-examine him. That has been the technique of the Commis-
sion with the Telephone Company. So it is fair to say that the
Telephone Company has been under direct examination by the
Commission, as distinguished from cross-examination, longer than
any other entity.

It is true that the telephone is the principal instrument of the
bookmaking office. Without the telephone, bookmaking, for all
practical purposes as a law enforcement problem, would cease to
exist. It has taken on added significance since the demise of the
Continental Press Wire Service about four years ago as the only
medium of rapid race results. The telephone makes possible the
office-agent partnership referred to earlier in this report and group-
type operation. It increases tremendously the total handle of the
bookies, since it enables them to take play right up to the last
second. Its use for obtaining results makes the horse room not
only possible but busier, as will be seen later. It is vital for the
lay-off. If all the telephones in the Commonwealth were removed,
bookmaking would not be eliminated, but its whole time schedule
would be revised to conform to the speed of the courier rather than
that of the phone call. Illegal gaming on the horses would be re-
duced considerably, since the play in that field is day by day. Play
on both the horses and dogs would be seriously affected by the lack
of information on the results of races. The numbers game would
be cut down'some but nowhere near elimination, because it would
be revised pretty much to weekly play, which much of it is now.
Wagering on athletic contests would be curtailed because of the
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unavailability of the bookie, but it would continue through per-
sonal contact because the time element is not so important as it is
in horse and dog racing, and because bookmaking at the exhibition
would increase.

The various lotteries, amusement devices, dice games, card games
and other varieties of organized illegal gaming would not be seri-
ously affected by the lack of a telephone only inconvenienced.
So it proves too much to say that all the problem or any part of it
could be eliminated by the Telephone Company if it wanted to.
Furthermore, it would be unreasonable to expect and undesirable to
have the Telephone Company serving in the role of policing the
conversations which go across its lines. In the first place, the Tele-
phone Company is governed by the rules of the Federal Communica-
tions Commission and the federal law which prohibits its tapping its
own lines. In the second place, it would do more injury to the
citizen’s right to privacy than it would good for law enforcement
if the Telephone Company were required or expected to affirm or
disaffirm all suspected uses of telephone lines for gaming. How-
ever, since the telephone is so important to the gaming operator, an
examination of the policies, practices and personnel of the Tele-
phone Company for the purpose of determining what contribution
can be made to correcting conditions for which its own doings may
be responsible, and also what contributions can be made to help law
enforcement, consistent with its legal and functional obligations, is
desirable.

So far, the Commission has learned that the Telephone Company
provides in its tariffs that it has the right to remove instruments
put to illegal use; also it reserves the right to enter premises to
inspect the use being made of its instruments; also, it has a policy
of removing telephones when law enforcement authorities report
that the instruments are being put to illegal use. The Commission
has seen that the Telephone Company, both on its own and on the
request of law enforcement officers, does remove many telephones.
However, these policies could be more effective, particularly with
respect to reinstallation of service for persons and places involved
in gaming.

The Commission has seen that the bookmakers do get aid and
assistance from telephone company employees. In fact, the Com-
pany has pointed out instances to the Commission. The Company
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has over 20,000 employees, and here the relatives and friends situa-
tion is bound to enter. Further investigation intended to devise
ways and means of making such co-operation difficult or unwise
would have to be done before any feasible solution could be made.

of the laws would be a more
problem.

However, more rigorous enforcement
important step toward solution of the

Comment on External Conditions.
in the above sections 4 through 7

The “conditions” referred to
t upon law enforcement from
external conditions. Legisla-the outside. In that sense they

tive action directed at most of such conditions, with the exception
of those attributable to the gaming operators, would be inadvisable,
since these conditions consist chiefly of attitudes and states of
mind. Furthermore, to create new crimes or make outsiders re-
sponsible for law enforcement would not help the situation except
to the extent that agencies of law enforcement would permit them
to help. In fact, these conditions have adversely affected law en-
forcement only to the extent that all law enforcement agencies have
permitted them to be effective. Tolerance, hypocrisy and corrup-
tion within law enforcement as well as elsewhere are the source of
their vitality. These conditions are known to exist, but they are
apparently not recognized in the aggregate as strong influences
against public policy which it is the duty of every enforcement
agency to combat, just as it is to stress careful driving or to warn
of potential dangers to the welfare of the community. There is no
enforcement agency in the Commonwealth which does nearly enough
to combat the adverse effect of the above external conditions on law
enforcement.

Comment on Internal Conditions. The next group of conditions
are internal to law enforcement. They relate to the conduct of the
several categories of persons to whom has been delegated various
phases of the important governmental functions of law enforcement.
The most universal expression within law enforcement is “You
can’t fight City Hall.” Most often this expression is used to indicate
the thwarting action of politics in law enforcement; not necessarily
party politics, but principally personal politics. This is the identical
ingredient mentioned in the external conditions, wherein some per-
sons benefit from a lack of law enforcement and others would suffer
from the presence of it. When this occurs in public life, it is called
politics. As with all internal conditions, it is worse by its very
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nature; and particularly in a field where, by being internal, it is
also official. It is government under its oath of office expressly or
tacitly conspiring in crime against itself. The following subsections
set forth some of the contributions of that “City Hall,” which ob-
viously refers to more than any municipal, county or state head-
quarters of government, and which no one more firmly believes can-
not be fought than police officers. What it really means in its broad-
est sense is an attempt to excuse, not justify, non-feasance or worse,
because superior authority is affected by tolerance, hypocrisy or
corruption. The expression, “You can’t fight City Hall,” is as
much a part of our folklore as the many other defeatist statements,
such as “The customer is always right.” However, it sounds more
like a resigned European peasantry than American citizens. Fortu-
nately, it is not a common expression among people outside of
government.

Some Comments on Law Enforcement. Law enforcement is de-
fined in a variety of ways, which all mean the governmental function
of executing or making effective the prohibitory and restrictive
common and statute laws for the common good. It covers the
powers, duties and activities of all agencies who, by performance,
non-performance or mal-performance, make it more or less effective.
In a democracy, law enforcement is much more vital than in a
monarchy or a dictatorship, because it is the attempt by man to
govern himself with law's. The Preamble of the Constitution of the
Commomvealth states the nature and objects of our government as
follows:

The end of the institution, maintenance and administration of government, is to
secure the existence of the body politic, to protect it, and to furnish the individuals
who compose it with the power of enjoying in safety and tranquility their natural
rights, and the blessings of life: and whenever these great objects are not obtained,
the people have a right to alter the government, and to take measures neoessarj

for their safety, prosperity and happii
The body politic is formed by a voluntary association of individuals: it is a

:ompact, by which the whole people covenants with each citizen, and each
citizen with the whole people, that all shall be governed by certain laws for the
common good. It is the duty of the people, therefore, in framing a constitution of

'eminent, to provide for an equitable mode of making laws, as well as for an
interpretation, and a faithful execution of them; that every man mavim

at all times, find his security in th

We, therefore, the people of Massachusetts, acknowledging, wdth grateful hearts.
the goodness of the great Legislator of the universe, in affording us, in the course
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of His providence, an opportunity, deliberately and peaceably, without fraud,
violence or surprise, of entering into an original, explicit, and solemn compact with
each other; and of forming a new constitution of civil government, for ourselves
and posterity; and devoutly imploring His direction in so interesting a design, do
agree upon, ordain and establish, the following Declaration of Rights, and Frame of
Government, as the constitution of the commonwealth of Massachusetts.

That Preamble has not been changed at all since its adoption in
1780. Note the number of words of law enforcement appearing
therein.

Most crime survey commissions seem to make findings which
refer in substance to a serious breakdown in law enforcement. This
terminology may be striking, but it seems to this Commission that,
if it reported a serious breakdown in law enforcement, it should be
prepared to recommend calling out the militia. Law enforcement
includes the activities of many more agencies than the police, and
the idea of a breakdown implies a total collapse, which is not true
of any branch of law enforcement in this Commonwealth.

Law enforcement at its very best falls short of perfection. One
important cause is the element of discretion existing in the enforce-
ment authorities. Human discretion is a quality difficult to stand-
ardize, and hence law enforcement has the quality of variableness
which makes it an inexact science. The police officer, with no
authority for it, has the power to permit a violator to go unpunished.
The chief of police, still without authority, has the power to peace-
fully persuade an officer to permit a violator to go free. Perhaps
under special circumstances it might be argued this type of discre-
tion accomplishes more for the common good by permitting a viola-
tor to go free than a prosecution would. On the other hand, the
availability of this discretion opens the door to further imperfections
in law enforcement, beginning on the ground floor with the “traffic
fix.” Also, when a complaining witness declines to press charge
made, prosecution is usually dropped, even though at that point
the Commonwealth, not the witness, is the party in interest.
Perhaps in such cases the Commonwealth gains more by compro-
mise than it wr ould by compelling testimony which might be per-
jury; but since complaining witnesses can be “reached” or threat-
ened by the defendant, the availability of such a course opens the
door to further imperfections in law enforcement. The law provides
for this discretion in some higher enforcement officers. Prosecutors
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have the power of terminating a criminal proceeding by entry of a
nolle prosequi. After prosecution, judges are given discretionary
powers of sentencing, which has been a subject of discussion among
experts for decades. These variable elements in law enforcement
make it a very difficult field for those who work in it, and a very
difficult subject for those who stand aside and study it, such as this
Commission. Perhaps some future generation in a later stage of
civilization may be able to resolve such fundamental difficulties and
attain perfection in law enforcement. In our time, we are neither
ready, willing nor able to reach perfection, but we have a firm obli-
gation to try. The Commission points these things out to show the
potential for difficulties in law enforcement generally, since they
may directly or indirectly affect law enforcement with respect to
organized crime. A further appraisal of law enforcement in this
Commonwealth with respect to organized crime is that conditions
exist within law enforcement which tend or may tend to prevent or
interfere with it. The following sections point out the major ones.

8. Police.

Law enforcement starts with the police. To the extent that they
perform their duties, the complementary law enforcement agencies
have work to do. To the extent that they perform their tasks well,
the other agencies are able to be effective. In this Commonwealth
there are 351 local departments, varying from rural to big city de-
partments, and from one man to 3,027; also, there are the Metro-
politan District Police and the State Police. While the day-to-
day tasks of these departments differ because of territorial, policy,
or practical considerations, they all possess the general powers of
police officers and are the ones most likely to encounter organized
crime. There are a variety of other police and persons who possess
police powers in the Commonwealth, who exist for special or limited
police activity. Although their respective jurisdictions are by no
means unaffected by organized crime, their roles as to it should be
dealt with in a report more particularly devoted to police than is
this one.

This Commission was established in part to report on conditions
adverse to law enforcement, so it should not devote much time nor
space to reporting favorable conditions it has observed. However,
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in the interest of a true understanding of the role of police in law
enforcement, the adverse conditions must be seen against their
background. It is particularly valuable in considering solutions
for the conditions set forth.

You cannot accurately generalize about police or police depart-
ments, nor can you depict an average. There are some things com-
mon enough to be representative of the composite policeman or
department. A report of all the good which could be said about
police would be much longer than a bad one. Police are charged
with the duties of prevention and detection of crime, the appre-
hension and prosecution (in the lower courts) of criminals. These
duties might be called their pure law enforcement duties, but also
they are charged with the role of protector of property and person,
including health, life and liberty. Examples of their protective
role are the endless observation of private and public property;
door-trying, ambulance, accident and warning services; and the
interruption of the variety of personal oppressions possible among
humans. A third, and by no means the least, of the functions of
police are the variety of tasks rendered for the convenience of the
public. Examples of these are their services as couriers, local in-
formation centers, and many other aids for which people in distress
look to the police. These phases of police work which are only in-
directly, if at all, related to their pure law enforcement duties, com-
monly called keeping the peace, have important relationships to
law enforcement. The number of men in a given department, dis-
tributed over three shifts in a seven-day week with a growing
tendency to shorter work weeks, plus days off, sick leave and vaca-
tions, together with all that an increase in population implies for
the local police, undoubtedly makes true the common complaint
that many departments in the Commonwealth are undermanned.
A department with a complement of 150-200 men, and a popula-
tion of several hundred thousand, would do well to have 25 men
covering the entire city on the early morning shift.

Another side of the same question as personnel is that of budget.
Wages, hours, working conditions for police vary in communities,
with consequent inequities, which cause dissatisfactions.

Efficiency is a highly variable quality. The Commission has not
had the time to make any detailed study of the efficiency of any
department. Some few communities in the Commonwealth have
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had experts come in for that purpose and spend several months in
one medium-sized department. It is a field to which study should
be given, but it is not the function of this Commission, except as it
relates to organized crime.

Law enforcement, even the very interpretation of its meaning,
varies all over the Commonwealth. These factors exist because of
the desire for home rule in governmental affairs. A variety of sug-
gestions for unification of police departments has been suggested
from time to time. The Special Crime Commission of 1933 pro-
posed, among other things, a Greater Boston police force, which
would consist of all departments in the metropolitan area under the
control of a chief to be appointed by the Governor. (Sen. Doc. of
1934, 125, p. 110.) Also, the Commission proposed in the alterna-
tive a consolidation of control and supervision of police work on a
statewide basis in the Commissioner of Public Safety. {ldem,
p. 111.) That Commission in its report suggested legislation for the
establishment of a metropolitan police force. This Commission has
found very helpful the observations and findings of the 1933 Com-
mission. It does not disagree necessarily with the recommendation
for a metropolitan force or state-wide control made by that Commis-
sion, but it is not ready to accept that report as an exhaustive treat-
ment of the subject. That Commission organized itself on August 1,
1933, and filed its report in December of 1933. Its report reflects a
tremendous amount of work, of wThich the proposals referred to were
only a small part. This Commission feels that that Commission
could not possibly, in the time available to it, have collected and
analyzed all the facts which would be necessary to form a firm con-
clusion as to the advisability of such combination from all aspects
of the problem. However desirable combination or unification may
be from the fiscal standpoint, and perhaps others, it seems to this
Commission that the trend is for local departments to add to their
functions of protection and convenience at a rapid rate, while their
strict law enforcement duties remain substantially the same. Unifi-
cation or combination of departments where most functions are
purely local does not seem necessary, and since not necessary, is
undesirable as a step toward big government. A reading of the
report of the 1933 Commission, and indeed of other proposals for
such unification except those relating to taxation, makes clear that
the combinations proposed are for the purpose of standardization,
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co-ordination and uniformity of police qualifications, training and
other factors having an effect on the strict law enforcement functions
of all departments. Such co-ordination and uniformity is badly
needed in the Commonwealth, and can be effected without com-
bination or unification by an organization or department devoted,
not to taking autonomy away from the local chief, but by guarantee-
ing that he has it and has all the assistance he needs to do his job.

The Commission is surprised to find such a complete lack of in-
telligence in the Commonwealth on even the fundamental aspects of
law enforcement. For example, there is no count of the number of
police in the Commonwealth, and no figure for the total cost of
operating police departments in the Commonwealth. So far as this
Commission knows, Civilian Defense is the only organization in the
Commonwealth which has attempted to make a count of the police,
and it found so many inaccuracies that, as this is being written,
the count is being re-done. The Commission has arrived at an
estimated figure by comparing incomplete figures found in Vol.
XXVII, No. 1, of the Uniform Crime Reports published by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (these figures were compiled as of
April 30, 1956); records in the Civil Service Division for depart-
ments covered thereby; and from figures collected by Civilian
Defense. This estimated total does not contain any except full-
time officers and men, and totals about 10,000. Some few clerical
employees may be included in the total costs. From figures sub-
mitted to the Division of Accounts of the Department of Corpora-
tions and Taxation by the various municipalities, and from figures
supplied by the Metropolitan Police and the State Police, the Com-
mission compiled an aggregate total figure for the cost of operating
the police departments in the Commonwealth $47,535,827.25 for
the year of 1955. Both of these figures should be taken as approxi-
mations. Compared to the total handle of the gaming operators
and to the number of persons involved in organized crime, the
figures on the side of law enforcement are small, but they reflect
public expenditure for a most important governmental function,
large enough to be of interest to some one. The figures compiled
by the Commission are hereto affixed as Appendix D. This shows
each community listed by population size, with approximate de-
partmental expenditures, estimated police employees for each de-
partment by total and by 1,000 of population; also the cost of each
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policeman and the cost per capita of population. These figures do
not reflect special conditions in a given community which may
affect the figures. They are being included herein because they
have never been done before, so far as this Commission can find;
and they represent one item of the cost of law enforcement. Fur-
thermore, if they were to be compiled annually and further analyzed,
it would be a more businesslike approach to the subject of the cost
of law enforcement in the Commonwealth. No one now knows
what the important function of law enforcement costs the Com-
monwealth.

Let us have a look at the composite police officer. Of the 351
local departments in the Commonwealth, 199 are not on Civil
Service, so that the standards for appointment undoubtedly are as
variable as the appointing authorities in each municipality; 113
towns and 39 cities are standardized as to qualifications for ap-
pointment under the supervision of the Division of Civil Service of
the Commonwealth. The composite applicant under Civil Service
for the position of police officer is a young, law-abiding citizen who
already has a job, but is attracted to police work by an interest in
it and to improve his station in life. He studies the Manual of In-
struction issued by the Civil Service Division which contains 111
pages of fine print as a “General Guide to Applicants.” He studies
larger books than this and usually goes to a privately conducted
school in his spare time for instruction. He prepares himself on
various phases of criminal law, pleas, evidence and that large body
of law relating to police powers and duties. He attends the gym-
nasium to prepare himself for the feats of physical strength and
agility upon which he is tested. He learns first aid. He does not
have to qualify as a Bachelor of Laws, an Olympic contestant, or a
Doctor of Medicine, but nevertheless he could get a job in private
industry, paying as much or more money, with no preparation at
all. It is good that he must so study and qualify, and there are
many who feel that the requirements for qualification should be
made more stringent. However desirable this may be, it would not
produce the effect desired unless salaries and requirements were so
related to each other that young men felt the return would be worth
the effort. This factor presently creates a serious problem of re-
cruiting in the present state of our economy. Whether it will grow
better or worse is something to be watched carefully.
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Having qualified for appointment the applicant is eligible for
two years. When he is appointed he is sworn into office, given his
equipment, shown the location of call boxes by an older man, and
left on his own to exercise “.

. . wide and important powers not
possessed generally by citizens.” (Civil Service Manual for Police
Applicants, p. 58.) His training ended with his self-preparation for
examination. He begins his career with sincerity of purpose, and
as the “Manual” instructs, he differs in his conduct toward good
and bad citizens. Therein lie his earliest “mistakes,” and from them
and from older officers he learns that preferences, promotions, pop-
ularity and life in general are easier if he tempers his conduct
toward the bad citizens with an eye to the influential bad citizens.
He learns the “wisdom” of putting in his time quietly and not
looking for “trouble.” Early in his career he becomes disillusioned
and then cynical that the “good fellow” is more appreciated both
inside and outside the station than the good police officer. He set-
tles into aroutine of trying doors, directing traffic, arresting a variety
of minor violators, saving-lives, protecting property, aiding the con-
venience of the public, and by and large dealing with the worst
people and with people at their worst. The tools of his trade are a
gun, handcuffs, a blackjack and at the station riot guns, tear gas,
straight jackets, patrol wagons; all devices to kill, disable or re-
strain; all tools of warfare. In law and in fact he is constantly
engaged in war against crime and the criminal, which turns from
cold to hot all of a sudden. Unlike the soldier, he cannot recognize
the enemy by his uniform. Indeed, the Civil Service Manual in-
structs that
... he must decide upon a course of conduct which is not harsh or inconsiderate
as it relates to the law-abiding citizen, but is prompt and vigorous in deterring
violators of the law. While the distinction between these two is not easy to draw,
each officer is bound to observe that it exists and must appropriately govern him-
self with regard to it. He should acquire an unselfish interest in his fellow man
and solicitude and understanding for the unfortunate. . . .

He is not an agent in exercising this versatility; he is a principal.
Being a good policeman is a difficult job. It is easy to become a

poor policeman. It is not difficult for a poor one to become a bad
one. The bad policeman lives better and provides more for his
children than the good one, thereby serving as the proverbial bad
apple in the barrel. There are some “heroes” walking the “ceme-
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tery beat” at night, but profiles in courage are not more common
in the less than in the more exalted institutions. Consider this
against all the other conditions set forth herein to realize the inter-
dependence of these conditions adverse to law enforcement. Cour-
age would be much more common if encouragement rather than
discouragement were the style.

There is no finer man in the community and no finer citizen in
the Commonwealth than a good police officer. No one dislikes more
the bad police officer than the good one. No group could more easily
point out the dishonest than the honest ones, but in the present
status of law enforcement some organization outside of the police
will have to do the job. A policeman who attempts enforcement
against another, unless ordered by a superior, runs the risk of dis-
favor among police generally. Disfavor is not mere unpopularity;
it means getting no help from others, which renders one ineffective
in police work. Perhaps this should not be surprising, since other
self-policing groups, such as lawyers and doctors, are not militant
against their brethren. However, with the police, that state of
mind is more than laxity within a calling; it is poor law enforce-
ment, poor government.

It seems to have been a universal finding by crime survey com-
missions that organized illegal gambling could not exist within a
community without the knowledge and protection of local police.
For all practical purposes that is a fair statement. It could exist
for a time and on a small scale, but never widespread or wide open.
Certainly not as widespread or as wide open as it does in this Com-
monwealth at the present time. The existence of an illegal gaming
operation is as apparent as any other type of retail business. The
place to which the customers come, such as a horse room, the loca-
tion of a card or dice game or of pinball machines, is more than
apparent; it is obvious. The idea that games float to hide from
police is more fiction than fact. Gaming operators have told the
Commission that they move to avoid complaint, not arrest, and that
security to the customers must be assured for good business. A
bookmaking office operating by telephone is perhaps the least ap-
parent, but it is a place of business frequented daily by agents and
employees, and it could operate only for a matter of days before it
became known to the police, if in no other way, through the bettors
on the police department. Thus, while the head of a department
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maynot know of a location, it is within the knowledge of his depart-
ment.

Illegal gaming can exist without the protection of the police, but
only if tolerance or hypocrisy exist within the community. Protec-
tion is a state which occurs as frequently by demand of the police
as by the offer of the racketeer. Traditionally, the bookie who is
arrested suffers a fine of about $5O and more than one arrest in a
period of several years is unusu 1. Pie is willing to pay to be left
alone, but to avoid the penalty n eted out by the court is to him not

his agents of bail, the lawjrer’s fee
pay to avoid that penalty, but ra-

worth much. In fact, he assure;

and the fine. He really does not
ther for the freedom to pursue his business without having to keep
looking over his shoulder. Freedom from harassment and inter-
ruption is all he wants. The power to increase the price of this
freedom is with the police. The universal complaint among gam-
ing operators is that the demands have been becoming increas-
ingly exorbitant. Some have told the Commission that the price of
protection has reached the stage where illegal gaming is police busi-

The opinion was expressed to the
is getting so bad that if the Com-
by this time the bookies probably

ness instead of bookie business.
Commission that the situation w
mission had not been in existence
would have had to do something ibout it themselves. What they

would do they would not say, and they have not indicated any in-
clination to go through at the present time. They shrug off the
Commission’s requests for details with the oft-repeated statement
that they could not operate without the knowledge and protection
of the police. They say that they do not think it is wrong for the
police to exact tribute for protec
delivered and the price is fair.

3n so long as the protection is

aid for is that it is not, of itself,
hat is why the bookie says it is
vered. He does not buy off the
in each community who are free

The odd thing about protection f
enough to guarantee protection. 1
all right so long as protection is del
whole department, so there are men
to harass him or interrupt his op(
tolerance and hypocrisy enter to

pa

rations. Here the elements of
make effective his protection,

which is as much as if he paid all those who know. It is the com-
bination previously referred to of those who profit by the existence of
illegal gaming plus those who would not benefit or might suffer by a
fight against it. Since it is the raid, even if unsuccessful, or the in-
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terruption of his business which hurts him most, he wants to be
warned if the situation changes. Furthermore, if a raid is success-
ful, and of course there must be some successful raids for depart-
mental statistics, the greatest harm he suffers is the loss of his
records or betting slips. This leaves him at the mercy of his bettors
as to who won and how much. He will go to great lengths to get
these records and often they have been returned to him officially,
or unofficially. The policy of the Federal Internal Revenue Divi-
sion in claiming such records when notified has somewhat affected
this practice since 1952, but how much the local departments have
complied by notifying the federal government, the Commission has
been interested in, but does not know. It does note one thing and
that is that since the wagering tax law it has become more common
to put bookies in for “being present where gaming implements are
found” than for “registering bets” or “lottery,” as was the former
practice. No federal stamp is required for those merely present
at gaming.

In considering protection, it should be realized that the average
patrolman is not of any value to gaming operators. He cannot act
without clearing with his superior officers. Patrolmen have told
the Commission that they have not reported gaming locations to
their superiors because they already know. Sergeants are the key
men in police work in the same sense that non-commissioned offi-
cers are in the armed forces. They are in direct contact with the
men in the field. They have the opportunity to learn what goes
on in their territory and the authority to see that it is ignored.
Flowever, the fact that gaming is widespread or wide open in a
community does not mean that all sergeants are in the pay of the
bookies. There are many sergeants who hate racketeers and have
no respect for their fellows who join them, but who do not go and
tell their superiors of their suspicions or knowledge, probably be-
cause they also feel that the superiors must know. A group of men,
all making the same money and working closely together, soon de-
tect signs of undue affluence in one among them. Also they notice
with whom one seems friendly, especially if he is a racketeer. Po-
lice, by virtue of their work, are and should be suspicious per-
sons and wary. These signs become obvious. Hence, where such
situations exist at the lower levels, look for tolerance, hypocrisy,
even corruption, at the higher levels.
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Obtaining evidence of payments for protection to policemen and
officers is difficult, since, as the gaming operators say, they do not
invite witnesses to the pay- off. Mere observation gives circumstan-
tial evidence which ordinarily is not enough for prosecution in
bribery. Perhaps the strongest circumstantial evidence against
local law enforcement was the six-week cessation of activity by the
bookies upon the mere passage of the federal wagering tax law.
Consider, also, that twenty-five years ago the treasury balance
lottery tickets said “not good in Massachusetts.” Now they say
“not to be taken outside of Massachusetts.” To approach the
problem by investigation of “net worth” would not be enough to
prosecute, except possibly for tax evasion. Such an investigation
should start with information on tax returns, which are not avail-
able to any authority outside the Tax Department in this Common-
wealth. Furthermore, the experience of the federal tax authorities
shows that this so-called “net-worth” investigation, even with tax
returns as the starting point, requires several months and much
more accounting help than is available to any enforcement agency
in this Commonwealth.

It would be a rank injustice to the police of this Commonwealth,
and a complete misunderstanding of this report, if it resulted in
broadcasting suspicion of the police among the citizens. The Com-
mission has said before and has not changed its mind, that most
policemen and departments are free of corruption. Many police
augment their salaries by extra work and some manage more care-
fully than others. This is not what is meant by undue “affluence”
mentioned above. There are enough police in every department
who are willing and able to enforce the gaming laws if they were
given free rein, but they need help to prevent the erosion of dis-
couragement and frustration. Gaming operators are resourceful,
discouraging subjects to investigate. They have powerful friends,
and it is common for the officer who becomes militant against them
to find himself less popular than the subject of his chase.

Furthermore, and unfortunately, a raid on a bookmaker by the
local police in one community seems to result in publicity more ad-
verse to the department than it does in the town where there are
ten bookmaking offices and nothing is done. Also, no local depart-
ment is sufficient unto itself in the matter of controlling gaming
within its own community. If a department drives the bookmaking
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offices out of its community, the operators find a congenial com-
munity close by and conduct an intercity operation, so it is over-
simplifying the task to say that the question of gambling is purely
a local problem. All types of gaming in this Commonwealth take
advantage of town, city and county lines. If all local departments
were thoroughly educated in the techniques of gaming operators,
and would wage war upon them, enforcement would be a great deal
more effective than it is at present, but intercity and intercounty
warfare would still be necessary, and, under our present system,
lacking. In fact, if enforcement of the gaming laws in the entire
Commonwealth becomes sufficiently effective, the gaming opera-
tors will move across state lines and do an interstate business until
an adequate federal interstate gambling act is passed. Fright at
the prospective results of the Kefauver investigation caused some
of the biggest gaming operators in the United States to move into
Canada, and made their operations international. A policy of
harassment has begun there, but is not yet completely effective.

Just because the gaming operators are resourceful and will be
difficult to exterminate, does not mean that a relentless drive against
them is not worth while. All forms of gaming have in common
with legitimate business the problem of selling their products. The
more they are harassed the more furtive will be their operations,
and furtiveness is not conducive to growth.

The discussion of police so far has related primarily to local de-
partments because problems differ somewhat from those depart-
ments which have jurisdiction in, but not responsibility for, all law
enforcement in a given community. The State Police is the only
police organization in the Commonwealth which has a complete
power of law enforcement everywhere in the Commonwealth.

The State Police consists of the uniformed branch of 434 men,
under the immediate supervision of the major. Also there is the
Detective Bureau of 54 men, under the supervision of a captain-in-
charge. These detectives are assigned to headquarters, to each of
the offices of the various district attorneys around the Common-
wealth (except Suffolk County), and to the State Fire Marshal’s
office. In Suffolk County the district attorney uses the Boston
police. The uniformed branch devotes the greater part of its time
to patrolling the highways and exercising police powers in connec-
tion therewith. In the more rural areas the uniformed branch serves
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in the role of local police and detectives. Also, members of the uni-
formed branch are from time to time given special assignments of
varying duration to assist members of the detective branch and to
commissions such as this Commission. Traditionally, the uniformed
branch is the principal police organization in the Commonwealth
which interests itself in gaming violations. .

The detectives in the county offices work under the split authority
of the district attorney and the captain-in-charge at headquarters.
There is a policy within the State Police that they do not engage
in investigation within the jurisdiction of local departments, par-
ticularly in the cities, without a request from either the local au-
thority, the district attorney, or the Attorney General. As to
gaming, this results in a situation where complaints are made di-
rectly to the State Police from a community by citizens who no
longer trust the local department. Under the above policy, such
complaints are forwarded by the State Police to the local depart-
ment and commonly brought to the attention of the district attor-
ney. As a method of suppressing gaming this is most unsatisfactory,
since persons usually do not complain to the State Police unless
complaints to the local police have been fruitless. By the time the
citizens complain to the State Police the subject matter of the com-
plaint is probably not news to the local police. If the local depart-
ment is not interested or does not know how to effectively follow
up the complaint, which is frequently the case, then the word from
the State Police results in either nothing or in a warning to the
operator, who takes the necessary precautions. Thus, the State
Police do not serve as the intercounty enforcement agency against
gaming. In order for them to do so they would have to, at least in
many cases, go into communities over the heads of the local au-
thorities, and there is nothing which so offends a local police chief
as to learn from the newspapers that another police agency per-
formed police work under his nose without his knowledge. To re-
quire that the State Police have a policy of doing what the local
police do not do in their own communities is a suggestion open to
serious question. To transfer the responsibility for enforcing the
gaming laws to the exclusive jurisdiction of the State Police is a
course which could result in the local departments becoming allied
with the gaming operators against the State Police. The policy of
not interfering in local problems is one of long standing, and it
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should be presumed that those who work with it find it effective, so
outsiders should be slow to tamper with it. There are many day-
to-day enforcement duties which require co-operation between the
state and local police departments. Frequently they involve crimes
much more immediately and traditionally serious than the presence
of a gaming operator. To make substantial changes in the present
relationships between the state and the local police might well re-
sult in making them competitive instead of co-operative. The New
York State Crime Commission noted the existence of that same
policy in the State of New York, and, after a longer study than this
Commission has been able to give the problem, recommended
against abandonment of that policy. The gaming operators of the
Commonwealth will be happy to read this suggestion of the Com-
mission, because they are more fearful of the State Police than of
any other police organization. They know these policies which
operate in their favor, but are also aware that while the policies
may result in an occasional interruption by the State Police they
will not result in the relentless harassment which would exist if
these policies did not exist.

The Criminal Information Bureau of the State Police, established
under chapter 771 of the Acts of 1955, upon the recommendation
of this Commission, was directed at this predicament of policy and
of inter-territorial enforcement. As originally recommended, this
Bureau was to serve as an agency for the collection, cataloguing
and analyzing of all information relating to organized crime and
racketeers. It was to have the power to require local departments
to report on the existence and extent of organized crime and racket-
eers in their respective communities. It has the right to determine
on its own those facts, but it was also to have the right to know the
facts and still request a local department to report its knowledge of
the facts. If the local departments reported no such activity, under
circumstances which made it apparent that the local department
was either unable or unwilling to correct the situation, then the
head of the Bureau could set about doing it through the State Police.
The head of the Bureau would certainly be the best qualified in the
Commonwealth to decide questions of bad faith, unwillingness or
inability of local departments. The Bureau, in its original form,
was not intended to become a racket squad which would, either
expressly or impliedly, relieve the local department of its obligations
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relating to organized crime for the reasons previously set forth.
Its principal function was to fill a need in the Commonwealth for a
central source of information, an educational center, an antidote
for the policies previously referred to, and to result in a selective
practice of referring complaints to departments rather than the in-
discriminate practice which is now ineffective. The Commission
felt that a request from the Bureau for an investigation and report
to it by the local department, and consequent action by the State
Police if the report reflected bad faith, would need to be done about
three times in the entire Commonwealth before the local depart-
ments realized the risks attached to bad faith or inefficiency. Its
functions were intended to be, and in the long run would prove to
be, more beneficial than detrimental to the local police. However,
two groups strongly opposed passage of the legislation in the form
originally recommended. One of these groups was the racketeering
element, who during the deliberation of the Legislature on this bill,
on the mandatory jail sentence bill, and on the bill for the continu-
ance of this Commission, conceded that they would rather have the
Crime Commission continued than to have the other two bills
passed. The other group who opposed the Bureau in the form
originally recommended, was the Massachusetts Police Chiefs’
Association, which, so far as this Commission can find out, was
against it as “a step towards unification of the State Police.” Their
representatives appeared in public against the bill, and they lobbied
against it, although no poll of the entire organization was taken on
the bill. They confused unification with co-ordination, and although
the Commission is very much in favor of the latter, it was not pro-
posing, and has seen nothing which would warrant its proposing,
the former.

The Metropolitan District Police have not been subjected to
any special scrutiny by this Commission because, although they
possess general police powers and possess these powers in all of the
important communities in the Commonwealth, as a matter of prac-
tice they confine their activities to policing property and highways
of the Metropolitan District and crimes in connection with their
policing these areas. As indicated earlier, this report is not intended
to reflect a thorough study of any police department, but rather the
general aspects of law enforcement against organized crime by those
departments which have the most to do with it. One element lack-
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ing in law enforcement, and not adequately covered in this report,
is the extent to which all persons with police powers for any purpose
should be aware of, and shown the relationships of the matters
within their jurisdiction to organized crime and racketeering.

9. Prosecute
Quantitatively, police officers are the principal prosecutors in the

Commonwealth, since they handle all prosecutions in the lower
courts, except under special circumstances. The vast majority of
prosecutions which they undertake have to do with comparatively
minor violations, but by no means all of them. By virtue of their
prosecution of gaming cases and the many other organized crime
violations which are in the misdemeanor class, they have more to
do with the prosecution of organized crime than do the legally con-
stituted prosecutors, such as the attorney general or the district
attorneys. Only rarely is a police prosecutor a lawyer, and still
more rare is the police prosecutor with any extensive experience in
the presentation of evidence and the trial of cases. In the lower
courts, some judges assist the prosecutors and some do not. By
experience, many of these police prosecutors obtain some proficiency

iys at a disadvantage against the
ig and experience make it easier

in trying cases, but they are alw
sharp lawyer whose better train:
for him to do the simple task of ■aising a reasonable doubt than it

he harder task of proving beyond
the country it is common to have

is for the police prosecutor to do
a reasonable doubt. Elsewhere ir

prosecution in the lower courts done for the police by lawyers who
are called “city” to distinguish them from county prosecutors.
The Commission has not left the Commonwealth to study the effi-
ciency of such systems elsewhere, but is satisfied that the local police
should be more closely supervised in their prosecuting activities and
should have available, if not actual assistance in the courtroom,
better facilities for training prosecutors and also more legal advice.
For reasons which are not completely clear to the Commission,
police do not commonly present legal problems to the office of the
district attorneys.

Other than quantitatively, the principal prosecutors for the Com-
monwealth are the several district or county attorneys. The prose-
cutive activities are confined principally to the Superior Courts
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where jury trials take place. Th
relate to cases appealed from the

principal prosecutive activities
jwer courts and to the trial of

indictments resulting from their own activities with grand juries
They prosecute the major crime; in the Commonwealth

The office of district attorney
was created by chapter 140, sec
be appointed by the governor,
the Constitution provided that
should be made elective.

is not a constitutional office, but
.on 10 of the Statutes of 1807, to

Under the law, the permissibl
the District Attorney are as fol

legal staffs of the various offi if
follows:

The office of the Attorn
vided for in Part Two, 8

General is a constitutional office, pro-
tion 1, Article 9 of the Constitution,

wherein it was originally provided that all judicial officers, including
the Attorney General, should be nominated and appointed by the
Governor with the advice and consent of the Council. In 1855,

In 1855 the XVIX Amendment to
the office of the district attorney
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Article XVII of the Amendments provided that the office of Attor-
ney General be elective. The office of Attorney General came into
use in this State because of its existence in the common law of
England. The date of establishment of the office in England is
unknown because it evolved gradually in the common law through
the need for the Crown to protect its rights in the English courts.
Thus in its beginnings, the office of Attorney General was for the

sole benefit of the sovereign. Only gradually did it evolve that he
came to represent the public. Along with the development of the
office of Attorney General, that of Solicitor General evolved to the
point where the latter was a substitute for the Attorney General,
with the right to exercise all powers in the absence of his superior.
The office of Solicitor General was also created in our Constitution,
Part Two, Section 1, Article 9. He was also appointed by the
Governor. The office of Solicitor General was not filled for the first
twenty years after the adoption of the Constitution. Before 1830,
the General Court provided in substance that the salary for the
office of Attorney General or Solicitor General should cease when-
ever the then holder of either office should die, resign or the office
should otherwise become vacant. The office of Solicitor General was
the first to become vacant through the death of the incumbent (in
1832), so that it might be said that only by accident do we have an
Attorney General instead of a Solicitor General as the chief law
officer of the Commonwealth. Under the structure of the executive
department of the federal government, the Attorney General of the
United States might be called the chief law enforcement officer of
the government, and the Solicitor General his assistant. However,
it is obvious by the original statute that the offices by that time
were considered interchangeable in this Commonwealth. The need
at the time for the office of Attorney General as chief law enforce-
ment officer in this Commonwealth seems to have been so doubted

that, by Statute of 1843, chapter 99, the General Court provided
that the office be abolished, and the duties of the Attorney General
were transferred to the district attorneys as the local prosecuting
officers. But, since some of the duties of the Attorney General’s
office were not local but more general in nature, the statute in ques-
tion provided that these general duties should devolve on the Com-
monwealth’s attorney for the County of Suffolk (Parker v. May
et al, 5 Cushing, 336, 339). Because of that case, the office of
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Attorney General was restored by Statute of 1849, chapter 186.
Six years later, in 1855, the XVII Amendment to the Constitution
of the Commonwealth provided that the office of Attorney General
should be elective. The office of Solicitor General has not been
filled since 1832. Thus, the evolution of prosecution for the Com-
monwealth in criminal cases almost from the beginning seems to
have rested upon the local county attorneys, who, until 1855, were
appointed by the Governor.

In 1921 the Supreme Judicial Court in the case of Commonwealth
v. Kozlowsky, 238 Mass. 379, was considering the question as to
whether or not the Attorney General had the right to make pre-
sentment before the grand jury on his own motion. It is interesting
to note that the district attorney for the Suffolk District filed a
brief on the respective powers of the Attorney General and the
district attorney, directed to the point that the office of the district
attorney was supreme in almost all criminal matters. In its opinion
the court stated that the Attorney General is the supreme law
officer of the Commonwealth in all criminal and civil matters.
Even though, under the law, the Attorney General is, among other
things, the chief prosecuting officer of the Commonwealth, the trend
through the years has been for the district attorneys to be the
prosecutors, while the Attorney General, with some few exceptions,
confines his legal activities to the civil side of the courts and the
many advisory duties requested of him by the executive and legis-
lative branches of the government.

No express provision of law makes it obligatory upon public
prosecutors to initiate investigation for the detection of crime and
the apprehension of criminals. During its conferences with the
various prosecuting officers of the Commonwealth, the Commission
learned that there is a lack of unanimity among them as to what their
functions should be in this respect. There was, among some of them
the opinion that it is the task of the District Attorney to detect
crime. Also, some held the opinion that, while it is not the proper
function of the district attorney, it is in practice done because the
public expects it. The most common opinion among them was that
the function of the district attorney is to prosecute persons charged
with crime as a result of the crime detection activities of the police
or other agencies. This variance of attitude does not make for a
uniform policy of law enforcement throughout the Commonwealth.
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While it might seem strange for this Commission not to recom-
mend that all agencies of law enforcement be directed at all phases
of the problem, a practical view must be taken in law enforcement,
since it is such a practical problem. Thus, district attorneys who
do undertake to pursue the detection of crime and the apprehension
of criminals, use police officers from various departments for that
purpose. Detective work is a highly skilled calling, and while one
district attorney or another may have some skill in that line, most
of them have the training and the skill of lawyers, but not the
experience of detectives. Hence, their activities in this field amount
to nothing more than substituting their own supervision for the
supervision of the regularly constituted superiors of such police.
This means either that the district attorney feels that the effective-
ness of the police under their own superiors is not adequate, or else
he wishes to conduct his own police force to satisfy political purposes,
or, as he puts it public demand. If the reason is that the police
authorities are inadequate, some more permanent solution than
having the district attorney undertake to do their job should be
sought for. If the reason is public demand —in other words, if
the district attorney is blamed by the citizens of his county for the
lack of effective law enforcement in the communities therein, then
he should be protected against unjust criticism.

The general duties of the district attorney are set forth in G. I
(Ter. Ed.), chap. 12, sec. 27, and read as follows;

; districts shall appear for the common-
riminal or civil, in which the common-

District attorneys within their respe
wealth in the superior court in all cas
wealth is a party or interested, and ir ing, in the supreme judicial courttl
of all questions of law arising in the cases of which they respectively have charge>ei

shall aid the attorney general in the duties required of him personally; but the
attorney general, when present, shall have the control of such cases. They may
interchange official duties.

The Commission does not mean that district attorneys should
not engage in, and use police to engage in, investigation incident
to the preparation of cases to be prosecuted. What this does mean
is that prosecutors should not be relied upon to perform all phases
of law enforcement from crime prevention through prosecution be-
cause prosecution alone is a task substantial enough for the staffs
available to the various district attorneys, and because the police
are better equipped and more experienced in the groundwork phases
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of law enforcement, as they are continuing organizations specializ-
ing in that field, and because district attorneys are elected. Fur-
thermore, and more simply, it is the task of the police.

With particular reference to organized crime, it is unrealistic to
expect, under the present circumstances, district attorneys even
if fully able and willing to undertake the task of reducing or-
ganized crime within their respective counties to a minimum. As
we have seen, the organized criminal is ordinarily not one for whom
there is a hue and cry, and for whom there is a hot pursuit. He is the
quiet, wealthy, influential, part legal and part illegal businessman,
who is very much interested in the quality of law enforcement as it
relates to him. Like other persons who run for public office, can-
didates for district attorney and for re-election as district attorney
are hard put to get money for campaign expenditures. The func-
tion of prosecutor has little to offer by way of patronage for cam-
paign contributions or other assistance. Racketeers are the citizens
in the Commonwealth with the most to ask of law enforcement and,
therefore, are the citizens most keenly interested in it, with the
capability of being helpful financially to a candidate. This is not
to say that any particular candidate has solicited or knowingly ac-
cepted financial assistance from the racketeers. Neither is it to say
that he has not. This speaks of conditions not individuals. Eager
campaign workers generally undertake this phase of campaign ac-
tivities, and the candidate may never know of it until a “situation”
arises.

As we have seen, the racketeer is interested only in being left
alone. The gaming operator is satisfied with nothing from the
prosecutor so long as he confines his interest to prosecution. Fur-
thermore, the task of prosecuting violators of the law is one which
makes enemies in direct proportion to the vigor with which it is
pursued. Consequently, even the most vigorous prosecutors gen-
erally reduce activity against the gaming operators in an election
year, perhaps in part because the campaign is a full-time activity
for several months prior to the election, but also because it is a
well-known piece of wisdom that the elective prosecutor must not
make any powerful enemies in an election year.

The office of any Attorney General cannot be relied upon to per-
form the task of standardization and co-ordination necessary for an
effective law enforcement policy in the Commonwealth. As we
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have seen, the evolution of the offices in this Commonwealth has
been to make of the county attorneys the principal prosecutors, and
to eliminate from the office of Attorney General almost all of the
prosecutive phase of law enforcement. The views of the various
Attorneys General as to their functions with respect to law enforce-
ment have been as variable as those of the district attorneys heard
by this Commission. In 1 Op. A. G. 88, the then Attorney General
stated that an Attorney General should act only in cases involving
substantial violation of the public right and interest which the
local authorities are unable or unwilling to prevent. In most in-
stances in our history, the Attorneys General have devoted the ac-
tivities of the office primarily to the civil side of the law, with a few
rare exceptions. In modern times a few have entered into the de-
tection and apprehension of organized illegal gaming operators,
using for their enforcement work the State Police. When an At-
torney General does this, once again he is performing the task of
the police, which is at best only a temporary amelioration. Fur-
thermore, when the Attorney General engages in such activity he
offends, not only the local police, but also the district attorney
wherein his operations take place. This is not to be expected as a
common practice because Attorneys General are also elected and
frequently have the ambition to go further in public life. The less
harassing he is to the influential racketeer, the feiver enemies he
has in his way. However, if an Attorney General is willing to wage
an all-out wr ar against the racketeer, he has not the staff nor the
finances to do the task.

Furthermore, it is unrealistic to expect that the office of At
torney General, which has the potential for change every two yearsrv two vet

should have in it a man interested in and capable of super-
vising the task of law enforcement. As we have seen, for centuriesfor centime

the Attorney General was appointed by the sovereign, and that w
the manner at the time of the establishment of this Commonwealth,
less than two hundred years ago. Approximately one hundred
years ago, for reasons not quite clear, the office was made elective,
and has become, as well as the offices of the district attorneys, un-
der our two-party system, a partisan office. Crime, and particularly
organized crime, has no loyalty to political parties; it is as truly
bi- partisan as anything can be.

The 1933 Special Crime Commission, in its report (No. 125)
speaking of this same problem said;
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From time to time statutes have been passed putting additional burdens on the
Attorney General in civil matters, so that the pressure of this business has become
so great that the Attorney General has little time, nor has he a sufficient staff of
assistants, to give attention to the prosecution or supervision of the very large
number of criminal cases begun every year in the various districts of the Com-
monwealth. There have been times in the past when the Attorney General has
exercised this authority, but the occasions have been rare, and in recent years the
Attorneys General have left the enforcement of the criminal law to the district

attorney

There have been other reasons beside [sic] lack of time and of assistants which
have contributed to this attitude on the part of the Attorneys General. The
district attorneys as well as the Attorneys General are elected by the people.
They are apt to resent any interference with their enforcement of the criminal law
within their districts, and to regard such interference as an implied criticism of
their performance of duty. Attorneys General and district attorneys are often
potential candidates for other public offices. Advancement depends upon vote-
getting ability. The district attorneys inevitably have considerable political in-s circumstances, and others, have pre-

rer criminal business by the Attorney
iriginal plan of a central control with
has been entirely abandoned, super-
become decentralized.

fluence in their respective districts. Thei
sented obstacles to any active control o
General. The result has been that the
ultimate responsibility in the Governor
vision has been lost, and responsibility hai

It may have been advisable a century ago to combine the duties of enforcing
the criminal law and of asserting civil rights of the Commonwealth in one indi-
vidual. Crime conditions were utterly different then from those which prevail
today, and there was no such volume of civil business as has in recent years been
put into the office of Attorney General

The election of the Attorney General was of much more questionable advisa-
bility. The Attorney General is the chief law officer of the Commonwealth, and
it is desirable to have him in complete harmony with the Chief Executive. Further-
more, he should be free from the direct political considerations which necessarily
act upon an Attorney General who is elected by direct popular vote who is
necessarily a political candidate. Qualified lawyers who are wholly unwilling to
enter the political arena ought to be available for such an important office. Finally,
ultimate responsibility for enforcing the criminal laws ought to be lodged where
it belongs in the Chief Magistrate of the Commonwealth

That Commission recommended that the original provision of our
Constitution, to the effect that the Attorney General be appointed
by the Governor for the duration of his administration, be restored.
It also recommended that the office of Solicitor General be revived
with accompanying legislation adequate to place criminal business
under the direct control of the Attorney General, and civil business
under the Solicitor General. As an “alternative though less desir-
able plan,” that Commission recommended that if the Attorney
General is to continue to be elected, enforcement of the criminal
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1

if

law be entrusted to a prosecutor general to be appointed by the
Governor with the advice and cc f the Executive Council.
If neither of these recommendat
that district be appoi

ns were adopted, it was suggested
,ed by the Governor with the ap-

proval of the Executive ( rather than elected.
lopted. They were all
cement the weaknesses

None of these recommei
directed toward removing froir

perior officers in law eigendered in it by having the
rbiect to elective politics. Thi

at
hed the sameCommission nas reached the s

if the 1933 Com-inclusion, entirely ind
1ntlyic!

iclusion. This il-:d tlidsions eisew

lustrates perfectly the real problem in connection with the exis
ice and extent of organized crime. It is not so much the fact that

there is extensive organized crime, nor the fact that among other
conditions the election of prosecuting officers contributes strongly
to the reasons whv nothing effective has been done about it. The
real problem is that in Massachusetts twenty-three years ago the
fact was pointed out an able group of investigators, and the
same weaknesses have been pointed up many, many times else-
where in the country, and still this Commission approaches the task
of making recommendations to correct this situation with a feel-
ing that they may have no more success than other recommenda-
tions, because the verv element which causes the condition in the
first place stands in the way of a cure politics. This Commis
sion has carefully considered feasible and practical recommenda
tions concerning this and recommends that a permanent law en
forcement commission be formed to implement the efforts of the
elected law enforcement officers of the Commonwealth.

10. Court

While the courts of the Commonwealth are protectors of the
rights of individuals against the government, they are also charged
with the important duties and powers for the protection of society
against the individual. Briefly stated, the courts interpret the laws
in the light of public policy, and have the power to compel the ap-
pearance of one charged with a crime, and if convicted, to sentence
him. In addition to the judges, the judicial system is made up oi
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subsidiary officers, such as clerk;
for the performance of these dutiei

probation officers and others

Over the years, beginning in 1789 and most recently in 1956
there have been many studies, both official and unofficial, of the
judicial branch of our government. Modern study of this branch

from the report of the Judicatureof government may be said to date
unent No. 1205). Among otherCommission in 1921 (House Doc

improvements, this study resulted in the establishment of the
Administrative Committee of the District Courts and the Judicial

Council for the purpose of constant study of certain phases of the
judicial system. The efforts and recommendations of these twc
organizations, by being specific and informed, have resulted in not
only many piecemeal improvements, but also in keeping alive the
need for sweeping changes. During the years since 1924, when the
Judicial Council was established, legislative and other studies of
various aspects of the judicial system became more frequent, and
because of the work of the two organizatior imt

more specific in their recommendations for improvements. Thesi
studies reflect that the major emphasis was placed upon the civil
side of the judicial system because it was constantly the subject of
complaints. This was undoubtedly due, at least in part, to the fact

the scrutiny of lawyers whothat the courts are constantly un
are informed, interested and oftc i constructive critics, and in-

1 side of the courts would pro-adequ£
voke more dissatisfaction in client civil than in criminal (

To the extent that these studies die the criminal si
courts, they dealt principally w i h matters as practice, pro-
cedure, fiscal aspects, and cture of the judicial system,

Although our courtsespecially with
have been const rutmy, no study of our court
with emphasis on their law enf
made.

ment functions has ever been

Such a study is within the mandate to this Commission, but the
Commission has refrained from ijecting itself into the problems

ature in 1956, which resulted inunder consideration by the Legi
partial re-organization of the dis rict courts and the establishment

3 courts, both of which changesof an executive secretary for t
should be helpful to law enforcer

1. Judges. Our system of e:
,t in the court

nutive appointment to the judi-
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ciary provides this Commonwealth with judges who are as free
from any influence as they want to be. They have life tenure on
good behavior, and therefore have the power to be completely in-
dependent. However, they are subject to removal by the Governor
and Council upon the address or request of the General Court with-
out cause (Commonwealth v. Harriman, 134 Mass. 314)-. The
one weakness in the system of executive appointment of judges is
the element of reward for political services rendered. Under our
system of government, political patronage seems to be a practical
necessity. There is nothing wrong, per se, in rewarding political
services with appointment to the bench. Not all judges are ap-
pointed as a reward for political services rendered, but most are.
By no means is it true that those appointed purely for political serv-
ices turn out to be incompetent judges. However, the combination
of being a faithful party worker and a member of the Bar does not,
without more, constitute good qualifications for a judge. The
judge, in his role of protecting the individual against the govern-
ment and society against the individual, performs one of the most
important functions in the operation of our system. In offices un-
der the Civil Service system, and in many other offices which
compared to a judgeship could be called minor, qualifications are
prescribed to test the fitness of the prospective appointee. For
many such posts, investigations as to character, reputation and fit-
ness are conducted before appointment. Since the Executive De-
partment of the government is charged with the appointment of
judges, it should set standards of qualifications for judges and in-
vestigate prospective appointees to see if they come up to the
standard. Our Constitution in Article XVIII of the Declaration of
Rights, sets forth the basic qualifications:

A frequent recurrence to the fundamental principles of the Constitution, and a

constant adherence to those of piety, justice, moderation, temperance, industry
and frugality, are absolutely necessary to preserve. the advantages of liberty
and to maintain a free government. The people ought, consequently, to have a
particular attention to all those principles in the choice of their officers and
representatives; and they have a right to require of their lawgivers and magis-
trates an exact and constant observance of them, in the formation and execution
of the laws necessary for the good administration of the commonwealth.

It is a fact that in some few instances men have been appointee
as judges in the Commonwealth who would not survive an invest!
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gallon for relatively minor law enforcement positions with the fed-
eral government.

Presiding at the trial of a case in court is a difficult and highly
professional task. Presiding at a criminal trial calls for an ex-
perience which no lawyer has, that of sentencing a person con-
victed of a crime. A lawyer takes his oath of office as a judge,
dons his robe, mounts the bench, and he is supposed to be an ex-
pert in many things, including the determination of what disposition
of a criminal is best for society and for the criminal. More will be
said on the subject of sentencing later, but it appears here, as well
as in other jurisdictions, to be a sadly ineffective if not neglected
function.

It is noticeable, and perhaps natural, that over the years some
Governors have had more aptitude for appointments to the judi-
ciary than have others. Some have sought advice and assistance
concerning appointments more than have others. Some have
placed more emphasis on political reward than have others. All
seem to exercise greater care in appointments to the Supreme Judi-
cial Court and lesser care in diminishing degrees down through the
echelon to the special justices of the district courts. Since the dis-
trict courts are our principal day-to-day criminal courts, this has
created conditions somewhat adverse to law enforcement.

In so far as the part-time judge is concerned, laymen, who have
difficulty in understanding the role of the lawyer, will never under-
stand the “judge” in the role of the lawyer, especially if he is
an opponent. This is a defect in the system which by a process
of evolution is being eliminated. One help which could be effected
is to seek the resignation of the judge who never presides or perhaps
does not even practice law. The changes in the judicial system in
1956 should materially aid this situation.

In its Ninth Report, on page 28 (Pub. Doc. No. 144 of 1933), the
Judicial Council a majority of whom are judges speaking in
reply to criticism of the district court system, stated;

.... We are aware of its imperfections. We are very much aware of the dis-
credit brought upon the whole system by the indiscreet and unjudicial conduct of
a relatively small number of its officials.

So long as the system of the lawyer-judge exists there will be, and
must inherently be, complaints of conduct which is unjudicial and
indiscreet for a judge, but not necessarily for a lawyer. In the
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idlcial Council, at page 76 (Pub.
:il member of the Council, speak-
3, said:

Twenty-eighth Report of the J
Doc. No. 144 of 1952), a judic:
ins: on a subject not relevant hei

Elbow-rubbing and ear-bending are hardly attributes of the average run of
judges who are eligible to appointment as members of the Judicial Council. There
still may be something left of the tradition that our judges are expected to lead

red lives, devoting their time and energies to their work to such
an extent that they gradually get out of touch beyond the “scope” of their dr
A,t least it can be said that their work does not throw them into intimate contact
with people from whom, in the final analysis, public opinion emanat

ded to speak only as to judges
most of whom are chief justices,

The quoted words were intern
eligible for the Judicial Council

audition which is adverse to law
Iministration of justice generally.

but the words at least imply
enforcement and perhaps to tl

owever, must come from the judg*One element of improvement, 1
themselves. Gregariousness is a quality wnich, while it may help
a man to get the bench, is of little value to him after he gets there.

i the member of thThis Commission does not mean iv m
t, that elbow-rubbing and earJudicial Council c

However, some few judg<re forbidden fruit for th
teers expenddo not seem to be aware that some well

n high places, whether theygreat effort m displaying conn
nd mosthave them in fact or not. It is g id for then

than exists. The Commission isredly, they mak
judge should be a recluse, but itnot suggesting that it believes a
the elbows rubbed and the earsdoes suggest that more heed t

lor law enforcebent would result in less talk
ment officers would be less imp lleged power of sohm

racketeers than they ar
Commission means, a few illustra-To make more clear what the

tions may be helpful; Judges who sit in the complimentary seats at
ringside during a boxing match should be aware that too much may

lie inferred from this by informed members of the public and law
enforcement officers on duty in the arena. They know that Frankie
Carbo, or Slinky Palermo, has or may have, a business interest in
the fight along with our own homegrown variety of hoodlum. They

see the “characters” in the lobby who are behind the scenes and
know the flavor of the “fight mob.” They assume that if they know
such things, judges must not necessarily.
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Also, the judge who goes to the local hall of the fraternal associa-
tion where the gaming and liquor laws are ignored, and who may
even play a friendly game of cards with the local bookie, should be
aware that even though he does not participate in, or even see, the
violations of the law, the fact that he is aware of them gives to the

tification. The risk in such indis-uninformed an impression of ju
cretions is not so much that the
opinion to the level of its appare
have a resistant desire to glorify
but more that illegality and its
contact.

judiciary will be reduced in public
it associates, because Americans
that branch of the government,
associations will be elevated by the

Another matter of criticism of the justices in the inferior, as di
tinguished from the superior, courts which has come to the atten-
tion of the Commission is the matter of office practice and referral
of criminal cases to associates of the justices or to others. There
seems to be a general impression that this is an evasion of the rule
against justices practicing criminal law.

The Special Crime Commission of 1933 recommended that special
stices be prohibited from practicing on the criminal side of any

court". .

. for the sake of respect for the law and for the court
The Judicial Council in that year recommended that clerks and

.ssistant clerks of the district courts be brought within the same
restriction

In 1935 the Supreme Judicial Court promulgated a rule to the
lining January 15, 1936effect that

if a district court shallno justice, special justic ir assistant
attorney on the criminal side ofbe retained or emplo t :e

Itvany court in the Commonwealth

n discussing the matter of crim-The Supreme Judicial Court
inal practice by a district attorney said in substance in the case of
Attorney General v. Tufts, 239 Mass. 458, 530 (1921), that there is
no statute prohibiting practice by a district attorney or his law
partners as counsel for defense in criminal cases in the state or
federal courts. The Court said

There is a certain want of decorum
fense of those charged with crime ever
the profits of such defense by those wh

n a district attorney undertaking the de-
outside his own district, or in sharing in

r are his partners. Where the partnership
is merely ostensible and not real, the situation might be different
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Thus it seems that the Supreme Judicial Court might distinguish
office practice by the associates of a justice, even though the cases
are referred by the justice, and especially if the justice did not share
in the profits from such cases. There is a fine line to determine
whether there is any real difference between associates in a law
office sharing profits or sharing benefits which accrue from the ag-
gregate of the profits in the office.

The report of the Judicial Survey Commission (House, No. 2620
of 1956), on page 72, says that at the present time neither special
nor presiding justices may engage in any criminal practice. That
same report, at page 50, speaking in favor of prohibition against
an associate or a part-time justice practicing in that justice’s court,
stated that it is a violation of any rightful concept of justice to
allow7 an office partner in a judge’s law 7 office to take a case that the
judge may not, and the cure recommended was full-time justices;
that is, justices without law offices. That report, at page 85, speak-
ing on a problem of a different species but of the same genus quoted
from “Sir Samuel Romily’s sage old clerk” as follows:

A solicitor’s business depends upon the good opinion of other lawyers, and no
lawyer could have a good opinion of a man who went about reforming abuses
when he ought to be profiting by them.

If the above rule of the Supreme Judicial Court does prohibit
all practice of criminal law, including office practice, it does not
prevent referral of cases wdthin the judge’s office to associates who
are not partners, or to other associates outside the office after con-
sultation and advice.

2. Sentences. One of the most vital law 7 enforcement func-
tions of the courts is sentencing. This is one of the most discussed
and most controversial in the field of administration of criminal
justice. There is not even agreement on the basic purpose of a
sentence after conviction of a crime. The idea of retribution, or
punishment for punishment’s sake, of deterrence from fear of pun-
ishment, or reform and rehabilitation rather than punishment, are
all thoroughly analyzed by the criminologists w7ho admit that none
has proved thoroughly effective, and the most advanced of whom
feel that the ideal of sentencing is to place emphasis on reform. The
Report of the Special Commission Relative to Prisoners (House j

No. 2198 of 1953), beginning at page 13, contains an excellent ex.
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position of problems and ideals in sentencing. All three of these
theories of sentencing are implicit in our laws as they exist today,
and at our present stage of civilization society is best protected by
giving the judge a choice of purpose in sentencing, as well as a choice
of sentence. This makes difficult the task of the Legislature in fix-
ing penalties, and more difficult the task of the judge in applying
them, and the performance of a difficult task is always a subject of
dissatisfaction. This Commission agrees with the recommendation
of the recent commissions who studied prisoners and prisons, that
the subject of enactment and application of peno-correctional legis-
lation should be a matter of continuous study.

This Commission does not presume to be expert in the science
of criminology or in the correctional theories of sentencing, but the
aggregate experience of its members and some common sense sug-
gest that there is a view of sentencing of which very little is heard,
except by way of lip service. This is the view from the side of law
enforcement. Statutes passed which define crimes and fix penalties
have as their basic purpose the protection of society. Statutes are
not passed for the purpose of enabling police officers to apprehend
bad men for the purpose of reforming them. If that were the prime
purpose of the criminal law, then it should be repealed in its entirety
and re-enacted in the form of medical or social legislation. There
is no doubt that reform and rehabilitation of the criminal is an
ideal towards which correctional legislation and the correctional sys-
tem should constantly strive. To that end there should be constant
experiment and change, and a great deal of flexibility in the crim-
inal law which does not now exist. Much of great value was set
forth in the recent studies of the correctional system concerning
probation and parole which should not be buried in the archives.
Nothing was said about fines, which subject serves to illustrate the
need for flexibility. Fines, which unlike other sentences, perhaps
have as their primary purpose punishment, are being assessed by the
courts today under statutes which were passed a generation ago.
A fine of $5O which was punishment thirty years ago is a bargain
today.

Most of the writing on the subject of sentencing, including the
recent studies of the correctional system in this Commonwealth,
seem to deal with it from the point of view of the man in jail. The
reading of these seems to give one the feeling tha' the writers are
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considering the subject of sentences solely from the point of view of
some individuals in institutions who had been studied by them.
The aggregate of individuals imprisoned in institutions in this
Commonwealth is somewhere in four figures. The aggregate number
of persons charged with crime in this Commonwealth in the year

number of crimes in the Common-of 1956 was in six figures. Th
wealth for which there were no prehensions or sentences is astro-

md its efficiency is affected by allnomical. The sentencing proces
of these and is intended to have effect upon all of them.

Wessel Report), at page 16, statesnate, No. 750 of 1955 (First

ire for the offender than was done by hisEssentially, corr
community and its ies and influe ices

men in confinement; however, inUndoubtedly, this speaks of
the same section of the report dc
tional system, the report states:

voted to developing a sound correc

.nated process, beginning at the meCorrection must be conceived
ment of arrest to the date of fina ate discharge from legal custody

isoners, and seems to lend credenceThis covers much more than p
that the subject of correctionto the feeling of this Commissic

in the work of the police officers,
ns by suggesting that sentencing

begins, and therefore has its re
This is what the Com m
should be viewed in the first instance from the point of view of law
enforcement, because it seems fundamental that one of the greatest
deterrents to the criminal is the chance of being caught. Exampl

field of illustration are the reduction in thof tl
of lottery tickets, slot machines, and the complete ah

dng for six weeks here on the mere passagdonment oi

of federal laws. In those instances, the racketeers weighed, not the
penalties prescribed, but the chance of being caugh

It is difficult to see how any effective theory or process of sen-iv

tencing can be worked out until crime is followed by an arrest and
thanthen proceeds through ti nemg wit

it does now and with more disp; point ot ai
1

Rom custody, tlthrough the point of final rel
itself on consideration for theunderdog in a society which pri
committed crimes and gottenunderdog. The criminal who In

n underdog. Police officers canaway with them is anything but
testify to this.
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Sentencing practices may at times be governed, not so much
bjr peno-correctional theories, as by expedience. One of the most
critical problems in the Superior Court for years has been the matter
of congested dockets, particularly on the civil side. In its repor

for 1925 (Pub. Doc. No. 144), the Judicial Council said that the
second major cause of such congestion was the abuse of the right

of appeal in criminal cases. The abuse consisted in appeals taken
rworked district attorney to effcto secure the advantage of the ov

reductions in sentences or entries of nolle prosequi. Nothing mor
has been said about that proble n by the Judicial Council in
reports since that time. Crimir il appeals to the Superior Court
have had a fluctuating, but gradual, decline from a high of about
10,149 in 1925 to about 3,940 in 1956. The Commission has not
determined the causes for the decline in criminal appeals. It would
be interesting to determine to what extent, if any, sentencing is
influenced by administrative problems of the courts. The Judicial
Council, in its Fifth Report (Pub. Doc. No. 144 of 1929), at page 69,
in discussing criticism of the courts, speaks of judges who give a
stiifer sentence to one who appeals, and asks rhetorically

What excuse can be offered for doubling the sentence when a defendant appeals
Presumably, a proper penalty was imposed in the first

The defendant has a right to appeal, and to penalize him for exercising that right

This Commission can see no difference between that situation
and cutting a penalty in half to avoid an appeal for the purp
relieving congestion on the civil side of the courts, if that is th

1943, an Appellate Division in the Superior Court was
dished to review sentences to “correct mistakes in jr

L aid in the general problem of sentencing.
One other element which appears to b

ussion of the sentencing process is the clistincti
nized criminal or racketeer and the ordinary criminal. T 1 if

psychiatric, social, economic and many other contributir
of crime must play some role in the repetition of the crimes of the
racketeer, but his motivating force is money, not money to buyis money, not mom
bread, but money to buy luxury. Organized crime should be dis-
tinguished from crime in the sentencing process as well as elsewhere,re

since the racketeer is relatively free from the toils of the law except

if he commits one of the “more serious” crimes. He has not
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studied much by the criminologist, because he seldom becomes the
underdog. He does not first need reform or rehabilitation; he needs
first to be caught. If he is, he likes the fine low, as with any other
business expense. Reform and rehabilitation would be difficult with
him under any process of correctional therapy, because it cannot
offer him the plush living to be gained from the rackets. Further-
more, he thinks that he is not doing anything wrong, judging by
his own standards; and he is convinced that society and the govern-
ment which would be undertaking to reform him are worse than he
is, and he has some cogent arguments. Especially, he does not want
to go to jail, because his liberty knows few bounds.

This report has been using the field of illegal gaming to illustrate
organized crime and its attributes, so in order to study the effect of
sentencing in connection with this crime, the Commission did look
into the Boston Municipal Court dockets and compiled statistics
with respect to sentences in gaming cases therein during the last
ten years. The complete table of these sentences is set forth herein
as Appendix E. The charges for each year relate, not to the number
of cases, but to the number of persons charged; so that, in some in-
stances, the penalty was issued for more than one offence against
one individual.

The following Table, compiled from Appendix E, shows some
annual totals which indicate that sentencing and fines have been less

Annual Totals of Appendix E.

Individuals AotualYEAR ‘ Ch Glminl! th NCt FineS ’ Commitments.

1947 226 $16,825 None
1948 268 22,760 1 (3 months)

1949 256 23,365 1 (3 months)

1960 189 16,210 5 /3 at 1 month \

\2 at 2 months/
1951 205 9,622 4 /2 at 3 monthsN

\2 at 6 months/
1952 168 5,946 2 /1 at 2 monthsN

\1 at 6 months/
1953 ........ 240 6,705 None
1954 125 3,605 1 (1 day)

1956 176 7,223 1 (1 year)

1956 182 4,622 None
Total 2,035 $115,883 15
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of a deterrent to the gaming rackets than other expenses, such as
telephone bills.

Analysis of Appendix E reflects that in 1947, thirty-one individu-
als appealed to the Superior Court and five appeals were withdrawn.
Fifteen of the appellants pleaded guilty in the Superior Court.
Seventeen sentences, mostly fines, were reduced in the Superior
Court, most of them after pleas of guilty. Three were found not
guilty and no sentences were increased. The same general situation
prevails through the years, indicating that, for some reasons not
clear on the dockets, the Superior Court is not as hard on gaming
violators as is the Boston Municipal Court. There is no reason to
presume that this is not true with other district courts.

Another interesting thing is to note the number of charges of
“lottery second offense.” General Laws, chapter 271, section
10, calls for imprisonment in such cases. During the ten years
there were 177 charged with “second offense,” and 11 were actually
sent to jail. Some, of course, were found not guilty. During the
ten-year period, of those found guilty on this charge 31 were ordered
committed to jail by the Municipal Court, and, on appeal, 30 of
those 31 sentences were suspended. Of the 11 actual commitments
on this charge, a few did not appeal the lower court sentence.

Another interesting aspect of these figures is to note the decline
in recent years of the use of the charges of “lettery” and “register-
ing bets.” These are offences covering conduct to which the
wagering stamp applies, and in which the Internal Revenue is
interested.

Note also that beginning in 1953, sixteen cases which were ap-
pealed from guilty findings in the lower court were disposed of in
the Superior Court by directed verdicts. That means that the
Superior Court judge felt that there was not evidence of guilt suf-
ficient to warrant allowing a jury to consider the evidence. This
was after a lower court judge found evidence enough to prove guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt. This could be explained by many cir-
cumstances that do not appear in the dockets, but it does appear in
the dockets that, in each case in which a verdict was directed, the
judge was the same, and he was a lower court judge who was sitting
on misdemeanors in the Superior Court at times.

This Appendix and this analysis show that, whatever the reasons
may be, mandatory jail sentences are needed if the anti-lottery
laws are to effect the purpose for which they were passed.
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3. Miscellaneous. In the judicial system there are a number of
functions relating to law enforcement concerning which the Com
mission has received complaints. Preliminary analysis indicate:
that the complaints warrant investigation, but as indicated above,
it did not wish to start any investigation in the judicial system while
so much else was pending concerning it.

One type of complaint relates to the powers of clerks to preside
at hearings on the issuance of complaints, and to deny a complaint.
Of course, the question of whether or not a complaint should issue
can be only a harmless difference of opinion between the complain-
ing officer and the presiding clerk; however, there is a potential
there for abuse, and in a few instances the Commission has been
asked to look into such situations, which it has not had time to do.

Another matter which has been a more common subject of com-
plaint by law enforcement officers has been their suspicion that
information concerning the issuance of a search warrant in a gam-

ing raid “leaks” from the office of the clerk of court. Again, the
Commission has not looked into this matter, but it is a very im
portant one and should be looked into. On the other hand, the
Commission has one experience where persons to be raided obviously
knew the raid was coming, and the police involved emphatically
defended the integrity of the clerk issuing the warrant, and said the
some one other than the clerk or his office spoiled the raid.

The Commission has seen and has heard that it is common for
some racketeers to become constant attendants upon the criminal
sessions of the courts, particularly the inferior, but also the superior
courts. Courthouses are public buildings, and racketeers might
well be there for such purposes as supplying the money for bail to
some of their friends. However, they seem very well acquainted
around some courthouses, which undoubtedly leads to a great deal
of the dissatisfaction shown in the complaints referred to above.

Another facet of the “City Hall” problem, which creates condi-
tions adverse to law enforcement is the connection between govern-
ment personnel of the appointee and employee status with racket-
eers. Most of these connections are with personnel in the executive
branch; that means persons who perform executive functions

11. Government Personnel.
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whether in local, county or state government. This is because they
are the largest body of government personnel. Because of the
tendency in modern times to expand the executive functions, their
number and importance to good government is growing. A com-
paratively new field of law defining the powers and duties of many
of these persons has become large enough to acquire a name of its
own. It is called “administrative law”, and refers primarily to
the functions of boards and depf
five branch of the government,
types of powers given to all thre
there are boards or departments
in that they prescribe rules and r
all. They have quasi-judicial or
are empowered to make binding
mary purpose is execution or a<

rtments, principally in the execu-
vho possess, with limitations, the

: branches of government. Thus,
who have quasi-legislative power

which are binding upon
adjudicative powers in that they
decisions or rulings. Their pri-

ministration of a special field of
law. Many of the functions performed by these boards or depart-
ments have to do with the conduct of business. For example, there
are building codes, safety laws, licensing boards, labor laws and a
variety of others not necessary fi
of government bring a closer rel
business. They have resulted ir
in and closer dealings with cert:
Those who make a business of
activities with legitimate busines
ment and the know how about

enumerate here. These functions
tionship between government and
businessmen having more interest
in phases of government activity.
Mine and combine their criminal

; have a double interest in govern-

retting around the laws. If the
Tout violating the laws prohibit-
property, public justice, public

racketeers have no compunction
ing crimes against the person,
policy, chastity (and others), a mere rule or regulation or provision
in a code which is based more on public convenience than it is upon
any inherent need in society for such a restriction, would have even
less effect as a deterent upon them.

In addition to such newer departments, there are the traditional
agencies for the executive functions of government. In short, any
agency which, under law, has the power to affect the pocketbooks
of the populace directly by requiring payment to the government,
or indirectly by causing expenditure for conformance to the law it
administers, is the place to look for such connections in executive
agencies. This does not speak of the executive law enforcement
agencies, which are dealt with elsewhere.
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Compared to the large number of personnel engaged in the execu-
tive functions, there are very few who are “connections” in the
sense used here.

The first experience the Commission had with this problem was
almost in the first week of its existence. An investigator was sent
to the State Tax Department to find out what, if anything, that
department could do by way of supplying the Commission with
information in view of the statutory restriction against disclosure
of information by employees. During the course of the interview,
to illustrate the type of information the Commission was seeking,
the investigator mentioned the name of a prominent racketeer. Be-
fore the investigator returned to the office, a telephone call was
received by the Commission advising that the racketeer had al-
ready learned that the Commission was at the State Tax Depart-
ment investigating him. Here was a situation where there was a
specific law prohibiting one executive department from supplying,
for law enforcement purposes, information concerning a racketeer,
but nothing to prevent an individual in that department from ad-
vising the racketeer that the government was interested in him.

Another illustration from that same Tax Department is the em-
ployee who, on his own story, started a service of supplying race
results to the bookies. Who sold, but has not been paid for, the
business, including his initials in the corporate name, to the wire
service gang referred to elsewhere herein, and who, although he
denies any further interest, still seems to have the privilege of
charging long distance phone calls to the wire service phone. The
Commission found a very active bookmaking phone listed to an
employee in another department, but being used by another. These
are only illustrations which came to the attention of the Commis-
sion, since obviously there has not been time or facilities to special-
ize in an investigation of the doings of all the personnel performing
executive functions.

Since the connections herein referred to are among those who
perform executive functions, legislation should not be necessary or
desirable to correct such delinquencies as do exist. It is a matter to
be watched from within the executive branch. Perhaps a code of
ethics for personnel in government might be prescribed to help
those whose duty it is to serve the public to do so without dis-
service to society. But there is an intuition for right and wrong in
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government employees about the conduct of their offices, just as
there is in the populace about right conduct in government affairs.
This standard should suffice, at least in most cases.

Although a Governor is the executive head of all executive func-
tions of government, he is not in fact, since these functions are per-
formed at state, county and local levels by a variety of persons
elected, appointed and employed. No Governor can or should be
charged with responsibility for all who perform executive functions.
There is no government agency which interests itself in this phase of
law enforcement, which in essence is to reduce the influence of the
racketeer in agencies of government. If a government employee em-
bezzles or commits some “serious” crime, the prosecutors, who are
part of the executive phase of government, do interest themselves.
But this is in the nature of closing the barn door after the horse has
been stolen, which we see too much in law enforcement. There is a
need within the executive branch of government for an agency to
see to it that government personnel do not work against law en-
forcement.

Another illustration of conditions occasioned by politics which
are adverse to law enforcement is set forth in the first report of
Governor Herter’s Committee to Study the Massachusetts Cor-
rectional System (Senate, No. 750 of 1955), at page 23, as follows -

The greatest scourge of penology nationally is its traditional relationship to
politics. In too many cases correctional administrators are appointed because of
political considerations ....

The report of the 1933 Crime Commission complains about the
interference of politics with law enforcement, so it is not new; but
still not often said.

See also the reports of the Pardon and Parole Commission.
(House, No. 2 and House, No. 1000, both of 1940).

The type of connection referred to is not confined to personnel
in the executive functions of government. They exist also in em-
ployees in the judicial and legislative branches of government. An
example in the legislative department refers back to the period
during the summer of 1955, when the matter of this Commission
was very much the subject of attention in the Legislature. The
question of reviving and continuing the investigation was under
discussion, as were the so-called mandatory jail sentence bill for
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bookies, and the subject of the Criminal Information Bureau of the
State Police, the latter two of which were recommendations made
by this Commission in its report seeking continuance. The sub-
ject of the continuance of this Commission was being debated
upon the Senate floor, and th( Commission sent one of its inves'
tigators to the Senate Chambe on other business. While the in-
vestigator waited, a sp< Senate gallery and came into
the corridor near the door where the investigator was standing.
This gentleman, without any apparent fear as to who might hear
him, inquired as to where he could put in the horses, and after re-
ceiving the information, a slip with some money was handed to an
individual in the corridor. The individual who received the money
walked down the corridor and was followed by the investigator,
who saw him push the elevator button, wait, and when the elevator
arrived at the third floor he handed the slip and the money to the
elevator operator. This is the same day on which Governor Herter

Nt a special message to the Legislature recommending continua-
tion of the Crime Commission.

12. Politi

Politics creates and encouraged more conditions adverse to la
In fact, the entire statrforcement than any other

i in th You can’t fight City Hall” is
LOther. Sometimes it meansmmonly politics of one kind

he personal politics of
elected public officials and of p; rty workers. It is true that at
times a matter of law enforcement becomes a party issue. From

Commission’s observation of situations of this kind, it appears
ratter of party principle, or because

but 1: f the maneuvering of part
rns for the advantage to one or the disadvantage to the other

party. This is one reason why, in an election year, law enforcement
is liable to be either a neglected or an abused subject. Prior to the
recent national elections, a member of the National Congress pro-
posed that a crime investigation with respect to gaming in sportsi

activities should be instituted, but suggested that he would withhold
making the suggestion until after the election, so that it would not
get mixed up in politics. This seemed to be accepted as a perfectly

party poll
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reasonable position to take, but it certainly is an implied confession
by an elected public official in an lection year to the effect that
politics and crime do have invoh ants. It is a wonder that som
one does not ask why, but every c Ms to und(

A good deal of the politics ir nnection with law enforcement
!eems to be based upon the fact tlhat one political party fears that

in connection with law enforcem Nt the other party may play
politics. To find conditions b;
the strongest weapon for defeat

one administration could b
iministration in the next•i

electic tude towards law enforcement
lone, but to be careful that the
you. Thus, while one party is

nnce, the party
30 leave the sub]■ems t

opposition does not use it agamsi
in power, the other might oppose
fear of partisan investigation of
“bi-partisan” not “non-partisan
may explain the clinging to party
matters relating to crime and lav

r crime investigation because of
crime. Hence, we must have

’ investigation of crime. This
lines in votes having to do with
enforcement. The fact is that

individuals in both parties, for personal reasons, do things that the
light of day might render embarrassing, to say the le

Politics interferes with law enforcement at the state, county and
local levels, as we have seen in these various sections relating to
conditions within law enforcement which are adverse to it.

Politics, by its very nature, in this Commonwealth and in this
country, is a tolerant business. Elected public officials are subjected
to a variety of pressures from constituents, some of whom have no
obligation to law enforcement, at least any that they are aware of,
and some of whose interests are adverse to law enforcement. While
the obligations of a politician vary somewhat, depending upon the
district which he represents, he is expected to be at the same tim
one who is interested in protecting society, but at the same time one
who is expected, by his constituents, to take care of individual
among his constituents, whether or not they deserve to be taken
care of, or whether or not the cause which they espouse is one good

ire State. The traffic fix is a common example of thfor

It is not an uncommon opinion that some elected public official
feel that they must Ire adverse to certain phases of law enforcement
because their constituents are, and want it that way. It seems hard
to believe that any political district of any size in this Common-
wealth is filled with people, a majority of whom are against law
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enforcement. If this is so, then something should be done to help
the electees in such a district to live up to the oath of office. It is
probably more correct to say that powerful people in the district
are against it, and often men who run for public office are guided
by what a few powerful people are interested in, especially since
it is so commonly accepted that the majority of ordinary people
are not interested. The Commission feels fairly secure in saying
that there is no person elected to public office who would want to
hear it said that his position in a matter of law enforcement is based
on his knowledge that his district is against law and order.

The origin of the Crime Commission, as we have frequently
heard, is an example. From the time of the Kefauver hearing!
in 1950 to the end of the session of the General Court here in 1953,
there was strong editorial demand in the newspapers for a local
crime investigation. Quite a number of bills were introduced sug-
gesting crime studies by various types of commissions. The year
1953 was the first time for several years that the political party
then in control of the executive and legislative branches had such
control. As in the previous years, proposals for a crime study
lagged through the 1953 session. At the end of 1953 legislativ

part of the action of prorogation day, a member of the
opposing party moved that the bill for the Crime Commission be
called out of committee. This was on July 4, 1953, the last day of
the session. This was interpreted by the party in power as a ma-
neuver to embarrass them by having the House, controlled by them,
vote against it; so they suspended all rules and passed it immedi-
ately, and sent it to the Senate, where it was expected to be defeated.
It received the same expeditious treatment and was passed by the
Senate. After approximately three years of getting nowhere, the
bill for the Crime Commission was passed in a matter of hours.
After the bill became law, the amount of $lO,OOO was appropriated
for it. While there may be members of the House and members of
the Senate who did not want a crime investigation for one reason
or another, this was a move of party politics which really had no
bearing on the question of whether or not crime is, or should be,
investigated in the Commonwealth. It was the type of maneuver-
ing referred to above.

About the time that the Commission expired, during the summer
of 1955, it received word and has received similar word from sources

session
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both inside and outside the State, that on July 9, 1955, there was
a meeting of the racketeers in a Boston hotel, some from outside
of the Commonwealth, to consider the question of how to get rid
of the Crime Commission, or, at least, how to raise money to take
care of the Crime Commission. To a question concerning this
meeting and its purpose we have a claim of privilege against self-
incrimination by a racketeer.

Campaign Expenses. The most important connection between
the racketeer and the politician is in the matter of campaign ex-
penses. The matter of campaign contributions and expenses is cov-
ered by the so- called Corrupt Practices Act, which is General Laws,
Tercentenary Edition, chapter 55. This places financial limits on
campaign expenses. The general reputation of this law is that it

sk of running for public office to-
particularly true since the advent

too is generally ignored. The t
day is an expensive one. This i
of television.

It is very strange, on the one hand, to hear so much talk that
people are not interested in government or are not interested in the
candidates for office, and on the other hand, to be expected to be-
lieve that there are enough people in the Commonwealth who, out
of purely unselfish motives, will contribute large sums to get some
candidate elected, and especially since it has never been heard in
the Commonwealth that any person who made such a large contri-
bution in the cause of good government complained that he was
not getting his money’s worth. Of course, it would be naive not to
assume that some contributions are made with the expectation that
they would be rewarded in the form of some sort of patronage, per-
haps contracts or business with the government of some kind, or
perhaps even appointments. On the other hand, it is a fit subject
of wonder as to what a prosecuting officer has to give by way of
patronage. The Constitution of our Commonwealth originally
recognized that prosecuting officers should be appointed by the
Governor and not elected. The Constitution of the United States,
adopted after and, in part, certainly influenced by our Massachu-
setts Constitution, provided that prosecuting officers for the fed-
eral government be appointed and not elected. Our Constitution
was amended to provide that such officers in this Commonwealth
be elected. In 1933 the Crime Survey Commission pointed out the
inadvisability of electing such officers, and recommended that the
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older method of appointment be
far as this Commission can deter
discussion. Once again, it would
party has any special interest a!

reverted to. This suggestion, so
mine, hardly came up for serious
not necessarily be because either

political party in having the
candidates elected rather than appointed. However, politicians in
one county, who predominantly are all members of one party,
would dislike the idea very much of having a Governor of the op-
posite party appoint the prosecutors in that county, and vice versa
with respect to counties where the power is with the other party.

Certainly, serious consideration should be given to the possi-
bility of working out some method by which those who run for pro-
secutive offices should not be subjected to the risks of seeking money
for campaign purposes. If the people of the Commonwealth are
apathetic about law enforcement, or if they are merely uninformed,
in either case they are disinterested, and it is naive to presume that
ordinary law-abiding citizens will contribute to the campaigns of
those who run for prosecuting officers, because that type of person
has little connection, if any, with prosecution. That leaves it up
to the candidate to raise his money from sources who are inter-
ested, and there is no more interested group in this field than the
racketeers in the Commonwealth.

In addition to the matter of campaign expenses which are often
form of commodities rather than
illboard, etc., there is also the im-

i, as you might say, in tin
money, such as a location for a I
portant element of the need for w<
and leaders in the rackets have

kers in a campaign. Bookmakers
great many hangers-on who can

be made available along with automobiles for such activities. One
investigator with the Commission witnessed a well-known gaming
operator, who served time in State Prison on a murder charge, pay-
ing workers 820 apiece in a barroom for services rendered in behalf
of one seeking the nomination for district attorney.

Prosecutors, like judges, should be completely free and indepen-
dent, and, in fact, should be somewhat biased on the side of the
government. By the time that a person reaches the stage where he
is on trial in a superior court for a crime, the district attorney should
have become satisfied that, in the interest of society and as its advo-
cate, he should give to society as vigorous representation as the
attorney for the defence is giving his client.

Conflict of Interests. Another manner in which politics cause
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conditions adverse to law enforcement is in the frequent conflict of
interests in the combination lawyer-public official. Frequently
this is not recognized even by those, who participate in it. We have
seen the constant complaints over the years relating to the lawyer-
judge. Not so much was said about the combination lawyer-clerk,

or assistant clerk of courts, but it was just as true. A similar situa-
tion exists with respect to the lawyer elected public official. It is
not aware of any persons who could strictly be called law enforce-
ment officers who do practice law part time, and as part thereof
engage in the representation of defendants in criminal cases, or who
in other wavs concern themselves in the interests of those who are
a part of organized crime. The Commission is very well aware that
in the practice of law clients are rather hard to come by. An
ordinary young man without any special connections is quite liable
to receive, as his first cases, the representation of defendants in
criminal cases. The Commission is also very well aware that merely
because lawyers represent defendants in criminal cases, or have men
with criminal records as clients, they do not necessarily and should
not be deemed to either condone or necessarily sympathize with
their clients. Struggling young lawyers frequently enter the field of
politics for the purpose of enhancing their prestige and reputations
The Commission is also aware that a man in trouble with the law i
quite likely to feel that a public official will have influence there
with which another lawyer might not. The question of whether or
not this is fair to other lawyers who are not public officials has never
been raised as it has been so often in the case of the lawyer-judgi
who is alleged to have and appan
he might otherwise not have had
“judge.”

ntly has received practice which
simply because he is called the

The Commission has no specific
subject because it feels that any
officials be barred from criminal c;
place, get nowhere, and in the sec

recommendation to make on this
recommendation that all public
ises by statute would, in the first
ond place, be unnecessary. It is

a matter which, if the investigation continues, should be studied so
that some fair balance can be achieved among the need of a lawyer-
public official to make a living at his chosen profession, his desire to
serve in public office, and the needs of better law enforcement.

In this connection and in fairness, the Commission wishes to
point out that it has learned during its experience that public officials
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are fair game for criticism often without understanding. Holding
office is most frequently an unrewarding, somewhat frustrating,
time-consuming, often exhausting, but always fascinating experience
in which most times a good job is its own reward.

Closely related to the subject of the criminal law is the law with
respect to licenses and permits. This law relates to a large number
of activities which are not completely forbidden, but because of
their nature and their potential for harm through abuse are subject
to restriction and regulation. Some of these laws are intended to
limit the number of persons who engage in such activities and to
give the government the power of selecting those who will practice
such activities with the least harm to the common good.

One of the most important and difficult subjects of licensing is
that of alcoholic beverages. The basic law governing alcoholic
beverages is called the Liquor Control Act, and was enacted as
section 2, chapter 376 of the Acts of 1933, and appears in chapter 138
of the General Laws, as amended. The title of the act signifies its
relation to law enforcement.

That statute leaves the basic question of whether or not dealing
in alcoholic beverages shall be permitted in a community to the
local option of the populace. Where it is permitted, the licensing
is left to local authorities. Under the law, the local authorities can
be a variety of elected local public officials or an appointed licensing
board. Section 43 of chapter 6 of the General Laws (Ter. Ed.)
established the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission, consisting
of three members to be appointed by the Governor, with the advice
and consent of the Council. Section 44 of the same gives to that
Commission general supervision of the entire alcoholic beverages
industry within the Commonwealth. Whatever the form of the
local licensing authority, they are state officers.

13. Licensing and Permits.

Although the question whether licenses shall be granted to any city or town is
determined by the vote of the inhabitants thereof, still the licensing board, whether
a special commission, or the maj ror and aldermen or the selectmen, do not act as
the agents of the city or town, but as public officers specially designated in that
behalf, and, in the absence of any statute to the contrary, the city or towm is not
answerable for their acts as such officer's. The license is not granted by the city
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or town, but by the state acting through its duly appointed officers. (McGinnis v.
Medway, 176 Mass. 67, 68. Crocker v. Deschenes, 287 Mass. 202, 207.)

Indeed, the Commonwealth has taken over the direct functions
of appointing the licensing board for the city of Boston and, at
one time, did also for Chelsea.

As often happens in laws passed in the first instance to institute
a system of control through licensing of conduct potentially inimi-
cable to the public good, the administration of the law develops with
emphasis on its revenue aspects, sometimes at the expense of en-
forcement, the original purpose of the law. There have been special
studies with respect to the licensing of alcoholic beverages, but most
of them have treated with the revenue-producing aspects of the
licenses. In the meantime, complaints with respect to the enforce-
ment of the laws with respect to liquor licensing have mounted over
the years.

The Commission feels that a searching investigation, not a study,
should be made into the entire field of the conduct of all liquor
licensing authorities in the Commonwealth, and into the matter of
enforcement of the laws governing this business. The Commission
has interested itself in the subject since it is so obvious that condi-
tions adverse to law enforcement spring from the administration
of the licensing laws. It has not had time or facilities to add to its
other tasks a complete investigation of licensing in the entire State
but it has learned enough to demonstrate that no investigation
of organized crime or of law enforcement, with respect thereto,
could be complete without including the investigation suggested.
In addition to license fees, there are certain taxes levied upon alco-
holic beverages, and it is common knowledge that the most vigorous
law enforcement activity in connection with the liquor laws was
the attempt by agents of the State Tax Department to detect
Massachusetts residents buying liquor out of State for the purpose
of avoiding the local taxes. The Department of Corporations and
Taxation administers the alcohol tax laws. License fees are col-
lected by the issuing authority, which in some instances is the
State and in others the local government. The Kefauver Commis-
sion found elsewhere, and it is true here, also, that upon the repeal
of the Prohibition Amendment, the licensed liquor business became
infiltrated with the rum runners and bootleggers of prohibition
days. In addition, the limited monopoly aspects of a liquor license
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are attractive to the racketeer’s sense of business, so it is true that
many of the liquor licenses in the Commonwealth are owned or
controlled by the racketeers; also, the Commission’s investigation
shows that licensed liquor establishments are common fronts for
illegal bookmaking operations from the traveling bookie to the
stationary bookie in the bar to the bookmaking office. The Com-
mission has not had the time to investigate every licensed liquor
establishment in the State for the purpose of determining whether
or not illegal gaming takes place, but it has received estimates from
reliable sources that a high percentage of the barrooms in the Com-
monwealth are connected with illegal gaming. However, gambling
activities occur in such variety that it would be necessary to watch
each barroom in the Commonwealth for a period of approximately
one week during its opening hours to affirm or deny the fact for a
certainty. A consideration of the varieties of the illegal gaming
products set forth earlier in this report makes it clear that a spot
check would not be sufficient. The Commission has also learned
recently that there has been somewhat of a temporary exodus of
the bookies from barrooms.

The Commission has seen, through its own investigation, suffi-
cient activity to satisfy it that the percentage of liquor licenses
used in aid of illegal gaming is high. It is also satisfied that many
licenses other than liquor licenses are also used for the same purpose.
It is common talk that there are too many tavern or bar licenses
in some places in the Commonwealth, including the city of Boston,
so that business is not good for them all. In some instances, sup-
posedly because of the need of additional income, the licensee merely
permits the gaming to be operated by another, taking therefrom
some percentage or fixed amount usually for the purpose of paying
the rent. In other cases, the licensee is also the gaming operator,
or an affiliate of his.

In addition to those used in connection with illegal gaming
activities, some much fewer number of liquor licenses are abused in
connection with prostitution. These licensed establishments are
the “night-spot” type of place, where men and women congregate
for drinking during the evening. The Commission has not been
able to do more than spot check in the subject of prostitution, but
it has testimony and other evidence and information which satisfies
it that prostitution, at the level formerly called the “streetwalker,”
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is today practiced by girls who make their headquarters in licensed
liquor establishments which become well known to those who are
interested. By sharing their proceeds with the bartender or the
house, they are allowed to solicit their customers there. One of
these places was observed by the Commission investigators for a
period of approximately two hours one evening, and a brisk trade
took on the form of a shuttle service with a confusing intermingling
of the races. The establishment under surveillance was owned or
controlled by a prominent gaming operator.

In 1955 a subcommittee of the United States Senate studying
juvenile delinquency held hearings in Boston which received con-
siderable publicity and resulted in stirring up activity in enforce-
ment of the liquor laws, especially with respect to the service of
minors. The impetus of the disclosures in that investigation
directed attention to the Boston Licensing Board, and resulted, in
part at least, in more vigorous activity by that body; also, it re-
suited in renewed agitation that the appointment of the Boston
Licensing Board be returned to the city government from the state
government. This proposal bears very closely on the matter of
politics in licensing. The debate on this led to the establishment,
in May of 1954, of a recess commission of the Legislature to report
concerning the proposal on the first Wednesday of March, 1955.
The Commission has not been able to find any report of this recess
commission with respect to the suggestion. The issue involved is
merely whether or not local or state politics shall have the most in-
fluence in licensing in the city of Boston, and the subject seems to
be not a very important one for law enforcement.

Due to the concurrence of a number of disclosures of racketeer
ownership of licensed liquor establishments, including public
ings by this Commission, and the Rolfe murder, that sul
in for public attention. In March of 1955, by special message to
the Legislature, Governor Herter urged the ad ue-

name” law in connection with ownership of liquor establishment
On August 9, 1955, chapter 652 of the Acts of 1955, amending
tion 23 of chapter 138 of the General Laws, was enacted, which pro-
vides in substance that no license shall be issued, renewed or trans-
ferred unless the application therefor contains a sworn statement of
the names and addresses of all persons who have a direct or indirect
beneficial interest in said license. The licenses shall not be trans-
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ferable without the permission of the local licensing authority.
The penalty prescribed for failure to comply is the possibility of sus-
pension or revocation. The “true-name” law is well worth having,
but it will not prevent the racketeers from ownership through
“straws,” for they are surely the ones who will not comply with it.
Investigation which would have shown the facts before the law is
still necessary.

Another phase of enforcement of the liquor laws which has been
neglected is the “after hours” selling of liquor. This refers to the
activity of unlicensed places, called “after hours joints” which
open after the legal closing time. There are also the licensed places
which continue after hours. Both mark up the price of drinks
considerably.

Related to these is the “bottle joint” which dispenses, without
license, packaged liquor when not otherwise available. Because of
the renewed interest in the matter of liquor licenses in Boston,
newspaper comment began to inquire about these after hours'
violations. In response to a demand of the former chairman of the
Boston Licensing Board for evidence, several newspaper reporters
from a Boston paper gathered evidence as to several of them, and
upon presentation to the licensing board, the licenses were sus-
pended. A few days later the licenses were revoked. While the
suspension was in effect other places continued business as usual.
When the licenses were revoked, that stopped them all. The li-
censes were restored in about a month.

If there is one violation of the law which is easy to observe, it is
the operation of an after hours’ liquor joint. The closing hours are
well known to the law enforcement authorities, and if they remain
well lighted with cabs or automobiles near-by, traffic going in and
out after the closing hours, it should be obvious that something is
wrong. That the administration and enforcement of liquor laws
has been a problem in this Commonwealth since its origin is ex-
plained in the report of the special commission appointed by the
Governor in 1933 in advance of repeal of the 18th amendment for
the purpose of studying the problem of liquor and its regulations in
advance.

Appendix B of House, No. 1300 of 1933, entitled “Three Hundred
Years of the Liquor Problem in Massachusetts,” by Wendell D.
Howie, contains a good deal of interesting and valuable historical
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data indicating that the illicit liquor establishment originated here
around 1839 and was then called “The Blind Pig.” It is the grand-
father of the speak-easy of prohibition days and of the after hours’
joint of this repeal era. Thus the matter of enforcement of liquor
laws is not a new problem in this Commonwealth or perhaps any-
where where such laws exist. With the rise of organized crime en-
forcement has become more difficult.

That politics plays its part in the administration of the liquor
laws is demonstrated by a reading of the law itself, which provides
that, where local licensing boards are established, one member shall
be appointed from each of the two leading political parties, and the
third may be from one of said parties. The statute establishing the
Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission provides that no more
than two of the three members shall be members of the same
political party. It is difficult to see any valid reason why member-
ship in one of the parties should be a qualification for membership
of a local licensing board. It is especially difficult to understand
the reason for such a provision, unless, of course, it is conceded that
politics and the administration and enforcement of the liquor laws
have mutual interests, since the law also provides that in local city
elections the party affiliation of candidates be not designated.

There is no provision for such bi-partisan interest in the laws
establishing the Art Commission (G. L., c. 6, § 19) or the Commis-
sioners on Uniform State Laws (Idem § 26) and some other govern-
ment bodies. It is a common practice for public officials and the
lawyer-judge to represent licensees charged with violation of the
liquor laws and regulations before licensing boards.

The great difficulty with law enforcement in connection with the
liquor business seems to be a real or pretended division of responsi-
bility. The Alcoholic Beverages Commission of the State is charged
with supervising the activities of the business, but has no investi-
gators of its own, and the Commission does not propose that it
necessarily should have. The local licensing boards depend upon
the local police for enforcement and investigation, and, in some
instances, members of the local department are assigned to the
board to work under its direction. This Commission has made no
investigation as to who gets or fails to get the information concern-
ing applicant licensees, but from what it has seen, a great deal of
information in public records is overlooked by whoever is respon-
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sible for such investigations. As to that phase of enforcement which
has to do with detecting violations, it appears that no organization
makes it its business to determine whether or not violations are
taking place on its own account, but as is usual in police work in
this Commonwealth, particularly with respect to organized crime,
it acts on complaint only. The reports of the licensing board of
the city of Boston (Public Document No. 74) indicate that reports
are received from the police, and matters are referred to the police
by the licensing board for investigation

On the other side of the picture, the Commission has received
complaints from law-enforcement agencies, including a district
attorney, that local licensing boards by their suspensions engage
in a mockery of law enforcement. They have stated that during
the years it has been the experience of law enforcement agencies
that they report a licensed establishment for violation of one or
more of the criminal laws, and after the hearing the license is sus-
pended for as short a time as one day. The period of suspension is
fixed at the beginning of the week because, according to the state-
ments of the law enforcement officers, Monday is such a slow day
in the retail distribution of liquor that the licensees are glad to have
the excuse to close. They complain also that when the suspension
for a longer time goes into effect, the licensee avoids the penalty
which the suspension is intended to impose by merely posting a
sign “closed for alterations” or “closed for repairs.

The law enforcement aspect of licenses is at least as important as
its revenue aspects, and the efforts of the licensing authorities and
enforcement officers need co-ordination.

5. Recommendations.
The third, fourth and fifth specific tasks assigned to this Com-

mission under its mandate are closely related and have to do more
with recommendations than with findings. The third task asks for
a determination of the existence of physical, legal and policy limita-
tions on the powers and functions of law enforcement agencies.
There are about 400 of such agencies in the Commonwealth. The
foregoing sections of this report imply and, in some cases, express
the existence of such limitations as they apply generally to all.
To make a specific determination as to each agency in the Com-
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monwealth would take years of study and much more money than
has been allotted to this Commission. There are one or several
private organizations which make surveys of Police Departments
in this country. The Commission knows of at least two depart-
ments in the Commonwealth which have had such surveys made.
Each survey took several months and both of these cost a total of
about $lO,OOO. This aggregates more time than this Commission
had had to do its investigation. The existence of physical, legal and
policy limitations is a very important subject, a worthwhile one and,
in fact, a necessary thing to examine, but it should be a continuing
task. The Commission has a recommendation as to this, which also
relates to the fourth and the fifth tasks in the Mandate.

The fourth task asks for a determination of the extent to which
enforcement of the laws relating to organized crime should be
exercised at state and local levels.

The fifth task asked for a determination of the desirability of a
new state agency to have the power to examine the activities,
papers and records of agencies on both state and local levels charged
with the enforcement of the laws relating to organized crime. The
Commission has already stated earlier in this report that it does
not recommend unification in the sense that all police in the Com-
monwealth be of one Department. It does report that the power
of government should be directed at organized crime from both the
state and local levels by co-ordination rather than unification, and
recommends strongly that this be done. It submits herewith a draft
of legislation to accomplish this.

This section of the report is devoted to a discussion of the recom-
mendations which the Commission makes on the basis of the findings
appearing in the earlier sections of the report. In some instances,
the recommendations herein call for legislative action and, in others,
they do not. Where legislative action is called for, the Commission
submits affixed to the front of this report drafts of legislation as
recommended.

The basic finding of this Commission is that, as illustrated by
organized illegal gambling, organized crime has evolved into a state
of society which amounts to lawlessness. The existence and the
extent of illegal gaming has become a part of the commerce of the
Commonwealth and, with its wealth, forms the basis of power for
all organized crime. This state of society, this commerce, is at-
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tributable to three general conditions within society of tolerance,
hypocrisy and corruption. These three general conditions have
underlying them specific conditions in various segments of society
which have, to some extent, been pointed out in the portion of this
report devoted to “Conditions.”

Any attack on this state of society must begin by an attack on
the specific conditions which go to make up the general conditions.
The task will be a long and difficult and continuous one. It will
never completely succeed, but it not only is worth trying but must
be tried, or this Commonwealth must confess itself to be without
ambition.

The following sets forth suggestions and recommendations as to
each section of the findings in this report with some of the under-
lying reasons which prompt the Commission to make such sugges-
tions and recommendations.

The Existence and Extent of Organized Crime.
Section 3 of this report sets forth the Commission’s findings as

to this subject. The Commission does not have room to set forth
all that it has found except in a general way and, of course, the
Commission does not know all there is to find about the subject.
The Commission has concentrated on illegal gambling. It has
barely touched on prostitution, narcotics, traffic in stolen property,
and other phases of organized crime. The entire subject should be
under continuous study, not for the immediate purpose of prosecu-
tion but for the purpose of constantly evaluating the problems fac-
ing law enforcement and the effectiveness of law- enforcement in
meeting its problems. In this task, the Criminal Information
Bureau of the State Police should be helpful but it is not enough
by itself. It is basically a clearing house of information about or-
ganized crime, and has no power or concern with conditions which
adversely affect law enforcement, which are not crime but tolerance
and hypoc

Conditions Which Interfere with Law Enforcement.

Section 4 of this report sets forth these conditions as found by
this Commission. This section does not contain all the conditions
which could be reported herein, nor does the Commission presume
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that it has found all the conditions. Conditions, as with all human
projects, are subject to change. This report sets forth the ones
which the Commission believes to be the principal ones and more
about these conditions and other conditions not set forth herein,
could be and should be determined only by continuous study and
investigation.

The Public.

This Commission feels that the public is not so apathetic as it
is unaware which makes it indifferent. There should be a continu-
ing campaign of education of the public as to the entire problem.
Education will combat the many myths and the constant propa-
ganda which subtlely lull the people into a feeling that all gambling
is a harmless social pastime and the friendly bookie is a harmless
charitable fellow with a family to support, who is not a part of those
sinister hoodlum racketeers that one reads about.

No organization in the Commonwealth performs this function.
It is just as necessary as an organization for civilian defense, a
weather bureau or a lighthouse service. The Federal Government
has stated this to be a local problem. The Commission submits a
draft of legislation for a permanent organization to do this.

Bettors.
When a campaign of education is under way and law enforcement

improves, many bettors will abandon the practice because it is more
of a habit by association with some than anything. However, the
hard core of bettors, which is sizeable, will remain. Effective law
enforcement mil prevent the growth of this group and, at least the
next generation will not grow up by being vaccinated with the
gambling habit. Bettors are actually co-conspirators with the
gaming operators but legislation to make of them criminals does
not seem either wise or feasible at this time. In the first place, with
the law enforcement officers completely outnumbered by the gaming
fraternity, it would be unwise to increase the standing army on the
side of the gaming operator by hundreds of thousands. Further-
more, the bettor is not necessarily on the side of the gaming opera-
tor. Legislation to make of the bettor a criminal might deter some,
and perhaps many, from further participation, but that it is not
certain and, since it is not certain, the Commission is hesitant to
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make a recommendation for legislation which might make a situa-
tion worse. However, one piece of legislation relating to bettors
will be hereinafter recommended which may serve as a deterrent to
bettors but, even if it does not, it may help to provide the non-
bettor with equity or justice insofar as his income tax is concerned.
In substance, this recommendation is that all police or law enforce-
ment officers shall be obliged to supply to the Income Tax Divi-
sion the name, address and any pertinent tax information which
comes to their attention concerning certain categories of bettors.

Gaming Operators.
Section 4 relating to gaming operators points out that they

have three principal vulnerable attributes. They love money, they
hate jail and they hate publicity. If the gaming business were not
profitable, they would not be in it. The courts already have the
power to hurt them financially by substantial fines. It is hoped that
the sections of this report devoted to setting forth the financial
extent of the gaming industry will encourage the judges to a realiza-
tion that the “under dog” in front of him will collect much more in
an hour than the fine levied at him under the current prices. They
complain about fines and ask for time to pay them, not because
they can’t afford them but, because, like the businessmen they are,
overhead is something they like to keep down and fines are, to them,
nothing but a business expense.

Also in connection with affecting the gaming operator and other
racketeers, stronger tax laws and enforcement of them would do a
great deal to help. There is no justifiable reason in our principles of
government why the criminal should receive equal or greater con-er con

sideration in taxation than law abiding citizens. Even though tax
laws directed at them would present problems of enforcement; it
is no reason why they should not be enacted. The Commission
makes several recommendations for that purpose.

Jail sentences, if they became common, would do great harm to
their business. It is a common remark to hear about the prosecu-
tion of bookies that “Nobody ever gets the big fellow.” This is a
fiction. Several of the biggest in the Commonwealth have appeared
in court during the existence of this Commission and they received
fines, respectively, of $3OO and $lOO. Judges should be aware that
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a deliberate attempt is made by these fellows to appear like the
little fellow. One of these two appeared before the judge without a
lawyer and under a name different than his own. It is hoped that
the judges will be aware now, that the little fellow is a 50 per cent
partner as to horse and dog bets and about a 35 per cent partner
on numbers play and, in all gaming operations, is not an employee
but a percentage man. As stated in the section of the report de-
voted to sentencing, jail is rare in gaming offences. However, the
great fear of the Internal Revenue Department by the gaming
operators is not that they will be caught, since this depends upon

a local arrest in most cases, but upon the prospect of a jail sentence
in the Federal Court. Also, this would help law enforcement to
improve by encouragement. Bookies have told the Commission
that they fear jail most. If a mandatory jail sentence were the
prospect they faced, and the chances of being caught were improved,
it seems certain that the business of illegal gaming would be reduced
to mere illegal gaming. The Commission will renew its recommen-
dation for mandatory jail sentences and feels secure in saying that
all law enforcement agencies in the Commonwealth with the excep-
tion of one District Attorney join with it in this recommendation.

The third point of vulnerability of the gaming operator is publi-
city. The Commission makes no specific recommendation or sugges-
tion that any action be taken against gaming operators merely for
the purpose of publicizing that they are gaming operators. The
campaign of education previously referred to, to acquaint the public
with the full significance of a person being a gaming operator, plus
better enforcement of the laws by arrest and prosecution, will
result in both a more understanding public and publicity to the
gaming operator and the publicity will come, as it should, from the
presentation of evidence subject to cross-examination during prose-
cution.

Section 4 of the report deals briefly with the role of lawyers in
organized crime particularly as advisors of the racketeers. The
Commission makes no recommendation for legislation on this sub-
ject but suggests that it would be well for the respective bar asso-
ciations from time to time to look into the relationships between
some lawyers and the racketeers. Undoubtedly, bar associations

Lawyers.
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do not have finances sufficient to conduct major investigations of
this type. Furthermore, the extent to which such information
comes to the attention of the bar associations is not known to this
Commission. However, bar associations have powerful disciplinary
means and more active exercise of their power of inquiry would help.

Accountants.
Section 4 comments briefly on the role of the accountants in

organized crime. In connection with them, as with lawyers, the
enforcement agencies should give more attention to the possibility
of joining them with the racketeers in prosecution for conspiracy.

Article 16 of the Declaration of Rights in the Constitution of this
Commonwealth guarantees liberty of the press. Our Supreme
Judicial Court has stated that like other constitutional rights it is
subject to reasonable rules formulated to serve the public interest
and to prevent abuse in the exercise of the right so long as the right
itself is neither denied nor impaired; section 4 contains some sugges-
tions to the newspapers of the Commonwealth as to how some of them
contribute to the conditions which make up the state of society
which is organized crime. Each of the matters referred to can be
corrected by the action of the particular newspaper corporation
to which it relates, and it does not relate to all. Legislative action
directed against such conditions does not appear to be either neces-
sary or advisable, nor would it be as effective as action from within
the affected newspaper organizations. The matter of publication
by some newspapers of the Treasury balance figure and the so-
called Mutuels is a horse of a different color. The publication of
these figures is relied upon by the illegal gaming operators as the
official drawing in the lotteries involved. There does not seem to be
any legitimate news purpose served by these figures and, therefore,
the Commission has a recommendation to prohibit publication of
them. Other devices will be used by the racket men, but at least
this recommendation will eliminate the feeling among the people
that the newspapers deliberately contribute to conditions and will
eliminate the “official” appearance of the Treasury balance and
numbers lotteries.

Newspapers.
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The Commission makes no recommendation concerning the pub-
lication by newspapers of information concerning horse races out of
State during the off-season for two reasons: First, although the
Commission has not had time to confer with the local newspapers
on this matter, it has seen arguments elsewhere to the effect that
such information has legitimate news value. Secondly, such in-
formation is of no great value to the bookies so long as there are
other specialized publications available which are helpful. Gambling
information, more complete and immediate, is available to both the
bettors and the bookmakers in this Commonwealth almost as soon
as it is to the newspapers, and in many cases, sooner. In the present
state of availability of gambling information, as will be seen later
in this report, the information which appears in the newspapers
can hardly be called gambling information. The distinction is that
gambling information has a time element which is counted in
minutes, while the time element for the material in the newspapers
is counted in hours.

Telephone Company
There is no doubt that the telephone is the principal instrumen-

tality of the bookmaking office. One of the most important methods
of combatting the bookmaker is to deprive him of his telephones.
Since the bookmaker could not conduct business on the scale that
he does without the telephone, the Telephone Company should
not be careless about installing telephones for known bookmakers
or at locations with a previous history of bookmaking. Also, it
should be careful about the reinstallation of telephones for per-
sons or in locations which may be used for gambling purposes.
The Telephone Company in its tariffs has the right to remove service
when used for illegal purposes and has the right to inspect its equip-
ment in connection therewith. The Commission does not desire to
recommend that the Telephone Company be made an adjunct of
the law enforcement agencies so that it would be required to report
all possible situations to the police. However, the company is a
public utility operating under a public franchise and in the light of
the common use of its facilities by bookmakers, a closer liaison and
a more thorough exchange of information between the company and
the police should be adopted. The Commission makes a recom-
mendation directed toward this end.
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Section 4 contains general comments as to conditions existing
among police departments and policemen which adversely affect
law enforcement. The Commission does not advocate unification
of all police in the Commonwealth into one department. It has
seen nothing which compels it to recommend against the desire for
home rule. In fact, its position is that before any such major step
be taken it should be demonstrated that home rule cannot be effec-
tive. The only way to demonstrate this is to guarantee that home
rule does in fact exist, that the head of a local department is free
from political or other interference; has the facilities and education
to do his task and is subject to removal if, under such conditions,
he fails. In the municipalities which the Commission has examined
the local chief is so entirely subjected to local elected public officials
that an attempt to fix responsibility for the existence of conditions
in those communities results in “buck-passing” between the elected
public officials and the chief of police so that it would be difficult to
fix the whole blame upon anyone. The freedom of the local depart-
ment to do its job too often depends upon who holds the local
governmental offices at the time. The relationships between the
chief of police and the local government are variable in communities
and depend upon the provisions of town or city charters for policies
and practices as they change with the government.

The only way that this situation can be corrected is by a con-
tinuing study of the municipal laws of government and of the prac-
tices and policies of the local governments as they change with the
individuals. In short, the Commonwealth should strive to see that
local police chiefs are selected, not out of political considerations,
but because of their ability or potential to head law enforcement in
the community. After they are so selected, they should have
loyalty to only one superior, which is the Constitution and laws of
the Commonwealth, which they swear to uphold.

Police chiefs need a great deal of help which they do not get.
By chapter 238 of the Acts of 1947, the Attorney General was
authorized to call into conference various law enforcement officers,
including the chiefs of police of cities and towns, for the purpose of
discussing their duties with a view to uniform and adequate en-
forcement of the laws. It would seem that the chief law officer of

Police.
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the Commonwealth had such authority without a special act and
the same would appear to be true of district attorneys. This Com-
mission is aware that at least some district attorneys have done
this, but this law is inadequate. The task requires constant atten-
tion to this subject which no prosecutor has time to give. How-
ever, the Legislature by that statute approved the principle and
this Commission herewith submits a draft of legislation for a per-
manent organization existing in part for the purpose of accom-
plishing the objective.

Chapter 238 of the Acts of 1947 and those who have proposed
unification reflect the same purpose, and it is safe to say it is what
all who have considered the problem have in mind, namely: greater
effectiveness of law enforcement through standardization, co-
ordination and Uniformity.

Qualifications for appointment as police officers, training of re-
cruits, knowledge of laws and of law enforcement, and all police
procedures should be standardized and co-ordinated. Police chiefs
need assistance in presenting their budgetary problems to the local
governments. It is common for police chiefs to request in their
budgets, not what they need but what they think they can get.
The arguments of the local chief are not necessarily persuasive to
the Board of Aldermen or Selectmen. Help in presenting com-
parative figures from other jurisdictions, outside help in asserting
the need of the local department and any other such facts for
analyses would inform the local government fully of the needs of
law enforcement in a community and leave the responsibility for
inadequate facilities up to the local authorities.

Another grave need of the local departments, and one which is
not always recognized by some of those who need it, is legal advice
and counsel. As we have seen in the body of the report, quanti-
tatively police officers are the principal prosecutors of crime in the
Commonwealth, and since most crimes involved in organized crime
are dealt with as misdemeanors, they are the principal prosecutors
of organized crime. Training, day-to-day assistance by way of legal
advice and consultation would be a great help to them and to law
enforcement. This function is not completely filled, if filled at all,
by the prosecuting officers of the Commonwealth. The reason why
is not completely clear to the Commission, but local police do not
feel free to call upon the district attorneys for the legal advice they
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need almost every day in the week in connection with prosecutions
and other matters. For example: One police chief called to this
Commission with the following problem: He investigated an ap-
plication for a club charter. The application was made by persons
who had been driven from certain premises by the police chief for
gaming operations. These persons wanted to charter a club at the
same premises. He reported adversely and a new application was
filed with new names for the same location. None of the new ap-
plicants had criminal records, but the police chief was well aware
that this was a “dodge” to avoid the adverse report by him. He
was prepared to report his suspicions when a lawyer approached him
who was related to an employee in the office to which the chief’s
recommendation would go, who asked him of his intentions. When
the chief stated that he intended to report adversely because of his
suspicions, this lawyer told him that there was nothing wrong with
any person applying for the charter and he would be subject to a
libel suit. The chief asked the Commission if that were so and was
advised he not only had the right to report his suspicions, but the
obligation to aid the proper authorities in determining whether or
not the proposed corporation might probably become a cover
for illegal business or practices.

A further point for education and assistance of police is to help
them achieve a balance between the rights of individuals and the
rights of society in law enforcement. The Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation takes great pains in educating its agents in this impor-
tant function of their work. They achieve a fine balance which
results in a respect for the organization among the general pub-
lic which is a very important element in successful law enforce-
ment.

It goes without saying that law enforcement as to organized
crime is not being effectively done by the police agencies of the
Commonwealth today. The reasons why, which the Commission
has already reported, are undoubtedly not all the reasons. Even so,
those found are complex. The simple solution when one set of
machinery is not effective is to get another to do the job. Thus
there has been the frequent suggestion and discussion of a state-
wide racket squad, directing that the State Police take over and do
the job where the local authorities do not do it. This alternative
is rather a bad practice to adopt since it is not sound practice to
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create a new agency to do a task because the arm of government
responsible for doing the task is not doing it. It seems much more
logical to delegate to someone the task of seeing that those charged
with the job are given no excuse for not doing it and, therefore,
that they do do it. For this purpose the Commission has a recom-
mendation for an organization permanently devoted to this task.

Another weakness with respect to law enforcement in organized
crime is that it is surprising to find out how few police have any
understanding of the methods of operations, for example, of the
gaming rackets. It is amazing after the publicity of the Kefauver
hearings and all that has been written about the subject during the
last several years, to find how little acquainted the police are with
the implications for society of organized crime. Arrests are made
most frequently of the fellow caught on the street with betting
slips, which results in criticism previously referred to, that “nobody
gets the big fellow.” It is surprising to find that when bookmaking
offices are raided no effective analysis of the evidence found is made
for the purpose of determining the connections of that office with
other offices. It is common when an arrest takes place in one city
to find evidence which suggests possible locations in other cities.
No uniform attempt is made to see that all possibilities developed
in one raid are followed by other departments in other jurisdictions.
In fact, as to the gaming rackets, there are no persons more careful
or untrusting of other departments than the police themselves.
Trust in reporting suspected gaming locations by the departments
often depends not upon official exchange of information but on the
personal acquaintanceship and trust among individual officers.
This is not ideal law enforcement, but under the present circum-
stances it seems the best obtainable. Effective law enforcement
against the racketeer calls for a relentless policy of harassment and
prosecution by all departments through co-ordinated efforts and
exchanges of information which is one of the principal reasons why
law enforcement is not effective today.

If the matter of distrust among police is doubted, it may perhaps
be well illustrated by a suggestion made at a meeting of the Massa-
chusetts Police Chiefs’ Association after the establishment of the
Criminal Information Bureau. Apparently some of the chiefs
understood that any police officer in the Commonwealth might
request information of the Information Bureau. This, of course,
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was never the intention. However, with that misunderstanding,
one official at the meeting rose and moved that only chiefs be per-
mitted to make such requests, which was agreed to by those present
as a wise move. Of course, the law provides that the police depart-
ment, in the manner prescribed by the Bureau, may request in-
formation in which that department has an official interest.

Another police policy which is of great assistance to the racketeers
is that police act only on complaint. This results in isolated raids
and arrests which are never understood as a small part of a larger
problem. This accounts for the almost total lack of information
about organized crime, as distinguished from information about
certain individuals, which this Commission found. For example,
nowhere in the State is there an official count of the “gangland”
murders for any period. The Criminal Information Bureau will
improve this situation but the important function of constant
watching of organized crime and its principal actors should be taking
place all the time. Each department could do this by periodic
surveys. This does not mean that the police can constantly watch
all the individuals engaged in organized crime. The police are too
far outnumbered for this. However, the Commission has found that
there is no program for “keeping the finger on the pulse” of organ-
ized crime. This can be done by the existing organizations, if some
authority has the interest and power to see that it is done. The
permanent organization recommended by the Commission should
help in this respect.

Prosecutors.

Section 4 contains the Commission’s finding of some conditions
in the field of prosecution. This Commission notes the recom-
mendations of the 1933 Commission that the Attorney General
should be appointed and not elected; that there should be a man

in the role of prosecutor general, free of the need to campaign for
election, appointed by the governor with the advice and consent
of the Council, who should specialize in being the chief prosecutor
in the Commonwealth; and that district attorneys should be ap-

pointed and not elected. These recommendations were then made
for the purpose of eliminating from the top law offices the element
of elective politics. This Commission does not feel that these
recommendations would be accepted now any more than they were
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at that time. Therefore, it has an alternative recommendation for
a permanent organization to accomplish much that the other recom-
mendations would.

The functions ofprosecutors are of the executive branch of govern-
ment by nature, although through the years this basic fact seems to
have become obscured by legislation which impliedly admits the
need for a non-political representative of the Executive Depart-
ment to have supervision and some amount of direction over law
enforcement. For example, judges, not governors, have the right
to appoint district attorneys. Also, probation officers are part of
the courts whom they aid, but they perform executive functions,
that is, functions having to do with the execution of sentences.

The Judicial Council has several times recommended that the
government have a limited right of appeal or exceptions in criminal
cases. The matter was discussed fully in the 29th Report of the
Judicial Council of Massachusetts for 1953 (Public Document
No. 144). This is a right which is badly needed in this Common-
wealth. Reference was made earlier in this report to the attempt
of a District Attorney and a Grand Jury in the case of Grand Jurors
for Worcester County v. Commissioner of Corporations and Taxa-
tion, 329 Mass. 89, to secure a ruling as to whether or not a judge
of the Superior Court was right in ruling that tax return forms
arbitrarily prepared by the then Tax Commissioner were according
to law and therefore protected from disclosure. The identity of
the principal lottery operators in the Commonwealth were provable
from them. If the judge’s ruling had been the other way, the
affected party would have had the right to have the Supreme Judi-
cial Court determine whether or not the law was correctly inter-
preted. As it was, the Supreme Judicial Court decided the case
by ruling that the District Attorney had no standing before it to
seek reversal of the judge’s ruling. If the government in that case
had some method of appealing to the Supreme Judicial Court on a
pure question of law, and the court had ruled in his favor, the entire
lottery business in the Commonwealth might have received a blow
from which it might not yet have recovered.

Perhaps the major investigation by a prosecutor into the ques-
tion of police corruption in the Commonwealth ended by two suc-
cessive rulings of Superior Court judges to the effect that the Bos-
ton Police Commissioner was not chargeable with the breakdown
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of law enforcement in the city of Boston since he was not a member
of the department. If the ruling had been the other way, the
Police Commissioner would have had the right of appeal to the Su-
preme Judicial Court to test the validity of the judge’s ruling. As
it was, the Attorney General of the Commonwealth had no right
to take the question to the Supreme Judicial Court so he nol pressed
indictments against all the officers inferior to the Police Commis-
sioner, because he felt that the inferiors were acting under the di-
rection of the Commissioner. If the government had a right of ap-
peal in those two cases, the ruling may well have been the same as
it was. However, in each case they were pure rulings of law with-
out precedent and the government had to accept the rulings and
still does not know whether or not the two rulings are the law of
the Commonwealth.

For this reason, this Commission recommends later herein that
the government shall have limited rights of appeal in criminal cases.

Courts.

The Commission has no recommendations for legislative action
with respect to the courts or the judicial system. Section 4of
the report contains a number of suggestions which can all be em-
bodied in the suggestion that the various law enforcement func-
tions of the judicial system should be kept under constant study
from the law enforcement point of view. Furthermore, it sug-
gests that sentencing be kept under constant study and that sen-
tencing policies and practices in connection with convictions for
gaming and other organized crime t ypes of offences should be made
more severe, both for the purpose of removing profit from such ac-
tivity and also as a deterrent. The Commission has a draft of a
recommendation with respect to sentencing and gaming violations.

Government Personnel.

The Commission has no recommendation for legislative action
with respect to that portion of the problem relating to connections
between persons in government and the racketeers. This is a sub-
ject which would be greatly helped by following the recommendation
of the Commission for an organization constantly studying law en-
forcement and its problems. Such an organization could bring such
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situations to the attention of the head of the interested department
for whatever investigation and action was deemed necessary by the
department. This is not one of the major aspects of the problem.

Politics.
The matter of removing politics from law enforcement and law

enforcement from politics is one which would have to be accom-
plished gradually if it were ever completely accomplished. In
the interest of minimizing the effect of politics in law enforcement,
the Commission has a recommendation which it considers to be its
prime recommendation for a bi-partisan organization to have as its
task constant study of law enforcement for the purpose of being
helpful to it and to law enforcement officers.

Politics on the state, county and municipal levels is an impor-
tant “condition” adversely affecting law enforcement.

Licensing and Permits.
Since a license or permit is a privilege granted by the State and

carries with it special rights not given to citizens generally, it also
carries with it commensurate obligations. Also, since the licenses
and permits constitute a limited monopoly, they are a subject of
special interest to the racketeers’ tastes. Since the various licens-
ing boards are so widely scattered and in many instances are sub-
jected to the pressures of politics, the Commission feels that the
policies and practices in connection with licenses should be more
standardized and firm than they are. For that reason, the Com-
mission has a recommendation that all licenses used in connection
with illegal gaming and other organized crimes be revoked, not sus-
pended after a second offence within one year.

The Commission also recommends that whenever a license or
permit is suspended for illegal activity, a notice prominently and
publicly displayed on the premises shall be posted explaining the
reason for the suspension for the period of the suspension.

Other Recommendations.

There are many subjects which have come to the attention of
the Commission which require further investigation and study
before specific recommendations for legislation should be made to
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correct the conditions found. A constant study of any subject
always results in a more specific knowledge and understanding
which is the basis for specific recommendations. In the time
available to this Commission it has had to devote itself to the study
of general problems. Following are specific ones which should be
studied by an organization which replaces this Commission.

1. It has been suggested that a statute be passed abrogating the
common law rule requiring two witnesses for proof of perjury com-
monly called the quantitative rule. There is some opposition to
abandoning the rule completely. Further study and conferences
with prosecutors should produce a satisfactory recommendation for
legislative action.

2. It has been suggested that prosecutors, in advance of trial,
have a remedy in the nature of a Petition for Declaratory Judgment
with respect to questions of law. This is a complex legal problem
which should be subjected to further study and conferences with the
prosecutors of the Commonwealth.

3. It has been suggested that the chief executive authority of
police departments under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Com-
mission should be given the right to appeal to the courts when the
Civil Service Commission overrules his disciplinary action of an
officer. The advisability of such a recommendation should depend
upon a study of the extent to which Civil Service rulings adversely
affect law enforcement.

4. It has been suggested that the use of Welfare Department
records in connection with criminal prosecutions be permitted.
This subject should be given further study to balance the interests
of the welfare agencies with those of law enforcement.

5. It has been suggested that district attorneys be given power in
some cases to afford immunity from prosecution. The circum-
stances in which such power should be exercised and its limitations
should be subjected to further study.

6. The matter of eliminating from the field of criminal law certain
minor offences such as some motor vehicle violations, violations of
some town by-laws and city ordinances should be given further and
constant study. This would decrease the burdens of the courts and
law enforcement officers and also might contribute to greater respect
for the law.
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7. The subject of the use of corporations in illegal enterprises
should be given more attention in law enforcement than it has re-
ceived, since the corporate laws are commonly used by racketeers to
obtain limited liability and other benefits in their illegal business.

8. Law enforcement should give more attention to the inter-
relationships between the racketeer and legitimate businesses and
this matter should be under constant study for the purpose of de-
termining any legislative action which should be directed at the com-
bination of legal and illegal business.





Some Specific Investigations.

The following contains some of the specific investigations made by the Commis-

sion upon which the general conclusions and findings hereinbefore stated are in
part based.

PART 11.
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The Wire Service.

Some General Comments on Gambling Information.
Although he is not aware of it and would be little interested if

he were, the gaming operator works daily within that field of
mathematics known as “The Theory of Mathematical Probabili-
ties.” Some of his products of the number lottery type, such as
the treasury balance and the newspaper pool, are based on mathe-
matical certainties; that is, only so many numbers are sold, the
price and the prize are standard, and the probability that any one
number will come out depends upon how many numbers are sold.
In this type of operation, information is of little value except to
publicize the drawing. Player interest depends upon salesman-
ship. In the numbers game, although the numbers are specified
by the operator, more than one player can play the same number
and he can play it in a variety of ways; also the price per chance is
variable and the prize varies not in proportion to but in relation to
the price. Information is of more value in the numbers game than
in the type of lotteries previously referred to, mostly for the pur-
pose of stirring the interest of the player. Since the selection of a
number here is pure guesswork, the type of information available
is a variety of numerological hunches, such as dream books, etc.
We have seen that the gaming operator, since he cannot control
the mathematics, resorts to a number of devices to affect them in
his favor.

Where the product of the gaming operator is based upon mathe-
matical probabilities, but is also affected by conditions over which
he has no control, then information becomes important to him.
An example of this is the so-called “football pool,” where the player
must select 10 out of 25 winners. To make the game difficult the
point spread is added, which is the prediction of an expert as to the
score by which each team will win or lose. That is why the book-

SOME SPECIFIC INVESTIGATIONS.

PART 11.
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maker buys the card all printed with the selections of an expert
handicapper who compiles his predictions from information avail-
able to him as to the respective teams.

Where the wager is on the outcome of a single contest, the mathe-
matical odds are even, and information is vital to the bookmaker
concerning the conditions which make the chance of one or the
other team greater of winning, such as the weather or condition of
the star player, etc. To engage in this phase of the business the
bookmaker must get his own information and serve as his own
handicapper. That is why there are not many such bookmakers.
The field of sports betting is a growing one, and the devices for get-
ting sports information are developing. As the bookmakers im-
prove on their information, they will increase their advantage over
the players. They will then appear to take greater risks which will
mislead the player into believing that he has a greater chance when,
in fact, the bookmaker is more able to cope with his bet than he was
previously. This will further stimulate interest in sports betting.
The dangers inherent in the matter of collecting reliable sports in-
formation exist in the fact that persons connected with the athletic
event are those most able to supply it.

Pari-mutuel racing is a gaming product which combines mathe-
matics and conditional factors which affect the outcome of the con-
test. If 12 horses are running, only 1 can win, so mathematically
the bettor’s chance is 1 in 12. However, the other horses, the
jockeys, the weights, track conditions, etc., are conditions which
affect the chance of one horse winning, so that information as to
those conditions is absolutely necessary for the conduct of the busi-
ness, whether on or off the track. To correctly understand the busi-
ness of the bookmaker, he must be looked at as though he were
behind a pari-mutuel window at a licensed track or at licensed tracks
in all parts of the country at one time. In fact, he is an interstate
parasite on lotteries, licensed and regulated by the state govern-
ments, which he operates under his own regulations. In a com-
munity where the local track is open, player interest is stirred by the
various media of advertising that the track is open. Early in the
day, well in advance of the first race, a variety of information in-
tended to further stir his interest appears in the local newspapers
and in so-called scratch and form sheets. This contains informa-
tion as to the horses racing, the identity of jockeys, etc. When the
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local player goes out to the track, he has the advantage of last-
minute information as to changes, but most important of all, he
can see on the tote board what the changing prices are on the
various horses. Thus, armed with last minute information on the
conditions affecting the race, he feels equipped to make a selec-
tion and knows immediately of his success or failure, so that he can
plan his next wager. The bookmaker who can supply such up to
the minute information to supplement the scratch sheet material
distributed early in the day will stimulate player interest and his
business will be improved accordingly.

In addition to stimulating player interest, the bookmaker needs
this up to the minute information particularly as to results, to
protect himself from those who practice the art of past-posting.
This is the trick of betting with a bookie on the result of a race,
which is already known to the bettor, because his information is
more prompt than the bookmaker’s. The Commission has testi-
mony of bookmaker past-posting bookmaker, which is not strange,
since who but those among the bookmaking fraternity would know
within seconds the result of a race 1,000 miles away? Tracks never
have the race start before post time, which is announced at the end
of the previous race. This suggests that if it were consistent with
orderly business at the tracks, the omission to announce the next
post time until, let us say, five minutes before, might give the
bookmakers a great deal of trouble.

One important piece of information which the bookmaker seeks
is the identity of the so-called “order,” or “hot” horses. This he
never passes on to the player. The Commission had conflicting
testimony as to exactly what the nature of this information is.
All sources agree that a hot horse is one who, in a series of races,
has not been allowed to try to win, so that his performance record
is not good. On a certain day when conditions are right, he will be
allowed to run and is expected to win. The price will be long on
him so the bookmakers are warned against him. Such horses are
controlled by gambling stables. A gambling stable is one owned
under cover by members of the gaming fraternity. They do that
favor for the members of the brotherhood around the country so
that they will be similarly treated. The fact that there are such
horses makes a fruitful field for the tout or tipster who purports to
peddle inside information.
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The Commission also has advice which is disputed but still
seems entirely reasonable. This is that information as to order

horses is given in the first instance, when they are entered in a race
with no purpose of winning, and so long as they are not to win
no further information is necessary. On the day that they are to
win, the information goes out and the order horse becomes a hot
horse. The Commission does not adopt this definition of the ordc
horse since it cannot thoroughly evaluate the credibility. of i
sources, but it includes it here for information as a reasonab
possibility.

In its heyday the complete wire service furnished in the mornin
ration as to the horses and jockeys
it day. Then it gave information
ded in the track programs. Then
obable betting odds as calculated
e wire service organization. This

11 in advance of foi

the probable winners if car
her information as to
handicappers employed it

was known as the “morning line
tion was distributed as to the he
dav: s races. This information is

Later in the morning, informs
be entered in the followir

re same as is used by the regukion i

pres

ime the exclusive odds and results
here were two separate run-downs

In the afternoon before rac

service of wire service began. T
or tabulations of the shifting par
race, which were called the 10-
there was a final run-down give
approaching the starting gate.

i-mutuel odds on each horse in the
minute and 5-minute lines. Then
m as to prices as the horses were
This was called the 1-minute line.

While the race was being run, a running description was transmitted.
At the end of the race, the unofficial order of finish was transmitted
immediately, and, when the prices were posted on the board, the
official order of finish and the pay-off were sent out together with
the post time for the next race. The organization which supplied
such complete information to the bookmakers was called the wire
service, and referred until 1952 to the Continental Press Service.

k Brief History of the Wire Service.

The origin of the idea of making it a business to sell prompt in-
formation of use in gambling on horse races is obscure, but there is
no doubt that it became big business with the advent of pari-mutuel
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racing in the late 20’s and early 30’s. It is supposed to have origi-
nated with a man in Chicago who operated horserooms and de-
veloped the practice of getting prompt information to help his own
business. He formed an association with Moses L. Annenberg,
who had been circulation manager for several large metropolitan
newspapers and who had become a publisher of racing information
sheets called racing forms, scratch sheets and the Morning Tele-
graph under the parent corporation of Triangle Publications Inc.

To handle the wire service business, a corporation called Nation-
wide News Service Inc. was formed in Delaware with its headquar-
ters in Chicago. The operators of this company were James M.
Ragen, Sr., of Chicago and Edwrard J. Mcßride of Cleveland, who
allegedly were representing the interests of the two originators of
the ware service business. Thomas Kelly, Sr., of Chicago was gen-
eral manager. All of these men were newspaper circulation men
from the midwest area, and they recruited from among their
acquaintances men to operate regional offices of the company. At
that time Nationwide had a complete monopoly of the entire busi-
ness from the collection of the information at the various tracks
to the dissemination of it directly to the bookmakers at the local
level.

In August, 1939, Moses L. Annenberg was indicted for income
tax evasion by a federal grand jury in Chicago for failure to report
income obtained largely from the racing information service. At
the time the federal grand jury wr as also considering indictments
against the operators of Nationwide for violation of the federal
monopoly and anti-lottery statutes. In September of 1939, Annen-
berg unexpectedly announced his abandonment of the entire Na-
tionwide business amounting to several millions of dollars annually.
With hardly a pause in the service, a new organization named Con-
tinental Press Service was formed, and, wdth the same personnel
and customers, continued the same business with some changes.
At the time of the Annenberg abandonment, the company gave up
its long-distance lines and moved the information around the
country by long-distance telephone. To avoid the accusation of
complicity in lottery operations, separate local companies were
formed, and Continental, unlike Nationwide, distributed to the
local distributors only and not to the bookmakers. From 1939 to
1942 Continental was operated as a partnership through various
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members of the Mcßride and Ragen families. Mcßride, Ragen and
Thomas Kelly, Sr., of Chicago, were indicted for their activities in
Nationwide under the federal anti-lottery statute, but during that
period the indictment was quashed on the grounds that their
activities did not violate the federal anti-lottery statute.

The wire service has always operated clandestinely like any
business which has a legal front but illegal undertones. One of the
dodges it used was that each of its regional distributors was re-
quired to put out a scratch sheet which, of course, is of interest
primarily to the bettor. Each of its bookmaking customers was a
subscriber to the scratch sheet which was supposed to entitle it to
additional information by telephone or wire. In some areas the
scratch sheet developed a lucrative business on its own. They used
strong-arm methods and sought protection. During the years
1934 to 1936 they paid national politicians the sum of $600,000. In
spite of attempts of racketeers to muscle in on the business, Con-
tinental continued comparatively undisturbed until 1943.

In 1943, about the middle of World War 11, Western Union
and Postal Telegraph Company made application with the Federal
Communications Commission for a merger of the two companies.
During the hearings on the application for the merger, evidence
was supplied by the two companies concerning facilities supplied
to Continental Press Service. This caused the F. C. C. in Septem-
ber, 1943, to issue its order No. 117 calling for an investigation of
the extent to which communications facilities were being used to
disseminate racing information to the detriment of the war effort.
An ex parte investigation was conducted by the F. C. C. in several
cities, not including Boston, for several months. The investigation
showed that Continental leased eleven high speed ticker circuits
from Western Union constituting a network of 9,436 circuit miles,
and that over 100,000 telephones were used in both the transmission
and receipt of such information. During the F. C. C. investiga-
tion in 1943 James M. Ragen, Sr. and Edward J. Mcßride entered
into a formal written partnership agreement to furnish sports in-
formation under the name of Continental Press Service with the
principal office in Cleveland, Ohio. Other than that, the F. C. C.
investigation seems to have not disturbed Continental.

In 1946 serious trouble began for Continental. For many years
the Capone gang in Chicago had been trying to move in and take
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over the wire service. When Hagen would not sell, or, in the alterna-
tive, make a gift of a 40 per cent interest, the Capone gang began
to “compete” with Continental. In California, the local distributor
for Continental was Russell Brophy, a son-in-law ofRagen. Mickey
Cohen and Joe Sica, two hoodlum racketeers, walked into Brophy’s
office and gave him a pistol whipping. Back in Chicago the Capone
gang organized the competitive Trans-American Publishing and
News Service, Inc., to compete with Continental on a national
scale, and the R & H Publishing Co. as its local Chicago distributor,
to compete with Continental’s Mid-West News Service. The new
company grew during 1945 because of its ability to have the local
racketeers get telephones, while Mid-West had a shortage of
phones; also it was tapping Continental’s lines. Trans-American
expanded its activities mostly west of Chicago, and, in some cases,
just moved into the Continental local office and took over. By
1946 the trouble was coming to a showdown, and Ragen, Sr., make
known to the Capone gang that he had prepared three affidavits
which would be given to the police in the event of his death to
identify the killers. On May 2, 1946, James Ragen, Sr., went to the
office of the district attorney in Chicago and gave a voluntary state-
ment supplementing the affidavits. Those whom he named as the
probable killers were Tony Accardo, Jack Guzik and Murray
Humphreys, the top echelon of the Capone syndicate in Chicago.
Shortly after that Ragen, Sr., was shot to death. Approximately
one year later the entire interest in Continental was “sold” to the
son ofEdward Mcßride, a young man in his early 20’s, who told the
Kefauver Commission that he had nothing to do with and knew
nothing about the business. Continental Press was operated by
young Mcßride’s uncle, Thomas Kelly, Sr., of Chicago, who testified
before the Kefauver Commission that he sells news service to
Illinois Sports News, Inc., but does not know what that company
does with it thereafter. He owns it now. Upon the alleged transfer
of Continental to young Mcßride, the trouble between Continental
and the Capone gang seems to have been resolved, and Trans-
American went out of business and its customers again became
customers of Continental. Continental hired back employees who
left it to help operate the competitive company of the Capone gang.

In 1949 as a result of the joint activity of the California Crime
Commission, which began its operations in 1947, and the California
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Department of Public Utilities, Western Union denied service to
the Continental drop in California. This brought the matter into
the federal courts and once again to public attention. At about
that time the Attorney General for the United States, at the re-
quest of the American Municipal Association, held a Law Enforce-
ment Conference in Washington. The conference was well attended
by municipal and state officials from around the country, but no
officials from Massachusetts attended except from the United States
Attorney’s office. The conference resulted from the request by this
association of municipal authorities for the purpose of seeking the
aid of the federal government in combating the rising tide of or-
ganized crime. Many of the local officials who expressed themselves
were of the belief that there were two national gambling syndicates
which made it impossible for the local law enforcement authoriti
to cope with gambling. They thought that Continental was a
nation-wide gambling syndicate, and the other was the slot machine
syndicate. Two results of this conference were ultimately the
enactment of the federal anti-slot machine law and a proposal for
the federal prohibition of inter-state transmission of gambling in-
formation. The latter recommendation resulted in a proposed bill
S. No. 3358, concerning which hearings were held during April and
May, 1950, before a subcommittee of the Senate Committee on In-

1 Foreign Commerce. The transcript of these hearings
the MacFarland report

At about the time of the MacFarlandhearings, the Kefauver Com-
mission was established and went still further into the operations of
the Continental. The disclosures therein plus local action in many
places to enjoin Western Union from supplying Continental with
wire facilities, along with the federal anti-wagering tax law in 1951,
finally brought to an end the operations of Continental Press Serv

rlv in 1952. From that time on, the wire service
local scrambles to take over the bushu

in a particular region. Since no one but those who had been in or
connected with the business knew how it operated, it was natural

V should become its successors

A Brief History of “Continental” in Massachusetts
Nationwide came into Massachusetts at some time prior to the

legalization of pari-mutuel betting here. However, it undoubtedly
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made its important growth beginning in 1935, the first year in which
legalized racing was held here. It operated here under fictitious
names, behind closed doors, gave false addresses, and generally
conducted itself, as it did elsewhere in the country, after the fashion
of an organization with something to hide.

In February, 1935, after pari-mutuel betting became legal in
Massachusetts, but before any races were held, the State Police
conducted a raid on a horseroom at 92 Broadway, Boston, oper-
ating under the name of the Sportsmen’s Club. There they found
all the equipment necessary to conduct a horsebooking operation,
including an electric ticker tape machine, plus all the fixtures for
dice and card games. There was no one at the club, but there were
three telephones. One of these was a direct wire from General News
Service, Room 908, Metropolitan Building, over which were com-
ing results from New Orleans and California tracks. Investiga-
tion on that same day at General News Service disclosed that Philip
Elwell of the Bradford Hotel and Max Brooks of 7 Wertman Road,
Roxbury, were receiving results over a teletypewriter and rebroad-
casting to receiving stations such as the Sportsmen’s Club. A brief
examination showed between 300 and 400 subscribers in all parts
of Eastern Massachusetts, Northern Rhode Island and Southern
New Hampshire. Elwell stated that his other employees were
John McLean, William Coughlin and Henry Maltzman, the first
two being road salesmen of the service, and the last being an an-
nouncer in the office. Elwell explained that his business was selling
race track results to any one making application for them. On the
follow-up visit to Elwell, the State Police were advised that all
records were in the hands of his attorney.

In 1937 the Boston Police entered the premises at Room 705,
260 Tremont Street, where they found Edmond Yale, 1301 Com-
monwealth Avenue, and Harry Maltzman, 144 Geneva Avenue,
Dorchester, disseminating race results. By this time, Nationwide’s
local outlet called itself Bay State News Company, and had
offices on the 13th floor in addition to the room in which the above
two men were found. The office had a switchboard with 17 lines,
two sets of head phones, a radio receiver, a telegraph set, and a
ticker tape machine. The latter was observed showing the results
of races from all over the country. A complaint was denied in the
Boston Municipal Court on the ground that there was nothing il-
legal in their activities.
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In January, 1941, after Annenberg left the business, the Nation-
wide Corporation was also abandoned and the Continental Press
Service was established as a partnership. This was a device dreamed
up by the lawyers of Ragen and Mcßride to make Continental
only a “wholesaler” so that it would not be doing business directly
with the bookmakers. Philip R. Elwell began doing business in
Boston under the name of Daily Sports Digest, and had his office
at 84 State Street.

During the 1943 F. C. C. investigation, information supplied by
the Western Union to the government showed Continental’s Boston
branch to be Daily Sports Digest, 84 State Street, Boston, covering
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, part of New York,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The Massachusetts drops indi-
cated in the records were

Brockton John Spaeda, 33 Old Colony Square.
(Discontinued, 6/30/43.)

Boston Continental Press, 84 State Street.
(Changed to Tape Winder on October 6, 1943.)

Fitchburg George Cassell, 424 Broadway.
Holyoke J. Adams, 139 Main Street.

(Started, 6/29/43.)
Lynn R. Johnson, 468 A Union Street.

(Discontinued, 6/7/43.)
Lynn R. Johnson, 478 A Union Street.

(Started, 7/19/43.)
Norwood John Murray, 96 Cedar Street.

(Discontinued, 6/14/43.)
Norwood John Murray, 1144 Washington Street.

(Started 6/14/43.)

West Brookfield . . . Albert Brown, Ye Old Tavern.
(Started, 9/28/43; Relocated, 10/13/43.)

There were other drops elsewhere in New England which are not
included here. A drop usually signifies a bookmaking operation,
but may also signify a more localized distributor to the bookmakers.
It was customary, in spite of Continental’s objections, that book-
makers who bought the service would resell it for lesser amounts
by telephone to other local bookmakers, thus making money on the
service they were paying for; also, in view of the way Continental
and its customers did business, names are not as informative as
addresses. The changing of locations shown in the above list could
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have resulted from the F. C. C. inquiry or from the activity of At-
torney General Bushnell around that time. The Bushnell investi-
gation may explain the lack of drops in the greater Boston area.

In 1948 the Daily Sports Digest was raided by the State Police
under the direction of the then Attorney General’s office. Ap-
parently it had operated unmolested there since 1941. The Com-
mission has not been able to locate any information or reports in
connection with that raid other than the fact of it.

The Commission has no indication that the trouble which de-
veloped in Chicago between the Capone gang and Continental had
any special effect on the wire service in Massachusetts. However,
there were attempts by local hoodlums to take the business away
from Elwell by going to Chicago to deal with Thomas Kelly, Sr.,
General Manager of Continental, but these attempts were un-
successful.

As a result of the raid at 84 State Street, Continental, or the
Daily Sports Digest, lost its telephone service. It petitioned the
Department of Public Utilities to order the Telephone Company to
reinstall service, and was denied. Being unable to get telephones
on its own, Elwell made an arrangement with one Frank Ferrara
to take over the telephones of a political campaign headquarters
which had been used during the campaign in 1948. During 1949,
1950 and 1951, because of the National Law Enforcement Con-
ference, the hearings on the federal wire service bill and the Ke-
fauver Investigation, Continental was very much in the national
limelight, and its operations became even more furtive. During
this period it operated in part with telephones supplied to it by
Ferrara for the dissemination of its information locally; also for a
part of this period, it operated at the Mid-Town Journal, a weekly
publication in Boston. During the hearings on the federal wire
service bill, Elwell supplied the following list of his subscribers on
Western Union ticker in Massachusetts. There are others in New
England which are here omitted. This list was published in the
newspapers in 1950.

Chicopee
Holyoke
Lynn .

Chicopee Novelty Co., 187 Center Street
.1. Adams, 139 Main Street,
Essex News, 113 Monroe Street.
May Street Sporting Club, 32 May Street
Union Associates, 11 Bartlett Street.

North Andover
Worcester
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Chelsea . . . . H. Baker, 165 Spruce Street.
Lawrence . , , J. Carroll, 270 Lowell Street.
Revere . J. Martin, 182 Hichborn Street.
West Springfield . . Springfield A. C., 220 Newbridge Street.
Chelsea F. Burns, 49 Heard Street.
Haverhill . . . H. White, 29 Curtis Street.
Lawrence J. Henry, 15 Embankment Road.
Northampton . E. Sande, 121 Main Street,
Uxbridge . . . J. Wheeler.
Revere .... Surf Side News Co., 50 Hichborn Street.

Elwell stated he supplied the information, that he had a Boston
office for his daily scratch sheet subscribers, about 18 in number,
but had no names or addresses on the accounts. These would prob-
ably be near-by bookmakers supplied by phone.

As of April 24, 1950, two drops in Western Massachusetts were
receiving service from the Empire State News Service in Troy,
New York, which was also a Continental branch. They were:

C. E. Thompson, 80 Bradford Street.
Arthur Judson, 25 State Street.

Pittsfield
North Adams

Further information at that time shows that over the four years
prior to 1950, the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company
discontinued or denied these facilities to Western Union in connec-
tion with the following;

Springfield . . . Jack Douglas Confectionery Store, 1193 Dwight Street.
(Intra-city circuit taken away because of illegal use.)

Boston .... 89 Faywood Avenue.
Boston . . , .93 Faywood Avenue.
Boston .... Kenmore Theater, 777 Beacon Street.
Boston .... Hotel Berkeley, 26 Chandler Street.

(Denied twice.)
Revere , . . P. M. Andrews, 140 Shirley Avenue.
Revere .... Beach News Co., 703 Beach Street.
Lawrence .... 58 Amesbury Street.
Lawrence .... James Rae, 6 Amesbury Street.
Methuen ....

Ayers Village Road.

The information supplied also indicates that numerous requests
by Western Union for local loops were withdrawn after inquiry by
the Telephone Company as to the use, and also on Jan. 2, 1947,
private line service was refused by the Telephone Company to
Sports Casting Inc., 983 Main Street, Hartford, Connecticut, with
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a location also in Boston. This company apparently did go into
business later, but perhaps without its Boston connection. Frank
Ferrara, about whom more will be said later, was associated with
Edward Owen, of Avon, Connecticut, as late as 1951.

Philip R. Elwell purported to do business under the name of
Daily Sports Digest and other names in the New England area
on his own, but in fact he was an employee of Continental Press,
although for record purposes he purported to do business on his
own. He took his advice and guidance from Chicago, and, if he
needed strong-arm service, it came from there. One of the business
annoyances which Continental Press or its local branches were
always encountering was the local drop; that is, the bookmaker,
who in order to overcome the expense of the wire service, became
a subdistributor to the other local bookmakers. This took business
away from Continental, which it did not like, and in such cases
men from Chicago would drop around to remind the ambitious
bookmaker that he might lose his service altogether if he did not
stop taking business away from Continental.

The following table shows the income from the wire service to
the Daily Sports Digest, and indicates that the major portion of
the income was returned by Elwell to Continental in the form of
cost of services.

To properly evaluate the gross sales of the wire service those
figures should be doubled and perhaps tripled, because of the book-
makers who resold the information. There is a great deal of money
in the business. It is a cash first-name-only type of business, which
makes it easy to cover up its real value.

There were always two phases to the business of the wire service.
The all-year-round task which made the money was that of dissemi-
nating information and results to the local drops and bookmakers.
This it did by Western Union ticker or telephone and was the easier
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aspect of the business. The other aspect was the collection of the
information from the tracks, which always gave both Nationwide
and Continental and its local distributors more difficulty. It was
up to the regional office to collect the information at the local track
for transmission around the country. During the F. C. C. investi-
gation in 1943 it was discovered that only 11 tracks in the country
permitted Continental to have a direct wire from the press box to
its local office. Three of these eleven tracks were Suffolk Downs,
Narragansett and Rockingham. For this privilege Continental
paid the tracks as much as $250 per day. At the other tracks
where Continental was not permitted to have a direct line, it re-
sorted to a variety of clandestine activities, such as “bootlegging”
information from inside the track to a point outside by a radio or
“wig-wag” or some other device. However, where the physical
structure of the track permitted it, the common method of obtain-
ing such information was by the device called “the peek.” This
means that Continental operatives, from a position outside the
track, could observe the totalizator board by telescope or other
means, and thus give out the results properly.

During the heyday of the wire service, one phase of it was to pro-
vide a running description of the race called in the trade, “script.”
This was never essential to the bookmaker, but it transported some
of the atmosphere of the track to the horseroom or betting estab-
lishment and stimulated the interest of the player. This was another
phase of the business which was never very honest, because the
simple way for the script man to handle his job and make it more
effective was to give an exciting description, whether right or wrong,
and as long as he had the right horses winning at the end of the
race, it made no difference what took place before that. It seems,
although not certain, that from the time of the F. C. C. investiga-
tion in 1943, Continental was denied by the telegraph companies
the right to have telegraph lines at all tracks, so that from that
time on Continental got all of its information by the “bootleg”
method.

In June, 1950, in about the middle of all the hearings in Wash-
ington concerning the wire service, the State Police and officers
from Division 7 of the Boston Police went to the second floor
premises at 89 Fay wood Avenue in East Boston to conduct a search.
There on a rear enclosed porch overlooking the track from the hill-
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side, they found Elwell and three other men engaged in clandestinely
obtaining results and prices from the “tote board” by means of a
telescope about four feet long and transmitting the information by a
telegraph ticker, which was installed in a box on the porch. They
stated that they began using the porch for this purpose about seven
years before, which would go back to the time of the F. C. C. in-
vestigation, and were paying $5O per week to the occupant of the
premises for the right to use the porch. After some evasion, they
stated that the line went directly to New York, which is quite un-
likely. It is interesting to note in the information set forth above,
supplied to the Senate subcommittee in their hearings on 53358,
purporting to be information as of April, 1950, two months previous
to the above incident, both 89 and 93 Faywood Avenue were re-
ported as places where service had been denied to Western Union.

Undoubtedly as a result of all these disclosures, the Massachusetts
State Racing Commission reintroduced a proposed bill (House, No.
130 of 1951) intended to amend section 5 of chapter 128 A of the
General Laws. In substance the bill provided that no one should
transmit, either from inside or from any point within one mile out-
side of a race track, certain information until thirty minutes after
each race. There were other provisions providing exceptions for
legitimate news services and relating to other matters. A public
hearing on this bill was held before the Legal Affairs Committee on
January 17, 1951, but the bill was not passed.

The bill also would prohibit transmitting information into Massa-
chusetts tracks relating to come-back money. This is simply money
“laid-off” at the track in behalf of the bookmakers by agents who
stay near a telephone or wire near the track for advice as to the bets
to make. The main purpose of come-back money is to lower the
prices on a horse because he is too much of a “long-shot” as the
bookmakers hold too much bet on him. In earlier days these agents
are supposed to have had credit at the tracks. Later they used
cash deposited with armored trucking companies. Since the Kefau-
ver hearings they are more furtive. It goes on still and may use the
facilities of the wire service operators. In 1950 one of these agents
for a big bookmaking organization in East St. Louis, Missouri,
drew $83,000 for come-back money bets at Suffolk Downs from an
armored truck company here.

In August of 1951 Frank Ferrara was getting to be an operative
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for Continental. He was connected with the operation in Hart-
ford, was dickering with Continental for a franchise in Atlantic
City, and was considering the bi-lingual difficulties of supplying
wire service in Montreal, Canada, from Hartford. These were the
days when Continental was on thin ice. Finally it gave up on
December 1, 1951. On December 5, 1951, Philip Elwell got back
a $l,OOO deposit, and the check went to Frederick Shibley, publisher
of the Mid-Town Journal. Elwell soon returned to Chicago, where
he died in 1953.

The Wire Service in Massachusetts Since “Continental.’
Phe foregoing brief history of Continental shows that the wire

service business in its methods and by its very nature was always
clandestine, untruthful business fearful of both the authorities and
the hoodlums it serviced. It was just as much a part of the rackets
as any racketeer, and more vital than any combination of them.

At the beginning of 1952 there was no Continental and no wire
service. Bookmaking was at its lowest ebb, with very gloomy

prospects because of that and the federal wagering tax law of Octc
ber, 1951. This came about through federal help, not by law en-
forcement, as was requested by the American Municipal Association
and others in 1949, but by the impact of Congressional hearings on
“public opinion.” It remained only for the local authorities to
carrv on.

This section of the report is intended to show not only that there
is again a “wire service” business in Massachusetts, but to demon
trate that when our home-grown racketeers assumed control, the

wire service business developed from a clandestine, untruthful
fearful business into a “legitimate” profession challenging tl
authorities to act, and rather proud of itself.

The Year of 1952. The difficulty in taking over the wire service
business after the demise of Continental was not so much disseminat
ing results locally, but in getting information without having avail
able the system of expensive “peeks” which Continental had main
tained at the various tracks around the country. Bootleggers
sprang up in the vicinity of all the major tracks, and in one sly way
or another managed to get the essential information such as odds
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results and pay- offs from the tote boards. Without the ability to
get either telegraph equipment or direct long line telephone service,
the bootlegger resorted to the use of long distance calls, beginning
at a point outside the track where information was first received.
Ordinarily this information was telephoned to a point a few miles
further from the track, and from there by long distance telephone
dispatched on its way around the country. However, there was no
organization, and consequently “service” was not good.

This gave a new impetus to the old scheme of past-post betting.
Any one might be the first one to a telephone with the results of a
race and phone a friend, who would seconds later place a bet with
an unsuspecting bookie on the horse which had already won the race.
This might evoke sympathy for
the fact that they were past-po;
business suggest that the bookies
papers and could tell by the cloc

the bookie class if it were not for
sting each other; also those in the
knew the post time from the news-
k when a race anywhere was over.

Hence, they say, only the greedy ones could be victims of pas
posting.

Another effect of slow information was the use by the bookies of
the telephone results service of the The Armstrong Daily, Inc.,
which publishes the Armstrong Scratch Sheet. This scratch sheet
is distributed daily in Massachusetts at a cost of twenty-five cent?
It contains the morning scratches, a program of the day’s races at
ail tracks, and other racing information. On the sheet is a code
word which entitles any one who buys a sheet or otherwise learns
the word to call the office in Boston and get the results and prices of
any race anywhere. The scratch sheet presumably sells for the
information and the code word. Actually it sells because it is the
“work-sheet” for off-track horse betting among bookies in this
Commonwealth. Bettors refer to horses’ names, but bookies refer
to them as “Armstrong No. 1,” etc. Its results service, its code
word, its use in the gaming business, its “News Capsule” all survive
under “freedom of the press.”

Actually its results service is not rapid or exclusive enough for
the bookmaker. It mainly services the anxious bettor. However,
early in 1952 and for some time after that, some bookies had no
service. This resulted in making important the element of finger
dexterity to the bookie. Armstrong gets the results about ten
minutes after a race. The bookie has only about a half hour between
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races, with a lot to do. About a minute before Armstrong would
get the results all the bookies would start dialing the Armstrong
number frantically and continually until the connection was made.
This was hectic, since the bookies wanted “the ticket,” i.e., the three
winners and the prices for all tracks, and thus tied up the lines. It
was inevitable that the bookies would do something about these
conditions. Before long they did.

Harry Maltzman of 144 Geneva Road, Dorchester, was for many
years a principal employee of Continental here. He was perhaps
the only one here at the time with sufficient experience to conduct
the business properly, or at least the logical one to do it. Late in
January, 1952, he filed in the city clerk’s office a certificate to do
business under the name of Hub Sports News, and in three days
changed it to Hub News Company, 162 Washington Street, Dor-
chester. He was joined in this business by Philip Garber, 18 Cum-
mings Road, Brighton, who was a former customer of Continental
with a record for gaming. They had four phones in the basement
of an apartment house, and apparently started doing business in
earnest with the opening of the track at Lincoln Downs in 1952.
The four phones were, as usual, under the names of fictitious com-
panies. One of the phones was usable by being pulled through a
hole cut in the wall of an adjoining room. In May of 1952, police
and telephone officials inspected these premises where they learned
that information as to the races at Suffolk Downs was being re-
ceived at this location by report from a “peek” outside the track.
These telephones were removed in May, 1952.

Shortly after being closed down at that location, Maltzman and
Garber went to an upstairs location near Dock Square, at 43-44
North Market Street, Boston. There they took over, and got fur-
ther installations of telephones under the name of Tallow Co. In
August, 1952, three of the four phones listed to that company were
removed, and nine days later they got telephones installed under
the name of Webster Commission Co. in the same room. These
two companies apparently were in existence at one time, but there
is no doubt that the address given was the location of the wire
service.

That the wire service people were still in a state of nervousness
about their activities is demonstrated by the fact that as the tele-
phone officials approached the premises at North Market Street to
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make an inspection, Maltzman and Garber departed in such a
hurry that the latter did not take time to don his trousers.

On March 12, 1952, again at about the time of the opening of the
New England racing season, Philip Rakov, a circulation truck
driver for a Boston newspaper, had an extra telephone installed in
his apartment at 19 Dumas Street, Dorchester, and after complet-
ing his newspaper duties, devoted his afternoons to the race results
business.

The Year of 1953. Maltzman and Garber could not service all
the booking offices rapidly enough, and undoubtedly by being first,
got the best of Continental’s customers. Those who could not get
the service still called “Armstrong,” and others developed contact
with telephone operators at Armstrong, who would hold the line so
that they would get the results first. The Armstrong Company has
orders against this practice. This made the situation worse for the
others, because the bookie with the “service” gets the business.
Others made contact with minor employees in at least one Boston
daily newspaper and perhaps more, who would supply the informa-
tion pilfered from the regular news services to the bookie by way of
a pay phone near by the teletype room. The biggest bookmaker
in New Bedford received information from a minor employee of a
Boston newspaper who called him collect 141 times during the
winter of 1953-1954.

In the early part of 1953 the principal wire service operators in
Massachusetts were Maltzman and Garber, with their joint opera-
tion under the name of Webster Commission Company, at North
Market Street, Boston, and Philip Rakov, the newspaper circula-
tion driver, who operated from his home in Dorchester. The Com-
mission believes that these three were operating together, and that
Rakov served as the source of information to be disseminated by
the others. These men operated by selling the information to their
customers who in turn redistributed the information by telephone.
There were many booking operations who were getting an un-
satisfactory and irregular information service by the various boot-
leg methods described above. There was demand among many for
better service.

Late in February, 1953, just in advance of the opening of the
New England racing season, Arthur Marcus, 85 Westbourne Ter-
race, Brookline, had an extra telephone installed in his home under
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the name of Financial News Company without bothering to record
any such company in the town clerk’s office. On March 9, 1953,
seven telephones were installed in the name of Hancock Supply
Corp., 1356 Hancock Street, Quincy, a "cleaning supplies” com-
pany. A few days later the Brookline Police raided the home of
Marcus in Brookline on suspicion of gaming, but found no gaming
implements.

On April 10, 1953, less than a month after the above visit to the
home of Marcus by the Brookline police, the Hancock Supply Corp.,
at the above address, was incorporated with Allan Stack, 6 Castle-
gate Road, Boston, as president, and A 1 Lacey, 89 Aspinwall
Avenue, Brookline, as treasurer. A 1 Lacey is a long-time trainer

of boxers and is currently active as a trainer. Thus, in time for the
1953 New England racing season, a new wire sendee group started
operating in competition with the Maltzman group. Marcus wa
the principal in this new group, with offices in Brookline and
Quincy. Their "plant” was similar to the Maltzman operation in
that they used two telephones in a home and several at a busine
establishment, except that the new group had more telephon
The Commission does not know where this group received its ir
formation, but does know that it was attempting, through deviou;
methods, to get information pilfered from newspaper source

In May of 1953, through the efforts of a Cambridge police officer
bookmaking operation was raided in Revere, and, with 6 others

Angelo "Mange” Rossetti, 209 London Street, East Boston
i is a minor hoodlum in the gaming rackets with

crime record. He had some experience in
the business of supplying racing information, since he had beent

mployed as the fellow with the binoculars who took the informationem

from the tote board, at least at the dog track
Uso, during 1953, Frank Farrara, with alias Ferrara, of Boston,

Bernard Feintuck, with alias Barney Freedman, of New York and
11 of Boston, were makingplansBrookline, and John “Honky” (

for the wire service business here while they served out their respec
tive terms in the federal penitentiary at Atlanta, Georgia.

Farrara was serving time there in connection with attempts to
negotiate counterfeit bonds, purportedly of the Belgian government.
He is well known in Massachusetts in political circles and has an
extensive crime record. The final report of the Pardon and Parole
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Commission which resulted in the impeachment of Governor’s
Councilor Daniel Coakley, in connection with the pardon of Ray-
mond Patriarca, a major figure in the Rhode Island rackets, had
this to say about Farrara

an ex-inmate of Sing Sing Prison inThis adopted citizen of Massachusetts
New York, fared exceedingly well in his criminal career under Governors Ely and
Curley.

Ferrara was sentenced February 8, 1932, to serve two sentences of three to five
years from and after, making a total of six to ten years for forgery and uttering
forged instruments.

He served six months and nine day
Governor Ely and the Council.

f his sentence when he was pardoned by

employed by the State, in the Department
imissioner, and drawing a salary reported

We next hear of Mr. Ferrara as being
of Agriculture, as assistant to the Coir
as 14,200per annum, and at the same ti
employee in connection with the Suffoll

e apparently drew a salary as a P. W. A.
Countv Courthous

had served sentences in Ohio and atIn 1938 Ferrara, with one John L. I
Charlestown for robbery of Mrs. Solomon Goldfine of Newton, where Mr. Goldfine
and sick son and two maids were forced into a closet at pistol point and jewelry
valued at 13,000 was taken. (House, No. 100 of 1940, page 235.)

Farrara had connections with Continental beginning in 1948
when he made available to Continental the telephones used at a
political campaign headquarters in Boston at a time when Cc
nental was unable to get telephones; also, as we have seen, when
Continental was in somewhat of a fugitive state in 1951, Farrar?
was promoting wire service from Hartford to Montreal and Atlantic
Citv, New Jersey

k or Freedman is a former Brooklyn hoodlum with an
tensive crime record and a long acquaintanceship with Fk

Freedman was serving his time in Atlanta in connection with sm
gling jewels for which he was arrested at the East Boston Airport
in 19f

“Honkv” Call is also a well-known Boston hijacker andwn Bostor

truckman,” who has a family trucking corporation in Boston under
the name of Harbor Refrigerated Truck Service, Inc., 283 Northerrvice. Inc., 203 .Northern

Avenue. The clerk of this trucking corporation is one Thoma
DiSilva, 11 Francis Street, Watertown. Both Freedman and Call
were released from Atlanta in advance of Farrara and returned to
Boston early in 1953. They associated together, and with DiSilva
and perhaps others, began to lay the groundwork for their great
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plan for the wire service business which would have to wait for its
fulfillment for the release of Farrara, the contact man. Late in
1953 Freedman and “Munge” Rossetti began disseminating results
from the premises of the Columbian Club of East Boston, Inc. 231
London Street, East Boston, and from the home of Rossetti nearby.

The Columbian Club was incorporated in 1947 for charitable
purposes, and the public records reflect its last annual meeting
in October, 1953, at which time Rossetti appeared as a director
for the first time, although his brother and other friends had ap-
peared as officers prior to that. Rossetti was at this time anticipat-
ing action by the federal authorities for his failure to buy a tax
stamp in connection with the gaming operation in Revere which
caused his arrest in May, 1953.

The Year of 195J. —By the beginning of the year of 1954 the
“wire-service” groups here had increased to three. Maltzman and
Garber were still the “Webster Commission Co.” at North Market
Street, and Rakov was at his home in Dorchester. The Marcus
group were still the Hancock Supply Company in Quincy and at
Marcus’ home in Brookline. Freedman and Rosetti were still in
East Boston at the Columbian Club. These three groups were
competitive in the local dissemination of results, but the success of
this depended upon the ability to get the information especially as
to out of state tracks. About this time local “bootleg” sources of
such information either dried up, or outside “bootleg” sources im-
proved. Information became available from the “Ruvin Realty
Agency, Registered,” 1591 College in Montreal, Canada, from

Atlantic Television Corporation,” 179 Union Boulevard, Totowa
Paterson, New Jersey, and from “Delaware Wired Music Com
pany,” 601 Tatnall Street, Wilmington, Delaware. These various
sources had information as to different tracks, and it appears that
somehow the information from these outside sources became avail-
able to the three local groups for dissemination locally. Our three
local groups were competitive and not friendly, if not hostile at that
time. They might have exchanged or resold it to each other here,
but it appears that the Freedman operation at the Columbian Club
served as the conduit for information from the southern to the
northern sources and back again, so the Maltzman and Marcus
groups could have gotten complete information from Delaware or
Paterson, New Jersey, which those organizations got as to some
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tracks by way of Boston. The circumstances that lend credence
to this are that Freedman established the contact through contacts
of Farrara with Delaware for Boston.

On August 18, 1954, Philip Rakov was visited by officers of the
vice squad of the Boston Police Department at his home at 19
Dumas Street, Dorchester, where he was engaged at the time in
giving out racing information over two non-published phones, but
he refused to state in whose behalf he was engaged in giving out the
racing information. One of the telephones was removed.

On August 15, 1954, Frank Farrara was released from Atlanta.
On August 18, 1954, Dineco Equipment Corporation of Somerville
was organized, with the following incorporators, officers and di-
rectors :

Thomas DiSilva, 11 Francis Street, Watertown
Thomas Sacco, 37 Prescott Street and 69 Playstead Road, Medford
John F. Lane, 218 Summer Street, Somerville.

Farrara immediately became employed by this company as “a
political contact man.” The Company was, and is, in the business
of supplying heavy equipment to contractors. This is the same
DiSilva who is the clerk of the corporation operating “Honky”
Call’s trucking business, and is an officer or director in nine other
corporations engaged in trucking, storage, construction, truck sales,
and barrel sales. Certificates of Condition filed in the Department
of Corporations for 1954 and 1955, for seven of the ten corpora-
tions, show an aggregate of total assets in the amount of $869,797.42.
No figures could be found as to three of the corporations. Some of
the names on these corporation papers are interesting. On one of
the smaller ones, Harbor Transport Inc., 32% Fish Pier, incorpo-
rated in 1951, an incorporator was the wife of “Honky” Call.

After Farrara returned to Boston from Atlanta, the grand scheme
for the wire service, which was hatched at Atlanta, began to make
progress rapidly. Farrara had conferences in Chicago and Troy,
New York, with the old Continental gang and sold them on the idea.
He made preparatory contacts around Boston after he received
education from the Continental gang as to the requirements of the
business in mind. One of the local contacts was a young man named
James Ross, with some reputation for skill in the handling of tele-
phone and electrical equipment.
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Early in the fall of 1954 Farrara, Freedman and Ross met and
conferred with five of the Continental gang from Chicago and Troy,
New York, including Tom Kelly, the former general manager for
Continental, Roscoe Thomas, a top wire man for Continental, and
John Maloney of Troy, New York, operator of the Empire State
News Company as a branch of Continental to the time of its
demise. One such meeting took place in the Red Coach Grill on
Stanhope Street in Boston, and was primarily for the purpose of
discussing the method for setting up multiple distribution outlets
so that information received could be transmitted locally over a
number of different telephone lines simultaneously. In order for
the wire service people to be able to perform this multiple broad-
cast over several different telephone lines, they must tamper with
the telephone company equipment; also discussed at this meeting
was the problem of getting information out of the various tracks
around the country more completely and with less expense than
the Continental system of “peeks.” The installation, maintenance,
protection and personnel costs of a “peek” run about $2,000 a
week.

Briefly, the scheme consisted of making Boston the biggest wire
service center in the country. An initial investment of about
$60,000 was to be made, one half by the Chicago crowd and one half
by Boston people. Information was to be gotten from the tracks
by methods more scientific than the “peeks.” A network of drops
in various States was to be established under the cover of local
trucking companies. In this way it was planned that the complete
wire service information could be obtained and flashed around the
country over the wires used by certain “gypsy” truckers. The
local men were in more of a hurry and more optomistic than the
Continental crowd, and in addition the local crowd had begun to
spend its money, without return, for rentals, telephone installations
and other expenses connected with such a scheme.

On October 7, 1954, six telephone lines were installed in the
backroom of a garage of Harbor Transport, Inc., at 165 Old Colony
Avenue, South Boston, under the name of Terminal Truckioaders
Co., Bernard Freedman, Temple Street, Somerville, sole owner.
The company and the home address of Freedman were fictitious.
Credit was established with the Telephone Company with Contract-
Haulage Inc., 393 D Street, South Boston, Thomas DiSilva, man-

;er, as a reference. DiSilva was the treasurer of the corporation
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On October 8, 1954, James Ross and an associate of his named
Gordon Bell of Beverly, Massachusetts, rented store premises at
90 Ferry Street, Everett, and three days later telephones EV 9-1770
and 1771 were installed in the name of Television Service Engineers
Co. Two years before this, these men had been prosecuted for
fraud in connection with a television service business conducted by
them. On October 27, 1954, the Everett police went to the premises
at 90 Ferry Street, to investigate on suspicion of gaming, and found
in the cellar a quantity of telephone company property, including
a switchboard, 500 feet of inside wiring cable, and some telephone
sets. There was nothing to indicate that the premises were occupied
by a television service company. In fact, the only merchandise
were some dolls and toys in the front window which the occupants
stated they had on consignment from an unidentified source to sell
for Christmas. Further investigation showed that on about October
17 this telephone company property was stolen from the vacant
second floor at 206 Spruce Street, Chelsea. On the first floor at
this Chelsea address were telephones listed to three or four com-
panies, in the same premises, two of which Thomas DiSilva was
connected with as an officer. One of these was the Somerville
Container Sales Corporation, Inc., and the other was American
Armature and Generator Corp. Ross and Bell were charged with
larcenv and receiving stolen goods and were found guilty of the

ter and received suspended sentences of one year
On October 25, 1954, Barney Freedman applied for 12 telep

for Mindurphone & Letter Service, Room 533, in the 1
Building at 665 Atlantic Avenue. He applied under the name of
John Eliot and all the other data supplied by him were fictitic
With him at the time was Thomas DiSilva. Nine lines werew

stalled on November 5, 1954
After the meeting in Boston with the Chicago group, Ross under

took to provide a specially buil 1 chboard v

lines at once. This was completedpermit a person to speak over 18 lines at once. T
nd brought to the television service store at 90 Ferry Strec

Everett, on November 15, 1954 and on the following day from
165 Old Colonv Avenuethere to the Harbor Transport G

On December 1, 1954, Freedman 1 Room 252 in the building
at 665 Atlantic Avenue in the name of Harbor Motor Transports
tion, and on the same day a telephone was installed in that room
in the name of Frank Farrara
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Two weeks later, on December 14, the total of telephone lines
installed for the Mindurphone operation in Room 533 was brought
to 12. On the following day “Bernard Freed” had a phone in-
stalled in Room 252 in the name of Atlantic Carriers, which was
supposedly doing business at the Harbor Transport Garage.

On December 17 the operations of this group came to the atten-
tion of this Commission; also on this day Ross and Bell moved out
of their “television store” at 90 Ferry Street, Everett. On Decem-
ber 20, 12 more lines, to a total of 18, were added in the name of
Terminal Truckloaders at the Harbor Transport garage. At about
this time trial runs were made using the specialty built switchboard,
to show the kind of information they could produce. This was
designed to take a call in on one line, and without interception
have it transmitted over the 18 lines. There were three categories
of customers, designated as A, B and C. The A customers were
to start at the introductory price of $lOO per week; B customers
at $5O per week; and C customers at $35 per week. These differ-
ences in price related to how complete the customers wanted the
information to be with respect to the 10-minute, 5-minute, and
1-minute lines, and the running account of the race. This Commis-
sion was to go out of existence in January, 1955, and the operators
decided that they would not get into full operation until after the
Commission went out of existence. The Commission’s history is
that it did not go out of existence at that point, but received $5,000
to continue its task.

Thus, by the end of 1954 the wire service had become ambitious,
and the new group were out to eliminate the competition. During
the preparatory stages Farrara conferred with the Maltzman group,
and perhaps the others, for the purpose of seeing if they could not
come to some understanding and join together for a monopoly.
The merger did not occur.

The elaborate preparations and expenditures which were taking
place were intended to eliminate the competition with better service
in lieu of force. The Farrara group now had at least 32 telephone
lines over which to operate. At this time all were still operating
by pretext and under cover and were concerned about the authori-
ties.

The Year of 1955. —-On January 4, Freedman, again under the
name of John Eliot, applied for 12 more telephone lines for a new
installation under the name of Morton Phone & Letter Service,
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185 Devonshire Street, Boston. Later a request was made for the
installation to be made in a different room, at 212 Essex Street,
which is the same building as 665 Atlantic Avenue. This order was
finally cancelled in February before it was filled after the trouble
started.

On January 19, police of Station 6 in Boston raided the Harbor
Transport Garage under authority of a search warrant, and they
found Freedman engaged in receiving information and a man named
Max Brooks announcing it over the multiple telephone system.
Max Brooks is a former Continental employee whose principal func-
tion in the wire service was of giving out information, including
a running account of the race. The Farrara group had hired him
a few days before this raid. Brooks and Freedman were charged
with violations of the gaming laws and found guilty in the district
court at South Boston. Appeals were taken and the cases were
ultimately quashed on Motion in the Superior Court. The tele-
phones were removed immediately because the equipment was
tampered with.

On February 10 officers of Division 2 raided Room 533 of the
Essex Building at 665 Atlantic Avenue, the “Mindurphone ” head-
quarters, and Brooks and Freedman were again found giving out
race results. They had a letter from Farrara’s lawyer expressing
the opinion that their conduct was legal, and therefore they were
not arrested. The telephones in this room were also removed on
that day at the request of the police because the equipment here
had been tampered with so that a person could talk over 12 lines
at once, and there was also other unauthorized equipment being
used. On the same day police w Tent to Room 252 in the same build-
ing. On the door was the lettering “Atlantic Carriers” and “All-
news Publishing Co.” There they found Farrara Brooks and Freed-
man, but only two telephones. This was the “business” offic

About this time Police Commissioner Thomas F. Sullivan brought
to the attention of this Commission the activities of this grouj
together with the information that the convictions of Freedma
and Brooks had been upset in the Superior Court on Motion.

Sometime during this period this group, on a pretext and with
the aid of a disloyal minor employee of a Boston newspaper, tapped
a teletype or ticker in the basement. They were not going to be
without information. Furthermore, they had established contact
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with some one in Western Union and had tried to get about twenty-
five Western Union wire installations in various places inside and
outside of the Commonwealth. In fact, it appears that some of these
installations had already been made.

This was a critical time for the Farrara group with the New
England racing season approaching, and if competition were to
be eliminated the test would be whether they could supply instan-
taneous and complete information from the New England and
other tracks. For this purpose, and about this time, Farrara and
Ross wr ent to several New England tracks and at least one New
York track to make “surveys” for executing their plan to eliminate
the system of “peeks.” Their idea was to use hidden sound devices
inside the tracks which would make possible complete information,
including the running description of the race, so that they would
be as well off as Continental was when they had Western Union
facilities in the press box at the tracks. Since Lincoln Downs in
Rhode Island was due to open on March 5, Farrara made several
trips to Rhode Island to look over the possibilities. He and Ross
made two visits inside the track, using as a pretext an alleged in-
terest in building a similar race track, and they were courteously
shown all around the premises by track personnel. It was finally
decided that they would have to use a “peek” after all. The most
workable location was a barn on the property of one Anthony
Cimini whose land was contiguous to the track. For the purpose
of persuading Cimini to permit him to make the installation, Farrara
made contact with the Rhode Island racketmen who, in turn, were
able to persuade Cimini to go along with the operation. Cimini
was visited during February of 1955 by several local men whom he
was was unable, or unwilling, to identify. The arrangements were
made for this installation through Raymond Patriarca or his men.

To observe the tote board at Lincoln Downs from the bam, it
was necessary to cut a hole in the wall of the bam near the roof.
This was done after all arrangements were made. James Ross and
Angelo “Munge” Rossetti went to Cimini’s property on March 4,
1955, and installed a telephone in the bam with an extension to
Cimini’s house, which was accomplished by burying a wire under-
ground for about three quarters of a mile. The two telephones
used were operated with an old-fashioned crank box and 12 storage
batteries. Inside Cimini’s home they connected the telephone to
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a radio amplifier. A person in the barn could observe with binoc-
ulars, and telephone information immediately to the house, where
it was amplified through a radio and went out over tire regular
telephone of Cimini.

The installation was used beginning on the following day with
one Anthony DeLeo of 47 Leydon Street, East Boston, posted as
the observer in the barn, and Ralph A. DiGiovanni, 57 Brook
Street, East Boston, stationed in the house. Both of these men
were introduced to Freedman by Angelo Rossetti.

The information was going from Cimini’s directly to the Colum-
bian Club in East Boston where Bernard Freedman and Angelo
“Mungo” Rossetti were together again, since their telephone dif-
ficulties were unsolved, and were forwarding it on its way to the
bookmakers and around the country. They would call Cimini’s
house phone shortly before race time and receive last-minute odds
and other such last minute information. They would then hold
the line, and when the race started, DiGiovanni would throw a
switch which would allow the voice of DeLeo to go through the
radio amplifier, and by turning up the volume in the radio the
voice of DeLeo could be amplified so as to be heard giving the
running description over the telephone in the Columbian Club in
East Boston. This operation at Lincoln Downs continued until
April 1, 1955, when it was raided by the Rhode Island State Police.

Three days before Lincoln Downs opened, two telephones were
installed in the name of Home Maintenance Co., Room 24, 265
Washington Street North, City Square, Charlestown. Behind the
usual fictitious names, Ross and his associate Bell were engaging in
disseminating race results here, and the telephone bill shows
512 extra messages for the first nine days of their operations. They
were either buying the information from, or disseminating it for,
the Farrara group.

With the opening of Lincoln Downs, the Farrara group were
badly in need of telephones. With that in mind, on February 4,
1955, Articles of Organization for the incorporation of Allnews
Publications, Inc., were filed. The officers of the corporation were

Max Brooks, 15 Strathmore Road, Brookline, President and Treasurer
Julius H. Soble, 89 Pleasant Street, Brookline, Clerl

and the above, together with Jack C. Katz, 10 Carol Avenue,
Brighton, Massachusetts, were to be the directors.
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The Articles indicated that the place of business was not yet
determined and its purposes were general purposes, having to do
with the conduct of a news service. This company apparently
made no formal application to the Telephone Company for service,
but on February 8 and February 15, 1955, counsel for the cor-
poration conferred with counsel for the telephone company and was
informed that service was refused as it was contrary to the policy
of the Company to install service for the dissemination of racing
news since it might be used for unlawful purposes. Because of this
refusal, on February 16, 1955, this Company appealed to the
Department of Public Utilities to overrule the Telephone Com-
pany.

The hearing before the Public Utilities was held on March 15,
1955. The Telephone Company and the Boston Police Commis-
sioner opposed granting the service. The position taken by the
petitioner was that Brooks was the sole stockholder, and that this
new corporation had no connection with Allnews Publishing Co.,
one of the aliases used in the Farrara operation at the Essex Build-
ing. Brooks told the Commission that he was picked to head the
corporation because he had no criminal record; also, by the time of
the hearing, the new corporation had established its address at the
Essex Building.

At the hearing the petitioner took the position of comparing
itself with the Armstrong Co., which publishes the Armstrong
Scratch Sheet. For this purpose, it brought out at the hearing
that it was then publishing a daily scratch sheet entitled “Sports-
day” and a weekly called “Sportsday Weekly.” This, of course,
was the long-time Continental device of getting into the protection
of freedom of the press. The fact is that among the negotiations
with the Continental crowd of Chicago, Farrara arranged from the
beginning that several copies of this same scratch sheet be shipped
from Chicago by plane daily. Two sheets bearing the same names
were being published by the Illinois Sports News Co. in Chicago,
George L. Kelly the son of the former general manager of Con-
tinental publisher, at the time of the raid at the Harbor Trans-
port garage in January. This Illinois Sports News Co. sells identical
scratch sheets to various people around the country interested in
the wire service business. The name of the publisher is different
in each locale, depending upon the name of the local distributor.
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It is very interesting to note that the publisher of this scratch sheet
for this area was Charles Bauer, and “Mack” Brooks was editor
and circulation director. Charles Bauer is a member of the New
York boxing crowd, who was defying Julius Helfand in the recent
New York probe of boxing. Throughout this investigation it was
strongly indicated that at least some of the money being put into
the venture was raised by Freedman, a former Brooklyn man.
Thus, it is an interesting sidelight to note that the New York
fight crowd had some interest in this new wire service venture, and
the Boston fight crowd had some interest in the wire service op-
eration of Marcus through A 1 Lacey, the trainer.

The testimony at the hearing was that there would be no charge
for information except the daily charge of 30 cents for the news-
paper. This was consistent with the petitioner’s position of being
competitive with the Armstrong Scratch Sheet. However, only a
mere handful of these sheets were being brought into Boston. After
the hearing counsel for the petitioner in a memorandum argued,
among other things, that the purposes of the corporation were all
perfectly lawful; that the officers and directors are reputable and
with unimpeachable characters; that two of the officers and direc-
tors are professional men, one a lawyer and the other a certified
public accountant; that the law presumes regularity and legality;
and that such men are not likely, nor should be presumed, to en-
gage in unlawful activity in the absence of any rebutting evidence
to the contrary. This was about in the middle of the operations
of the “peek” at Lincoln Downs, from which Freedman and Ros-
setti were getting the bootleg information and transmitting it to
their local drops as well as around the country. The Commission
received advice from Chicago that the bookmakers in Chicago were
receiving results from Lincoln Downs almost instantaneously at
this time. Counsel for the petitioner pressed his position to the
Department of Public Utilities on the ground that he was a lawyer
of long standing, a former member of the General Court, and a
former Assistant District Attorney, and that he had lent his name
to this corporation.

This proceeding marks the beginning of a decided change in the
attitude of the wire service people about themselves, the law and
the authorities.

On April 1, 1955, Rhode Island State Police raided and put an
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end to the “peek” at Lincoln Downs, thus cutting off that supply.
On the following day officers of Division 15 of the Boston Police
Department entered the “Home Maintenance Co.” in City Square,
and there found Gordon Bell giving out race results. He stated
that he was using information received from Armstrong and was
getting $4O per week from his customers. This visit was not con-
nected with the raid at Lincoln Downs, but was a visit to a sus-
pected booking operation. On April 7 the Police Commissioner re-
quested removal of these phones; also, the police visited the loca-
tion on April 7. These phones were not disconnected until May
17, 1955, at which time they were disconnected for non-payment
of the bill.

Suffolk Downs opened on April 19, and in anticipation of that
a similar survey inside the grounds was made by Farrara and
Ross for the purpose of installing facilities for getting information
out of the track. Here, again, they had free access to the strategic
spots at the track, including the Administration Building where
they inspected the telephone cable box. They considered the
possibility of a device called the Vocatron. This is a very small
communications unit which can be used to transmit over an elec-
trie company line so long as there is not a transformer between the
sender and the receiver. They could not use this because they
could not find a convenient electrical outlet into which they could
plug the Vocatron. Another system considered was to tap a line
in the basement of the Administration Building at Suffolk Downs
leading to a pay-phone upstairs. The tap would consist of device
and a “latching-type tumbler switch.” Next, the bell in the phone
booth would be silenced, and since pay-phones at the track are
locked during race time no one would interfere with the working of
this system. From this tap a wire would be run to a microphone
installed in the loud speaker at the track, or in some other location,
where the entire operation would be completely automatic. Thus
a person away from the track, at the appropriate time, would dial
the pay-phone number and the impulse would activate the latching-
type tumbler switch. Each time the phone rang it would move the
switch one notch, and on the third ring the switch would release
the tumblers and the line would be open direct to the microphone.
This required that the person call, for example, three times, listen
for the correct number of rings, and hang up instantly; until the
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third call which would have the line open. This elaborate precau-
tion was to prevent an accidental connection by a stranger. In
other words, it was a code. The Commission does not know whether
such a system is feasible, but reports it as one being considered,
not only for Suffolk Downs, but for other tracks if it were successful
there. However, the system wai

Actually Suffolk Downs was beii
anticipation of racing at Belmont

lot installed in Suffolk Downs.
g looked into as experimental in
Park in New York.

On April 14, 1955, Boston Police from the Vice Squad and Divi-
sion 1 went to the “Webster Commission Co.” on North Market
Street. There Maltzman and Garber were disseminating racing
results. No gaming implements were found, but, since they were
doing business under the name of Hub News Service and admittedly
had not changed the address in the city clerk’s office for fear of
threats and extortioners, the police charged them with failing to
do so. Later, they ivere tried in the Boston Municipal Court
where they were found not guilty of this charge, with critical com-
ment by the judge that the police had gone in under a warrant for
gaming implements and having found nothing, brought them in on
the present complaint.

On April 15, 1955, four days before Suffolk Downs opened, a
telephone was installed in the name of National Maintenance Co.,
1578 North Shore Road, Revere, Gordon Bell, owner. This in-
stallation was made after the request by Commissioner Sullivan to
remove the telephones at City Square. At the same time, an appli-
cation for four other phones, called foreign lines, was made so that
telephones connected with this establishment could be set up in
Malden, Cambridge, Lynn and a central Boston exchange.

On April 19, 1955, the racing season at Suffolk Downs began.
On this same day two armed men walked in on the Maltzman-
Garber establishment, told them to be quiet, cut the telephone
lines, took their four telephone instruments with them when they
left, and told them to “get out of the racing service, or else.”
Maltzman did not call the police; he called the chief inspector for
the Telephone Company, who reported the loss of the telephones
to the police on the following day. The four telephones were re-
installed that day. On the 20th of April, the day following, the
Telephone Company inspectors and the Revere police visited the
new installation at North Shore Road in Revere. There partitions
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were being built in preparation for business. On the following day
the Telephone Company cancelled the request for the further
telephones at this location, but the one telephone remained there.

On the next day, April 22, detectives from Division 7 went to
the P. H. P. News Service, 2 Lexington Street, East Boston, to in-
vestigate the reason why numerous telephones were being installed
there. Patrick H. Pignato, 80 Princeton Street East Boston, w
interviewed and stated that he was doing business there under that
name, which was registered in the city clerk’s office. He stated that
he was associated with the East Boston Times and the Neighbor
hood Publishing Co. in whose building he had a room. He stated
also that he was employed in the State Income Tax Division. He
stated that his intention was to engage in the business of collecting

political news at the State House and sell it to local newspaper
He stated that, because of his interest in politics and his intention
to seek office in the future, he had access to sources of information
at the State House. He had made application for six telephones,
but that only three had been installed and he had gone to higher
authority to obtain the other three.

In June, 1955, the P. H. P. News Service was incorporated by
Patrick H. Pignato. He had filed a certificate to do business under
the name of P. H. P. News Service in 1948, and was also an in-
corporator of the Columbian Club in 1947. In February, 1955, one
week after “Munge” Rossetti was sentenced to two years in federal
court for his booking activities in Revei'e in 1953, when the Farrara
group were making elaborate preparations, Pignato filed again
under the same name as he had filed in 1948, and about that time
applied for the six phones about which he had gone to “higher
authority.” By this time the Lincoln Downs and Suffolk Downs
wires had been discovered; also, around this time Freedman seems
to have left town. About one month after incorporation ofP. H. P.
News Service, Inc., Pignato “sold” the business to Rossetti, tele
phones and all. Rossetti became an “employee” of the corporation
and his wife and stepson became the officers. This was a front on a
front, for Farrara was the principal figure.

Still in June, 1955, Telephone Company investigators went to the
office of the “Hancock Supply Company.” At 3:05 p.m., on a
business day, all doors were locked and they were admitted by a
woman employee after telephoning and demanding admittance.
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They found empty rooms except for one in which were six telephone
lines which had been tampered with so that a person could talk over
all six at one time. Investigators received a call from Arthur Mar-
cus inquiring as to what they were doing there. Marcus called from
his home in Brookline while they were there and denied any tamper-
ing with the lines and threatened to take the matter to the courts.
The telephones were disconnected immediately because of this
tampering. This operation was undisturbed since March of 1953.

On the same day, Telephone Company investigators went to the
apartment dwelling, 85 Westboume Terrace in Brookline, where
Arthur Marcus lived. Marcus, who knew they were coming, was
there and warned the Telephone Company investigators with the
statement that there were a great many people interested in it, in-
cluding Joe McGinnis (the Brink’s defendant). Marcus stated
that a man named Lacy was the subscriber to the service listed to
the Hancock Supply Co. and that Lacy paid the rent and telephone
bills. The telephones at Westboume Terrace were not removed
because they had not been tampered with.

Arthur Marcus applied in the Brookline business office in May,
1955, for 12 telephone lines to be listed to Arthur Marcus Enter-
prises, and installed in Room 308, 233 Harvard Street, Brookline
for the purpose of selling service to 30 customers who would p,
him ,$2O a week for the service, and he intended to have a Western
Union sports ticker installed. He told the sales representatives of
the Company that he would not, knowingly, furnish service to
bookmakers, but admitted that the majority of his customers would
be gamblers or persons interested in obtaining his service for the
benefit of gamblers. He intended to run a publ i m connection

with his service and the general public could not call and obtain
results. He stated that his attorney advised him that the business
was legal. The Telephone Company refused to make this installa-
tion and Marcus appealed to the Department of Public Utilith
Lhe day before the hearing held on September 27 a Representative
to the General Court telephoned the Brookline Police and advised
that he represented Marcus. At the hearing before the D. P. U.
mother Representative appeared as a “Character witness.” The
Brookline chief testified in opposition to the petitioner and the
D. P. U. upheld the Telephone Company and the Brookline police
and denied the service.
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By the fall of 1955 it seems quite clear that the various wire serv-
ice groups agreed to settle their differences. In October, Maltzman
and Garber, in spite of the strong tactics used against them in April,
felt free enough to work at their North Market Street office with
the doors unlocked. After the forcible theft of their telephones on
April 19 they apparently heeded the advice given them and did not
do any business for about a month, at least at that location; also,
they had lost customers. In May, about one month after the visit
from the gunmen, their attorney advised the Telephone Company
that they wanted to resume operations and had hired an office in a
respectable downtown building for the purpose of operating openly,
with the name of the Company on the door, which would be un-
locked. He reported that the general public could not call and get
information and that his clients would not, knowingly, sell the service
to persons who would use it in connection with gambling. He
wanted six telephone lines, non-published if possible.

Inspection in October showed that they were then back in busi-
ness at North Market Street and that Maltzman and Garber stated
that they were working for Webster Commission Co. and the
Tallow Co., in which names the telephones were listed, as com-
mission salesmen of food products, although they were paying the
telephone bills for the companies for which they allegedly worked
and no one had seen the alleged owners of the two companies around
the premises. The Telephone Company removed the telephones
on the grounds that the subscribers had violated the tariff in allow-
ing other persons to use the service. Maltzman and Garber, by
their attorney, were very understanding and the telephones were
removed on November 1, 1955.

Early in October, 1955, in connection with an application for
a Western Union sports ticker, Telephone Company investigators
went to the office of P. H. P. News Service and Rossetti produced
the charter issued from the Secretary of State. Rossetti stated
that he got his New England horse race service from the various
tracks by “peeking,"'’ and that at Suffolk Downs, from a house
near by, with the aid of strong glasses. He stated that on foggy
or rainy days he wmuld use runners to get information out of the
track. He stated that other persons got the information out of
Rockingham Park and sold it to him, and that the results from
Rockingham were relayed to a point in Boston where it was sent
to various subscribers all over the United States.
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The Year of 1956. —ln January, 1956, the Boston police re-
ceived information from the New York police to the effect that
P. H. P. News Service in East Boston was supplying bootleg news
service dealers in New York with racing information. At the time
P. H. P. had an application pending for a Western Union sports
ticker. Early in 1956 Rossetti was visited by telephone company
investigators who stated that he was then serving three other news
services in Boston and when the local New England racing season
opened he sells the information out of State. He stated that he
does not sell the information to any one in connection with register-
ing bets. He stated that the Delaware News Service had over 50
telephones, that it had subscribers all over the United States, and
the service had been declared legal in Delaware. Rossetti stated
that P. H. P. News would fight in court any criminal prosecution
or attempt to remove or deny service, and he advised that until
such time as the Massachusetts and United States laws are changed
he is operating in a legal manner.

In March of 1956 police of Division 7 and telephone company
investigators went to the P. H. P. News Service with the informa-
tion from New York which included a suggestion that bookmaking
activity might be going on at the P. H. P. News Service. When
they arrived, Rossetti was giving out results and other information
concerning races at Gulf Stream and Bowie, and also from the semi-
public telephone called the Delaware News Service where he re-
ceived this information. By this time the charter of the P. H. P.
News Service was in a frame on the wall. Rossetti told the police
that he was not an officer of the corporation, that his wife and
stepson were the officers, and he was only an employee. He stated
that the main business was furnishing information on races to sub-
scribers who paid him weekly for the service. He stated that all
his customers were other news services, most of whom were in
Massachusetts, but some in New York City. He also stated that
when dog racing started in March, he would be in the dog race
news service business. Pie also stated that Frank Farrara ran a
weekly scratch sheet on sale at newsstands, and that purchasers of
Farrara’s sheet had the right to call P. H. P. News and receive
later information. He welcomed the police and telephone company
to visit the premises at any time. There was no evidence of book-
making and the telephone equipment had not been tampered with.
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From hearings and interviews during April and May of 1956, of
those in the wire service business, the Commission learned that the
principal figures were still actively engaged in the business. Alaltz-
man and Garber were still associated, but would not voluntarily re-
veal the location of their place of business. Marcus was ill at the
time and did not appear, but from others it was learned that he was
still active in the business. Rossetti was still operating the P. H. P.
News Service, Inc., for Farrara.

On June 11, 1956, before the Commission had concluded with
him, Rossetti was committed to the Federal Penitentiary at Dan-
bury for two years for violation of the federal wagering stamp tax
law in Revere in 1953. He had been sentenced on February 8,
1955, and had appealed to the Circuit Court of Appeals and tried to
have the United States Supreme Court hear his case “to have the
Bookie Law declared unconstitutional.” This meant that Ros-
setti’s availability to run the wire service for Farrara was question-
able. Insurance was needed and also telephone facilities at the
Columbian Club were makeshift. This accounts for the revival of
P. H. P. News Service one week after his sentence, and its request
for six phones. Rossetti operated for Farrara at the P. H. P. News
Service until his commitment on June 11. The tenancy of P. H. P.
News Service, Inc., at 2 Lexington Street, East Boston, was ter-
minated on October 1, 1956.

After Rossetti went to jail the Farrara operation moved com-
pletely to the Mid Town Journal, 37 Rutland Street, Boston. This
is a small weekly sensational type of “newspaper” operated by
Frederick Shibley. This is the same publication which gave refuge
to Elwell and his Continental operation during the Washington
hearings in 1950 and up to Continental’s demise in December, 1951.
That was also the period when Farrara had made telephones avail-
able to Elwell for $l5O per week, and was himself a promoter of
wire service from Hartford, Connecticut. Shibley has a criminal
record including armed robbery and unlawful sale of firearms. In
July, 1955, at the‘same time Rossetti moved his operations to the
P. H. P. News Service, the Mid Town Journal increased its tele-
phones from two to five. After Rossetti’s departure in June of 1956
the Farrara operation has had its principal location there. During
1956 two more telephones were installed at the Mid Town Journal.
One of them is a semi-public pay-phone which gives to the Mid
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Town Journal the same system of operation as was used by the
Farrara group at the Columbian Club and at P. H. P. News Service.
The pay-phone appears to be the principal line in contact with the
out-of-state wire service people. The telephone bills at the Mid
Town Journal from January to April, 1956, totaled $344, with 188
message units (calls) over the regular rate for six phones. From
April to February, 1957, the bills totaled $1,463.83 with extra mes-
sage units of 9,040/ This indicates almost 1,000 more calls per
month since April; also we have evidence of about 1,400 calls into
the Mid Town Journal over a period of four months from four loca-
tions in Lowell and one in Lawrence. The principal out-of-state
contacts of this operation are:

Ralph W. Smith, Salem Depot, New Hampshire, TW 8-2422
Leo A. Vitale, 93 Long Avenue, Pawtucket, Rhode Island, PA 5-5013.
Blue Grass Fixit Service, 617 York Street, Newport, Kentucky, Cincinnati, Ohio,

AX 1-5904.
William R. Cullen, Room 900, 18East 4th Street, Newport, Kentucky, Cincinnati,

Ohio, PA 1-4290, 4292.
Nellie J. Nekerwicz, 330 Newport Avenue, Rumford, Rhode Island, Providence,

GE 4-1714.
Delaware Sports Service, 601 Tatnall Street, Wilmington, Delaware, Wilmington,

OL 6-1601.
Jane May Ruthstein, 7823 South Jeffry Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, SO 8-1600.

(This is the home phone of Woody Ruth, described by Farrara as an old-time
wire service man for Continental.)

There are other contacts in Rhode Island, New Hampshire,
Philadelphia, New York City, Chicago and Montreal, Canada.

The principal out-of-state contacts of the P. H. P. News Service
during late 1955 and early 1956 were:

First National Construction, Inc., 3632 West Fullerton Avenue, Chicago, Illinois,
DI 2-7220.

Delaware Sports Service, 601 Tatnall Street, Wilmington, Delaware, Wilmington,
OL 6-1601.

Blue Grass Fixit Service, 617 York Street, Newport, Kentucky, Cincinnati, Ohio,
AX 1-5904.

C. Schumacher, same address, Cincinnati, Ohio, AX 1-6540.
William R. Cullen, 18 East Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, PA 1-4292,
Cassidy Secretarial Service.
George P. Cassidy, 740 North Rust Street, Chicago, Illinois, SU 7-6941, SU 7-6942.
World Wide Advertising Agency, West New York, New Jersey, UN 5-5400.
Magnelli’s, 112 South Second Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, CE 4-0148.
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International Association of Electrical Workers, 312 Armory Place, Louisville
Kentucky, CLAY 5521.

Other out-of-state contacts of P. H. P. News, Inc., at this time
were in Chicago, Illinois; Providence, Rhode Island; Hartford,
Connecticut; Lewiston, Maine; Miami, Florida; New York City;
Paterson, New Jersey; Pawtucket, Rhode Island; Salem, New
Hampshire; Troy, New York; Harrisburg, Charlestown, West
Virginia; Chester, Pennsylvania; Hackensack, New Jersey; New
Haven, Connecticut; Montreal and Toronto, Canada. True to the
methods of wire service people, the above names are undoubtedly
fictitious, but the locations are accurate and some of the names are.
It is a very complex puzzle to determine how information comes
from the different tracks in various parts of the country into Boston.
The present-day wire service is not one organization as Continental
was, but a competitive arrangement among a variety of “boot-
leggers” who are constantly exchanging instantaneous information.
For example: The P. H. P. News Service "would get information as
to the Bowie Track in Maryland from the Delaware Sports Service
and exchange with Delaware information as to Gulf Stream Park
in Florida which it obtained through an undisclosed source. There
is indication, but not evidence, that results were coming from
Florida tracks directly to Boston as the original redistribution
point. Cincinnati was the source of information on Fair Grounds
in New Orleans, and also is reported to be the center of information
for “order” horses. It is difficult for a local commission of this tjq>e
to conduct an investigation as to what goes on in other States. At
least at one point of the investigation the person transmitting in-
formation from the Fair Grounds track was apparently at a tele-
phone inside the track, as indicated by the background noises. This
information, of course, could not be checked, and such activity may
be perfectly legal. In 1954 and 1955 a major wire service operation
"was conducted in Paterson, New Jersey, under the name of Atlantic
Television Corporation. This was one of the original principal con-
nections of the Farrara group, and was to figure prominently in
their operations. In early 1955, when the Farrara operations in
Boston were being eliminated by police and telephone company
activity, this Commission received an inquiry concerning the con-
nections of the Atlantic Television Corporation with persons in
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Massachusetts. The information was supplied, and some tim
thereafter its telephones were removed. The operators of the Pat-
erson service were two men named “Vinny” and Phil. They are
apparently still in business in New Jersey. It is not, at present, a
federal crime to transmit racing information interstate, but the
subject of the wire service business since Continental is a fit subject
for federal investigation only.

The Wire Service for Dog Races.
Since greyhound races excite a more local than interstate interest

among betters, Continental, as part of its regular service, did not
distribute information on the dog races. It is possible that their
local employees may have engaged in the local dissemination of
such information. However, it appears that in Massachusetts the
so-called dog wire service has always been handled locally. As
stated earlier, Angelo “Munge” Rossetti has in the past been the
man who, with binoculars, operated the “peeks.”

In 1952 investigation at the Taunton track showed that during
the meet telephone calls were being made from a gas station near
the track to the Elm Novelty Company at 17 Brattle Square, Bos-
ton, and to the Columbian Club at 231 London Street, East Boston.
Thus, almost two years before the Farrara operation started, it
appears that the Columbian Club was used as a distribution point
for wire service information from the dog tracks. At the club, they
were conducting, simultaneously, a bookmaking operation which is
not unusual for many engaged in the bootleg wire service business.

Inspection of the Elm Novelty premises at 17 Brattle Square at
this time showed Thomas F. Daley and Edward LaValley were
engaged in the direct receipt from Rossetti, at the Taunton Track,
of race results which he was reading from the tote board through
the use of binoculars, and also they were conducting a dog race
bookmaking operation. These are two of the six men arrested in
May of 1953 in a basement in Revere for bookmaking. They re-
ceived small fines in the local court, but subsequently were com-
mitted to prison by the federal court for violating the federal
wagering tax stamp law. It should be kept in mind that the dog
wire service and bookmaking are nighttime activities.

At the time of the concurrence of the opening of Suffolk Downs,
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on April 19, 1955, the visit by the gunmen to the “Webster Com-
mission Company” and the move by Ross and Bell to 1578 North
Shore Road in Revere, the Commission learned that Ross had left
the Ferrara group and was associated with a horse and numbers
operator in the Charlestown-Chelsea area. The horse and dog
“services” were to be combined at the North Shore Road address.
However events previously related, including the arrest of Bell at the
microphone at Suffolk Downs, seem to have put an end to the plan.

In September, 1955, Maurice “Mossy” Lynch of 1743 North
Shore Road opened a toy store at the same premises, 1578 North
Shore Road. Lynch was formerly a customer of Continental, and
had sold information to others locally which he bought from Conti-
nental. In February of 1956, at about the time P. H. P. News was
started, and “Munge” Rossetti learned he had to serve his two-year
sentence, activity on the two telephones in the toy store increased
greatly, and from March to October about 3,523 extra calls were
made on these two phones.

In 1956 the Commission learned that the “dog-peek” was located
on the second floor of a house located on Kimball Avenue in Revere
overlooking Wonderland. Surveillance was also kept of the toy
store, and although it was closed for toy business, every night it was
lighted in the back, and several men were there. This surveillance
led to a house on Harrison Avenue, Boston, where several associates
of Abe Sarkis, prominent South End gaming operator, would leave
in a hurry shortly before race time with packages and speed to vari-
ous stores and bars in the vicinity. Track programs always appear
in some bars shortly before race time. The surveillance on the toy
store also showed a police officer from a near-by city coming out at
about 11.25 p.m., after the dog races.

The Commission learned of a location on Reservoir Avenue in
Revere where Lynch had some interest in a horse “wire service”
in a small house where three phones were installed. In March,
1956, at the time of the opening of the NewT England Racing season,
activity on these phones multiplied greatly. The Commission
learned the code word, and on July 23 called and received results on
Rockingham.

The race-results business is one of the most important to the
bookmaker, and therefore should be to the police. The above in-
vestigation shows that during the time Continental and its prede-
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cessor were in the business, it was more or less in hiding, although
not against the law. There was always the Capone gang trying to
take it over, and on account of that, the murder of Ragen, the
active proprietor of Continental. When Continental went out of
business, the local element began in a furtive manner also. It was
then and still is not against the law to disseminate race results.
Then came the attempt to get a monopoly by strong-arm methods.
Finally, the open boast of its legality, the invitation to the police to
investigate, and the challenge to protect it by court action. The
business of disseminating race results is not illegal. Disseminating
it to bookmakers rapidly helps them, and therefore should be a
crime if it is not; and it certainly would appear to be aiding in pro-
moting a lottery. Even although it is not an illegal business, the
above shows that crime and illegality are a part of it. To make the
business of rapid dissemination of results to bookmakers a crime,
the Commission submits herewith a draft of legislation.

Introduction to Investigation of the Illegal Wire at
Suffolk Downs, Spring Meet, 1955.

On April 27, 1955, Gordon Bell of Beverly was arrested by an
officer of Division 7 of the Boston police for allegedly giving out
race results and prices from Suffolk Downs by means of a micro-
phone concealed behind a door in the grandstand area inside the
track. At the moment of arrest, several organizations, including
the Attorney General’s office, were aware of the microphone and
were engaged in trying to trace the wire. The arrest was made by
the Boston police without the knowledge of the other interested
agencies. The Attorney General alleged that the arrest was pre-
mature, and that it interfered with the investigation of the others.

office and talked to them all, and
don to investigate the “premature

He called the participants to his
thereafter requested the Commis
arrest” aspect of the matter.

ut of funds at the time, but sinceThe Commission was almo
the matter fitted so well into own broader investigation of the

ertake the task.wire service,” it decided to unc
nterviewed. and eleven were in-\bout thirty witnesses were

vited to testify before the Commission. The principal events are
summarized on the following pages. Thereafter follows the test!
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mony relevant to the circumstances of the time and manner of the
arrest. Setting out the testimony adds unduly to the length of this
report; but the Commission does not feel that it should make
findings on a specific matter such as this. It was asked to determine
the facts as to the premature arrest. Undisputed facts are sum-
marized, and the testimony speaks for itself.

The Illegal Wire at Suffolk Downs Spring Meet 1955.
On Sunday, April 24, 1955, an electrician at Suffolk Downs

race track saw an electronic speaking device suspended from a wire
against the door jamb of a passage'way underneath the grandstand
between the two mutuel sections. He reported this to the track
superintendent at 10 a.m. on Monday, April 25, 1955, who, in turn,
at about 11 a.m. reported it to Earl Gibson, treasurer and mutuels
manager at the track. These three assumed the possibility of some
legitimate purpose for the device. Gibson was busy all day pre-
paring for the annual stockholders’ meeting on the following day.
On Tuesday, April 26, 1955, the stockholders’ meeting took place
and lasted all morning. At about 12.40 p.m. Lieutenant Detective
Edward Kelley of the State Police, who was assigned to the Racing
Commission at the track, notified Vincent Murphy, head of the
Thoroughbred Racing Protective Bureau at the track, of informa-
tion that two men, Gordon Bell and James Ross, were sending race
results out, possibly from inside the track.

The Thoroughbred Racing Protective Bureau is an investigative
and security force maintained by member tracks of the Thorough-
bred Racing Association. At about 2.30 p.m., after the stockholders’
meeting, Gibson advised Murphy of the existence of the micro-
phone, and when Gibson found that its presence was not known to
TRPB, he then notified John Pappas, president and general manager
of Ea,stern Racing Association, the operator of the track. Pappas
instructed Gibson to call the F. B. 1., which he did immediately.
At about 3.15 p.m. TRPB detectives began a “loose” surveillance
of the location for the purpose of following those persons involved
away from the track to locate their headquarters. At about 3.20 p.m.
Murphy notified Lieutenant Kelley of the State Police that a micro-
phone had been found and of the surveillance and its purpose. At
about 3.50 p.m. Lieutenant Kelley was advised that the F. B. I.
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had been notified. At about 4.30 p.m. Murphy and Joseph Ferrari,
a retired captain of the State Police who is in charge of guards,
traffic personnel and other uniformed personnel at the track, and
who was in charge of security until TRPB took over that role several
years ago, were called to Gibson’s office to await the arrival of the
F. B. I. After the F. B. I. agent arrived, there was some discussion
concerning the matter, and Murphy expressed some uncertainty as
to what might be done to the guilty person, since there might be
no crime involved in the operation of the wire. There was also the
question as to whether or not the F. B. I. had any jurisdiction in
the matter, since the installation had not then been inspected.

After the last race on April 26, 1955, Gibson, Murphy, Ferrari
and the F. B. I. agent conferred with Pappas, and thereafter all
went to the scene, observed the microphone and wire, and then
went to the TRPB office at the track.

In the meantime, at the end of the last race, TRPB detectives
followed Gordon Bell, who left the microphone, and in his panel
truck went from the track to a cafe on Shirley Avenue, Revere,
where he met James Ross, and shortly thereafter both of them
drove to the office of their attorney in Everett. After they left the
attorney’s office the surveillance was lost in the vicinity of the
Mystic River bridge.

A final short conference was held in the office of TRPB at the
track, at which Gibson, Murphy, Pappas, Ferrari and the F. B. I.
agent were present. Pappas suggested that Murphy meet him at
his in-town office at 8.30 a.m. so that they could make contact with
the president of the Telephone Company to enlist the aid of that
company in determining responsibility for the installation.

Late in the evening of April 26, 1955, Ferrari telephoned from
his home to Gibson at his home and told him that he was troubled
by Murphy’s alleged earlier remarks about the lack of criminal
conduct involved in the installation, and suggested to Gibson that
the Boston police should be notified and that the operator of the
wire should be arrested immediately. Gibson advised Ferrari that
it was not up to him and suggested that he tell Mr. Pappas his
thoughts in the matter.

On the following morning, Wednesday, April 27, 1955, before
8 a.m., Ferrari called Pappas at his home to advise him of his opin-
ion in the matter. Shortly after this telephone conversation,
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Ferrari telephoned Lieut. Joseph J. Cummings, acting captain in
charge of Station 7 of the Boston Police Department, and advised
him that he would like to see him later in the morning. Some time
between 9 and 10 a.m. Ferrari met Cummings and told him of the
microphone at the track, and his opinion that an arrest should be
made immediately, but did not tell him about the State Police,
TRPB, and the F. B. I. being interested. Ferrari at this time did
not know that the Attorney General’s office was also interested.

Some time shortly after 9 a.m. Murphy met Pappas in the latter’s
in-town office, according to instructions of the evening before, and
was advised that the president of the Telephone Company would
not be available until late in the day. The president of the Tele-
phone Company was, at the time, out of town and due back later
in the day. At this time Pappas asked Murphy if he had notified
Station 7, and when advised in the negative, he suggested that
Murphy do that. Murphy returned to the track, and at about
10.30 a.m. he was advised by Lieut. Detective George Harnois that
he and Sgt. Walter Frederickson of the State Police had been or-
dered into the investigation by the Attorney General. The At-
torney General’s office learned of the microphone from the State
Police some time late in the preceding afternoon of Tuesday,
April 26, 1955. At this time, Murphy advised Detective Harnois
of the Attorney General’s office that Pappas had instructed him to
notify the Boston police. Harnois called the Attorney General’s
office and got approval for notification of the Boston police. This
was at 10.30 a.m., Wednesday, April 27; also, Murphy called
Pappas and advised him that the Attorney General’s office was in
the investigation, and that representatives from that office had
been instructed by their superiors to notify the chief special agent
of the New England Telephone Company. Pappas advised Murphy
to follow the instructions of the Attorney General’s office, where-
upon Harnois called the Telephone Company, requesting the pres-
ence of its chief special agent. Murphy was conferring with the
State Police until about 11.30 a.m., when he went to lunch with
two of them and returned at about 12.15 p.m. Murphy did not
call Station 7 to notify Lieutenant Cummings of the microphone
during the morning, because, as he says, he was busy conferring
with the other agencies. At 1 p.m. he did telephone Station 7 and
was advised by the desk sergeant that Lieutenant Cummings was
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at the track. At about 1 p.m. Lieutenant Cummings left the sta-
tion with Detectives John F. Flaherty and William A. McLean
and cruised around in the vicinity of the track to waste time, since
they knew the wire would not be operated until after the second
race, as the first two races were broadcast on the radio. Lieutenant
Cummings, who was acting captain at Station 7, went to the track
each day. Some time late in the morning, Murphy states that he
put on a signal light, which would be notice to Lieutenant Cum-
mings that there was a message for him at the TRPB office.

Between 1 and 1.30 p.m. an F. B. I. agent, two Telephone Com-
pany representatives and at least two State Police were in Murphy’s
office. The F. B. I. agent was there to determine if the investiga-
tion by the others produced evidence of a federal violation. He
was not participating in it. The others were discussing the matter
of procuring a telephone man who would be capable and yet un-
known around the track, who could follow the wire and determine
where it ended so that they could listen to the conversation.

At about 2 p.m. Pappas called the Attorney General’s office, ad-
vising them that he was glad that they were in on the investiga-
tion and discussing the probabilities as to how the installation was
effected.

At about 2.30 p.m. Lieutenant Cummings and the two detectives
of the Boston police met Ferrari as prearranged in the morning
and brought them to Mr. Pappas’ office. At about the end of the
third race Pappas came in and conferred with them. The exact
conversation is somewhat obscure, but there is agreement on some
things. The Boston police were not told at this time that the
F. B. I. had been notified and that the Attorney General’s office, the
State Police and TRPB were conducting an investigation. While
the police were in his office, Pappas telephoned Murphy at the
TRPB office, where the various agencies were gathered, and asked
him if he had notified Station 7, and when he received a negative
answer he advised Murphy that he should do so. For some un-
explained reason he did not tell Murphy that Lieutenant Cummings
and his men were then with him in his office. Pappas did suggest
that Cummings go to see Murphy, but the statements of the Bos-
ton police about the result of this conference with Mr. Pappas,
while the form of words differs, are in general agreement that it
was the understanding of all in the room that when they left Pappas’
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office they were to go out and make the arrest. There was no quali-
fication that the Attorney General, the State Police, TRPB or
any one were to be consulted first.

The three Boston police and Ferrari left Pappas’ office and went
toward the grandstand, where the microphone was located. As
they neared the TRPB office, Cummings advised his [men that he
was leaving them to see Murphy. Ferrari and the two detectives
continued on to the location of the microphone. When Cummings
and the detectives parted company, it was the understanding of all
three that the arrest would be made in a matter of seconds if the
chance presented itself. As Cummings approached the door of the
TRPB office, Murphy came out. What took place at this time is
also disputed in some particulars. Both Cummings and Murphy
agree that the latter was in a hurry. Murphy does not recall where
he was going at the time. Cummings says that in a very brief con-
versation at this time, Murphy did not tell him that other police
agencies were interested. Murphy says that he did tell him. James
W. O’Neil, Murphy’s assistant, says that he came out of the office
when he saw Murphy and Cummings conferring and heard Murphy
tell Cummings what was going on, and says that he joined briefly
in the conversation himself. Cummings says that O’Neil was not
present. Cummings agrees that Murphy told him of the existence
of the microphone and said in substance that “we” (which he pre-
sumed meant TRPB) “are watching it.” Cummings did not tell
Murphy that he had his men at the track to make the arrest. Cum-
mings says that the conversation lasted only thirty seconds; the
others agree that it was short.

In the meantime, Murphy had instructed another of his detectives
to keep a “loose” surveillance on the location.

Lieutenant Cummings, after this short conversation with Murphy,
went into the TRPB office. O’Neil of TRPB went back into the
office, also, but does not recall whether or not he went back in with
Lieutenant Cummings.

When Cummings went into the TRPB office, he says that he
passed the time of day with Lieutenant Kelley of the State Police,
and he saw the Telephone Company representatives, whom he knew,
and assumed they were there concerning the microphone. He had a
brief conversation with them about the microphone. He did not
think it was necessary to tell any one there that he had his men, at
that time, outside for the purpose of making an arrest.
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Prior to the arrival of the various persons interested in the investi-
gation, Murphy had instructed one of his employees named Quirk
to keep a “loose” surveillance on the location.

After leaving Lieutenant Cummings, Ferrari and the two Boston
detectives proceeded immediately to the location of the wire, where
Ferrari pointed it out to the detectives. Just about that time the
fourth race began, and these three men took up positions in the
area where they could observe any use of the wire. At the end of
the fourth race, after the results of the race were official, a man,
later identified as Gordon Bell, was seen by them in a position
which made it apparent that he was speaking into the corner where
the microphone was concealed. Detective McLean, who was
closest, kept the man under surveillance after the fourth race and
until he returned to the microphone at the end of the fifth race. He
went up close to Bell, heard him speaking into the corner, and
as he stepped away from the corner placed him under arrest and
immediately took him from under the grandstand to where the police
car was parked. He was followed by Detective Flaherty and, part
of the way, by Ferrari.

In the meantime, Murphy, with a Mr. Kirby of the Telephone
Company, who had been brought in to trace the wire, were in the
basement of the Administration Building, located about 100 yards
from the location of the microphone. This is the building which
houses the office of Mr. Ferrari. At the end of the fifth race they
heard a voice over a line in the cable box situated in the basement.
Both of them then returned to the TRPB office to discuss, with the
other Telephone Company people there, the problem of the next
step in tracing the wire.

Lieutenant Cummings stayed in the TRPB office approximately
fifteen minutes. After he left the TRPB office, he wandered around
in the vicinity of the grandstand, did not see his men, and then went
on to Ferrari’s office; did not see them there and returned to the
grandstand area, where one of Ferrari’s uniformed men advised him
that the detectives had made the arrest. He then proceeded to the
police car, where the detectives had Bell in the back seat.

The three Boston police officers then took the prisoner to Station 7
and questioned him without results. They did not remove the
microphone or the wire to be used as evidence, and after they were
at the station, Detective Flaherty suggested that Detective McLean
go back and get the microphone. He returned in time for the
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finish of the sixth race and met Ferrari, who was standing near
the location. McLean removed the microphone and then went to
the TRPB office, where he made known the fact of the arrest to the
State Police and others who were there.

The above is the summary of about 300 pages of testimony, and
although there were the usual number of discrepancies, there are
certain facts which stand out as undisputed in the testimony of
all.

Up to the time of Ferrari’s call to Gibson late in the evening
of April 26, 1955, and his call to Pappas on the morning of April 27,
the track officials were very anxious to get to the bottom of the
question as to who was behind the microphone. They, together with
the State Police and TRPB, were all working together toward that
and had called in the F. B. I. There is no dispute as to the facts
up to that time.

From that time on, the attitude of track officials changed so that
they were more interested in arresting the man at the microphone.
Up to that time TRPB was co-ordinating the investigation, which
in some respects was not a wise procedure for government authori-
ties to tolerate.

The exact answer to what caused this change in the attitude of
track management lies in three conversations, the facts of which
are disputed and therefore the conversations are set forth as they
were related in the testimony of those who participated.

Late in the evening of April 26, 1955, Ferrari telephoned Gibson,
and Gibson’s testimony as to this conversation is as follows:

(Pages 1215-1217.)

Q. Now, did you have any conversation on April 26 this is Tuesday with
Mr. Ferrari that was apart from the group? A. Well, I had several, because you
see his function is running the department. I would have an occasion every day

Q. Did you have any conversation with respect to the microphone? A. Not
on that. No, no.

Q. Did you get a telephone call from him on the night of Tuesday, the 26th,
at your home with respect to this? A. I did, yes.

Q. Now, would you tell us what the conversation was? A. Let’s see. Joe
Ferrari called up and said he had been thinking the whole problem over and that
he thought that the Boston Police should be brought into the picture. Which I
agreed with him; I thought they should, too. So he suggested to me, he said,
“Why don’t you see the Judge in the morning and suggest it to him?” So I said,
“0 K,” and that was approximately the end of the conversation. Then I got to
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thinking it over and figured, well, I am in the financial end and this is a police
matter and I better leave it as a police matter. So I called Ferrari back and said,
“Why don’t you tell Judge Ferrari?”

Q. You mean Pappas. A. I mean Judge Pappas. So rather than get into the
suggestion he put forward, I gave it back to him, that he give it to Judge Pappas
himself.

Q. Now, he had made no such suggestion during the several conversations on
the day of April 26 at the track. A. I don’t recall it at that time, no.

Q. And he called you about what time in the evening? A. Oh, I was at home.
It could have been 8.30, 9 o’clock at night.

Q. And didn’t he say to you at that time that he didn’t think they wr ere moving
rapidly enough in this matter? A. He did say something like that.

Q. Didn’t he say to you that he thought that the Boston Police should be
called in and that this fellow should be arrested? A. Well, he was talking I
mean, I recall ... I don’t recall all the facts, but that was the main of his talk.

Q. In other words, the general theme of his discussion was he was suggesting
to you that you suggest to Judge Pappas that the Boston Police be called into
this to make the arrest immediately? A. That is the general theme of it, yes.

Q. And he didn’t say anything like that all during the conversation? A. Dur-
ing the day, no.

Q. Did he express disapproval of the way the matter was being handled by
Murphy and the State Police? A. Not the State Police. He did make one ex-
pression of disapproval on Murphy because Murphy had made the statement
sometime during the various discussions that all he could do was to take the man
and put him off the grounds, which seemed to sort of infuriate Captain Ferrari.

Q. And he didn’t say that until he called you on the telephone that night.
A. That is right.

Q. Now, why would he call you on the telephone to report this matter to you?
A. Well, I had been sort of the Judge’s, let’s say, active assistant, and in a lot of
problems like that, if the men don’t want to take it up with the Judge themselves,
then they suggest or even ask me to do it. In some cases, Ido it; in some oases,
I suggest they do it themselves.

Q. And during the conversation, did you say to Ferrari, “Well, the State Police
and the F. B, I. and the TRPB fellows are working on the thing. Why don’t you
tell them about it?” A. No, I don’t think I did.

Q. In other words, you suggested to him that he merely make the same recom-
mendation that he was making to you to Mr. Pappas. A. That is right.

Q. And is that the substance of that conversation with him? A. I would say
so.

(Pages 1218-1220.)

Q. Now, did you have any conversation with Mr. Ferrari on the 27th of April,
that is, Wednesday, with respect to this matter? A. Well, I don’t recall any de-
tailed conversation, but we must have had some passing comments because it was
such an important thing. We didn’t have any conversation on it.

Q. Did he report to you during that time that he had talked to Judge Pappas?
A. lam pretty sure he did, yes.
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Q. Do you recall what he said? A. Well, I recall that he said he had reported
it to Judge Pappas, and the Judge had suggested that the City of Boston Police
should be brought into the picture.

Q. Did he tell you that he had been to the Boston Police on his way to work
that morning? A. I don’t recall if he did or not.

Q. Did he tell you that he had made arrangements with the Boston Police to
come to the track on that day to make the arrest? A. No, he didn’t.

Q. Did he say that Judge Pappas had agreed with his recommendation? A.
Well, as I recall it, he said Judge Pappas agreed that the City of Boston Police
should be in.

Q. Did Captain Ferrari say anything about making the arrest on that particular
day? A. Well, lam not sure. I know he was itchy for action, but whether he had
made any suggestion about when it should be done, I am not sure.

Q. Did you talk with Judge Pappas on that day, April 27th, about this matter?
By this matter, I mean the telephone call. A. You mean between

Q. You and Ferrari. A. No, I did not.
Q. Did you have any connection at all with the Boston Police with respect to

this wire matter? A. I had none whatsoever.
Q. And you say that you recall no mention by Captain Ferrari, though you saw

him several times on that day, of any plans that he might have made to have the
Boston Police make the arrest? A. That is right.

Q. He didn’t mention that to you at all. A. No.
Q. And his report of the conversation with Judge Pappas was merely to the

effect that Mr. Pappas had agreed with his recommendation that the Boston Police
be notified. A. That is correct.

Q. Well, now, when he was making a recommendation to you, it was something
more than merely notifying the Boston Police. A. That is true.

Q And did you ask Mr. Ferrari what about the recommendation that he had
made to you? A. No, I didn’t; no.

On the morning of April 27, 1955, Pappas and Ferrari had a
telephone conversation. The testimony of Mr. Pappas with re-
spect to that conversation is:

(Pages 124T-1250.)

Q. Well, didn’t you receive a telephone call that night from Captain Ferrari
or was that the following morning? A. The following morning.

Q. All right. Would you tell us about that. A. The next morning Vince
Murphy was in my office waiting for me. Vince Murphy is the head of the TEPB.
And I told him that we couldn’t go to the telephone company because the president
of the company was away and he wouldn’t be back until 5 o’clock, and suggested
that he go about his investigations in the best way he knew how. And he left the
office. Oh, before I went to Suffolk Downs which was around 11 o’clock or
11.30 I got a call from Joe Ferrari, and he asked me; I don’t know whether he

asked me or said to me that he understood that the local police had not yet been
notified about this wire tapping or whatever you want to call it. And he felt that
they should be notified, and I agreed with him.
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Q. Well, now, wasn’t that telephone call before you left your house in the morn-
ing? A. No.

Q. You are certain of that? A. Positive,
Q. What time? A. When I say positive, I mean lam pretty sure that it was

after Murphy left.
Q. What time did you get to your office, as well as you can remember? A. Abou

9 o’clock, quarter to 9. It could have been before; lam not so certain of it.
Q. Well, you mean it could have been before you left your home that you re-

ceived this call? A. I doubt it; I doubt it. I think it was in the office.
Q. Well, if we have information to the effect that it was before you left your

home, do you disagree with that information? Do you think that might be? A. I
don’t think that is a fair question, but you can ask it if you want. lam telling
you to the best of my recollection. I don’t know whether it was before or after.

Q. I am trying to refresh your recollection. A. I don’t testify for anybody
else. Whatever information you have, you can weigh that and weigh my answers.

Q. lam trying to help your recollection. A. My recollection is that lam not
certain as to whether or not it was before Murphy left my office or afterwards. It
was that morning, however.

Q. And isn’t it so that the call which you received from Captain Ferrari was as
a result of a telephone conversation between Ferrari and Mr. Gibson of the evening
before? A. I don’t know. I never knew of any conversation between them.

Q. And did Captain Ferrari say to you that, express any displeasure at the
way this matter was being handled by TRPB. A. I don’t remember whether he
went into any details as to the manner in which it was handled. He merely said
that he felt that the local police had not yet been notified and they should be
notified, and I agreed with him, and I so informed Vince Murphy who, in turn,
agreed with me and was supposed to have called the local police.

Q. Did Captain Ferrari say anything to you about his getting in touch with the
Boston Police immediately for the purpose of having the arrest made immedi-
ately? A. No; definitely, no.

Q. Did he express to you any concern about possible reactions unfavorable to
the track if this condition was allowed to continue? A. No; definitely, no.

Q. Did he express to you any concern over the possibility that this man Bell,
the operator, might get away if he were not apprehended immediately? A. Defi-
nitely not. I didn’t discuss anything with Ferrari.

Q. So that his sole reason to you or suggestion to you at that time was that
you give him permission to get in touch with the Boston Police and notify them
of the existence —A. That isn’t what I testified.

Q. Well, I am trying —it is my understanding —A. Mr. Ferrari called me
and told me that the local police had not yet been notified. He felt very strongly
that they should be notified, and I told him that I agreed with him.

Q. And that is the substance —A. Correct.
Q. —of the conversation? A. And I further told him that I was going to call

Murphy to ask him as to whether or not he had notified the local police. Which
I did immediately.

Q. Well, what time was it that you called Murphy for that purpose? A. It
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was that morning. I don’t know whether it was 9 o’clock; whether it was while
he was in my office; after he left. lam pretty sure it was before 10 o’clock in the
morning.

Q. Well, now, if it was in your office, that would indicate that you had received
this call from Captain Ferrari beforeyou came to Boston. A. Well, not necessarily.
I could have received it while Murphy was there. I don’t remember. I know it
was in the morning.

Q. And you say that you told Murphy to get in touch with the Boston Police.
A. I asked him as to whether or not he notified the local police, and he said no.
And I says, “Why not?” He said, “I have been trying to locate them and I
haven’t been able to.”

Q. Did you understand when you finished talking with Captain Ferrari, that
he was going to notify the Boston Police? A. No, sir.

Q. You did not.
Mr. Chairman. What is Captain Ferrari’s position at the track?
The Witness. Well, he originally came as the head of our security agency,

that is, the head of all the policing agency at the track. But later on when the
TRPB were organized and we bought their services, so to speak, we engaged them,
his duties were eliminated as the head of the policing agency at the track and he
was, more or less, of a sort of liaison officer in police work and having to do with
the parking situation, the traffic situation, the guards, the ticket sellers, etc.

Rep. Chadwick. Since this question has come up, Mr. Pappas, did this change
when you went over to using the services of the protective agency create a com-
petitive spirit, would you say, between Murphy and Ferrari?

The Witness. I don’t think so. Not right away, but as things have developed,
I am afraid there has been some misunderstanding, because prior to this year, as a
matter of fact, we used to have police meetings in my office and everybody was
invited the State Police, the city police, the TRA, Ferrari was present, the
racing commissioners were all present. We used to have meetings before the
racing meeting started just to sort of renew acquaintances and to sort of co-ordinate
the activities of all parties concerned. This year that did not take place; probably
negligence on my part or secondly, and most important of all, the captain of the
local police was in the hospital and there was no head of the local police to call.

Rep. Chadwick. Human nature being what it is, it is sort of easy to see how a
situation could develop there. Has Ferrari been subordinated to Murphy, would
you say?

The Witness. I wouldn’t say subordinated, but I would say his original author-
ity has been taken away from him, yes. In other words, he is not the head of the
so-called security agency of our track.

Rep. Chadwick. And
The Witness. Having in mind, now, that we have over 80 people in the so-

called policing and security agency of the track, 80 people in three different depart-
ments.

Rep. Chadwick. Ferrari would never call local police on his own initiative, then.
The Witness. Murphy would be more likely to. Ferrari would, too.
Rep. Chadwick. Either one would feel free to call in the local police.
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The Witness. Definitely, definitely
Rep. Kimball. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Chadwick and myself have to leave for

roll call now.
(Representative Kimball left for Roll Call.)

Q. Did you say, Mr. Pappas, that Mr. Ferrari’s functions are primarily related
to problems of moving traffic and things of that kind? A. That is right.

Q. So that if — A. And the guards or uniformed ushers, etc., ticket sellers, and
so forth.

Q. So that Mr. Ferrari’s dealings with the Boston Police would relate to matters
within his jurisdiction at the track. A. I suppose if he saw a crime being com-
mitted, he wouldn’t hesitate to call somebody to do something about it. And that
has happened many times.

Q. On the other hand, on this particular occasion, he did feel obliged to telephone
you at least to inform you of his intention, if not to request permission. A. Well,
he didn’t inform me of any intention of doing anything, excepting to sort of inform
me that he felt that the local police had not yet been called in and they should be
called in, and his advice from a fellow that has had 40 years of police experience
was you had better see to it they are called in, and I agreed with him a hundred
per cent. After all, this is a police matter; this is not a matter for management.

The testimony of Joseph L. Ferrari with respect to the tele-
phone conversation with Mr. Gibson on the evening of April 26,
and with Mr. Pappas on the morning of April 27, was as follows:

(Pages 1278-1284.)

Q. And what is the next thing that you had to do with this matter? A. Well,
the next thing I had to do with the whole matter, you mean?

Q. Yes. A. Then, of course, I went home. And when I was going along, driving
along, having in mind what Murphy said that nothing could be done about this and
I knew that there was plenty of law on it, tapping wires, that I knew something
could be done about it. So then I went home and I called, I think I called Gibson
and I talked to Gibson about the whole situation, saying that I believed that I
think that there can be a lot done with this thing; that that fellow should be caught
and brought in. So then I think Gibson says to me for me to get to Mr. Pappas
and talk with him about it. Well, it was rather late

Q. Now, on the conversation with Mr. Gibson, first of all, about what time of
the night was it? A. Oh, God, I don’t think I got home until after, well, it was
dark anyway. It might have been 8 o’clock or something like that.

Q. And during that conversation, did you say anything to Mr. Gibson about
your concern over the possibility of this thing reacting unfavorably to the track?
A. Well, I don’t remember saying anything like that. I have my own opinion
about the whole situation, if that is what you want to know, having in mind that —-

Q. Let’s have what was going on in your mind. Why did you call Mr. Gibson?
A, I called Mr. Gibson to tell him that I think that this fellow should be caught,
because word can get out; and if you lose him, you lose the whole works. Now,
that is what was in mv mind.
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Q. And you say that there was no element of concern in your mind about the
possible adverse reaction to the track, adverse publicity or whatever you want to
call it for letting the thing continue? A. I would say so, in my own mind if that
thing continued, that it wouldn’t be very nice to have it continue because every
time this fellow went to that microphone, he was violating the law.

Q. And you felt or did you feel that for that to continue, it might react badly
for the track. A. Well, I think in my own opinion, I think it would.

Q. And did you say anything about your concern in that respect to Mr. Gibson?
A. Well, now, I believe I may have said it. I don’t remember, but I may have
said something like that.

Q. Well, that was on the elements of concern in your mind about this situation,
isn’t that so? A. To catch that fellow that was doing that work, yes.

Q. And when you called Mr. Gibson, your purpose was to persuade him that
this man should be arrested immediately. A. That is right.

Q. And is it fair to say that in telling him, trying to persuade him, that you
used all the argument which you thought was persuasive? A. Well, I don’t know
how much of an argument. I don’t think I had any argument with him at all.

Q. Well, I don’t mean argument in the ordinary sense. The word, let’s say, the
reason why you thought it should be knocked off, let’s say, immediately, you
stated fully to him. A. Well, I would say that if I said anything like that, and
perhaps I did, that my mind was made up that this fellow shouldn’t be allowed to
get away with it; that if anything like that continued, that it wouldn’t be very
favorable for the track.

Q. All right. Now, you say that Mr. Gibson’s suggestion to you was Now,
isn’t it true that you concluded that telephone conversation with Mr. Gibson and
then he called you back? A. He called me back? I think he did. I think he told
me to call Mr. Pappas in the morning.

Q. What was the conclusion of the first conversation? Did he say “no” to you?
A. No, he told me that “I think you should call Mr. Pappas and tell him.”

Q. No, I mean the first time. He called you back to tell you that. A. Yes.
Q. What did he say to you on the first time with respect to your suggestion?

A. I don’thave any recollection of what he said to me at all.
Q. Well, is it your recollection that you had a green light from him at that time?

A. I assumed that when I was called in at the time I would have a green light,
if they thought that my judgment was the judgment they should go by.

Q. When you talked with him the first time on the telephone, you put up to him
your idea that the man should be arrested immediately. A. That is right.

Q. Now, you and he hung up the telephone. What did he say as to your sug-
gestion on the first conversation? A. lam telling you the only thing I can remem-
ber is when he said to me was to call Mr, Pappas.

Q. Well, he called you a second time to tell you to call Mr. Pappas. A. Well,
I don’t know whether it was on the first time or the second time. I know it was
there anyway.

Q. Well, do you remember he did call you back after you and he had finished
the first conversation? A. Besides the one, you mean, that he told me to call
Pappas?
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Q. No. On the evening of the 26th, you called him sometime in the middle
of the evening. A. After I got home.

Q. And after having that conversation with him, he then called you at your
home a little later. A. Well, yes, he did call me, but the only call I can remember
was as a result of a talk I had with him to call Pappas. I don’t remember any
other one.

Q. Well, you called him. A. Yes, that is right.
Q. And when you called him, it was to tell him what your idea was. A. That is

right.

Q. Now, did you then say, get any reaction from him as to your idea? A. I
don’t remember, Mr. McArdle.

Q. Then he called you back. A. I had the call from him.
Q. And the purpose of his call the second time was to say to you to tell Mr.

Pappas. A. Yes, if there was a second time, that is the story.
Q. Well, then, you are not sure there was? A. No, I am not, sorry to say.
Q. All right. Now, what is the next thing that you did? A. Well, the next

thing that I did was that the following morning I called Mr. Pappas up and I told
him that I was mulling this over.

Q. Now, what time of the morning was this? A. Oh, that might have been
around 8 o’clock or something like that.

Q. And you called from your home? A. Yes
Q. And where did you call Mr. Pappas? A. At his home.
Q. At his home. There isn’t any doubt about where you were when you called

him. A. No, I was home.
Q. And there is no doubt about where he was? A. I called his number; he

was home, I know.
Q. All right. Now, you go ahead and tell us about your conversation with

Mr. Pappas. A. Well, I called Mr. Pappas and I told him that I was mulling that
thing over last night, and from what I heard last night and what was being done,
that I thought they were acting very slow on it; that I thought that the police from
Station 7 should be brought into the case and they should be told about it; and I
think that this fellow should be caught and grabbed and taken in if he is violating
this law down there. And I told Mr. Pappas that if he wishes, I will get a hold of
Lieutenant Cummings and take him up to his office. And he says, “You go ahead
and do it,” or words to that effect. So then after I talked to Pappas, I called
Lieutenant Cummings at the station house.

(Pages 1293-1294.)

Q. And when you went to the Boston Police Department to notify them of the
incident, prior to going, had you told Mr. Pappas that you intended to go to
notify the Boston Police? A. Well, I told him that, that morning.

Q. In other words, about 8 o’clock in the morning of the 27th you told him that
you were going to notify the Boston Police? A. Well, if he sanctioned it, it was
all right with me.

Q. And did he sanction it? A. Well, I assumed that he did because I did that,
and if he had said no, I wouldn’t have gone there.
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(Pages 1295-1296.)
Rep. Glasek. I just have one question to ask you. Having in mind that you

are no longer a law enforcement officer and that you are employed by the Eastern
Racing Association, was it your primary concern the effect this situation would
have upon the Eastern Racing Association?

The Witness. Well, having in mind, Mr. Glaser, that I was no longer a police
officer but having all the knowledge of police work, and having a thing like that
happen on the track where I am employee of Mr. Pappas, and where I haveknown
Mr. Pappas for several years and that he wants that track to be as clean as it can,
that it was my intention to get Station 7, police of Station 7, where the crime is
being committed, to have them make that arrest.

Rep. Glaser. All right. Now, in the course of your conversations with Mi'.
Gibson, didn’t you convey to him I can’t repeat any language that you might
have used but didn’t you convey to him that that was your concern?

The Witness. Well, I think it was my concern.
Rep. Glaser. Well, didn’t you convey it in some kind of language, and if you

remember what that language was.
The Witness. No, I don’t remember any such thing.
Rep. Glaser. Well, I don’t mean you said, “You are my boss and the track is

in jeopardy; we ought to do something about it.” But didn’t you convey to him
somewhere along the line that you felt that the track was involved in this thing;
that something ought to be done?

The Witness. That is right.
Rep. Glaser. Did you say that
The Witness. I don’t know whether I said it
Rep. Glaser. But in similar language.
The Witness. Well, that was my intention.

(Pages 1299-1301.)

Q. All right. And one final question. When you talked with Mr. Pappas on
the morning of the 27th, he didn’t say to you, “Well, you better get in touch with
Murphy or the State Police,” or anybody else? A. To me personally, you mean?
He didn’t say that to me, but he said it to Cummings.

Q. No, no. I mean when you told him that you were going to the Boston Po-
lice and have themmake the arrest immediately. Isn’t that a fair statement of what
you conveyed to him on the phone that morning? A. Well, what I mean by that
is, first, let the violator commit the violation.

Q. Well, that is right, but you said to Mr. Pappas on the phone that morn-
ing, “Let me get a hold of Cummings and bring him over and arrest this fellow.”
Now, isn’t that in substance what you said to him? A. Well, of course, before
that was said don’t forget that I talked about bringing him up to his office
and we went to his office.

Q. 0. K. I am not giving the full conversation, but the purpose for calling
Mr. Pappas and the general idea gotten across to him was you wanted to go and
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get Cummings, bring him over, and have him arrest the guy. A. That is, grab
this fellow if he is violating that particular law.

Q. Now, at that time, that is, during the conversation in the morning with Mr.
Pappas, Pappas didn’t say to you, “Well, you better dear with Murphy or with
the State Police,” or with anybody? A. Well, he didn’t say it to me, but he
said it to Cummings.

Q. No, but on that morning he didn’t say A. Don’t forget that I am
standing there.

Q. No, no, I am talking about the telephone conversation in the morning, and
he knew that you were then going rather promptly to the Boston Police. A. Yes,
that is right.

Q. 0. K.
Mr. McArdle. That is all.
Mr. Daly. Well, in that conversation did he know that you also wanted to

arrest him right away?
The Witness. Well, I wouldn’t say
Mr. Daly. Or is it just a question of notifying the police?
The Witness. Well, I notified him, and whether he knew that I was going to

do it right away, I couldn’t say because I don’t know what was in his mind.
Mr. Daly. But that is the point you put, that you were going to arrest him as

soon as possible.
The Witness. That was my point.
Mr. Daly. Well, that was what you intended, but did you tell Mr. Pappas that?
The Witness. No, I didn’t but that was my point anyway.

Q. Well, didn’t you make as part of your recommendation that the fellow
should be grabbed right away? A. That is right.

Q. And you told Mr. Pappas that? A. Well, yes, I told him and I told the
rest of the police officers that also.

The second conversation, facts of which are disputed, took place
in Mr. Pappas’ office among Mr. Pappas, Ferrari, Lieutenant Cum-
mings, Detectives Flaherty and MacLean of the Boston police,
after the police reported to the track and shortly before the arrest
was made.

As to this conversation, Mr. Pappas’ testimony was:

(Pages 1252-1257.)

Q. Captain Ferrari and Lieutenant Cummings of the Boston Police and two
detectives came to your office? A. Right.

Q. Now, would you tell the Commission what took place then? A. They came
into my office and I asked them what they were doing here and Cummings spoke
up and said, “We have not yet been notified of this wire tapping.” I said, “That
is strange.” I said, “Murphy told me that he has been trying to reach you all
morning.” “Well,” he said, “I have been available. I haven’t received any
calls.” So I picked up the telephone right in their presence, and I called Murphy
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and I said, “Vince, haven’t you located Cummings yet? Haven’t you notified
the local police yet? ” And he said, “No.” I said, “Why not?” “Well,” he says,
“I am looking for him. I have got several people looking for him.” “Well,” I
says, “he shouldn’t be so difficult to find. As a matter of fact, he will be over to
see you very shortly.” I didn’t want to tell him that he was in my office at the
time. When I got through there I said to Cummings, Ferrari and the other two
men, “You go over and see Murphy, and work with Murphy.” Then they said
something about, “Well, we ought to arrest this fellow and get him to talk.” I
said, “Look, I am not a policeman. I don’t know anything about police work,
and I am not going to advise you what to do, but my suggestion to you is to go
over and see Murphy. He is in charge of the police security here and you fellows
ought to go over there.” And that is it, and they left.

Q. And it was not your impression during that conference that when they left,
they would go immediately to the scene of the crime for the purpose of making an
arrest? A. Definitely not. I thought they were going over to see Murphy.

Q. Now, why didn’t you want to tell Murphy that they were there? A. Oh,
I suppose it was one of those things where I wanted to test Murphy, to find out
if he actually tried to locate this fellow.

Q. Now, the time that you had last talked to Murphy was at whatever time you
told him to locate the police, isn’t that so? A. Oh, no, I talked with him when
he told me that the Attorney General’s office was in on this.

Q. That is right, but that A. I talked to him when he told me that the
Attorney General’s office wanted to notify the telephone company, contrary to
the plans he and I made about getting a special agent from outside of this district
so that that special agent may help us and may help the telephone company. We
did not want it, in other words, to go in the regular channels of the telephone
company because it appeared to me and to Murphy and to everybody else in-
volved here that the wires of the telephone company were tampered with by some-
one who had access to the telephone box, had the key and everything else. And
therefore we felt that an outsider should be brought in by the telephone company
so that their regular channels would not know of this investigation; but instead
they did it the other way and I said, “Well, if that is the way they want it, it’s
perfectly all right. He is the boss.”

Q. But at any rate on the time at 2 o’clock that you had the telephone conver-
sations with Murphy, after you told him to notify the Boston Police and before
they showed up in your office, that subject didn’t come up? A. No, I assumed
that he had notified them.

Q. Now, when they left your office, what is the next occasion that this matter
came to your attention? A. Murphy called me about, well, I believe it was about
4.30 or 5 o’clock that afternoon. It was late that afternoon. Well, let’s put it
this way: it was about two hours or so after Cummings and his men left my office.
Murphy called me on the telephone and said that Cummings and his men arrested
the man that was using the microphone, and I said, “What did they do that for?”
And he says, “Well, I don’t know.” That was the end of it.

Q. Now, when the Boston Police were in your office, did you tell them that the
F. B. I. and the State Police and the Attorney General’s office were interested in
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the matter? A. I really don’t know. I am sure I don’t know. I merely told
them that this is a matter that should be co-ordinated and they should go over and
see Murphy.

Q. Now, they came to your office. A. I assumed they knew.
Q. Why did you make that assumption? Did you assume that someone had

told them? A. Why, of course.
Q. Well, who would you assume would have told them? A. They are pretty

smart fellows. They are around the track. They know what is going on. That is
their job, to know what is going on.

Q. Well, was there any doubt in your mind but what, let’s say, Ferrari knew
what was going on in connection with this? A. I don’t think there is any doubt in
my mind but what he knew that all these agencies were working on this thing.

Q. He may not have known of the Attorney General, but he may have. A.
That is possible; that is possible. After all, the night of the meeting outside of
Murphy’s office, there was no one in uniform. And I understand that Ferrari has
said that he didn’t know that the State Police Detective was present. It is very
possible that he never met the fellow before. I knew he was there and I assumed
that he did, too.

Q. Now, the Boston Police came to your office as the result of a telephone call
from Captain Ferrari to you shortly before he got there. A. I don’t know.

Q. Well, why did they come to your office? A. I don’t know. That is the
question that I asked them when they walked in, “What are you doing here? Go
over to Murphy’s office.”

Q. Well, could you give us it so that we will understand why you thought they
came there? The gist of the reason for their coming as expressed in that conver-
sation? A. I really it’s very hard to say. I really don’t know. From the con-
versation, they were amazed that Murphy was unable to locate them; that they
were on the grounds; that they never left their office; and that a telephone call to
Station 7 would have reached them; and they couldn’t understand why they weren’t
notified.

Q. Well, at any rate, at that time would you disagree with me if I were to say
that that was about the time the third race was run? A. I think it was earlier.

Q. All right. A. I have heard Cummings state that it was after the Daily
Double, but I think he is mistaken. I think it was earlier.

Q. At any rate, at that time you and Ferrari were both aware that the F. B. 1.,
the State Police, the TRPB, and the Attorney General’soffice so far as you were
concerned, and perhaps even so far as Ferrari was concerned you both were
aware that all those agencies were interested. And you didn’t tell the Boston
Police when they were in the office about that situation. A. I told them to go
over and see Murphy.

Joseph L. Ferrari’s testimony as to this conversation was as
follows:

(Pages 1284-1288.)

Q. All right. Now you go ahead and tell us about that conversation. A. So
then I told him to wait for me there; that I didn’t want to talk over the telephone;
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and that I would see him at the police station. I dressed immediately and got
cleaned up and went down to Station 7 from my home.

I met Lieutenant Cummings and I told him what was found down on the track.
And I said to him, “If these fellows are violating this law by transmitting informa-
tion out, I think that they should be grabbed, and he should be grabbed and picked
up, or whoever they may be, and locked up.” So I says, “I talked to Pappas about
it, and I told him that when you come down we will go up to his office.” And I
believe just before that, that Pappas says, “Bring them up to the office.” If lam
not mistaken, I think that is what he said. So when Igo to the police station
so after this conversation at the police station, I left and I went back to the track.
I went to the track at least.

So some time later in the morning or in the middle of the afternoon, whatever it
was I don’t know what time it was these threefellows came down. That was
Flaherty at least Flaherty, Cummings and McClain.

Q. Of the Boston Police? A. Of the Boston Police of Division 7. So I met
them. Now lam not sure whether I met them on the steps of the office or whether
they came into the office. But anyway, we got into the office where we did our
talking. So I went over that situation with him again, and we went up to Pappas’
office. So we went up there. Pappas was out at the time, and he came in. And
I introduces them, although I think he knew them as Cummings and Detective
Flaherty and Detective McClain. And then I think that Pappas said something
to Cummings I think it was to Cummings. I didn’t pay too much attention to
him. He said “Did Murphy get in touch with you?” And I think Cummings says,
“No.” So then Pappas picked up the telephone and I think he called Murphy’s
office. lam pretty sure he did. At first I don’t think he got him, and then I think
he got him. Either they called him, or something, but he was on the phone any-
way, as I remember. There was some talk about whether he called Cummings or
not, meaning Murphy. And I don’t know what the answer was. I think there was
something said about that he didn’t reach them or he wasn’t there at the station,
or something. I don’t know just what it was anyway. However, then there was
a little more talk that I don’t just remember what went on. But the last part of
it was that Pappas said to them or to me or all of us that they were there, “Well,
you fellows are police officers. lam no cop. You fellows know what to do. Go
ahead.” In the meantime he said to Cummings, “Drop in to see Murphy.” So
we went out then, and when we

Q. Now, just before you get away from there, at that time that Mr. Pappas
called Murphy, he didn’t tel! Murphy that you were there in his office with the
Boston Police? A. I don’t think so; I don’t know.

Q. Now, before you went out, was there any conversation by Mr. Pappas to the
general effect that you fellows should go to see Murphy before you do anything
else in connection with this matter? A. He just said that I thought that he
told that to Lieutenant Cummings.

Q. Well, you say he told Cummings to go and see Murphy? A. Yes, on the
wav down.

Q. Now when you left his office with the Boston Police officers, it was your in-
tention and the intention of the Boston Police to go directly to the scene of the
microphone? A. That is right.
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Q. And on the way down as you got near the TRPB office, Murphy said, “I am
going to drop in” excuse me. Cummings said, “I am going to drop in and see
Murphy. A. That is right.

Q. And you said in substance to Murphy, “Well, go ahead. We will go over.
A. You mean to Cummings.

Q. To Cummings, “We will go over to the scene,” and you and the two detec-
tives continued to the scene of the microphone? A. That is right.

Q. With the intention of having the arrest made as speedily as good police
work would call for. A. Yes, that is, of course, I wanted to show them where the
spot was, first, and then, of course, they wanted to stay at the station, if this
fellow comes along, to make this arrest.

Q. Well, now, Cummings didn’t say before he left, “Wait until you hear from
me?” A. No, I don’t remember any such thing.

Q. Well, wasn’t it clear to you when you left with the two detectives that they
were going over there to proceed with whatever the situation called for? There
were no strings on you fellows when you left. A. That is right.

Q. And you were free, and by “you” I am referring particularly to the detec-
tives. A. There were three of us.

Q. You were to make the arrest immediately when you got there, isn’t that so?
A. That is right.

(Pages 1294-1295.)

Q. I see. And when you left his office with the Boston Police early in the after-
noon, you knew when you went down to the office that you were going over for the
purpose of making that arrest. A. If this fellow came back and violated the law,
yes.

Q. Now, did you withhold from Mr. Pappas the information that you intended
to go out of his office and have these fellows make the arrest? A. To have these
fellows make the arrest?

Q. When you left the office, Mr. Pappas’ office, with the Boston detective, did
you or had you told him that you then planned to go out and have these fellows
make the arrest? A. I didn’t tell him that they were going down to make the
arrest, but that was my intention, to make that arrest.

Q. Well, did you feel that you were disobeying any instructions when you pro-
ceeded directly to the scene? A. Of course not.

Q. Was it your understanding when you left Mr. Pappas’ office that it was all
right with him to go out and make the arrest? A. That would be my understand-
ing, yes.

Q. Was the subject of going out and making the arrest immediately discussed
with Mr. Pappas at that time? A. I don’t think it was.

Q. What was the purpose of having the Boston Police go to his office? A. Well,
I wouldn’t do anything without Pappas’ yes or no in a case like this. That is why
I brought them up there, and when Mr. Pappas says, “I am no cop, you fellows
go ahead,” that was good enough for me. It was as much as to say, “Well, do
whatever you think should be done.”

Q. And you had discussed with him the possibility of an immediate arrest in
this case? A. Well, I assumed that is what he would intend we were going to do.
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Q. Well, you had discussed that with him at least that morning. A. That
morning, yes.

Lieutenant Joseph J. Cummings testified as to this conversation
as follows:

(Pages 1378-1381.)
“Around 1 o’clock or thereabouts we left the Station, cruised the division in the

black car and just about when the second race was ending, I believe, we went up
to the race track. At the race track, Mr. Ferrari has an office in what we call the
Administration Building. We went into Mr. Ferrari’s office and we sat there with
him for a few minutes. He made a telephone call. Then he said to me, “Mr.
Pappas wants to see you.” So I said, “We will go up to see him.” So Mr. Ferrari,
Detective Ferrari and Detective McClain and myself went up into the penthouse
up to Mr. Pappas’ office, and he was busy at the time. Pie wasn’t there. And so
we waited on him. Then Mr. Pappas came into the office.

Q. Now another interruption. While you were there, was the television set in
his office going on? A. There was no race on.

Q. There was no race on the television set? A. No, if I remember correctly,
the television viewer was just on the tote board.

Q. I see. A. lam pretty sure that the picture was just on the tote board
the names of the winners.

Q. And do you know as to what race it was then showing the results? A. To
my mind, it was the second race.

Q. All right. Now you go ahead. You had to wait for him. You had to wait
for some little while for him. A. Well, I don’t know how long. We took our coats
off, and we waited on Mr. Pappas. Mr. Pappas came in and he sat down behind
his desk and I sat on his right at the desk. Mr. Ferrari said something to him and
then Mr. Pappas said to me, “Did Thoroughbred notify you yet about the wire
tap that we have under the grandstand?” And I said that they had not notified
me. And he said, “Well, all right; I will find out why.”

So he picked up the phone and he called Mr. Murphy at Thoroughbred and he
asked him something. In substance I don’t know the exact words but he
asked him whether or not he had got in touch with Lieutenant Cummings of
Division 7 and told him about the wire tap. Then he listened and then I think
for my benefit he said into the phone something to the effect, “You mean that you
have been trying to get in touch with Lieutenant Cummings all morning and you
haven’t contacted or you haven’t been able to get him as yet?” And then helooked
at me.

Then he says, “Well, that is all right, as long as you tried to get in touch with
him.” Then I think Mr. Murphy said something about he thought the lieutenant
was on the track at the time; that he was going to look him up.

So Mr. Pappas put the phone down and he said, “He has been trying to get you
all morning.” The truth of the matter was I never left the Station House all
morning.

Q. Well, now, did Mr. Pappas tell Mr. Murphy that you were in the office?
A. He did not.
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Q. I see, and did he tell you why he didn’t? A. No, he did not
Q. All right. Now you go ahead. A. Mr. Pappas said that or he said some-

thing to the effect that Mr. Murphy had been trying to get in touch with me and
that then he says to me, “When you leave here, you go down there and see Mr.
Murphy and he will straighten this out as to why he hadn’t notified you.” And
I told him I would go to see Mr. Murphy.

Then there was a discussion about the gall of the people or something to that
effect, putting a microphone in his race track, and then in substance there was a
discussion on how we would get evidence out of the prisoner when we locked him
up and how we could find who originally placed the wire tap in there. And then
there was some discussion then as to whether or not there was a microphone
placed in his office. And then he said something in effect that he would have the
telephone company check. Then we left Mr. Pappas’ office.

Q. Let me interrupt you again. While you were there, there was some con-
versation on the subject of whether or not you, the Boston Police, could get in-
formation from Bell as to who put the microphone in? A. Conversation to the
effect as to how we would get from Bell the information; what procedure we would
use.

Rop. Chadwick. Now, up to this p< lint, no arrest had been made.
Mr. McAbdle. No, that is right
Q. Now, does that refresh your re

there a discussion in Mr. Pappas’ office
Police? A. You mean directly?

;ollection as to any conversations? Was
about the arrest being made by the Boston

Q. Yes. A. No. As I remember the substance of it was when we made the ar
rest, how would you get the evidence out
there.

if him as to who placed the wire tap in

was understood during the conversation
A. It was understood?

Q. All right. That is what I mean. It
that you fellows would make the arrest.

Q. Yes. A. Well, that is the inference I got, yes.

Q. And there was certainly conversation to the effect as to how you fellows
would get from Bell information as to who was behind him? A. That is right.

Q. And do you have any recollection of any other conversation with respect to
the action to be taken by you fellows, the Boston Police, at that time? A. In
what wav?

Q. With respect to making an arrest? A. No, it was just generality

Pages 1382-1384.)

Q. Well, when you went to Mr. Pappas’ office, Mr. Pappas didn’t tell you that
any other police agencies were interested in the matter, did he? A. No, sir.

Q. He didn’t tell you that the F. B. I. were called in on this matter? A. No,
iir.

Q. He didn’t tell you that the Attorney General had sent some men over
A. No, sir.

Q. He didn’t mention the State Police being interested in the investigation, and
he also made reference only to Murphy. A. That is right.
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Q. And his reference to Murphy, as I get the story, is he asked you if Murphy
had contacted you. A. Whether Murphy told me about it.

Q. And he made the phone call to Murphy while you were there, and he did
not tell Murphy that you were there. A. He did not; no, sir.

Q. And there was discussion which, at least by implication, made it clear to
you that you had been called to the track as a Boston Police officer for the pur-
pose of doing whatever you felt your duty to be in connection with the violation of
the law. A. If there was a wire tapping, if we could get the evidence, we would
make the arrest.

Q. And there is no doubt in your mind that when you left Mr. Pappas’ office
that that was the purpose for your being there. A. That was the only reason.

Q. Now, did Mr. Pappas say anytihng to you about going down to see Murphy?
A. Yes, he did.

Q. What did he say? A. Well, when you got through talking on the phone,
he said “Mr. Murphy has been trying to get in touch with you all morning; but
he has not been able to get in touch with you.” So then he said, “Will you go
down to see Mr. Murphy about it,” and I said I would.

Q. Now, Mr. Pappas seemed a little mad at Mr. Murphy at that point, didn’t
he? A. Well, I don’t know.

Q. Well you said he put the phone down and he hung up and he looked at you
A. Yes. Well, perhaps you could say upset without saying mad.

Q. All right, you can use your word. But at any rate, he was not highly in
approval of Murphy at that point. A. Well, I think or I believe he thought that
Murphy should have gotten in touch with me.

Q. And he told you that he had toldMurphy to get in touch with you? A. That
is light.

Q. Now, did Mr. Pappas say that he had told Ferrari to get in touch with you?
A. I assumed that; he didn’t say.

Q. Well, didn’t Ferrari say to you in the morning that he had told Mr. Pappas
about the situation of getting in touch with you? A. He might have; I don’t
remember.

(Pages 1385-1386.)

Q. Now, when you left or before you left Mr. Pappas’ office, did he say to you.
Don’t do anything about this before you see Murphy? ” A. Who said it?
Q. Pappas. A. To me?
Q. Yes. A. N
Q. He didn’t say that? A. Well, I don’t remember him saying anything like

that.
Q. I don’t say he did. That was a question; not a statement. And did he tell

you to clear with the State Police before you do anything? A. The State Police
weren’t mentioned.

Q. In fact, no other law enforcement agency was mentioned by Mr. Pappas
A. No, sir.

Q. as being concerned with this, and you were not told by Mr. Pappas to
heck with anybody before you do anything. A. No; just see Mr. Murphy.
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Page 1402

Mr. McGbath. Lieutenant, Mr. McArdle asked you if you had been told at
Station 7 by Captain Ferrari or if you had been told by either Captain Ferrari or
Judge Pappas at Judge Pappas’ office that the Attorney General, the State Police
and the F. B. I. were working on this wire tap and they had the telephone men in,
you wouldn’t have made an arrest, would you?

The Witness. No, sir
Mr. McGrath. If, assume, in the Thoroughbred Office
The Witness. Let’s change that would not have made an arrest. I would have

gotten in touch with somebody and verified it first.
Q. Let me interrupt. If they had said to you, “Don’t make the arrest now; we

are working on it,” you would not have made it. A. We would have cooperated
with them the same as we have in the past.

The testimony of Detective John F. Flaherty was as follow

(Pages 1418-1422.)

Q. Now, you are up in Pappas’ office and you say that the third race had just
finished. How do you know it was the third race? A. Well, there was a television
set there in the righthand corner, and we knew that the second race had gone off
because I think we had some conversation before entering the track, that if there
was anything being transmitted out it would never be transmitted out until around
the third race, because we would all agree any information coming out on the first
two races came over the radio and television, anyhow; and the barrooms had it all
over the city. I think the horse was “Linwood Harry,” and he either won or some-
thing and that is when we happened to look at the race. I think we only waited a
few minutes and this gentleman there in the office at the time, he went out through
a side door and shortly afterwards Mr. Pappas came in. His desk was facing like
when you come in up against a wall, near the center of the room, but up close to
the wall. He sat behind that desk. Ferrari went back at the lefthand side of the
room; Lieutenant Cummings sat to Pappas’ right, maybe a distance of eight feet
away from him; McLean sat the same distance to his left; and I was —he was
sitting here, and I was sitting here, almost diagonally across from him (indicat-
ing). Ferrari said to Pappas, he said, “Well, here is the boss; I brought him up
here about this mike.” I think Pappas said, “Did Vinnie Murphy get in touch
with you?” He is talking to Cummings now and he said at that time, “No, the
only one that got in touch with me was Joe Ferrari here.” Pappas said, “Wait a
minute, now,” and there was a phone at his left elbow and he dialed some number.
I heard him say, “Vincent,” and he started to talk and then he said, “Pardon me,
I thought I was talking to Vinnie Murphy,” and he put it down and made some
remark about having the wrong number and he dialed again. Whoever he was
talking to on the other end of the line, I assumed it was Murphy, but he said, “Did
you get in touch with Lieutenant Cummings?” So, I don’t know what was said.
“Well,” he said, “I think he is up on the track now or something,” and then I
heard him say, “You got in touch with him at the station three or four times?”
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Then, after awhile he hung up, and then he said to the Lieutenant, “Murphy said
he called you at the station three or four times to tell you about this thing.” And
the Lieutenant said, “I haven’t left the desk all morning.” So, then he said, “Joe
told you about the situation down there,” he said, about the microphone, “What
would you do?” or some words to that effect, “in that case.” And he said, “Well,
if there is a situation down there, we will arrest whoever is doing it.” He said,

Go ahead out, you fellows know your jobs,” and with that we left the building.
Q. Did Pappas tell Murphy that you fellows were in the room? A. No, sir.
Q. He didn’t? A. lam positive of that. No, sir, he never said that
Q. And you brushed over a little conversation in there, which I believe had to do

with how you would go about getting Bell to tell you who was behind him in this
operation? Wasn’t there some conversation about that? A. I don’t think we
even knew who Bell was, sir, at the time.

Q. Well, let’s not use his name, but let’s say that there was some conversation
about how you would go about getting the information out of this fellow who was
running the wire, after you arrested him. A. I don’t recall that, sir.

Q. Well, you just said that. I don’t remember exactly what you did say. A.
You mean, like I said if there is a microphone there, there is a violation of the law,
we will go down and arrest the man?

Q. No, just previous to that, you said there was some conversation about how
you could get the information out of the fellow. A. I don’tknow if you misunder-
stood me. Will you have him read it back?

Mr. McArdle. Read it back, Mr. Gibbons
[Testimony read by stenographer.]

Q. Then you don’t recall any conversation about finding out from this fellow,
after he was arrested, who was behind him? A. No, no, except that afterwards

Q. Do you remember conversation at all about how you wr ould get the in-
formation out of persons generally going c

Q. All right. Now, I interrupted myse
Nat that time? A. No, sir
i and you, too. Have you finished with
Pappas’ office? A. Yes, sir. We werethe substance of the conversation in Mr

leaving the office now.
to Lieutenant Cummings, to go and seeQ. Well, did you hear Mr. Pappas say

Murphy? A. No.
No, I didn’t hear that said at all, no, sir.
that office was that you were to go out

Q. You didn’t hear him say that? A.
Q. Your understanding when you left

and if there was a violation there, make an arrest? A. That is correct
Q. Now, you and the other three are on the way out of Mr. Pappas’ office?

A. That is right.

testified as to this conversation,Detective William A. MacLean
as follows:

Pages 1431-1436.)

A. We got into the race track, and around the front of the AdministrationBuilding,
and I don’t know whether we met Ferrari right outside or met him in the office
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his office but I know we went in his office. He made a phone call from there to
Judge Pappas. From there then, we went up to Judge Pappas’ office, up in the
clubhouse.

Q. You keep right on going, you are saving time now. A. We sat down there
and there was some talk about the wire tap there, and the Judge had asked him if
Murphy had gotten in touch with him, and the Lieutenant said no. And the Judge
said he understood Murphy had been trying to get him since ten or eleven o’clock
in the morning.

Q. Do you have any recollection of Pappas making a phone call to Murphy
while you were in his office? A. Yes, he made a phone call. The first one got the
wrong party on the line, and then he got theright connection to Yin Murphy, and he
talked to him about asked him if he had gotten in touch with Lieutenant Cum-
mings. Then Murphy, evidently, told him he didn’t get in touch with him, but
had been trying to get in touch with him.

Q. Did he say anything about having called, Murphy said he had called Sergeant
Bowes? A. That was what we got from Pappas, after he had been the last call
was to Sergeant Bowes, or somebody at the station.

Q. That was what around one o’clock? A. Around one o’cl
Q. In other words, after Pappas’ conversation with Murphy on the phone,

Pappas included that statement in the rest of it? A. lam pretty sure, yes.
Q. 0. K. Go ahead. A. So they explained the situation where the wire tap was,

down between the grandstand there, between the opening in the grandstand, and I
know the last words we got from the Judge were, “That you fellows know your
job; you can go out and do it.”

Q. Well, now, do you have any recollection of Mr. Pappas telling Lieutenant
Cummings and you two fellows to go out and see Murphy? A. No, I haven’t
myself, no.

Q. Do you have any recollection of his telling anyone there to go and see
Murphy? A. No.

Q. Do you have any recollection of his telling Lieutenant Cummings specifically
to go and see Yin Murphy? A. No.

Q. Did Lieutenant Cummings and Mr. Pappas have any head-to-head conversa-
tions while you fellows were in the room, that you might not have heard? A. I
wouldn’t say no, not head-to-head, no.

Q. If Mr. Pappas said to Lieutenant Cummings, “You better go and see Yin
Murphy,” you think you would have heard it? A. I think so. I won’t say he
didn’t say it; you know, I am not sure.

Q. Well, at any rate, do you remember any conversation to the general effect
that you fellows had better clear with Murphy before you did anything? A. No,
I don’t remember that.

Q. Well, you say you don’t remember that. Can you say that no such conver-
sation took place? Let me put it this way. Were you directed by Pappas to go
and see Murphy before you did anything about this? A. No, I don’t remember
that.

Q. Of course, when you say you don’t remember it, that is all right if that is the
way it is. But my question is: Did it happen? Now, by your answer, do you
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mean it didn’t happen? A. It didn’t h:
Murphy.

ppen, as far as being directed to go and see

office, was there any conversation about
him to talk and tell who was behind

Q. While you were in Mr. Pappas'
taking that fellow Bell and getting
him? A. No.

Q. There wasn’t any conversation along that line? A. N
Q. Was there any conversation thereabout other police agencies being interested

in the matter? A. Just the T.R.A.
Q. What was the extent of the conversation with respect to their interest?

T.R.A. had been notified and nothing hadA. There was conversation about the
been done about it.

was the Judge; lam not sure. And then
same line. I think it was Joe Ferrari said

Q. Who said that? A. I believe it
there was other conversation along the
they told him they couldn’t do anythir
about it. Then Murphy said there was
the man from the track.

I about it, there was nothing they could do
nothing they could do about it, except rule

Q. That took place in Pappas’ office A. I believe
Q. You didn’t see Mr. Pappas anywhere except in his office? A. Just in his

office.
Q. Now, when you leftMr. Pappas’ office first of all, was there some conversa-

tion there to the general effect that you men were over there to make the arrest?
A. In the office, the conversation?

Q. Yes. A. No, not that I know of.
Q. Was there any conversation there with respect to your purpose for being

over there? A. I believe there was when we entered.
Q. What was that conversation? A. Just that Ferrari the Judge said that

he was advised by Joe Ferrari to call the local police in.
Q. For the purpose of making the arrest? A. I believe so
Q. Well, at any rate, the impression you got from this whole conversation was

that you fellows were to go out and make the arrest? A. We were called in to put
a stop to that thing.

Q. And was there any conversation heard by you made by Ferrari or Pappas
which had to do with saying that to allow this thing to continue might give the
track a black eye or words to that effect? A. No, I don’t think so.

The third conversation in dispute took place outside the door of
the TRPB office between Mr. Murphy and Lieutenant Cummings.
Mr. Murphy’s version is as follows:

Pages 1322-1324

Mr. Daly. Is there any reason why you would be hesitant to notify Cummings'
The Witness. No.
Mr. Daly. There wasn’t anv hesitancy

The Witness. Not at all, no, because I considered Joe Cummings an honest
cop and I have no reason to think that, I mean, no reason not to tell him.

Q. Now, at some time in the afternoon, you did meet him. A. Yes, about 2.30,
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Q. And with respect to the race that was about to be run or the nearest time to
being run, what race was that? A. The next race to be run?

Q. Well, was it just after A. Midway between the second and third races.
Q. And where did you meet him? A. Outside my office door.
Q. That is out on the grounds? A. That is right, and I had the blue light on

at the time.
Q. Now, where were you going at the time? A. I don’t remember. I had an

awful there were a million details to handle and I have no recollection of where
I was going.

Q. Do you have any recollection as to whether or not the special telephone man,
whose name was Kirby, was with you at the time? A. At that time, I don’t know.
He may have been, but I don’t remember.

Q. All right. What was the conversation with Lieutenant Cummings at that
time? A. Well, I said, “Joe, lam glad you came by because Judge Pappas wanted
me to get ahold of you and tell you about a situation we have got here.” I said,
“We have got what we think is a microphone and they are sending out the results
with it and we wanted you to be aware of it.”

Q. Now, did you say anything to him about the fact that you were working on

it at that time? A. I think that is probably how I introduced it, I said, “Joe,
I am.glad you came; Judge Pappas wanted me to get in touch with you. We are
working on a deal here and we have got a microphone hanging over in the grand-
stand and we think they are using it for a wire service.”

Q. Was this a short conversation? A. It was a short conversation.
Q. Did you go into details as to the various police organizations that were then

interested in the investigation? A. I did. Joe said something about “What’s the
use of fooling with it. You are not going to get any place. Why don’t we just
why don’t I have the men pick him up and we will put him in the room with
Flaherty and we will get the whole story,” and I said, “No.” I said, “He has

got theF. B. 1., the Attorney General’soffice out here, and the telephone company.”
I said, “We want to find out where this thing is going.”
J. QCUU) " 1/ W dllO UU 1111 V* ouu M v V O O o

Q. Was there anyone else present during that conversation? A. Jim O’Neil
was present during the greater portion of it and O’Neil also said something to the
effect that this may tie in with the outfit we had at Lincoln Downs.

Q. Did Lieutenant Cummings say anything to you about the question of
publicity? A. Yes.

Q. What was that? A. He said, “What are you going to get out of this. All
“Well,” I said, “I don’t care about the
ngle.”

you will get is a lot of bad publicity.’
publicity. We want to get the outside

thing about having talked to Mr. PappasQ. Did Lieutenant Cummings say
about it? A. No, sir.

Q. Did he say anything about having talked to Ferrari about it? A. No.
Q. Did he say anything to you about having his men at the track for the pur-

pose of making the arrest? A. No, sir

The testimony of James W. O’Neil as to that conversation was

as follows:
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(Pages 1338-1340.)

Q. Now, would you tell the Commission the circumstances as you know them
surrounding that conversation? A. Well, as I recall, Mr. Murphy was leaving
the office and I was looking out of the office window and I sawLieutenant Cummings
coming up towards the office. Vince stopped and spoke with him, and then I
walked out the office door and joined in the conversation.

Q. And what was the conversation? A. Vince, Mr. Murphy, was telling Lieu-
tenant Cummings that he had been in touch with the telephone company, the
F. B. I. and the Attorney General’s office, the State Police, about the wire tap,
and there we were all working on it together; that we had a man who was operating
the microphone under surveillance and, as I recall, Lieutenant Cummings didn’t
seem too impressed. He shrugged his shoulders and said something to the effect
that what good is it going to do anybody. There is nothing much to it. And I re-
member I said something to the effect that the F. B. I. had contacted their bureau
headquarters in Washington and were checking to see if any federal violations were
involved and also that we had a similar operation down at Lincoln Downs in the
spring of 1955, and we thought possibly there might be a tie-in. And as I recall,
that is about all there was to it.

Q. Did Lieutenant Cummings say anything at that time about his intention to
have the arrest made on that day? A. No; I would say from my recollection that
Mr. Murphy made himself very clear and that Lieutenant Cummings was just
going along as everything had been planned; that he was to be informed, Murphy
informed him, and that was it.

Q. Now, is that as well as you can recall the substance of the conversation
between Murphy and Cummings and yourself? A. I would say yes.

The testimony of Lieutenant Joseph J. Cummings was as follows
(Pages 1387-1391.)

Q. All right. At any rate, you left them and you went to the THPB office.
Now you go ahead and take it up. A. I went over to the TRPB and as I was going
up Murphy came out. He was in a hurry, and he said “Hello,” and then he says,
“I have been looking for you.” And then he says to me, “We have a wire tap and
we are working on it and we are going to check on it” in substance. I don’t re-
member the exact words because it happened too quickly. And then he says,
“I am in a hurry, Joe; I will see you a little later,” and he kept on going and 1
turned around and I went into the Thoroughbred Racing Office.

Q. Now, with respect to that conversation, when Murphy said, “We are going
to check on it,” did that convey anything, any special impression to you as tc
what he might have meant by that? A. No.

Q. Did you ask him what he might have meant by that remark? A. I didn’
have much time to ask any questions. Primarily I went over to find out why hi
hadn’t notified me. I never found that out.

Q. You didn’t ask him about that, did you? A. N
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Q. And you didn’t tell him that your men were at that moment over at the
A. He was in a hurry. He was the one who was carrying the conversation; I was
listening to him.

Q. Well, have you told us all the conversation? A. I told you, in substance.
Q. Well A. I don’t remember exactly what he was saying.
Q. Did you say anything to him to the general effect of what will the whole

thing amount to? Speaking now of the wire. A. I believe
Q. Did you say anything to him about, “What are you going to get out of it

but a lot of bad publicity? ” A. No, sir.
Q. You didn’t say anything about that? A. No, sir. Publicity at the track 1

nothing to do with me.
Q. And at any time during your conversations with Captain Ferrari prior to

this time that we are now talking about, did he ever make any mention of a black
eve for the track or bad publicity or anything like that? A. No.

Q. Was there any discussion along that line with Mr. Pappas? A. No, he
didn’t mention anything about publicity either.

Q. Leaving the word publicity out of it, did he use any word which would have
the meaning that if this thing were not taken care of quickly, it would be a black
eye for the track? A. No, as I said, he seemed very much upset to think that any-
body would have the gall to do anything like that to him, to put in a wire tap.

Q. As you know from the hearings in the Attorney General’s office, Mr. O’Neil,
Mr. Murphy’s assistant, says that he was present A. That is what he says.

Q. —at the conversation between you and Mr. Murphy. A. That is right.
Q. And in fact he says that he joined in the conversation to the extent of re-

ferring to a similar incident at Lincoln Downs. A. What
Q. A similar incident at Lincoln Downs or a similar wiring incident. A. Who

said that?
Q. O’Neil. A. He said something about Lincoln Downs?
Q. Yes. A. I don’t recognize Mr. O’Neil’s testimony at all.
Q. Well, at any rate, you say that he was not A. As far as I am concerned

he was not there. On April the 28th at the Attorney General’s office he wasn’t
The 29th Mr. O’Neil showed upthere either. He was unable to be there.

V, He wasn’t even in the room AprilQ. You mean he wasn’t even present,
the 28th and no mention was made of hiix
know too much about but on April the

And what little law I know I don’t
IBth after I got through testifying they

most certainly would have refuted everything that I said it would seem logical.
Q. Well, we will refrain from getting in the hearing in the Attorney General’s

office. That would be a hearing on a hearing. A. lam the one that has been hurt
Q. Well, I don’t know that you have been hurt any more than anyone else

but what we want here is your recollection. Now you say— A. Well
as I was concerned, Mr. O’Neil was not there. I was under the impression that I

Nobody else was present but he and I.
A. He was in a hurry when he opened
;n he got where he was going.

was talking to Yin Murphy and no one e
Q. Now, it was a short conversatior

the door, and I don’t think he was late wl
Q. Now, you were rather offended be( ruse you had not been notified sooner

augh it was a breach of courtesy.A. Well, not offended, but it seemed as tl
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(Page 1397.)

Q. Now, why didn’t you tell Mr. Murphy that your men were over there to
make the arrest? A. I didn’t have time.

(Pages 1403-1404.)

Mr. McGrath. Now, one more question. If in the Thoroughbred Office Mr.
Murphy had said that same thing to you, “We are working on it, the State Police
are working on it, as is the Attorney General; do not make the arrest,” would you
have honored that by going out to your men and say, “Lay off?” Would you then
and there have done that?

The Witness. If he had told me I would have tried to get to my men quicker
but I would still have verified the information

Mr. McGrath. Which information?
The Witness. You say if Murphy had told me that the Attorney General, the

State Police and the FBI were on it, I would have tried to get some of my men,
but I would most certainly have verified the information because the only one
that can tell me not to make the arrest is the Superintendent of Police or the
Commissioner.

Mr. McGrath. How would you verify it?
The Witness. I would try to get in touch with somebody in the State Police
Mr. McGrath. You would talk, say, to Lieut. Harnois and say, “Is that so:

Are
The Witness. If Lieut. Harnois was there, he would have told me, and if he

had told me, I would have done the same as I had done in the past. Whenever he
had anything or whenever anybody had anything, we would co-operate

A second phase of the Suffolk Downs wire incident was the ques-
tion which the arrest interrupted; that is, a determination as to the
destination of the information going out over the illegal wire. The
Attorney General’s office continued to investigate this after the
arrest. In July of 1955 his office requested the Commission to look
into this aspect also.

At that time the Commission was preparing a report which was
submitted on July 25, in anticipation of its expiration date of
August 1. The Commission did expire then and was revived in
September. It reorganized with its number increased from seven
to ten members, five of whom were new members. Counsel returned
in November, and by the first of the year had recruited new office
and investigative personnel. This second phase of the Suffolk Downs
wire was investigated as a part of its own wire-service investigation.

The microphone was suspended from a wire behind a large door
in the grandstand. From there the wire ran over a catwalk and into
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a telephone cable box in the track electrician’s room underneath the
grandstand. There is was tapped into a line which went under-
ground to the Administration Building, about one hundred yards
away, and still inside the track. There again it appeared in a tele-
phone cable box, at which the Telephone Company man and the
T. R. P. B. man were listening about the time the arrest was made.
From there the line went into an underground cable which led to the
East Boston business office. From East Boston it went underground
to the Chelsea business office. In the Chelsea business office was
found a wire about ten feet long, hanging from this line (cable pair).
The wire had been pulled off and was hanging loosely. This was as
far as it could be traced.

All agree that there was inside help from some Telephone Com-
pany personnel. The Attorney General’s office had interviewed
without success many Telephone Company employees who might
have knowledge of it. Commission investigators, who entered this
part of the investigation several months later, did not re-interview
them. Telephone Company officials conducted their own investiga-
tion and could not fix the responsibility. There were too many who
could have done it.

The Commission summoned wire-service witnesses before it dur-
ing January and up to about May or early June of 1956. Its hear-
ings were delayed, pending the trial of Bell in the Superior Court.
In March he was found not guilty, because the government had no
evidence that he was transmitting the information to bookies. The
Commission asked about this wire. Ross, the associate of Bell, who
was arrested at the track, said that Ferrara and his group had it
installed. Ferrara said Ross had it installed. That was as close as
the Commission could come to the actual facts. It believes it knows,
but cannot prove it.

One observation the Commission will make about the investiga-
tion and the interruption of it by the arrest. The most likely desti-
nation for the information being sent out over the wire was one of
the several “wire-service” locations. All these locations were
within the combined knowledge of the agencies engaged in the in-
vestigation and arrest on the day in question. In fact, a review of
the facts set forth in the prior section of this report relating to wire
service in 1955 shows that each of the possible destinations had been
visited a few days before by one or more of the investigating agencies.
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In several cases the visits to these “wire-service” operations were
made by the same men who were at the track on the day of the arrest.

This is a good illustration of the need for co-ordination in law
enforcement.

Gambling in Chinatown, Boston.
Another subject to which the Commission devoted some atten-

tion is that of gambling in Chinatown in the city of Boston. The
fact that the Chinese gamble among themselves would appear to
be of secondary interest to a group investigating organized crime
and racketeering. It could easily be classed as mere social gaming,
or, at the most, as in the nature of the many local lotteries operated
by fraternal organizations throughout the Commonwealth. Such a
Commission as this would be excused if it noted its existence and
devoted its time to more serious matters. However, a few cir-
cumstances caused the Commission to take a second look, which
taught the valuable lesson which the Commission has learned over
and over again, that you should not presume in favor of gambling
because in one of its forms it appears to present an innocent face.

Gambling in Chinatown consists principally of the Chinese games
of Fan Tan, Chinese dominoes and the Chinese lotteries. There is
also some horse booking and numbers play, but this report will be
confined to the Chinese games. The details of these games will be
set forth in more detail than in other games reported here, since
they are not understood by police or others who should know them.

Fan Tan

A big money game is Fan Tan. This is played by an unlimited
number of players who stand around a table approximately six feet
by four feet, which is covered with a green velvet cloth. At one end
of the table sits the “pung shue” who serves as what the American
gaming operator would call the dealer or “stickman.” On one of
the long sides of the table sit two pay-off men. The side of the table
at which the dealer sits is understood to be the No. 1 side; to his
right, No. 2; opposite, No. 3; and to his left, No. 4. Near each end
of the table four “buttons” are placed in the form of a square.
Inside of the two areas thus marked off other “button” and “sticks”
are placed for availability to the players, since these are the betting
devices. The so-called “buttons” are small, plastic discs of various
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colors and sizes, ranging from approximately one-quarter inch in
diameter to approximately one inch. The so-called “sticks” are
usually red strips of celluloid-like material about three inches long
and somewhat less than one-half inch wide. The colors and sizes
of the buttons and sticks are variable but have no significance in
the game. On a small table near the dealer is a container, usually
an aluminum bowl which contains “beans.” These pellets are of a
plastic-like material somewhat elliptical in shape, and about the
size of a medium-sized pill or hard-coated candy drop. They may
be white or yellow', and again, the color is not significant, although
they are usually all one color in a given game.

The game starts by the dealer taking a handful of an unidentified
number of beans from the pot. Quickly he places them on a table
and simultaneously covers them with a brass device which looks
like a teapot cover, and shields them with his hand also. This
entire operation is done very rapidly to conceal the size of the pile,
because players develop an uncanny ability to tell the number of
beans in a pile upon a split-second glance.

When the beans are on the table and so covered, the betting
starts. The game is to guess, not how many beans are in the pile,
but how many beans will be left after the dealer separates the
beans from the pile four at a time. For example, assume that there
are 31 beans in the pile. The wanning number will be 3, since the
dealer would separate 4 beans 7 times for a total of 28, and the
balance w'ould be the winning number. In other words, the players
will bet on No. 1, No. 2, No. 3 or No. 4 or combinations of them.
After all bets are made, the dealer, using a stick about 15 inches
long as a counting device, uncovers the pile and separates the beans
to determine the winning number. The 15-inch stick is primarily to
showr good faith in the matter of sleight of hand in counting the
beans.

The player can bet on one, two or three numbers or combinations
of numbers. He signifies his choice of numbers by positioning his
money and the red sticks on the table. To illustrate, let us assume
that a player is standing on the No. 3 side of the table. If he wants
to bet on No. 3 he places his money on the table in front of him, that
is, on the No. 3 side. If he wants to bet on another single number,
he puts his money on the table in front of him, and, taking a red
stick from the center of the table, positions it near his money but
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pointing toward the side of the table which represents the number
of his choice.

He can select two numbers. One type of two-number bet is called
a “corner” bet. Usually he signifies this type of bet and the num-
bers of his choice by placing a red stick on the table underneath
his money but pointing toward the corner of the table between the
sides representing the two numbers of his choice. A corner bet is
an even money bet because if either number comes out the player
wins, dollar for dollar.

Another type of two-number bet is the so-called “2 to 1.” This
is a bet in which the player selects a first and second choice of num-
bers. If the first choice comes out he wins; if the second choice
comes out it is a “push” or tie. He signifies this type of bet by
placing his money on the table in front of him with a red stick on
top of the money pointing toward his first choice and a second
stick pointing to his alternate choice.

He can bet on three numbers, which he signifies again by position-
ing the money and the red sticks.

The above are the basic plays of the game. However, a player
can make combination bets, such as a 2 to 1 bet and a corner or
even money bet on two numbers. When combination bets are
made, or the bet is a complicated one, the practice is for the bettor
not to use the celluloid sticks but to select the buttons or discs from
the center of the table and place them near his money. This act
requires a representative of the house who stands around the table
during the game to inquire of the player as to what he is betting,
and the player explains the bet to him. If the house wants to take
the bet, it is the obligation of the houseman to remember what the
bet is.

The house takes 7/7 per cent, or 14 cents on the dollar on all the
winnings. The pay-off on a single number bet is at the rate of 3to 1
less the percentage, so that for each dollar a winner would receive
$2.58. In a corner bet his chances are 2in4, so the pay-off is dollar
for dollar less the percentage, or 86 cents for each dollar bet. In a
2 to 1 bet, if the first choice comes out the pay-off is at the rate of
2to 1, or $1.72 for each dollar. If his second choice comes out, no
one wins.

In a so-called 1-2-3, or three-number bet, the chances are 3 to 1
in favor of the player. Here, typically, the gaming operator re-
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arranges the prizes. When the chances are 3 to 1 in favor of the
house, it pays only $2.58 for $1; but when the chances are 3 to 1
in favor of the player, he must pay $3.40 if he loses, and, of course,
the percentage if he wins.

After the beans are counted and the number is known, the house
first collects from those who lost without bothering to count the
money. Then, with the money won from other players, the pay-off
man counts the money on the table in front of each player who has
won. They pay on the basis of the amount in front of the player
rather than the amount which he may have claimed to have bet.
The custom is to pay the winners with the money of the losers,
deducting from the winners the standard percentage for the house
at the rate of 14 cents to $l.

Since the game is fast and capable of being played easily 10 to 15
or more times in a half-hour period, and the amounts bet are sub-
stantial, the take of the house is considerable. In addition to the
percentage take, the house also keeps the money it wins, and since
the chances are always against any one player, the house is often
the big winner. An unwritten rule guarantees the safety of the
house because, if a player has sufficient money to keep playing de-
spite his losses, and he doubles his bets, he is bound sooner or later to
pick the right number out of four. When the house is confronted
with such a player, and feels that he is bound to win soon, it refuses
to allow him to play any more; also, if the house is having a run
of bad luck, it closes the game.

The house has the “bank” in a canvas bag near the playing table.
The amount in the bag is never less than $l,OOO, since it is under-
stood that this sum will cover the pay-off required for the average
single game. This amount, of course, assumes that the house will
win from some players and take its 7 1

/? per cent from all winners.
The dealer, the pay-off men and the other workers at the game

are paid by the house and are all proprietors of the game. This is
done to assure that they are all working for the house. They are
called “The Company.” Every half hour the dealer and the pay-
off crew change. This is because operating the game calls for a
high degree of concentration, and the house wants no tired workers
at its table.

It is easy to run a crooked game of Fan Tan. The dealers acquire
such skill that they can easily tell the number of beans in a pile by
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feeling or by a split-second glance as they count the beans. It is also
simple for the dealer to palm a bean or two and drop them as he
counts so as to make a certain number come out.

Chinese Dominoes.

Chinese dominoes is also a game played by an unlimited number
who stand around a table six feet by four feet, which is covered with
a green velvet cloth. The table cloth is marked either with lines in
the form of the spokes of a wheel, or in a wide circle of 8 spots or
locations, which have significance in the betting. On the long sides
of the table near the center are indentations or slots into which two
housemen sit.

The game is played with a set of 32 dominoes made up of 16 pairs,
which are not unlike the dominoes used by children in that they
have the same shape and are marked by the same type of dots.
However, these dominoes are approximately 3 inches long, 1 inch
wide and slightly less than one half inch thick, and the dots are both
white and red in each set. Poker chips are ordinarily used instead
of money, the white being worth $l, the blue $5, the red $lO, al-
though all can be used for any value so long as the player informs
the house as to the value he intends.

The game starts by one player electing himself to be the banker,
which he does by placing the amount of money which he wants to
risk on one of the eight spots, and if he wishes, announcing the
amount placed; or if he wishes to bank only as to part of his bet
he puts red chips on top of his money to show the amount he banks.
This signifies that he is the banker; that is, playing against all the
other players, only to the extent of the amount he placed. For
example, if he put up or announced $lOO, this would mean that his
maximum liability to the other players would be $lOO, and con-
versely, that the most he could win would be $lOO. The house
backs all play on the table in excess of that $lOO, if it wants to.
After the banker selects his spot and places his bet, other players
put their money on other spots. If, for reasons of friendship or
other reasons, a player does not want to bet against the banker, he
signifies by placing his money on the edge of the spot. Such posi-
tioning indicates the desire that the house only serve as banker to
that player.
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After all bets are placed, the dominoes, which have been lying
face down in front of the two housemen in the center of the area
surrounded by the betting spots are then shuffled in the same man-
ner as dominoes are shuffled by children playing the game. The
shufflers then place the dominoes in eight piles of four in the center
of the table. The banker can then take any number of dice from
3to 6, but not less than 3. This is to prevent controlling the dice.
He then “rolls” the dice by dropping them at either end, or at the
middle of the stack of dominoes, thereby signifying the place from
which the deal shall start; or he can merely throw the dice on the
table and announce that the dominoes shall be dealt beginning at
one end or the other or from the center of the stack.

Assume that the banker rolls three sixes so that the dice total 18.
The houseman nearest the banker then counts the spot chosen by
the banker as position No. 1, and counts to the right around the
circle of spots until he has counted to 18. In our assumed case,
this would be at the spot next to the banker or at the No. 2 posi-
tion, since 18 would be twice around the 8-spot circle plus 2. This
means that the houseman must deal the first dominoes to the No. 2
position; also, the dominoes must be dealt from the end of the pile
signified by the banker at the time of his roll. The houseman com-
pletes the deal by placing on each spot four dominoes taken from
the stack of 32 dominoes in the order signified by the banker. After
the dominoes are placed on each betting spot, the players at that
spot quickly glance at their dominoes, although skillful players can
tell their value by feeling. A skillful player representing the rest of
the players on that spot quickly matches the four dominoes into
two sets according to value. He then places the four dominoes in
front of him, face down, in stacks of two. He places his strongest
combination of two in the back of the weaker set, and if he mis-
takenly puts the stronger two in front he automatically loses.

The following shows the value of the dominoes, beginning with
the highest, together with a description, and the names used for
them in playing the game. The values below are based on a pair
of dominoes containing the number of dots signified. For example:
Each of the two jokers contains nine dots, six on one side and three
on the other. The side having six dots has four red ones and two
white ones. The other side has three red dots.
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Number of Dots ’ Chinese Name
per Domino. Description. (translated). English Name.I !

6 and 3 4 red, 2 red Joker Joker
2 white, 1 red

12 3 red, 3 white Sky None
3 white, 3 red

2 1 red, 1 red Earth None

8 4 red, 4 red - - -

4 3 white, 1 red Goose Red Four
10 2 sets of 6, all white Rose -

G 2 sets of 3, white Intestine White Six
4 2 sets of 2, white Board - - -

11 6 and 5, all white Tiger - - -

10 6 white, 4 red Pants Red 10

7 6 white, 1 red High Stool -

6 5 white, 1 red Broom - - -

The above dominoes are in identical pairs. Those following are
pairs that total the same number of dots but are not otherwise
identical;

■ INumber of Dots i Chinese Name
per Domino. Description. | (translated). English Name.

9 5 white, 4 red None Red 9
9 All white None White 9

8 6 and 2, all white None Straight 8
8 5 and 3, all white None Crooked 8

7 4 red, 3 white None Red 7
7 4 and 3, all white None White 7
5 All red None Red 5
5 All white None White 6

The game is basically like a card game. Each of the 16 pairs of
dominoes has a value graduated in the same manner as cards in a
deck. The largest number of dots on a domino is 12 and the smallest
is 2. A pair beats everything except a higher pair, or jokers. If
there are no pairs, then the dominoes with the highest value win;
21 is the highest unpaired value. Some combinations lose as in the
game of craps. The scoring is rather complex and would serve no
purpose here.
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In order to win, a player’s dominoes must he higher than the
value of the banker’s dominoes. The front dominoes are then
turned over and their value compared to the front dominoes of the
banker. The same procedure follows with the back two. The
player must beat the banker in both the front and back. If he does,
he collects from the banker or the house, depending upon the limits
and liabilities set by the banker. If he loses in either stack, he pays
the banker or the house, depending upon the same conditions.

A large number of people play this game, and although it is pos-
sible for every one to beat the banker, it is also possible for every one
to lose to him or to have a complete tie all around so that no one
wins or loses. However, the usual situation is that some beat the
banker and some lose to him. Since the limit set by the individual
banker does not cover the large amount of play, for all practical
purposes the house is the banker. There is a limit on the number of
times a man can be banker if some one else wants a turn. If a player
wins, the money he has on the table on the spot in front of him is
counted, which is the amount he purports to bet. If his money pile
contains less than he signified he was betting, then he will be paid
only the amount he had actually placed on the betting spot. If he
loses, they do not bother to count his money. Any one who wants
can be the banker, but the wealthy man in the group is usually the
one who is.

The Chinese Lotteries.

Another major form of gambling in Chinatown which requires
description is the Chinese lotteries. Although like a lottery based
on numbers, its operation is different. There is no lottery ticket in
the commonly accepted sense of that term. However, there is a
ticket which contains the “numbers” upon which the gambling is
done, which is used more as a result slip than as the gambling ticket.
The so-called lottery bookie in Chinatown has a sheet of paper upon
which appear 80 Chinese characters taken from a Chinese children’s
story. Strangely, all Chinese lotteries wherever situated, whether
on the east coast or on the west coast, use the same 80 characters.
The player goes to the bookie who hands him a sheet which contains
the 80 characters and the bettor marks in pencil on the characters or
numbers he wants to pick. In actual practice, the numbers or
characters are so well known to the player that he merely tells the
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bookie, and the bookie records in a book the numbers and the
amount bet by the individuals.

To play the game, the player selects ten characters of the 80 on
the ticket. The average bet is S3, which is also the limit. For as3
play the following are the or prizes;

$3,0008 nun
7 numbers
6 numbers
5 numbers

600
60

These are the common prizes, although it is possible to pick more
or less than 8 numbers and the pay-offs vary accordingly. These
pay-offs show the usual gaming operator’s economics. The player’s
chances of selecting one character or number correctly is 1 in 80.
Have in mind that when you add to the probabilities in gambling
you multiply the chances against success instead of adding to them.

There are generally from 11 to 13 of these lotteries operating in
Chinatown. Each lottery has two drawings a day, seven days a
week. There are twenty to thirty people in Chinatown who serve
as bookies for the lotteries, and each bookie accepts play for all the
lotteries. Each lottery is designated by a Chinese name which
appears on what we have described
is commonly referred to by a Chine
English word “company” or “co
corporations are not legal entities I

is the result slips. Each lottery
;e name with the addition of the
■poration.’'7 The companies or
at associations of backers.
strictly regulated. Each lotteryThe operation of these lotteries i

takes play for a designated half-hour period, beginning in the morn-
ing, at which time all bookies will take play for that particular
lottery. At the end of the half hour, play for that lottery ceases
and another begins. Each bookie knows the time during which
each lottery is operating, and since the game is exactly the same, it
makes no difference to the player which one it is.

The drawings in connection with these lotteries occur all during
the day about every half hour. With from 11 to 13 lotteries operat-
ing, it means that there are from 22 to 26 drawings during the course
of each day. The drawing for each lottery takes place somewhat as
follows: At the end of the half-hour period in the morning for a
given lottery, preparations are made for the drawing, which usually
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takes place in the cellar of shops in Chinatown. In anticipation of
the drawing, it is common to invite a neutral person in from the
street to draw the numbers or characters. Small sheets, each bear-
ing one of the 80 characters, are crumpled, thrown into a pile,
shuffled and then separated into four piles of 20 each. Four small
slips are then marked with the numbers 1 to 4, and one is placed on
each of these piles. Then four other slips, bearing the numbers 1
to 4 are crumpled, shuffled and rolled out upon the table. The
neutral person then selects one of these four slips and the number he
selects signifies the pile of 20 Chinese characters which contains
the combination of winning numbers. The other 60 characters are
then thrown away and the process of identifying the characters in
the pile takes place.

These characters in the lucky pile are called out to a man stand-
ing by at a machine for punching holes in paper. In the punching
machine are a stack of result slips which contain the 80 Chinese
characters plus the Chinese character signifying the first half of the
name of the lottery and the Chinese symbol for moon or day, de-
pending upon whether the drawing is in the morning or night
lottery. As the numbers are called out, the characters are per-
forated in these result slips which are then distributed around to the
bookie establishments so that they can inform the players as to the
winning combination of numbers. Twenty numbers are punched
in all, but a player wins the top prize if he has 8 out of his 10 selec-
tions.

The operators of these lotteries could be hit in one day for a total
of $66,000 if all eleven lotteries lost to top prize twice to only one
player in a day. It is extremely unlikely because if an operator is
financially embarrassed by being hit heavily in the morning he can
close down at night. However, it is some indication of the po-
tential total handle of these lotteries, since any number of players
could select the winning number. This game could be easily dis-
honest, since the operators can control the numbers that come out.

Gambling in Chinatown is strictly Controlled.
The fact that eleven or more lotteries have two drawings a day,

seven days a week, on one-half hour schedules, in a completely non-
competitive way, indicates a high degree of organization. Fan Tan
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and Dominoes, although somewhat more competitive, are just about
as highly organized and strictly controlled. Gambling in China-
town employs the gambling establishment rather than the mobile
bookie. The establishments are certain “stores” located in the
Chinatown area, centered around Beach, Hudson, Tyler and Ox-
ford streets. The entire area is hardly more than a small city block,
and in it the number of gaming establishments varies at given
times from 15 to 20.

This small area traditionally has been divided into three sections
for the purpose of minimizing competition which is a source of
trouble in any racket. Each section has its turn in getting the
gambling business to the exclusion of the others. The system is
such that the “stores” in one section open at 11 a.m. on their day
and conduct the game of Fan Tan until 3.30 p.m. At 3.30 p.m.

Fan Tan stops and all sections open for Dominoes, which continues
until 6 p.m. At 6 p.m. Fan Tan resumes in the section whose turn
it is and the other sections close down. Fan Tan continues until
10.30 p.m. The following day it is the turn of another section and
the system works in that fashion from day to day, for seven days a
week. For about thirty years, until the Kefauver investigation,
the “stores” in the various sections announced their turn with
signs hung in the windows advising that Fan Tan or Dominoes was
going on inside. After the Kefauver investigation, the characters
meaning “exercise” were substituted for dominoes and the character
for “freedom” or “liberty” was substituted for Fan Tan. Since this
Commission has been operating the signs have been generally dis-
continued.

At 10.30 p.m. all gambling places close down except for the
“big place” which has the exclusive right to operate Fan Tan and
Dominoes from 10.30 p.m. until the games break up, usually about
4 a.m. At 4 a.m. a few places have the right to open and continue
until time for the players to go to work. Currently there are two
or three of these places, which is an increase, and they serve the
function of taking the small overflow of players from the night game
who did not have enough.

During the Chinese New Year period, which covers approxi-
mately two weeks, gambling is wide open at all times. In the past,
at the conclusion of the New Year period, it was customary for the
lottery operators to distribute the new schedules announcing the
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times for operations of the various lotteries during the coming
year. This, also, has been discontinued during the life of this
Commission.

The big gambling days in Chinatown occur on the week-end,
when laundrymen and other Chinese workers from outside of the
city come to Chinatown, since there they can be with their own
people. Sunday is the biggest day, and the place that operates at
night on a Sunday has as many as 100 players.

The so-called “night game” which has the exclusive right to op-
erate after 10.30 p.m. is open for bid every six months or sooner if the
concessionaire returns it. At the time a sign is posted in the window
of the Nan Yon Coffee Shop at 57 Beach Street which translated
reads as follows: “The individual who had the concession for the
evening business (skin) of this society has now returned this con-
cession. In accordance with regulations we are now announcing
publicly that this concession is now available. We have designated
Saturday, October 15, 1955, at 8 p.m. as the time when bidding for
the concession will be held in the office of the society. We hope
that those brethren who wish to manage this business will kindly be
present at the designated time to bid for the business. On Leong
Society. October 13, 1955.”

All this control and regulation is done under the auspices of On
Leong Tong, otherwise known as the Chinese Merchants’ Asso-
ciation.

Chinese society in America revolves around the clan, which is
called the family, and membership in the family depends upon
family name. Among the Chinese, the family name appears first,
so that what would be a last name in our society is a first name among
the Chinese. Each family has its own association and the head of
it are the elders. These are men of maturity but not necessarily of
age and presumably of wisdom, who serve as arbiters and advisors
to the other members of the family. Because of the great differences
in language and custom, the immigrant Chinese had no understand-
ing of the American way, and therefore received little understanding
from among his new-found neighbors. It was natural for him to
avoid American institutions, such as the courts, where he would

The Chinese Merchants’ Association of Massachusetts.
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not either understand or be understood, and to take his problems to
his own or to the elders in another family for the purpose of seeking
justice, advice, assistance. Under such a system it was inevitable
that the large families became the most powerful. Real and im-
agined injustices to members of the smaller families gave rise to re-
sentment among the smaller ones and they joined together for self-
protection and formed associations which they called Tongs. The
central theme of the family association was benevolence and help
to those bearing the same name. The central theme of the Tongs
was self-protection for only their members. The basis for action
in the family association was the decision of the elders. In the
Tongs, it was the decision of the aggressive members who soon took
leadership without the governing elements of family tradition, pride
and honor. The Tongs soon became devoted primarily to the
economic advancement of their members, and therefore became
dominated by what we Americans would call racketeers. Typi-
cally, the so-called Tong Wars had at their base the struggle for
monopoly. The classic example is that a member of one Tong who
opened a business establishment within a certain distance from a
similar establishment operated by a member of the same Tong, was
breaking one of the laws of the Tong, and if he did not desist upon
order might get himself shot. A member of one Tong who did the
same to a member of another Tong might cause a so-called Tong
War. All of this, although ending with crimes against the person
in typical racket fashion, started with crimes against public policy,
that is, restrictive trade agreements. The Tongs interested them-
selves in many more things than territorial divisions of legitimate

businesse
The two principal Tongs in this part of the country were the

On Leong Tong, which was formed in 1893, and the Hip Sing Tong,
formed about the same time. Ten years later, in 1903, the On Leong
Tong became incorporated under the name of The Chinese Mer-
chants’ Association of Massachusetts. These Tongs were not
local organizations. The On Leong Tong existed over the entire
eastern half of the country from Chicago to Texas, and east to 'the
Atlantic seaboard. It is not known to the Commission whether or
not the On Leong Tong was an interstate organization at the time of
its origin. liowever, in about 1903 other local branches of this
Tong in other States also became incorporated under the names of
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Chinese Merchants’ Associations. The Tong in Massachusetts was
incorporated under chapter 125 of the Revised Laws, which is now
chapter 180 of the General Laws, and relates to corporations for
charitable and certain other purposes.

The Chinese name for the organization is On Leong Kong See
Hung Woy; translated, this means the On Leong Labor and Busi-
ness Association. The English secretary testified to this Commission
that he did not know why they used the word “merchants” in the
name because it has nothing to do with business but is a “charitable
corporation.” Now it is commonly called in Chinatown, the Asso-
ciation or the Syndicate. The word Tong is no longer used, and great
care is taken to stress that. However, the Hip Sing Tong also called
Hip Sing See Kung Woy (Labor and Business Association) is still in
existence, although in Massachusetts it has been reduced to a mere
handful, and the On Leong group have assumed complete control.

The stated purposes of the Chinese Merchants’ Association are:

Establishing and maintainin Dr reading rooms, libr
meetings, for the prosecution of the stud,
and the encouragement of athletic exerci

the promotion of r

It was incorporated in September, 1903, for these purposes, and
they have not been changed.

About one month after the incorporation date, a member of the
Hip Sing Tong was murdered in Boston and in 1908 Tong Wars
killed nine in less than one year. In 1924 and 1925, warfare between
the On Leong Tong and Hip Sing Tong wasresumed in various cities.
A news story of this period, in a Boston paper, contains the follow-
ing;

The On Leong Tong is interested in educating the Chinese. It is, in fact, the
Chinese Merchants’ Association. The Hip Sing Tong is made up of laundry
workers. One side will tell you their foes are a lot of gamblers among other things.

In 1927 the English secretary, George Goon Mook, announced
that “eternal peace” had been concluded by the heads of the On
Leong and Hip Sing Tongs at New York. However, on August 4,
1929, an unsuccessful shooting took place on Oxford Street, Boston,
and leaders of both Tongs denied any trouble brewing. On the
very next day two Hip Sing men were shot and killed in Boston by
On Leong gunmen. The cause of the warfare was reported as the
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desertion of Hip Sings to the On Leong Tong. The following day
sixteen suspected gambling places were raided by the police without
success, obviously. On the following day peace was announced by
the On Leong leader George Goon Mook, the predecessor of the
present English secretary and now a life member of the Association,
and Harry Chang Tang of the Hip Sing. These so-called Tong
Wars apparently were thought to be based upon causes deeply
hidden in mysterious oriental practices, not clear to Americans. At
least they do not seem to have been recognized as having identical
causes with the native gang wars and shootings of that era. The
Tongs never existed in China. They were devised in this country
as a vehicle for the Chinese racketeer to gain money and power.
The Tongs never were representative of the Chinese people in
America any more than the American gangsters are representative
of our people.

In August of 1923, the United Chinese Association of Boston was
incorporated for the purpose of

The education of residents of New England of Chinese blood, and to aid and
help in their mutual advancement according to the precepts of the American Con-
stitution and to aid in the understanding of American culture; to teach the Chinese
language and to disseminate knowledge of Chinese culture in the United States of
America.

In 1939 this organization changed its name to Chinese Con-
solidated Benevolent Association of New England. This organiza-
tion is similar to the larger benevolent associations of the West
Coast, which were truly formed to aid all Chinese regardless of
family or membership in any organization. No member of the
Chinese Merchants’ Association can be president of the Benevolent
Society. Undoubtedly, the benevolent associations were formed
to counteract the adverse effect which the Tongs created in the
American mind against the Chinese. This organization has not
been as powerful as the Chinese Merchants’ Association, primarily
because of the difference in income. Apparently the principal
leaders of the Chinese Merchants’ Association do become minor
officers in the Benevolent Association. This and the Chinese
Y. M. C. A. are the organizations in Massachusetts truly devoted to
charitable purposes for the Chinese, but, since they rely on dues,
suffer from a lack of money.
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It seems obvious that the Tong Wars should have suggested to
some authority that the methods of the Association for effecting its
purposes, such as reading rooms, music study and promotion of
morality, were somewhat outside the spirit of the laws pertaining to
charitable corporations. The Chinese Merchants’ Association is a
corporation in law, but not in fact. The corporate entity is a front
which has no real meaning for its members. It claims to have a
membership of 1,500 to 1,700, but no meetings of the membership
are ever held. In the period from 1948 to 1951 it decided to build
a new association building, as apparently did such associations else-
where in the country. In connection with this building program,
in 1950, it decided to borrow $250,000. It could not find its charter
or any by-laws, so some were prepared for the purpose of effecting
the loan, and adopted, as they say, at a special meeting of the mem-
bership of the corporation on October 2, 1950. At the same meet-
ing the election of officers held December 5, 1949, was confirmed.
In other words, there were no records of the election of officers who
act for the corporation. During this building program on the same
day it was voted that the corporation borrow, from a Boston bank,
$200,000 at 4 per cent interest, payable $5,000 on February 10,
1951, and $5,000 quarterly thereafter, the unpaid balance to be
paid on August 10, 1960; also on this same date what purports to
be a notice of a special meeting to be held on that date to adopt the
by-laws and to negotiate the loan was signed by the Chinese secre-
tary. This is undated but affixed to the minutes of the meeting of
October 2, 1950; also he made an affidavit of giving notice. It
should not be assumed that all these acts were done, but not re-
corded, for lack of understanding or legal counsel, because the
Association uses a battery of lawyer

Also on March 16, 1950, according to the minutes attached to the
by-laws, after notice, it was voted that the Association borrow

265,000. Both of these proposed loans were to be sec
mortgages on the new building th?n under constructk

These papers are the only by-laws and minutes which the cor-
poration has, and it is admitted that they were prepared for the
purpose of obtaining the loan. The corporation does not keep
minutes as provided for in the by-laws; they “go by our own
customs.” In fact, the by-laws and minutes referred to when sum-
moned by this Commission in 1956 were not produced when re-
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quested because they had been in the possession of an attorney since
1952 or 1953 in connection with a matter which the Association
had pending before the Appellate Tax Board. The corporation
does not operate according to its by-laws. If this were the common
type of departure from by-laws by a corporation it would not be
worth comment. It is actually a completely different organization,
operating in its own fashion under the veneer of a Massachusetts
charitable corporation. It operates as follows:

Membership is open to any Chinese who wishes to join, regardless
of his occupation. When a prospect signifies his intention, a “red
paper” bearing his name is posted on the bulletin board on the
third floor inside the Association Building for one month. This is
supposed to be so that other members may have the opportunity
to blackball him, but the members do not even go there. At the
end of a month, he is admitted to membership by appearing at the
Association Building where he kneels before the Chinese patron
saint and says; “I am a member. Ibe good and don’t violate the
law of the Association.” The Commission’s information is that
each new member is sworn to secrecy concerning the Association on
the penalty of death. The above quote was accompanied by a
denial that the new member takes an oath.

After a man becomes a member he is entitled to the protection
and favor of the Association against all others, whether he is right
or wrong. This is the purpose of the Tong. This does not mean as
much as it did because the younger Chinese are not joining the
association, and its restrictive trade provisions are not as effective
as formerly. It is of value to a person who wishes to do business
in Chinatown. The new member attends no meetings of the mem-
bership, for there are none in spite of elaborate provisions concern-
ing meetings of the membership in the American by-laws. Once a
member he is allowed to vote for the officers of the Association if he
can get to the Association Building in Boston on the voting day.
The voting day is always a Sunday in December.

In the American by-laws the provisions for the officers are similar
to, but cleverly different from, the actual method of election in very
important particulars. The ruling body of the Association purports
to be what is sometimes called the “Executive Committee,” but
not within the organization. This committee consists of a local
president, a co-president, two English secretaries, one Chinese
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secretary, one treasurer, one manager, four directors, and a sub-
committee of 36. Life members are also members of this body for
life, and they are past national presidents of the national On Leong
Society. The membership votes for the officers, but otherwise have
no say in the affairs of the corporation or society. The right to
vote for the officers is not as democratic as it seems because of the
system of nomination. No member of the Association is eligible to
become an officer or director unless he has first served on the sub-
committee of 36. Nominations for the offices are made by the
Executive Committee mentioned above, who meet usually in
December, in advance of election day. Each one present is entitled
to write the name of his nominee for president on a sheet of paper.
As expected, there are opposing factions so that the matter of
nominations is cut and dried before the actual balloting. When the
nomination ballots are counted the six men receiving the highest
number of votes become the candidates for president of the local
organization, which is the Chinese Merchants’ Association of
Massachusetts. After the candidates for local president are nomi-
nated, the inferior officers are nominated, ordinarily without opposi-

dish and Chinese secretaries, thetion. These officers are the E
treasurer and the manager.

a secret and the polls are open in
a.m. to 9 p.m. Notices of elections
letin board on the corner of Oxford

On election day the balk
the Association Building from 11
are supposed to be posted on a bi
and Beach streets, but in fact, they are posted on the inside of the
window of the Nan Yon Coffee Shop at 57 Beach Street, where any
notices of importance to the Association are to be found. This means
that the electioneering takes place in Chinatown, Boston.

The man receiving the highest number of votes in the balloting
becomes the local president. The three men receiving the next
highest number of votes are thereby automatically nominated to
run for the office of co-president of the local organization. The
Co-presidents of the local organizations serve the function of lookir
after the interests of the national organization, or, as it is called
“The Syndicate” on the local scene. The names of these three
nominees for co-president are forwarded from 13 different cities in
the eastern half of the United States to New York City. From
there ballots are returned to the 13 cities containing the names of
the three nominees for each city. The Executive Committee in the
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various cities, not the members of the organization, then vote for
their choice as co-president in each city except in their own. This
is because they are not allowed to vote for themselves. It is de-
sirable to choose a member of the faction opposite the president for
the position of co-president, so that he will keep watch on the local
organization. The two men from each city defeated in the “national
election” for the co-presidents’ position, plus the two of the six who
received the fewest votes in the election for local president, auto-
matically become the four directors of their local organization.
After the elections are over, the governing body is reorganized in
the following manner: The local president and the co-president
select ten members for the subcommittee. Each of the four di-
rectors selects four, bringing the subcommittee to a total of 36.

This makes for a self-perpetuating control in a very few people.
This control works through the automatic system of shifting back
and forth from officer to director. No one can become an officer or
director unless he has first served on the subcommittee. No one
can get on the subcommittee unless an officer or director appoints
him. The officers and directors appoint their supporters.

The president and co-president can hold office for only two year
in succession, at which time they automatically become directors to
serve out their period of ineligibility.

The local president and the four directors, sometimes called
sistants, are within the organization the governing body. The

subcommittee of 36 seems to perform no significant function except
to nominate the president and directors. However, the most in-
fluential position in the organization is that of English secretary.
There are two of them, although the by-laws call for one. These
are the contact men for the Association with the English-speaking
community; often they serve as interpreters in the courts. They
are the spokesmen for the Association and frequently purport to
speak for the Chinese people. The present senior English secretary
has been in office for twenty years and served for several years with
another who was an English secretary back almost to the beginnings
of the organization. The other minor offices are not significant
Within the framework of the state organization there are so-called
local self-governing groups. These are in cities where the organiza-
tion is smaller and subordinate to the larger headquarters, such as
Springfield to Boston. The chairmen of these smaller groups are
designated by the local (i.e. state) president.
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Witnesses for the Association testified that there is no connection
between the Massachusetts Association and the others. They do
have national co-presidents just as in the local organization, and
the testimony was that they exist only for the purpose of the na-
tional convention. These national conventions of the On Leong
Society, called in English the Chinese Merchants’ Association, are
held each year in different cities. In 1954 it was in Houston, Texas;
in 1955, it was in New York City; in 1956, it was in Boston. How-
ever, we have seen the system whereby the various state organiza-
tions have a vote as to the co-presidents in the state organizations
other than their own. Furthermore, the national co-presidents
were honored guests at the dedication of the new Chinese Merchants’
Association Building in Boston in 1952; also, they have other
national officers.

The principal cities in which there are major organizations of
the On Leong Society, probably all called Chinese Merchants’
Associations, are: New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, St. Louis, Detroit, Minneapolis, Washing-
ton, D. C., Baltimore, Houston and Kansas City, Missouri. Other
cities which have what are called local self-governing groups are
Albany, New York, Hartford, Connecticut, Norfolk, Virginia,
Providence, Rhode Island, San Antonio, Texas, and Miami, Florida.

In Boston the Association conducts a Chinese language school for
children, and does make contribution to some charity drives; other-
wise its “community center” building is for the exclusive use of the
few who run the Association. The Association’s principal function
appears to be to control the gambling. This it does mostly through
ownership of real estate, but not entirely. It is the wealthiest and
largest organization of Chinese in the Commonwealth, and the
Merchants’ Association title is for American consumption only.
To the Chinese it is the same old syndicate it was when they called
it Tong instead of “Society.”

It owns an undetermined number of buildings in Chinatown,
Boston. The English secretary testified that there are “about 15.”
Traditionally, this real estate is held by trustees for the benefit of
the Association without so specifying in the recorded deeds. In
December, 1953, seven Declarations of Trust were recorded in the
Suffolk Registry of Deeds wherein trustees hold parcels of land
expressly for the benefit of the Chinese Merchants’ Association of
Massachusetts. There are separate trustees in each Trust, and they
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are all members and mostly officers or former officers of the Associa-
tion. The provisions of these Declarations of Trust indicate wherein
the control within the organization rests, since the power of appoint-
ment and removal of the trustees, and to amend or alter the Trusts
rests exclusively with the president and secretary of the organiza-
tion.

Among these parcels of real estate are those at 57, 61, 63, 65 and
67 Beach Street in Boston. Nos. 61 through 67 are contiguous
buildings which house on the first floor of each a “club.” These
clubs have, for years, been the principal gaming stores and have
been raided as far back as twenty-five years ago. Ordinarily they
are the main gambling stores, but at the present time the principal
one is 55 Beach Street, which is on the corner of, and is also 1 Tyler
Street. This is the principal one because it holds the night game
This real estate is not the property of the Merchants’ Association
which is not an absolute necessity, since gambling is permitted by
concession by a fee paid to the Association. This fee is collected
every Saturday afternoon by the manager who visits the gambling
locations for that purpose. The highway construction has in the
past year made Hudson Street a relatively unimportant gambling
itreet, and Tyler Street has become more significant

On Sunday, March 3, 1957, Commission investigators went to
photograph signs which have recently appeared in the store windows
at 10A Tyler Street, 11 to 13 Tyler Street, and 1 Tyler Street, which
is also 55 Beach Street. On the door at 1 Tyler Street, in gold
“lettering,” are Chinese characters which say “Sang Com-
pany,” or, in English, “Produce Wealth Company.” On the store
window was a paper sign which was translated, “Evening Skin
please go to Toy Sang Toy Company.” On the store window at
11 to 13 Tyler Street, a few doors away, was a gold “lettered” sign
in Chinese which says Toy Sang Toy Co., or “Wealth Produces
Wealth”; also over the window of this store was the mate to the
smaller sign at 1 Tyler Street. This smaller sign says “Liberty
Movement here tonight.” “Skin” is the literal translation of a
Chinese term for business which relates to gambling. “Liberty
Movement” is a sort of Chinese slang for Fan Tan.

Across the street at 10A Tyler Street, in a basement, are three
large Chinese characters which, translated, mean “New Group
Flourish.” This is a new location, and to help them flourish they
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had two small paper signs affixed to the window. Translated, the
one on the right announced “Today gambling activities, please come
in.” The one on the left advised, “Night, exactly at four o’clock
open for business.” These two locations illustrate the entire gam-
bling day. No. 11 Tyler Street has the 10.30 p.m. exclusive con-
cession —is the “big place.” No. 10A Tyler Street has a daytime
and the 4 a.m. concessions. The Chinese call it night or evening
(moon) so long as it is dark.

The significance of these locations is that they have operated for
at least twenty-five years. During most of that period permanent
signs announcing the doings inside were prominently displayed at
about eye level. Furthermore, there is a history of gambling at such
locations; also, the gambling took place at the street level, or, in
some few cases, in basement stores, the front of which could be
observed from the sidewalk. Furthermore, these alleged stores look
no more like stores than they do like gambling houses from the
street. It is customary to paint the windows black, or to hang a
curtain which can very easily be looked over. The front part of the
stores contain either nothing at all or some few packages purporting
to be merchandise, which have been there for years. The back wall
of the front room is generally solid to within a few feet of the ceiling,
and in back of that the gaming tables are located. Furthermore, it
is common knowledge in Chinatown as to what goes on in such
places. It just does not seem possible that for all those years, with
all those obviously suspicious circumstances, even if the signs were
in Chinese writing, some authority did not wonder at the pur-
poses of these places and make some inquiry. Furthermore, during

3 gas and electric company, water
ions who must have entered these

all those years, with the varior
department and other such per
premises in connection with thei
the existence of the tables in tin

1 business, it seems impossible that
back rooms, or perhaps even some

information of their purpose, did not come to the attention of the
authorities, or at least was no deep secret.

Lee Fum.

On the evening of February 9, 1956, a Chinese of Canadian de-
scent, named Lee Fum, went to the third floor of the Chinese Mer-
chants’ Association Building at 20 Hudson Street, Boston, where he
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shot and killed James Chin Kai and wounded Wong Jayne, both
English secretaries of the Association, and then killed himself. This
shooting was a personal matter between them and perhaps related
only indirectly to the activities of the Chinese Merchants’ Associa-
tion.

In December of 1954 Lee was the manager of a Chinese restaurant
in Attleboro, Massachusetts. One of his waiters, Thomas Wong,
was discharged by Lee for refusing to wait on some customers. After
this incident Lee went to the kitchen where Thomas Wong followed
him and attacked him with a kitchen knife, slashing his neck and
wrists and necessitating a total
was prosecuted and was repres

)f sixteen stitches. Thomas Wong
nted by an attorney who handles
i. Lee agreed to a reduction of the
nd was promised that he would be
connection with the injury. This

ome matters for the Associatio:
barges to assault and battery :

reimbursed for the expenses in
was the beginning of a set of ircumstanees which ended in the
murder and suicide about a year later. Thomas Wong did not live
up to the agreement, and, in Chinese fashion, Lee tried to get help
from Wong Jayne as an elder in the Wong family. When he did not
get such assistance from Wong Jayne, he tried to have the matter
arbitrated between an elder of his family and Wong Jayne, but still
received no satisfaction.

In May of 1955, on a pretext, he took a younger brother of
Thomas Wong to his room for the purpose of finding out where
Thomas Wong was. He did not molest or harm the boy, but he
must have put him in fear, and therefore cannot be excused. For
this he was charged with kidnapping and placed on $50,000 bail;
also a charge of threats to Thomas Wong was added. This began
a series of incidents which Lee and his friends felt were oppressions
made possible through the influence of Wong Jayne. After the bail
was reduced by the court to $5,000, a friend of Lee went to Wong
Jayne to see if he would be helpful to Lee, and in the course of the
conversation threatened to notify the federal authorities about the
lack of tax stamps for the gambling tables. Shortly after the
kidnapping charge, Lee came to the Crime Commission to tell his
story, because he felt that the governing body of the Merchants’
Association had become too powerful for the good of the community.
He was not a member of the Association. In November, 1955, the
court dismissed the kidnapping charge and he was found guilty of
threats not on the bov but on his brother.
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One of the incidents which occurred during the period following
the charge of kidnapping was a deportation older to Canada for Lee
and some friends of his who had recently opened a new lunchroom in
Chinatown. The explanation given by the witnesses to the shooting
was that Lee was enraged about being deported. Lee was in touch
with the Commission from time to time from May of 1955 until
about the middle of December, 1955. He was not enraged about
the idea of being deported. He had started the new lunchroom
after he knew he was to be deported. His plan was to go back to
Canada and thereafter make application for a visa to return to this
country. One of the purposes for his return was to testify concern-
ing the gambling operations in Chinatown. In fact, he returned, as
ordered, to Canada on the sixteenth of December, 1955, but was
stopped at Buffalo and sent back because his papers were not in
order, or some such reason. The Commission did not know of his
return and except for automobile trouble he would have returned
to Buffalo before the day of the shooting. Some things took place
after his return about which the Commission is not certain. One of
them had to do with the deportation orders for his partners in the
new lunchroom.

These are the special circumstances referred to in the introduction
of this section of the report which caused the Commission to look
more closely into gambling in Chinatown. Gambling did not close
down on account of the shooting, but it did close after the Com-
mission’s summonses went out a few days later, and remained
closed for the longest period in their history, during the time that
the Commission held some books and records of the Association.
During this period the father of Thomas Wong, one of the lawyers
who represented the Association before the Commission, and an
interpreter, went to the friend of Lee who had threatened to expose
the gambling and who had also paid some charges for Lee, such
bail and funeral expenses, and in return for a signed paper
perhaps in the nature of a release paid $5OO in behalf of Lee.
This was the amount which would have settled the matter and
saved two lives several months before. Lee’s friend subsequently
called the Association and wanted to return the money, but was
advised that the father of Thomas Wong, not the Association, had
paid it, but that the Association would find out if Mr. Wong would
accept the return of the money. Lee’s friend never heard from the
Association about it. This incident reflects a rather strange and
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belated interest by the Association in the matter of settlement of
differences between Thomas Wong and Lee.

After the return of the Association books by this Commission,
shortly following the above payment the gambling resumed and it
was thought that the Commission was no longer interested. The
situation became so relaxed again that, at least in part because of
the dislocations caused by highway construction on Hudson Street,
temporary signs were put up recently to help the customers identify
the locations. As previously reported, Commission investigators
photographed the signs on March 3, 1957, and later in the day
deliberately made their identities known to one place, where signs
had been photographed. On a return visit one hour later all signs
were removed.

There is a great deal of information which has not been included
in this report. The Commission has not made the matter of gam-
bling in Chinatown any major subject of its attention. It is in-
cluded herein because it illustrates the principles set forth in the
general sections of this report by showing what can happen in the
gambling business in an area not much larger than baseball infield.

Furthermore, the inevitable question which the Commission has
not had time to ask is where have the police been while all this was
going on?

A sidelight of this incident is its illustration of the value of an
organization to which a person can take his problems if he feels that
he cannot go to the regular enforcement agencies.

The Winthrop Study.

One of the matters into which the Commission inquired through
the media of private and public hearings was that concerning the
existence and extent of illegal gaming of an organized nature in the
town of Winthrop, Massachusetts. These hearings were prompted
because of information repeatedly referred to the attention of the
Crime Commission, most of it voluntary, alleging that illegal
gambling headquarters had been maintained over a number of
years without any interference from the police officials in that town.
Originally, the allegations were referred to the Commission shortly

Introduction.
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after it came into existence in late 1953, and, as stated above, these
allegations persisted and emanated from responsible citizens as well
as anonymous sources. Where the information was anonymous, it
was either eliminated or verified by independent inquiry. Because
of the lack of funds available to the Commission, no independent
inquiry could be made until after December of 1955, when both
funds and additional responsible investigative assistants became
available through the co-operation of the Massachusetts State
Police. At that time the inquiry into conditions existing in Win-
throp was undertaken as a part of a plan to show the pattern which
appears in a community where vigorous enforcement of the laws
against gambling and related offences is not employed.

The sum and substance of the persistent allegations concerning
conditions in Winthrop was that there had been operating for many
years in that town certain locations and individuals engaged in the
illegal business of registering bets on horse and dog races, and that
also there had been illegal dice games of substantial proportions
being conducted in that town and that, despite the almost common
knowledge of these conditions, no action had been taken by the
Winthrop Police Department to arrest or prosecute any of these
individuals or to close these locations. It should be specifically
pointed out that the Massachusetts Special Crime Commission de-
cided on an inquiry into the Winthrop situation because of the
allegations that the illegal gambling was of an organized nature,
and therefore came within the purview of the responsibility desig-
nated to the Commission by the General Court.

Because of charges and countercharges hurled at certain indi-
viduals who co-operated with this Commission during the conduct
of the private and public hearings into the situation in Winthrop,
the Commission desires to state unqualifiedly that its inquiry rela-
tive to the exact nature of the organized illegal gaming conditions
in Winthrop was not initiated by any one individual, and specific-
ally was not initiated by Selectman Walter Van Dalinda, Sgt. John
Van Dalinda, or Mr. Bernard J. Basch of that town.

Existence and Extent of Organized Illegal Gaming in Winthrop.
It is not possible to set forth in this report all of the instances

which were found to exist in Winthrop with regard to organized
gambling, but the following were the most glaring instances.
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A. In August of 1948, detectives assigned to the Massachusetts
State Police, and acting under the direction of the Attorney Gen-
eral’s office, raided the premises at 211 Washington Avenue in
Winthrop and reported as a result of that raid that thousands of
lottery tickets were confiscated on the premises where lottery agents
were also found, who had travelled there from such distant points
as Fall River and Chicopee, Massachusetts. Further reports on
that raid were that these lottery agents, numbering approximately
fifty, were on the scene reporting on the week’s "take” and waiting
for the prize money to be distributed. The Attorney General’s
office reported that this lottery headquarters had been operating
in Winthrop for more than two years at the same address, and
that it had been operating without any interference from the police.
According to published reports, Chief William Pumphret, Winthrop
Police Department, when advised of the statements by Assistant
Attorney General George Fingoid as outlined above, replied: “It
will be up to him to prove it.” Of significance is the fact that there
is no indication of any investigation having been conducted into
the matter by the Winthrop Police Department, despite the allega-
tions of the Attorney General’s office, and despite published state-
ments of two of the three selectmen then officiating in Winthrop
to the effect that the police department did not seem to be in the
clear with regard to that lottery operation. In other words, the
attitude of Chief Pumphret at that time was to make no inquiries
into the fact that this lottery had been in operation unknown to his
department for over two years.

As a matter of fact, the Commission was unable to find as of the
date of this report that any investigation or inquiry was made by
the Winthrop Police Department, or ordered to be made by that
Department through the board of selectmen. The principals and
others identified in the lottery operation were convicted.

B. In 1954, a professional man who had spent most of his life in
Winthrop advised, in a lengthy and detailed communication to this
Commission, of certain conditions in Winthrop relating to organized
gambling and its by-products, and referred particularly to alleged
lack of police action; that is, police action such as investigation
and prosecution of those conducting this organized illegal gam-
bling.

C. The daily journals of the Winthrop Police Department were
lummoned by the Crime Commission, covering the period from
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August 18, 1947, through March 19, 1956, and they were reviewed
at the Commission’s offices. This review failed to reflect any entries
with regard to gaming complaints, investigations or prosecutions.
It should further be noted that these journals do not reflect the
receipt of the complaints forwarded by the Massachusetts State
Police with regard to locations in Winthrop allegedly being operated
for the registering of bets.

D. In January of 1953, a form letter was prepared the Com-
mission and forwarded to all police departments in the Common-
wealth, requesting information on arrests and prosecutions for the
offences of gambling, prostitution and related vice matters during
the years 1952 and 1953. In its reply, the Winthrop Police Depart-
ment indicated three arrests for gaming during this period. Those
arrested were three minors, and the charges were “playing cards
in the street.” The cases were continued without disposition.

E. On March 10, 1954, the Brookline Police Department, based
on information and observation, conducted a raid at an apartment
on Beacon Street in Brookline and verified their belief that it was
used as a headquarters for organized illegal gambling of an extensive
nature. Discovered in the apartment in the act of attempting to
conceal betting slips, telephones and other betting paraphernalia
in a trap door were Harry “Doc” Sagansky, 168 Gardner Road,
Brookline, Massachusetts and Morris Weinstein, 120 Reservoir
Avenue, Revere, Massachusetts.

Both of these individuals have been convicted of, and identified
with participation in, organized gambling in violation of the laws
of this Commonwealth. The former has been arrested on a number
of occasions and has served time in a state prison on conviction of a
violation of the gambling laws. He has consistently been identified
as one of the outstanding figures with regard to supervision of
organized gambling in the Commonwealth. Morris Weinstein has
been identified with Revere gambling activities and most recently
was arrested on April 25, 1956, at the Hotel Manger in Boston with
an alleged set-up for registering lay-off bets, and convicted.

Detective John F. Dwyer of the Brookline Police Department
testified in public hearing before the Crime Commission that he
found both Doc Sagansky and Morris Weinstein on their knees
stuffing paper, telephones and betting slips into a trap door in the
floor. They were also concealing in the trap door a list of telephone
numbers used in connection with their operation. This telephone
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list showed connections with known “big shots” in the illegal gam-
ing racket, both in New England and outside of New England.
Detective Dwyer testified that he himself took two telephone calls
from Miami, Florida, with regard to betting matters, while in the
apartment; and he testified that he considered this operation to
be part of a “huge betting syndicate.”

Among the telephone numbers found in their possession was
OC 3-0767, listed to the Highland Auto School, 229 Main Street,
Winthrop, Massachusetts, and the name Frank Christopher and
also the name “Ross.”

This Highland Auto School telephone number is highly significant,
since telephone toll records reflect heavy traffic flowing into this
telephone number from various locations identified with illegal
gaming in Milford, Massachusetts; Lowell, Massachusetts; Nashua,
New Hampshire; and other out of state locations. It reflects that
one gambling location tried to reach this number, and failing to
do so switched the call to the Armstrong Racing Service. In other
instances, calls placed during race time to the Armstrong Racing
Service, on failure to get through, were transferred to OC 3-0767.
Veteran observers point to this fact as showing that racing informa-
tion was being disseminated from that location.

As an illustration, from December 2, 1953, to March 9, 1954,
there were 277 toll calls to Highland Auto School, OC 3-0767, from
the telephone of Milford (Massachusetts) 3179, listed to Frank
Germane of 20 Cedar Street, Milford. His son, Alfred Germane,
was arrested and convicted since that time for the use of this tele-
phone and others in the promotion of illegal gaming, and the tele-
phones have been removed.

With regard to the operation of the Highland Auto School listed
at 299 Main Street in Winthrop, with the telephone listing of
OC 3-0767, it should be pointed out that, prior to the time that the
Highland Auto School came into being at 229 Main Street with this
telephone listing, it was located at 19-21 Crest Avenue in Winthrop,
and in both cases the name of Frank Christopher was associated
therewith.

In June of 1949, the Winthrop Police Department received official
complaints about the use of the Highland Town Taxi phone num-
ber as a bet-registering location. As a matter of fact, Sergeant Abely
of the Winthrop Police Department testified from a copy of his
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report regarding the matter, that at approximately 3 p.m. on June
4, 1949, he personally obtained search warrants at the East Boston
Court on instructions of Chief Pumphret, and, pursuant to these
instructions, the warrants were served at approximately 7.30 that
evening. The report of Sergeant Abely with regard to the service
of these warrants reflected no gaming evidence, but did refer to the
fact that Sergeant John Van Dalinda also submitted a report. Ser-
geant Van Dalinda has testified that he did file a report, stating
that he had answered the telephone at this location and had taken
bets on dog races over that phone; therefore there actually was
evidence of illegal gambling being carried on at the location.

The Commission requested the original or a copy of the report of
Sergeant John Van Dalinda in this matter from Sergeant Abely,
Lieutenant Frank Perrone, and Chief of Police William Pumphret,
at the time of the public hearings in June of 1956, and it has repeated
the request, but to date none has been forthcoming. The Commis-
sion also requested any original reports available with regard to
gambling investigations conducted by the Winthrop Police Depart-
ment, and to this date none have been made available. The Com-
mission has been advised by the police officials named that they
were unable to locate these reports, although the testimony given
before the Commission stated that these reports were maintained
in the office of the Chief.

It might also be noted that the Highland Auto School of 229 Main
Street does not appear as registered with the Registry of Motor
Vehicles, nor does it appear to have registered at any time at the
Town Hall in Winthrop, Massachusetts, as a business. The tele-
phone toll traffic, as brought out in the public hearings into this
matter, reflected hundreds of calls to this telephone number OC 3-
0767 from known gaming locations throughout the State.

Although this telephone number was among those furnished to Chief
Pumphret by Selectman Walter Van Dalinda, it was not one of those
named in the request by Chief Pumphret to the Telephone Company,
wherein he requested discontinuance of service.

It was indicated that Frank Christopher was identified with the
telephone listing of OC 3-0767 under the name of Highland Auto
School, and was also identified with the Highland Town Taxi. The
records of the Telephone Company show that Frank Christopher
was billed for this telephone at the Highland Auto School. It is
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also believed to be of significance that Mrs. Frank Christopher,
after being the subject of a credit check by Joseph Dinarello, was
employed by the latter in the Winthrop Heating and Appliance
Company.

F. 5 Irwin Street, Winthrop, Mass. This is an apartment-type
building occupying the corner of Beech Street at Shirley Street in
Winthrop, and the Beech Pharmacy occupies the ground-floor loca-
tion at the intersection of these two streets. Evidence in the pos-
session of the Commission reflects that, as the result of this location
being referred by Selectman Walter Van Dalinda to Chief of Police
Pumphret in September and October of 1955, four telephones were
removed from Apartment No. 2. Three of these phones had been
illegally extended from other apartments in the building, so that
they, along with the phone listed to that apartment, were in opera-
tion as a “bookie headquarters.”

G. 4-5 Seafoam Avenue, Winthrop, Massachusetts. This was
another location which was referred to the Chief of Police by
Selectman Walter Yan Dalinda in October of 1955 as being allegedly
used for a headquarters to register bets. Evidence at hand reflects
that these phones were removed because of that reason, and two
men were actually operating the telephones and registering bets at
that location.

With regard to the locations at 45 Seafoam Avenue and 5 Irwin
Street in Winthrop, Chief Pumphret was notified specifically that
these phones were removed because they were being used for illegal
business at the time of removal. Despite this fact, there is no record
of any investigation being initiated by Chief Pumphret, looking
toward prosecution in the matter.

H. Winthrop Heating and Electrical Appliance Company, also
doing business as Winthrop Heating Company and Winthrop Tele-
vision Company. The two individuals connected with this opera-
tion were Joseph Dinarello, 2 Montmorenci Avenue, East Boston;
and Rosario Interbartolo, also known as “Ross” Bartolo, 236
Orient Avenue, East Boston.

It is apparent from records available to the Commission that the
Winthrop Heating and Appliance Company was utilized as an in-
strumentality both in Winthrop and in East Boston, where it is
presently located at No. 1 Chelsea Street, for the purpose of violating
the gaming laws of this Commonwealth. In the year 1950, on three
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occasions, the Massachusetts State Police forwarded complaints
regarding the use of the premises occupied by the Winthrop Heat-
ing and Appliance Company, 399 Winthrop Street, Winthrop, Mass-
achusetts, to promote bookmaking on horse and dog races.

On July 6, 1950, the State Police forwarded a number of com-
plaints regarding locations in use for gaming in Winthrop to Chief
William Pumphret by registered mail. This letter included a com-
plaint about the Winthrop Heating and Electrical Applicance
Company at the intersection of Winthrop and Main streets, with
the allegation that a horse room was in use in the cellar and the
room was allegedly operated by one “Bartolo, part owner of the
establishment.” A description of the interior of the store was
furnished.

In the public hearings on July 12, 1956, before the Commission,
Sergeant Abely testified that a warrant was obtained at the East
Boston District Court under date of July 7, 1950, for the purpose of
searching the premises at 399 Winthrop Street in Winthrop, occu-
pied by the Winthrop Heating and Electrical Appliance Company;
and, to his recollection, the search warrant was served and a search
was conducted which included the cellar or basement. He further
testified that his recollection did not include anything which in-
dicated that gaming was being conducted on the premises. How-
ever, his testimony did include the statement that a report on the
search should have been made out by him, and the original would
have gone to the files maintained by the Chief of Police and a copy
would have gone into his own folder. At the request of the Com-
mission, a thorough search of the police department records was
conducted under the direction of Sergeant Abely, which was nega-
tive as to any report on this matter; and, to date, neither the original
nor any copy has been forthcoming.

Again, on July 27, 1950, Massachusetts State Police forwarded
an additional complaint regarding the use of the premises occupied
by the Winthrop Electrical Applicance Company as a “bookie
joint” with three telephones in use. The complaint sheet for-
warded to the Winthrop police contained the name and telephone
number of the complainant, with the notation “Complainant
states that if the Winthrop police were notified, nothing would be
done about it.” Again on October 23, 1950, Massachusetts State
Police referred an additional complaint regarding the Winthrop
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Heating and Appliance Company, with telephone Oc 3-8484. The
complainant’s name and telephone number were furnished and the
complainant stated that he had been bothered continually on his
phone in Chelsea by people placing bets intended for the Winthrop
Heating and Appliance Company in Winthrop.

It is pointed out that in all three of the above instances, copies
of the complaints forwarded to Chief of Police William F. Pumphret
of Winthrop, Massachusetts, were transmitted to the chairman of
the board of selectmen in that town. This was true of all com-
plaints forwarded by the Massachusetts State Police with regard to
gambling complaints.

With regard to the complaint of October 23, 1950, the records
further reflect that the complainant who was receiving betting calls
on his phone intended for Winthrop Heating and Appliance Company
complained over a period of two weeks, not only to the Massachu-
setts State Police, but also on two occasions to the Telephone
Company itself. Telephone Company records reflect that on
October 26, 1950, action was taken by the Telephone Company,
in that it visited the premises, and “Mr. Dinerelli was interviewed.”
At that time, “Mr. Dinerelli” insisted “that no betting was being
conducted in Winthrop for over a year by Combine that he was pre-
viously interested in.”

It must be emphasized here that despite three complaints with
definite evidence that betting calls were being made to Winthrop
Heating and Appliance Company, citizens received very scant at-
tention; and the Police Department of the town of Winthrop took
no investigative steps on record looking toward elimination of the
condition and/or prosecution. Subsequently, the Winthrop Heat-
ing and Appliance Company moved to No. 1 Chelsea Street in
East Boston where it is presently located, and the official Cor-
poration records reflect that Joseph Dinarello and Ross Bartolo
are still the active officers therein.

In 1956, it was apparent that Joseph Dinarello and his crowd
were still operating in Winthrop, and that headquarters had moved
to 46 Main Street, a comparatively new bungalow just over the
line from East Boston. Information developed by the Commission
disclosed that the basement of this house was being used for illegal
gaming purposes. Suffice it to say that when the private hearings
started with regard to Winthrop, specifically on June 19, 1956,
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Vito Schraffa was observed carrying records from this house to his
car, and another man was burning papers. This operation was de-
scribed as controlled and supervised by Joseph Dinarello, who was
referred to on many occasions by those who were acquainted with
him in Winthrop and East Boston as "Big D.”

The Commission can state that most of the illegal gaming head-
quarters operated in Winthrop were controlled out of East Boston.

Joseph Dinarello, 2 Montmorenci Avenue, East Boston.
Rosario Interbartolo, “Ross Bartolo,” 236 Orient Avenue, East Boston
Vincent Santarpio, 516 Pleasant Street, Winthrop.
Mainero, Arthur, 10 St. Andrew Road, East Boston.

Direct questions with regard to their activities in Winthrop
elicited a common response, namely, that they refused to answer
any questions on the ground, among others, that their answers
might tend to incriminate them if they did answer. This same
answer was received when they were asked if they knew or had any
dealings with any members of the Winthrop Police Department.

I. Rhode Island. On June 29, 1951, the Rhode Island State
Police stationed at Lincoln, Rhode Island, conducted a raid on the
premises owned by Joseph Tutalo, 1203 Hartford Avenue, John-
ston, Rhode Island, known as the Chicken Coop, and found seven
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Street, OC 3-1701. Telephone Company records reflect that, in
addition to these two, there was one other telephone at this loca-
tion: Tony’s Oil Company, F-l, with phone number OC 3-3140.
In addition, the Telephone Company records show two phones at
97A Locust Street, as follows: John Bruno, basement, OC 3-0203;
and Teddy’s Welding Service, OC 3-2275. Actually, this 97A was
the old frame garage at the rear of the dwelling numbered 97
Locust Street.

In April of 1956, after Daniel Cestone of 277 Forest Hills Street,
Jamaica Plain, had been observed on numerous occasions entering
the premises, his activities ceased at that location. It was his habit
to pay a visit shortly before noon each day to the Ringside Cafe,
operated by the Bartolo brothers in East Boston, and also to the
Saratoga Lunch, 982 Saratoga Street in Breed Square, which was
operated by Vincent Santarpio and his associates and concerning
which the Commission has received a number of complaints. The
Saratoga Lunch was connected with Tony’s Pizzeria, Inc., at 980
Saratoga Street, East Boston. In addition, Daniel Cestone was
observed on one occasion conversing with Joseph Dinarello while
the former was en route to Winthrop in April of 1956.

On April 27, 1956, the activity at 97A Locust Street decreased,
and it was discovered that the subscriber of the telephone listed to
Teddy’s Welding Service requested that the phone be suspended
until further notice. It is pointed out that Darlene Caron of 603
Beach Street, Revere, with telephone number RE 8-6615, gave her
occupation as receptionist for Teddy’s Welding Service.

Subsequent to this, the bookie at Tony’s Pizzeria, known as Jake
(true name, Domenic De Angelico), switched his bets to Revere,
and they were placed through the telephone listed to Darlene Caron
and also to two telephones at 12 Emmett Terrace in Revere. Since
Daniel Cestone had disappeared from the premises at 97--97A
Locust Street, the Commission was interested in his new location,
which, it turned out, was 12 Emmett Terrace, Revere, where, sub-
sequent to April of 1956, the bets were placed from Jake in Tony’s
Pizzeria. This briefly reflects the picture of shifting booking head-
quarters from one wide-open community to another when the cir-
cumstances warrant such, as when the authorities became in-
quisitive. Another matter of particular interest to the Commission
was the fact that Mac’s Radio Service at 229 Main Street in Win-
throp, which was involved in the organization, had shifted to
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Winthrop from 8 Warren Street in Revere, and the telephone bill
was paid by Paul E. Magaletta of 8 Warren Street, Revere.

Darlene Caron was served with a summons to appear before this
Commission, service being had at 603 Beach Street, Apartment No.
4; but she failed to appear. She
betting operations both in Revere
resided in Millinocket, Maine.

was significantly connected with
and in Winthrop, and apparently

Immediately subsequent to the
Locust Street to the Revere spots
that a new location started up in

removal of operations from 97A
mentioned, it was also observed
the old frame garage at the rear

of 50 Crescent Street in Winthrop. Whereas Antonio Ricupero oc-
cupied 97 Locust Street, his brother, Frank Ricupero, occupied the
premises at 50 Crescent Street. Eventually Carmello Coco of 26
Monmouth Street, East Boston, was observed using the premises
at 50 Crescent Street ; and, when summoned to appear before the
Commission, he admitted that he had been taking bets over the
phone at that location for friends.

J. Report of Selectman Walter Van Dalinda (September-october,
1955). —testimony and evidence
ducted by the Commission in June
Winthrop, reflect that on Septemb
meeting of the board of selectmen
Van Dalinda referred to a previous

presented at the hearings con-
and July of 1956 with regard to
■.r 19, 1955, at a regular business
in Winthrop, Selectman Walter
matter brought to the attention

of William Pumphret, Chief of Police, having to do with suspected
booking at 291 Main Street in Winthrop, specifically the telephone
number OC 3-4024, listed to Harry Hoffner, 291 Main Street,
Winthrop. At the meeting on September 19, 1955, Selectman Van
Dalinda furnished the additional phone numbers and their corres-
ponding locations:

OC 3-0111 Pasquale (“Patsy”) DeAngelis.
291 Main Street, Winthn

OC 3-0912 Amy Sommer
103 Locust Street, Winthrop,

OC 3-0767 Highland Auto Schc
229 Main Street, Winthrop,

OC 3-1444 Mac’s Radio Supply
229 Main Street, Winthrop,

OC 3-3574 Allen Fraser.
45 Seafoam Avenue, Winthrop

OC 3-1521 Jack Rubin.
5 Irwin Street, Winthrop
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Selectman Van Dalinda stated that he also furnished the tele-
phone number of OC 3-1701, Joe’s Auto Repair, 97 Locust Street.

With regard to the numbers furnished by selectman Van Dalinda
and as appears in the testimony at the public hearings, which is a
matter of public record, it is indicated that in most cases the tele-
phone numbers were furnished by Chief Pumphret to the Telephone
Company; and the circumstances of the complaint were outlined
with the request that the Telephone Company remove the phones
if they were being used for illegal gaming. Since the testimony is a
matter of public record and can be referred to by all parties, it i
deemed sufficient for the purposes of this report to point out certain
highlights. The first, foremost and most significant is that the only
action taken by the Chief of Police on behalf of the citizens of
Winthrop to correct this alleged condition of organized illegal gam-
ing was to refer the telephone numbers to the Telephone Company
so that any action to be taken with regard to correction of this
illegal situation was left to the Telephone Company. No investiga-
tion was initiated by Chief Pumphret, looking toward prosecution,
nor was any action taken looking toward prevention of the situation
recurring if, in fact, it existed and was temporarily halted by
Telephone Company action. In addition, it might be pointed out

that, if Chief Pumphret had contacted the Telephone Company
subsequent to furnishing the telephone numbers and had followed
this matter up, he would have known that actual evidence of off-
track booking by telephone was being conducted in the community
of Winthrop

It will be further noted that certain locations and individuals,
such as Joe’s Auto Repair at 97 Locust Street, Highland Auto
School, Joseph Dinarello, and members of the Bartolo family
namely Joseph, “Ross,” and “Sal,” were concerned in these oper
tic

\s will be outlined later in this report, the Somerville Police
who have vigorously attacked the problem of illegal gaming, par
ticularly through Lieut. Thomas J. O’Brien as head of the Vice
Squad, on October 26, 1955, arrested at his home Salvatore Zuffante
237 School Street, in Somerville. Numerous betting slips and

mbling paraphenalia, etc., were seized, along with over 100 tele
phone numbers. An actual computation of the betting slips re-
vealed that Salvatore Zuffante was doing approximately $6,000
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per week in this operation. The closest tie-ins, according to the
telephone list, were with East Boston, and on the list were included
telephone numbers:

EA 7-0177 Salvatore Bartolo.
EA 7-2077 Joseph Bartolo, 17 Wordsworth Street, East Boston
EA 7-3018 The home telephone of Ross Bartolo.
EA 7-4627 Winthrop Heating and Electric Appliance Company, Inc.

No. 1 Chelsea Street, East Boston
OC 3-1444 Mao’s Radio Service, 229 Main Street, Winthrop.

It is also noted that beside the telephone numbers for the Win-
throp Heating and Electrical Appliance Company and for Ross
Bartolo’s home appear the names “Din” and “Ross;” also, by
the number OC 3-31+66 was shown the name “Ross store.”

This is a very brief analysis of this operation, but it does show
even in its brevity the significant connection into Winthrop from
East Boston, and is but one of many connections so substantiated.

As indicated also in this report on the Winthrop Police Depart-
ment and its handling of gaming matters, reference again should
be had to the testimony in public hearing before the Commission
from Detective John F. Dwyer, reflecting that the telephone num-
ber OC 3-0767, Highland Auto School, was used by Harry “Doc”
Sagansky and others in connection with an organized illegal betting
ring. A number of other toll lists reflect that this and other tele-
phone numbers at locations in Winthrop were used interchangeably
in order to obtain racing information, and to further an organized
illegal betting conspiracy throughout the Commonwealth, running
into millions of dollars.

Conditions resulting from Existence and Extent of Organized Gaming
in Winthrop.

A. In summary and for the purposes of this report it is deemed
sufficient to state that the Commission feels very strongly that, both
territorially and monetarily speaking, there was in existence in the
Winthrop area a situation far out of proportion to the size of the
community, and particularly did it give a distorted view of the town
of Winthrop itself. It is the intention of the Commission to point
out very definitely and clearly that the community of Winthrop
itself can not be considered at fault that this condition existed,
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since it appears to be a healthy, above-average community in civic
and other activities, but the Commission does want to point out
and highlight the fact that conditions such as these not only can
exist but also can germinate into an insufferable situation if the
condition is not prevented from occurring through investigation in
so far as possible; and, also, if brought into existence to any extent
no matter how small, it is not vigorously attacked by investigation
and prosecution on the part of the departments and individuals who
are entrusted with this responsibility and who are paid for just
that.

From the territorial angle, it can be seen that Winthrop gradually
over a period of twenty years was used as a headquarters for the
registering of off-track betting over the telephone and for the main-
tenance of betting records; and that primarily Winthrop was con-
trolled by those in East Boston whose sole occupation in most in-
stances, and principal occupation in other instances, was that of
violating the gaming laws of this Commonwealth.

With regard to the monetary aspect of the operation in Win-
throp, we see that by citing only two instances out of many others,
the community of Winthrop was part of an enterprise whose annual
take was many millions of dollars from illegal gaming. These two
instances, of course, are clear; and one concerns the Somerville
situation where from records available it is reflected that over $6,000
a week business was done by one individual; and secondly, the
situation of the raid in Brookline, where officers testified that the
operation undoubtedly was a million-dollar proposition this was
based on the officer’s personal observation.

Bearing in mind the foregoing statements that this condition
existed through no fault of the citizenry of Winthrop in general,
it must follow that there has been a breakdown somewhere within
the framework of the Winthrop town government, especially since
these conditions have been a matter of common gossip for many,
many years. It was, therefore, with this problem in mind that the
Commission decided to explore the particular situation which hap-
pened to occur in Winthrop so far out of proportion in order to
gain information as to the true organization and extent of the illegal
gaining which can exist in a given community where law enforce-
ment in particular has not been active in combating it.

With this thought in mind, not only were the individuals identified
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with the illegal gaming summoned before the Commission, but also
it was felt to be not only desirable but imperative that the members
of the Winthrop Police Department be given an opportunity to be
heard. This, of course, was done, and the board of selectmen, who
act as Police Commissioners, was invited to appear before the Com-
mission as well as the Chief of Police and all officers of the Winthrop
Police Department who were available at the time of the hearings.
It is pointed out that these hearings were held in private in order to
promote as much as possible a free exchange of ideas, and also to
promote an atmosphere of mutual confidence if at all possible.

The results of these private hearings and subsequent public hear-
ings are summarized as follows with regard to the Winthrop Police
Department.

The last affirmative action taken by the Chief of Police appears
to have been in 1936, when a raid was conducted in that town, re-
sulting in the prosecution of one George Lubell in East Boston Dis-
trict Court where he was convicted and fined $lOO. Arrested with
Lubell at that time were Henry Gordon of Boston and Max Boyer
of Winthrop, against whom charges were dismissed. In testimony
before the Commission, the Chief of Police, William Pumphret,
stated that some time shortly thereafter he decided that no bene-
ficial results would be achieved looking toward the stamping out
of organized illegal gaming by prosecution in the courts. In essence,
he stated that his policy from approximately that point developed
into one of referring complaints with regard to illegal gaming over
the telephone directly to the Telephone Company officials so that
the telephones might be removed. With regard to the statement of
his policy, Chief Pumphrefs statements are borne out by the
records made available to this Commission, in that no arrests or
prosecutions for illegal gaming were made, other than that of the
three juveniles, cited previously in this report, for “playing cards
in the street.”

It is therefore stressed that the inevitable condition resulting
from failure to vigorously investigate and prosecute illegal gaming
in Winthrop has resulted in that community being invaded by
organized rings, especially to use that community as headquarters
for registering of illegal bets and, in some instances, the maintenance
of records; and this naturally would be so, because for any organized
booking or gambling ring, whether it be off-track betting on the
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horses or dogs, or the number pool, or lottery, freedom from inter-
ference would reduce the cost of operation tremendously from that
which would be necessary if the headquarters were being raided and
those identified with such gambling rings investigated and prose-
cuted. In this regard, a clear contrast is seen between the methods
used in Winthrop (and in some neighboring communities) and those
used in other communities such as Somerville, Brookline and many
others where Commission investigators have found an absolute
minimum of activity with regard to illegal gaming. In these latter
communities from testimony and observation it becomes clear that
the reduction of illegal gaming to a negligible status has come about
because of the recognition on the part of the law enforcement
agencies in those communities of their threefold responsibility,
namely, (1) prevention of crime through proper use of patrolmen,
cruising cars, and the detective force; (2) investigation of allega-
tions of an offence being committed; and (3) presenting for prosecu-
tion all such instances where they have uncovered evidence to
warrant such action.

An additional factor which developed from the public hearings
before the Commission was that of the testimony of Sergeant John
Van Dalinda and Patrolman Leo J. MacDonald with regard to
Joseph Dinarello of East Boston, previously identified herein, and
a particular meeting between Chief Pumphret and Joseph Dinarello.
This testimony indicated that on the morning of June 6, 1949, while
both officers were off duty, they observed Chief Pumphret drive up
in front of the store occupied by the Winthrop Heating and Appli-
ance Company and Chief Pumphret was observed beckoning to
Joseph Dinarello, after which the Chief of Police drove down what
is known as South Main Street towards the Winthrop Golf Club.
The testimony is available in the public hearings and briefly it
further reflects that within a matter of minutes Joseph Dinarello
emerged from his store and followed in his car, and subsequently
was observed parked beside Chief Pumphret’s car. (This particular
day was the same date on which search warrants were obtained at
approximately 3 p. m. by Sergeant Paul V. Abely at East Boston
District Court for a search of three locations at 21, 27 and 31 Crest
Avenue in Winthrop. The search warrants were not actually served
until 7.30 on that evening.) Because of the nature of the testimony,
Chief Pumphret was given an opportunity to comment on same,
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and he denied that such an incident occurred and described it as
“pure fiction.” He did, however, state that he had known Joseph
Dinarello when the latter was a “bootlegger.”

Recommendations.
I. With regard to training of police officers on the Winthrop

Police Department, testimony before the Commission reflects that,
with one exception, an officer reporting for duty at the present time
gets no more training than those who reported for duty fifteen years
ago. Specifically, testimony is that a man is appointed from the
Civil Service list, at which time he is given a “gun, a badge, a claw
and a whistle,” and he is acquainted with various “beats” in the
town. The notable exception is that which occurred in 1956 when
through the board of selectmen money was appropriated to send
for the first time a representative of the Winthrop Police Depart-
ment to the State Police Academy at Framingham, Massachusetts.
The representative was Sergeant John J. Van Dalinda.

Because of the complexities of modern police work, it is definitely
recommended that such training be expanded to include gradually
a substantial percentage of the police officers, and particularly those
police officers of the rank of sergeant and above. It is also pointed
out that many training facilities have been made available to local
police by the FBI over the years which have proved very beneficial,
and there is no record indicating that the Police Department in the
town of Winthrop has availed itself of this opportunity.

Conclusions.
It might be noted that the Commission held private hearings in

order to give all of the individuals concerned a chance to admit,
deny, discuss or explain the information developed by the Commis-
sion which definitely indicated that there was a more than substan-
tial amount of organized illegal gambling headquarters in Winthrop;
plus the usual amount of individual and isolated bookies and num-
ber pool writers on the streets and known to the residents of Win-
throp.

In addition to the individuals involved, the Commission invited
the officials and patrolmen of the Winthrop Police Department to
appear before the Commission because information had been so
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consistently received in interviews conducted by the Commission
to the effect that police officers did have something to say, but felt
that there had been no authority appointed to do anything about
the situation, and they had no confidence in the existing authority.
Admittedly, this is not a sound excuse; nevertheless, conditions
have reached the stage where this is more or less a common attitude
now assumed by too many police officers not only in Winthrop but
also in other cities and towns in the Commonwealth.

From an analysis of the private and public hearings and all the
testimony furnished by the law enforcement personnel of the Win-
throp Police Department, and specifically with regard to the Chief
of Police, William Pumphret, his lieutenants and sergeants, the
picture shows that there were three shifts in the Police Department,
each in charge of a lieutenant. All of the lieutenants testified that
they felt that any decisions of importance, especially with regard
to gambling, would be and had been handled by Chief Pumphret.
Chief Pumphret, on the other hand, stated clearly in a public hear-
ing that each of the lieutenants was responsible for his shift and for
the decisions to be made with regard to that shift. As a matter of
fact, he testified that he could not conceive of a situation where one
of the lieutenants would consult him prior to making a decision as
to anything occurring on that lieutenant’s shift.

The actual testimony occurs on page 3120 of the public hearings
and is in Volume 62, page 55. To quote, Iris testimony was as
follows:

Q. Is there no emergency that has arisen or could arise whereby he would not
do anything until he consulted with you personally? A. Absolutely none.

With regard to this testimony of Chief Pumphret, we may also
contrast his testimony concerning his relationship with the board
of selectmen in Winthrop and the testimony of the members of the
board of selectmen.

With regard to gambling matters, the police officers interviewed
were aware of no definite policy or instructions as to handling com-
plaints or allegations against an individual or location. The most
popular feeling on the part of police officers was that the matter
should be referred to the Chief of Police, as it was their understand-
ing that he would handle any decisions regarding investigation of
gambling matters.
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Chief Pumphret, by his testimony, indicated that he felt that, as
Chief of the Police Department, he was answerable directly to the
board of selectmen in their dual capacity as a Board of Police Com-
missioners. However, the selectmen unanimously disclaimed any
authority or exercise of authority over the Chief and stated that
they felt that they had given him a completely free rein in the
operation of his Department and its policies. In other words, the
testimony in the hearings crystallized the picture that Chief of
Police Pumphret was the focal point in Winthrop around which
revolved the “do nothing” policy from the police standpoint with
regard to investigation and/or prosecution to eliminate illegal
gambling. As he expressed it, he felt that his function was to refer
the entire responsibility to the Telephone Company where a tele-
phone was in use, so that the Telephone Company might, if justified,
remove the phone; but in any event, the Telephone Company
would decide on the basis of its own inquiries, and in no instance
did they have the benefit of any investigations by the Winthrop
Police Department. In addition, the Chief himself handled all of
such matters.

In instances where the complaint did not allege the use of a tele-
phone, there is still no record of any investigation or prosecution in
the period of twenty years.

Revere.

The Commission conducted an investigation in the field for
several months in Revere. Thereafter, 98 summonses were served
on persons and hearings were held in connection with the existence
of gambling locations there. Almost all of the witnesses claimed
their privilege against self-incrimination and repeated other con-
stitutional objections to the power and the existence of the Commis-
sion. The Chief and the Deputy Chief of Police were heard and a
few of the police officers of the Department. This activity continued
until approximately one week ago and the subject is so extensive
that the Commission was unable to include it in this report.

During its investigation the Commission determined that, in con-
nection with one location in Revere, which had two telephones in a
house and very close connections with a location in Springfield,
the telephone bills for the two locations totalled $7,655.74 during the
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period of about 8 months, ending on April 19, 1956, when the Revere
location was raided by Federal Internal Revenue Division.

This is almost exactly $3,000 more than the total fines in gaming
cases in the Boston Municipal Court for the entire year of 1956.
Another location in Revere for a similar period had a telephone bill
of $5,182.74. The Commission aggregated the total telephone bills
for several of the locations in Revere in which it was interested, and
during a period of approximately one year, they totalled $22,171.37.
A strange coincidence about these locations is that simultaneously
with the service of the summonses by the Commission in Revere,
telephone costs dropped back to the normal charge for service.

A Brief Reference to Some Other Matters with which the
Commission was concerned.

In addition to the various general and specific investigations and
research projects upon which the foregoing sections of the report
are based, the Commission engaged in a number of activities, some
investigative and some related thereto which are relevant to a
report of this kind.

Another matter which took a great deal of time of the Commis-
sion and its staff was an alleged case of extortion of two Boston
police officers from a prostitute.

In February, 1956, shortly after the Commission commenced its
investigative activities, a girl who admitted to being a prostitute,
was brought to the Commission because she would not tell her
story to any of the regularly constituted law enforcement agencies
with jurisdiction in the city of Boston.

After she told her story to the Commission, two plain-clothes
officers of Division 16 were indicted, and, in substance the indict-
ments related to extortion from her. Both before and during the
trial the matter was so fully reported in the newspapers that it
would serve no purpose to repeat the entire story or the testimony
here.

Briefly, her claim was that about midnight of Friday, February
24, 1956, the two officers came to her apartment and demanded
money from her. She allegedly gave them $25 apiece and promised

1. A Case of Alleged Extortion.
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to meet them in front of a Boston night club a few nights later and
give them each $lOO more. Commission investigators observed the
location of the meeting place and the time set and saw a car with
two men in it at the exact place and time. Later it was determined
that the automobile was a Boston police cruiser. Shortly after the
alleged meeting time, the two officers appeared at the door of the
girl’s apartment and made a noisy attempt to have the girl admit
them to the apartment. The following morning the Commission
satisfied itself that there was substance to the girl’s story and began
to conduct an investigation of its own. It requested the two police
officers to appear before it and, without making any accusations of
them, gave them the opportunity to tell the story of their activities
for a period of several days, including the two days on which the
girl alleged they were at her apartment. Of course, the Commission
had confirmed their presence there on the second night. The
officers, in their testimony before the Commission, covered their
activities in some detail during the days in question without men-
tioning their presence in the girl’s apartment. In fact, they did not
bring up the subject until they were specifically asked about it,
at which time they stated that they knew her to be a prostitute and
were there for the purpose of conducting an investigation.

The Commission summoned a male friend of the girl to see if he
could corroborate the girl’s statement of the actual payment of $25
to each. He could not do that, but did confirm their presence in
her apartment on Friday night, February 24. He was arrested on
the night before he was to appear before the Commission for having
in his possession stolen goods which he was trying to sell. By co-
incidence, the arresting officers were the two who were involved in
the charges made by the girl. He stated that his intention was to
get money and leave town because of the summons from this Com-
mission. Later he also was indicted for accepting money from the
girl and found not guilty.

Because of his arrest, the fact that the investigation was going on
came to the attention of the press, and shortly the entire story ap-
peared in the newspapers. Because of the difficulties of continuing
the investigation under these circumstances, the Commission voted
to refer the matter to the district attorney for Suffolk County for
presentation to the grand jury. The trial which followed the in-
dictments was reported fully and fairly in the press, and the officers
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were found not guilty. In their testimony before the Commission
the officers explained their presence in the girl’s apartment on the
two occasions in question as being for the purpose of investigation.
In their testimony during the trial one of them stated that he knew
the girl to be a prostitute; that they knew they could have arrested
her on the first night they went there, but that they were “giving
her a break.”

2. Prostitution.

The Commission has made illegal gaming its special field of con-
centration, since that obviously required the most attention. How-
ever, it did not ignore the subject of prostitution, and Commission
investigators determined some facts concerning this phase of crime
in the Commonwealth. There is a considerable amount of prostitu-
tion, found primarily in the larger cities. It has not carried the
investigation far enough to determine the extent to which indi-
viduals or associations of men and women engage in the business of
keeping prostitutes for the purpose of being available to customers
procured by the ringleaders. It has not seen anything which would
lead it to believe that such organized activity takes place on a large
scale.

Its investigation did go far enough to satisfy it that the business
of prostitution has changed from the brash days of the “Red Light
District.” Today the principal methods of operation are two. The
former streetwalker is now more appropriately called a “bar girl.”
She and her sisters frequent certain liquor dispensing establishments
with the permission of the bartender or some one higher. From
these bars they leave with their customers to practice their profes-
sion and usually pay some one in the establishment a percentage of
their fee. The house of prostitution appears to have been generally
replaced by the “call-girl,” who receives telephone calls from her
customer and meets him at her apartment or, more likely, at a hotel
or at another apartment. A successful member of the call-girl pro-
fession can easily make $lO,OOO or $15,000 a year. A good deal of
the money earned by prostitutes is left with the bookies, and most
of the call-girls seem to be well known to bookies through their
common playground of night life. The Commission knows of one
bookie who was using a prostitute to place bets with another
bookie on horses which were known to have won the race before the
bet was placed. This is the practice known as past-posting. Some
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bookies use prostitutes who are “down on their luck” as runners.
pick-up men” and even bookkeeper
One of the greatest dangers to society in the existence of a class

of prostitutes is that most prostitutes are persuaded to become such
by other prostitutes. They are basically a lazy group of people
with an excessive urge for fine clothes and money. They work
pretty much in small groups and, as each begins to expand her
“clientele,” she seeks out a susceptible young girl and persuades
her to associate with her. In this way, prostitutes are constantly
adding to their numbers. This very system of recruiting has in it
all the elements necessary for some “smart” person to establish an
organization. For these reasons, if for no other, a close practice of
investigation of prostitutes and prostitution should be carried on.

3. Narcotics.
When this Commission was first established, there was already in

existence a Commission studying the problem of narcotics. The
entire Commonwealth is, at least in a general way, alerted to the
dangers and the viciousness of the existence of narcotics traffic.
In addition, the federal authorities have the subject constantly
under investigation here. The Commission has collected informa-
tion on narcotics, but has not made any extensive investigation of
its own. The only factor which has appeared to this Commission,
which is lacking in the police agencies of the Commonwealth as a
whole, is a thorough understanding of the subject of addiction to
narcotics, the characteristics of the various narcotics and drugs in
use here, and more knowledge of the best methods of investigation
to discover traffic in narcotics. More should be done to educate all
the police in this very difficult subject, and it is suggested that some
state-wide organization, such as the law enforcement commission
recommended in this report or some other law enforcement agency,
undertake this task.

The several resolves under which the Commission has existed
provided the power to summon and to require testimony by appli-
cation to the court if a witness failed to comply with its order. In
return for testimony given under compulsion the resolve afforded
immunity with respect to matters in that testimony. Witness

4. Court Activities.
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after witness claimed his privilege against self-incrimination under
the 12th Article of the Bill of Rights of the Constitution of the
Commonwealth. The Commission had previously reported that
the Supreme Judicial Court confirmed the constitutionality of the
power of the Commission to compel testimony. This decision of the
Supreme Judicial Court was handed down about one month before
the Commission expired in January, 1955. From February, 1955,
to October, 1955, Commission activity was at a veritable standstill
because during that period it had a budget of $5,000, and for a time
was again out of existence. When the Commission was revived and
continued by a resolve passed in September, 1955, the structure of
the Commission was changed and several provisions were added,
which resulted in renewed objections to the constitutionality of the
resolve continuing the Commission on several grounds. This meant
that the Commission had to again make application to the court and
await the decision of the Supreme Judicial Court on the inevitable
appeals. It made application to compel the testimony of Samuel
Goldberg and of George H. Jackson in connection with its investi-
gation in Revere. The Superior Court, upon these applications,
ordered the defendants to answer questions of the Commission and
exceptions to the rulings were taken. These cases are presently
pending. Thus, the Commission reports that the power to compel
testimony given to it has not actually been available to it during
most of the time it was in existence.

The matter of compelling attendance of witnesses has not been as
difficult as that of compelling testimony. From time to time the
Commission has made application to the court to compel the
attendance of witnesses who refused to appear upon summons. In
its Second Report, it set forth the fact that it had made application
to the Superior Court and received orders directing five persons to
appear before the Commission. It reported that appeals had been
taken from these orders, and that Commission investigators were
then seeking them to effect service in hand as the order of the court
required. In fact, they had departed from the Commonwealth at
the time. These men were:

Harry Sagansky, 168 Gardner Road, Brookline.
George Gordon, 23 Arlington Road, Brookline.
John H. Williams, 162 Shore Drive, Winthrop.
Timothy J. Daley, 157 Baker Avenue, Revere.
Abraham Sarkis, 1110 Brush Hill Road, Milton.
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Since January, 1956, all five of these men were served in hand and
appeared before the Commission.

In addition, in connection with the Winthrop investigation, the
Commission made application to the court to compel the attendance
of 21 witnesses who refused to appear at a public hearing. Applica-
tions for orders compelling their appearance were prepared, and the
orders were issued and served on the day they failed to appear.
Thereafter each of them appeared. These 21 persons were reported
to the Attorney General for prosecution. Various members of the
Commission and its counsel conferred several times with the rules
committees of the Legislature in this matter, and thereafter counsel
to the Commission was appointed as a special assistant to the
Attorney General for the purpose of presenting the evidence in
these 21 cases to the grand jury.

They were indicted by the grand jury and the cases are pending
in the Superior Court as to 19 of them. One of them died in the
interim period and the other was committed to a federal peniten-
tiary on another charge.

On March 21, 1957, under the provisions of General Laws, chap-
ter 3, section 28A, Thomas Gandolfo, 30 Eustis Street, Revere, and
Louis B. Fox, Franklin Street, Mansfield, were reported to the
Senate for action under said section. The former was reported on
the ground that he wilfully failed to appear when summoned. The
latter was reported on the ground that he refused without constitu-
tional right to answer certain questions. These two matters are
presently pending in the Legislature. Robert M. Ford, Esquire, is
handling the matter of these two petitions for the Commission as
special counsel without compensation.

During the life of the Commission a great deal of controversy
arose about rules of procedure for legislative commissions engaged
in investigations. This Commission profited from the discussion
and spent a great deal of time during its reorganization phase late
in 1955 preparing its rules of procedure. It examined suggestions
for rules of procedure which were made to the Congress in Washing-
ton, and consulted every available source of information on the sub-
ject. In January, 1956, it adopted rules designed to afford to per-

5. Rules of Procedure.
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sons called before it, not only due process of law, which is the
minimum to which a citizen is entitled, but also the elements of
“fair procedure,” which have been so much under discussion in the
past few years. At times the fairness of the Commission’s rules
impeded its activity when persons took advantage of them. The
only substantial change made in the rules during its existence was
the amendment to the rule which prohibited a one-man subcom-
mittee to conduct a private hearing if a witness objected. This
was abandoned only after several occasions when witnesses insisted
that two members be present to hear them give their name and
address, and thereafter refuse further answers on the ground that
the Commission and all of its activities (including its rules of pro-
cedure) were unconstitutional.

During almost the entire life of the Commission the Brink’s
robbery was under investigation by federal and local authorities.
The Commission, for obvious reasons, did not inject itself into the
Brink’s investigation, and, in fact, very carefully tried to avoid
interfering with it. This presented serious problems to the Com-
mission in two respects. In the first place, a summons by this
Commission to the wrong person at the wrong time might very well
have completely spoiled some investigative activity of the federal
or local agencies. In the second place, the immunity provisions
available to this Commission could conceivably have permitted one
of the actual participants to have testified before the Commission
under a promise of immunity to just enough concerning that case to
warrant his pleading immunity after the case was solved, and at
the same time so limit his reference to it that the Commission
might be in a position of having afforded immunity without realizing
it. It must be kept in mind that the Commission did not know who
the Brink’s robbers were until the Federal Bureau of Investigation
solved the case. Even though the Commission was concentrating
on the field of illegal gaming, there were many persons of interest to
it who might well have been involved so far as past records showed.
In fact, the Commission did summon Vincent Costa, one of those
convicted for his part in the robbery, to question him concerning
his part and the part of his brother-in-law, Anthony Pino, another
Brink’s defendant, in Treasury balance lottery operations.

6. The Brink’s Case.
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He claimed his privilege against self-incrimination with respect
to his relationship to Anthony Pino, his occupation, his connection
with gambling activities generally, and a Treasury balance lottery
specifically, and with respect to his knowledge of connections with
regard to gambling activities in the central part of the Common-
wealth, as well as in Boston.

Richard T. Cunningham, a son-in-law of Anthony Pino, also
testified on the same day and also claimed his privilege as to his
connection with the Treasury balance lottery, his occupation, his
arrest and conviction for possession of lottery tickets in 1952, and
his employment by Anthony Pino at the time of his arrest. Some
of the persons in the Boston area who would normally have been
summoned to appear earlier in the proceedings of the Commission
were deferred because of their possible involvement in the Brink’s
case.

Report under Chapter 110, Resolves of 1966, concerning Investigation
of Wire Tapping.

3LYES OF 1956,

Resolve increasing the scope of the
investigate the existence and exte
AND OTHER RELATED MATTERS, V.TTHIN

SPECIAL COMMISSION ESTABLISHED TO
NT OF ORGANIZED CRIME AND GAMBLING,
THE COMMONWEALTH.

Resolved, That the unpaid special commission established by chapter one hun-
dred of the resolves of nineteen hundred and fifty-three and most recently revived
and continued by chapter one hundred and forty-seven of the resolves of nineteen
hundred and fifty-five for the purpose of investigating the existence and extent of
organized crime and gambling, and other related matters, within the common-
wealth, shall in the course of its investigation study and investigate the possible
existence of illegal wire tapping, and shall summon the appropriate officials of the
New England Telephone and Telegraph Company, and records of said company,
to determine the existence of such illegal wire tapping. Said commission shall
report to the general court the results of its investigation and study, and its recom-
mendations, if any, together with drafts of legislation necessary to carry such
recommendations into effect, by filing reports relative to the possible existence of
illegal wire tapping with the clerk of the senate from time to time but not later
than the last Wednesday of March, nineteen hundred and fifty-seven.

In July of 1956 chapter 110 of the Resolves of 1956 was enacted
to authorize this Commission to study and investigate the possible
existence of illegal wire tapping in the course of its investigation,
and in furtherance thereof, to summon appropriate officials and

Chapter 110, Rei
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records of the Telephone Company, and to report not later than
the last Wednesday of March, 1957. This is the date set for the
expiration of this Commission.

The object of chapter 110 is not entirely clear. It is clear that
the bill requires an investigation of illegal wire tapping by this
Commission in the course of its investigation. The course of the
investigation being conducted by this Commission under chap-
ter 147 of the Resolves of 1955 is confined to that phase of criminal
activity which is "organized.” The powers given to the Commission
under that resolve are limited for use in investigating organized
crime and subjects related to it. To the extent that illegal wire
tapping relates in any way to that basic task of the Commission,
and is discovered by the Commission, it would report thereon
without the passage of this resolve.

However, the resolve seems to require an investigation of all
illegal wire tapping, whether concerned with organized crime or
not; for example, its possible use by persons to secure information
for use in divorce cases. To the extent that illegal wire tapping is
not concerned with organized crime, the powers to summon wit-
nesses, subpoena records, compel attendance of witnesses, etc.,
would not be available to the Commission under chapter 147, Re-
solves of 1955. Chapter 110 confers no such powers except, perhaps,
by implication, as to the Telephone Company,

It is the experience of the Commission that legal and constitu-
tional questions are not overlooked, and undoubtedly the authority
of the Commission to conduct an investigation of all wire tapping
would be seriously questioned.

Furthermore, the federal government has jurisdiction over the
subject matter of chapter 110, even in the broadest interpretation
of that resolve.

Title 47, section 605, of the U. S. Code, commonly called the
Federal Wire Tapping Statute, provides in part as follows:

. . . and no person not being authorized by the sender shall intercept any com-
munication and divulge or publish the existence, contents, substance, purport,
effect or meaning of such intercepted communication to any person.

The Department of Justice construes those words in the resolve
to include intrastate as well as interstate and foreign communica-
tions. This means that the F. B. 1., which is the investigative
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arm of the Department of Justice, iias investigative jurisdiction
and is probably exercising it in connection with the tapping of purely
intrastate telephone lines

The Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Weiss v.
U. S. 308 U. S. 321 (1939) has held in effect that the above quoted
language makes the tapping of intrastate wires a violation of sec-
tion 005.

Chapter 110 specifically mentions only the New England Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company to be summoned “.

. . to determine
the existence of such illegal wire tapping.” The meaning of this
directive is not clear. It implies either that the Tele-
phone Company has records of illegal wire taps by others, or by
the Company itself.

Under Massachusetts General Laws, chapter 272, sections 99 to
102, the Massachusetts eavesdropping and wire tap statutes, the
Telephone Company could not illegally tap a wire because it is
exempted from the prohibitions of those sections in said section
102. However, under the F. C. C. regulations it cannot tap its own
lines

The Commission was unable to pursue the task assigned in chap-
ter 110 as a special investigation due to the fact that no extra facili-
ties were made available for it. It studied the resolve and has
reported elsewhere in the report the only instance of wire tapping
that came to its attention during the course of its regular invest!
tion. Of course, it is common in bookmaking operations to tampc
with telephones and lines; but this is not the wire tap for the purpose
of eavesdropping which chapter 110 obviously intends.

Respectfully submitted,

CHARLES C. CABOT,
Chairm

L. SHELDON DALY,
Secreta

DANIEL NEEDHAM.
HARRISON CHADWICK.
LOUIS 11. GLASER.
JOHN J. MOAKLEY
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We dissent from so much of the report as recommends the follow-
ing:

1. A limited right of review of questions of law for the govern
ment in criminal cases.

2. The authorization of fingerprinting of certain persons
3. Mandatory sentences for second convictions for certain gam-

bling crimes.
LOUIS 11. GLASER.
JOHN J. MOAKLEY.

Senator Edward J. DeSaulnier, Jr., was appointed to the Commis-
sion on March 18, 1957, in time to attend only one hearing. He has
not participated in the preparation or discussion of this report or
its recommendations.

DISSENTS.
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h

NumberState. Track, of Days. Handle. Attendance.

Maine Scarboro Downs 48 $7,160,740 170,762
Suffolk Downs 64 66,928,782 800,017
Rockingham Park 64 36,581,767 608,228

Massachusetts
New Hampshire

Lincoln DownsRhode Island Narragansett 112 85,735,946 1,281,984'
278 $186,407,235 2,760,991

Totals

1Estimated.

Appendix B.

TOTAL HANDLE—NEW ENGLAND TRACKS, 1955.
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Table I. Growth of Pari-Mutuel Pacing of All Types in Massachusetts, 1935-1956

Number Number
Date. Meets. of Racing of Tickets Total Pools.

Days. Sold.

1935 . 13 290 13,280,707 $34,579,420
1936 !!.*!.. 8 294 18,607,788 48,319,022
1937 10 308 19,010,536 48.916,185
1938 !!!!.. 10 332 18,973,052 48,991,865

1939 6 222 15,765,737 41,643,796
1940 5 247 15,070,443 40,580,612

1941 7 278 19,551,729 52,526,171
1942 !!!... 7 278 20,523,394 58,659,730

1943 7 232 27,194,063 84,967,908
1944 8 284 35,054,181 113,377,759

1945 11 190 29,535,330 104,601,558
1946 12 302 47,202,524 149,834,490

1947 13 363 42,580,634 138,502,869
1948 10 380 48,351,392 131,094,892

1949 . 13 366 36,221,013 110,226,047
1950 ! ! ! 13 371 34,670,062 105,302,859

1951 . 12 346 36,816,623 113,162,585
1952 !!.... 14 377 39,338,839 124,144,250
1953 . 18 406 39,613,593 135,175,764
1954 !!!... 16 365 43,249,314 131,596,446

1955 15 371 44,533,461 134,283,672
1956 j 14 365 Not available 143,037,663

Table 11. Growth of Pari-Mutuel Running Horse Racing in Massachusetts,
1936-1955

r Number Number
Date. of Racing of Tickets Total Pools.

Meets. Days. Sold.

1935 . 4 73 6,568,491 $19,028,793
1936 2 90 8,997,278 26,034,197

1937 ....
2 90 8,972,382 25,582,381

1938 ! 2 110 9,521,473 27,176,217

1939 1 60 7,555,869 22,274,329
1940 1 60 7,618,636 22,447,078

1941 .... 1 60 7,956,129 24,477,241
1942 1 60 8,673,946 28,797,569

1943 ... 2 78 13,996,110 49,346,145
1944 1 60 12,974,092 50,728,077

1945 . 2 54 15,250,922 61.103,904
1946 1 60 18,622,401 69,854,442

This excludes both harness racing and all horse racing at fairs.

Appendix C.
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Table 11. Growth of Pari-Mutuel Running Racing in Massachusetts, 1
1936-1955 Concluded.

Number Number
Licensed of Racing of Tickets Total Pools,

Meets. Days. Sold.
Date,

1947 1 68 17,336,171 $66,494,2961948 1 72 20,072,300 61,066,076
1949 1 63 13,504,248 49,271,221
1950 1 67 12,730,724 46T55,458

1951 1 60 12,825,207 48,149,030
1952 1 60 54!079*767
19531953 1 60 14,902,056 54,509,2751954 3 65 15,710,165 57.530,652

19i 17,160,7:

This excludes both harness racing and all horse racing at fairs.

Table 111. Growth of Pari-Mutuel Dog Racing in Massachusetts, 1 1935-1955.

„ I T ipensed Number Number
Date. Meets of Racing of Tickets Total Pools.Meeis. Days. Sold.

1935 4 200 6,669,879 $15,468,0721936 6 200 9,689,851 22,232,622
1937 6 I 200 9,908,997 23,026,0401938 5 | 200 9,278,949 21,404,385
1939 3 ISO 8,115,168 19,146,979
1940 2 j 175 7,438,201 17,866,540
1941 3 I 200 11,318,819 27,347,225
1942 3 j 200 11,568,368 29,131,265
1943 3 142 12,881,699 34,696,4921944 3 | 200 21,471,584 60,774,762
1945 5 i 112 13,522,827 41,089,7911946 4 j 200 27,211,686 76,930,996
1947 4 I 200 22,872,833 65,251,0621948 2 ! 200 24,915,360 61,461,994

1949 4 | 200 18,944,006 60,663,1931960 4 j 200 18,003,276 48,192,643
1951 4 | 200 20,211,016 64,613,9621962 4 j 200 20,791,560 66,834,464
1953 7 I 200 20,379,281 65,308,471
1954 5 I 200 21,692,378 69,865,871
1955 4 | 200 21,702,039 60,901,724

This exclud ing at fa:
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Rever

Approximate Police Personnel and Departmental Costs in the
Commonwealthfor 1955.

i _ police
1955 1965 | ESpss™ed Employees Cost per ° ost

Population. Expenditure. Employees . p _ Employee. Ca
p
p
e'

a

4,702 $13,799,260 21 3,027 4.18 $4,558 72 $l9 04
202,612 1,715,576 65 397 1.96 4,321 35 8 48
166,052 1,714,813 94 372 2.24 4,609 71 10.33

3,466 98 7 69234
2.49 3,316 6*105,195 947,307 67

99,020 805,163 28 208 2.10 3,870 97 8 13
1,011,590 06 234 2.36 4,323 03

4,416 68 7 6097,032 737,686 14 167 1.72 4,416 68 7 60
93,876 733,162 65 192 2.04 3,818 66 7 81
86,636 737,170 34 158 1.83 4,666 64 8 44
84,495 700,549 74 156 1.85 4,490 70 8 29
76,094 534,657 03 145 1.91 3,687 30 7 03
66,393 474,895 13 109 1.67 4,356 84

1.71 3,730399,138 48
69,497 620,131 66 126 2.12 4,128 03 8 74
55,290 382,164 44 91 1.65 4,199 61 6 91
53,213 466,174 08 114 2.14 4,080 47 8 74
60,115 366,769 86 86 1.72 4,148 37 7 12

2.04 4,038 9949,071 403,899 39 100
45,436 277,519 83 72 1.58 3,854 44 6 11

2.55 4,141 52 10 57
1.79 4,495 88 8 06

45,077 476,275 31 115 2.56 4,141 52 10 57
42,925 346,182 58 77 1.79 4,496 88 8 06
41,281 237,709 07 73 1.77 3,256 29 5 76
40,117 342,768 44 81 2,02 4,231 71 8 54
39,665 361,821 20 74 1.87 4,889 48 9 14
36,826 341,665 95 75 2,04 4,555 41 9 28

1.97 3,867 6131,432 239,792 34
2.12 3,710 6129,239 230,057 60
1.72 3,63326,682 167,126 16 46 1.72 3,633 16 6 26

26,271 169,910 93 42 1.60 4,046 60 6 47
25,966 181,560 71 63 2.04 3,426 67 6 99
26,856 123,166 09 29 1.12 4,247 11 4 74
24,870 162,579 23 40 1.61 4,064 48 6 64

1.17 4,164 43 4 87
4,743 0243203,949 7<

130,942 01 1.40 4,364 74 6 09
1.39 4,336 99 6 04

3021,493

121,435 71
1.24 4,314 23 6 36
1.24 3,618 30 4 48
2 43 6,126 66 12 44

2116,

18
138464

1.84 4,224 86 7 80
1.52 4,660 85 6 94

3647,148
42,747
38,898

87

1.93 4,81871 929361.403

1.27 4,265 21 5 4040
4,547 4848

1.65 4,674 92 7 7144
10 3,850 42 4

Appendix D.

Lowell .

Newton
Quincy
Lawrence
Medford
Brockton
Malden
Pittsfield
Holyoke
Waltham
Chicopee
Haverhill
Everett
Fitchburg
Taunton
Salem

Chelsea
Beverly

MelroS'
Peabot
Northampton
Gloucester .

Woburn
Attleboro
Leominster
W’estficld
North Adar
Gardner
Marlborough
Newburyport
Brookline
Arlington

Weymouth
Watertown
Framingha

Belmon
Braintr
Methuo
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Approximate Police Personnel and Departmental Costs in the
Commonwealth for 1965 Continued.

Department. -p
19®5 j E p'iSce611 Employees Cost per (L°® t

Population. Expenditure. I Employees, p™* Employee.

Natick ....
26,213 $166,357 38 32 1.22 $4,886 17 $ 5 96

Milton 24,043 245,668 19 51 2.12 4,817 02 10 22
West Springfield . . , 22,871 202,314 10 43 1.88 4,704 98 885
Lexington

....
22,256 131,872 62 31 1.39 4,253 96 693

W'akefleld ....
22,115 132,005 87 32 1.45 4,125 18 597

Wellesley .... 21,759 146,160 97 36 1.65 4,060 03 672
Needham .... 21,560 170,938 88 38 1.76 4,498 39 793
Dedham ....

21,450 135,708 80 33 1.54 4,112 39 633
Norwood .... 21,052 188,333 47 29 1.38 6,425 29 885
Winthrop .... 18,704 127,263 82 30 1.60 4,241 79 680
Saugus ....

18,489 105,925 12 25 1.35 4,237 00 5.73
Danvers ....

18,185 74,544 25 23 1.26 3,241 05 410
Winchester .... 18,126 154,284 02 34 1.88 4,537 77 8 61
Greenfield ....

18,059 113,613 41 27 1.49 4,204 20 629
Southbrldge . . . 17,271 121,423 07 31 1.79 3,916 87 703
Reading .... 16,440 108,497 96 28 1.70 3,874 93 660
Marblehead . . . 15,908 109,794 47 23 1.45 4,773 67 6 90
Stoneham .... 16,817 125,956 99 29 1.83 4,343 34 796
Milford .... 15,622 94,093 30 20 1.28 4,704 69 6 02
Andover

....
14,535 85,420 09 23 1.58 3,713 92 688

Billerica ....
14,403 64,107 89 16 1.04 4,273 86 445

Webster .... 13,934 73,659 40 27 1.95 2,724 42 528
Plymouth

....
13,892 96,785 76 23 1.66 4,208 08 697

Stoughton .... 13,754 60,610 92 15 1.09 4,040 73 4 41
Randolph

....
13,539 72,324 96 16 1.18 4,620 31 634

Hlngham
.... 13,418 128,104 71 30 2.24 4,270 16 965

Fairhaven .... 13,376 62,914 86 12 .90 4,409 57 396
Agawam ....

13,177 89,839 80 18 1.37 4,991 10 682
Shrewsbury

, , 13,103 72,048 12 14 1.07 5,146 29 650
Dartmouth

.... 13,077 55,671 71 12 .92 4,630 98 4 25
Swampscott . , . 13,070 131,310 48 27 2.07 4,863 35 10 05
North Attleborough . . 13,069 79,361 46 I 18 1.38 4,408 97 607
Adams .... 12,789 73,609 67 | 18 1,41 4,089 42 676
Clinton .... 12,754 71,817 14 16 1.25 4,488 57 563
Auburn .... 12,442 28,194 32 7 .56 4,027 76 227
Athol 12,186 60,249 68 15 1.23 4,016 64 4 94
Barnstable

.... 12,061 109,371 98 26 2.16 4,206 61 908
Chelmsford .... 11,749 62,645 41 9 .77 5,838 38 4 47
Easthampton . . , 11,698 75,634 79 17 1.45 4,449 11 647
South Hadley . , , 11,307 46,739 65 11 .97 4,249 06 413
Walpole

.... 11,293 94,936 26 17 1,50 5,684 49 841
Amesbury .... 11,189 49,849 10 11' 1.02 4,631 74 4 46
Middleborough . . . 11,119 52,887 75 15 1.36 3,525 85 476
Dracut .... 11,050 41,362 83 11 .99 3,760 26 3 74Concord .... 10,889 76,315 89 18 1.65 4,184 22 692
Tewksbury

.... 10,848 38,875 76 8 .74 4,859 47 3 58
Somerset .... 10,646 28,602 09 6 .66 4,767 02 269
Northbrldge . . . 10,626 39,630 28 10 .94 3,963 03 373
Ludlow

.... 10,630 52,463 50 13 1.23 4,036 65 498
Rockland

.... 10,516 67,673 92 14 1.33 4,119 57 548
Palmer .... 10,316 50,281 67 10 .97 6,028 17 487
Canton .... 10,128 63,662 64 14 1.38 4,547 32 629
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Monson
Westpor
Holbroc
Westc

Wilbral
Dudley
Dalton

Temp

Grafton

Approximate Police Personnel and Departmental Costs in the
Commonwealth for 1966 Continued.

Police
1955 1955 Estimated

Population. Expenditure. En^loyles.
Cost
perEmployees Cost per

per 1,000 Employee
Department.

apita.Population.

> 8,433 57 3 .31 $2,811 19 $ 86
97,640 37 18 1.88 5,424 47 10 18
63,012 39 11 1.17 4,819 31 6 63

Falmouth
Wilmington
Abington 45,234 97 •96 5,026 11 4 81
North Andover
Whitman

9,362 53,305 02 12 1.28 4,442 C
9,345 43,085 3,916 87 4 61

Millbury 16,825 50 54 3,365 10 1 81
Bridgewat
Swansea
Hudson

9,059 37,231 87 8 .88 4,663 98 4 11
9,043 21,131 32 4 .44 6,282 83 2 34
8,904 82,306 66 18 2.02 2,905 93 5 87

Bedford
Wareham
Holden

31,293 34 80 4,470 48 3 5;

1.74 4,419 04 7 703 15

Foxborough
Longmeadov
Westwood

1.0539, 420 4 6
03 3, 9 35

420
Franklin
Montagui

46,334 14 10 4,633 41
4,451 22

5 47
4 23

108,889 49
36,889 76

13 05
Amherst

Westboroui
East Longmeadow
Ipswich

Great Barrington
Winchendon

North Readir
Wrentham .

Williamstown
Ashland

1.94 3,771 80 7 32
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5 36

1 73

$2 79

Approximate Police Personnel and Departmental Costs in the
Commonwealth for 1955 Continued.

Police
Employees Cost per
per 1,000 Employee. cPopulation. capita.

1955 1956 Estimated
Population. Expenditure. Em

F
pf 0

‘™

es
Department

East Bridgewater
Medfield

5,359
5,293

$14,926 91
33,547 84
13,214 23

94 6,709 57 6 34
Lunenburg
Burlington
Norton

3 4,404 74

5,160 13,940 27 4 3,485 07
Lee 19,199 91 3,839 98 3 T.
Blackstone
Marshfield

5,023 8,984 41 40 4,492 20 1.79
4,959 49,027 59 10 2.02 4,902 76 9 89

Northborough
West ford

4,943 8,559 74 3

4,923 15,226 82 4 81 3,806 71 3 09
Belchertown
Acushnet

4,918 2,584 70 1 2,584 70 53
4,892 8,109 90 .41 4,054 95 1 66

05 6,070 42 12 44Bourne
Cohassi
Acton

4,881 60,704 22 10
4,729 54,867 64 11 2.33 4,987 97 11 60
4,681 24,285 91 1.07 4,857 18 5 19

Rockport 4,633 34,474 33 8 1.73 4,30929 744
West Bridgewate
Southwick .

4,558 16,716 33
4,479 2,186 99

1.32 2,786 06 3 67
45 1,093 50 49

Holliston 4,471 20,473 47 ,824 49 4 5!3
Hopkinton
Duxbury

4,407 11,871 1.13 2,375 31 2 69
4,280 34,042 1.64 4,86318 795

Hanove 4,258 8,977 26 3 2,992 42 2 11
Rehoboth
Medway

4,211 1,504 84 1 24 1,504 84 36
4,169 16,014 61 .48 8,007 31 3 84

3.37 3,930 66 13 24Yarmouth 4,156 55,029 28 14
West Boylston
Norwell

4,143 6,122 20 1 24 6,122 20 1 48
4,127 4,354 09 48 2,177 05 1 06

Hamilton
Kingston
Pembroke
Lancaster
Hopedale
Hanson

4,116 13,330 18 1.94 1,666 27 3 24
4,089 18,543 49 9,271 96 4 54
3,838 17,757 87 3 78 5,919 29 4 63
3,835 11,400 39 33,835 11,400 39 3 .78 3,800 13 2 97
3,773 18,876 67 3 .79 6,291 89 5 00
3,763 13,279 04 5 1,33 2,656 81 3 53
3,646 16,936 97 I 3 .82 5,312 32 4 37Sudbury

Nantucket
Lenox

3,642 34,665 89 i 11 3.02 3,151 44 9 52
3,592 10,707 01 4 1.11 2,676 75 2 98

Barre 3,591 2,702 76 1
3,509 10,952 14 5

702 76
Warren 10,952 14 5 1.42 2,190 43 3 12
Westminster
Groton

3,505 3,818 24 1 3,818 24 1 09
3,497 10,350 62 5,175 31 2 96

Ayer 3,479 25,014 88 2.01 3,573 55 7 19Charlton 3,466 6,963 2i 3,481 64 2 01
North Brookfield
Pepperell

3,455 9,976 61 1.74 1,662 77 2 89
3,437 12,747 49 4 1.16 3,186 78 3 71

Sutton 3,423 3,682 38 1 ,29 3,682 38 1 08
Pro vincetown
Sturbridge .

3,415 23,279 25 6 1.76 3,879 88 6 82
3,413 3,770 85 1 29 3,770 85 1 10

Manchester
Middleton
Harwich

3,376 35,451 95 9 3,939 11 10 50
3,370 8,523 13 2.08 1,217 59 2 53

1.48 6,21623 9233,367 31,081 15
Townsend
Dennis

3,365 9,664 51 3 89 3,221 50 2 87
3,322 45,814 23 9 2.71 5,090 47 13 79
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Avon

Shirley

Essex

Approximate Police Personnel and Departmental Costs in the
Commonwealthfor 1956 Continued.

_ 1966 1955 Es‘“ Employees Cost per Cost
Department. population. Expenditure. I F

P(?I“ per 1,000 Employee. n P®
employees. p opuiation- capita.

2
1

60 $10,632 44 $6 36
30 6,058 00 1 83

$21,064 88Dighton
Raynhan
Nahant

3.307
32,084 37 7 2.17 4,583 48 9 93
10,920 25 4 1.26 2,730 06 3 443,173Southborough

Chatham 34,675 67 8 2.57 4,334 46 11 13
12,941 29 3 .96 4,313 76 4 16

3,116
3,111Deerfield

Littleton
Millis .

11,941 46 3 .97 3,980 49 3 88
8,431 27 3 .99 2,810 42 2 78

3,079
3,030

.67 5,166 87 3 452,994 10,333 74
1.01 3,099 33 3 129,298 00 3Merrimac

Lincoln
Upton .

2,949 17,371 34 3 1.02 5,790 45 5 89
2,921 2,999 38 1 -34 2,999 38 1 03
2,893 2,974 20 3 1.04 991 40 1 03
2,868 13,177 15 4 1.39 3,294 29 4 59
2,853 2,544 91 1 .35 2,544 91 89

Hadley

Tyngsborough
Granby

1.41 4,528 91 6 402,832 18,115 63 4
1.77 1,087 43 1 935,437 152,821Georgetown

Salisbury 3.21 4,804 92 15.4143,244 24 92,807

1.80 3,499 43 6 302,776 17,497 17 5Marion
Norfolk
Sterling

2,769 11,401 45 4
2,724 1,445 38 2

1.44 2,850 36 4 12
,445 38 2 .73 722 69 53
153 51 1 .37 153 51 062,681Lanesborough

Douglas 11,141 97 3 1.12 3,713 99 4 18
13,396 03 3 1.13 4,465 34 5 032,661Mattapoisett

Groveland .

Ashburnham
Freetown

3,819 45 3 1.13 1,273 15 1 45
9,945 70 4 1.55 2,486 43 3 84

2,643

2,573 1,414 00 1 .39 1,414 00 55
2,557 7,132 28 3 1.17 2,377 43 2 78
2,430 2,228 40 1 .41 2,228 40 92
2,382 2,348 19 1 .42 2,348 19 99

Plainville
Rutland
Lakeville
North field
Stockbridge
Newbury

43 1,015 17 432,337 1,015 17 1 .43 1,015 17 43
2,292 10,049 12 3 1.31 3,349 71 4 38
2,281 4,214 41 2 .88 2,107 21 1 85
2,271 4,140 32 1 .44 4,140 32 1 82
2,248 1,665 69 1 .44 1,655 69 74

Hardwick .

Williamsburg
Dover . 4,049 22 3 1.34 1,349 74 1 80

1,968 34 3 1.34 656 11 89Wenham
Hatfield
Topsfiek
Orleans
Stow .

45 2,337 17 1 052,337 17
45 2,120 09 96,120 09

3,768 68 8 5618,813 38
2,195 2,584 90 1 .46 2,584 90 1 18

.46 163 76 072,188 163 76 1Cheshire
Tisbury
Sheffield

14,458 23 .92 7,229 12 6 682,163 14,458 23 2
2,110 1,401 42 1 47 1,401 42 66

4,074 15 5 2.46 814 83 2 012,031

1.00 1,000 00 1 002,000 00Rowley
2,044 36 1 062,044 36,935 2,044 36 1West Brookfield

Mendon 1.05 1,607 58 1 583,015 15
53 1,398 71 741,398 71Boylston 1

1.11 1,079 62 1 202,159 231,794Southampton
Brookfield . ,56 2,092 16 1 182,092 16 11,774

1,057 77 601,756 1,057 77 1
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Approximate Police Personnel and Departmental Costs in the

Commonwealthfor 1956 Continued.

Estimated ce
Police Employees Cost per

Employees, EmP lo^'
1955 1955

Population. Expenditure.
CostDepartment.
per

Capita.

Shelburne
Buckland
Carver

1,752 $6,193,31 1 .57 $6,193 31 $3 631,669 3,363 61 1 .60 3,363 61 2 021,669 5,505 36 1.20 2,752 68 3 30Ashby 1,654 2,982 19 4 2.42 ’ 745 65 1801,642 12,933 26 4 2.44 3,233 32 7 gg
!,621 1,314 73 1 .62 1,314 73 811,602 1,011 66

- 631,597 5,367 34 2 1.25 2,678 67 3 351,583 702 50 - 441,565 6, 786 82 2 1.28 3,393 41 4341,664 11,866 12 3 1.92 3,965 37 7 IS1,518 19,924 05 6 3.29 3,984 81 13 131,516 1,865 72 1 .66 l fB6S 72 1231,511 90 00 -
_ pg

1,451 194 35 1 .69 194 35 69

Sandwich
West Newbury
Clarksburg .

Harvard
Millville
Paxton
Oak Bluffs
Edgartown
Berlin .

Colrain
Hinsdale
Rochester
Sherborn
Brimfield

1,439 1,558 32 1 .69 1,558 32 l 081,439 7,723 23 4.86 1,103 32 5 371,393 160 00 11East Brookfield
Erving

1,391 2,083 11 1 72 2,083 11 i so
1,385 798 11 58Russell

Halifax
1,385 519 37 1 .72 519 37 37

“aT, • ■ ■ 1.377 3,953 60 3 2.18 1,317 83 287“gUm • • • W >.002 16 1 , 73 1,002 W 73Z ' ■ ■ • 1.372 998 90 1 .73 998 90 73
• • • ■ 1,331 10,641 10 3 2.25 3,547 03 799Chester .... 1,323 317 39

Bemardston . . ~277 1.192 07 , , 78 1,192 07 93Sunderland .... 1,270 950 73 1 79 960 73 „J’rinceton ■ • • • 1,196 1,199 87 1 84 1 199 87 1 mWest Stockbrldge . ,492 495 33 1 .84 495 33 4“® Mfor
,

d • ■ ' ' 1.177 1.850 27 6 5.10 308 37 167
• l’> 72 7.295 08 8 6.83 911 82 6 22Hubbardston 1,162 43333 _ _

6 “
Carlisle 1 tnr.Carlisle 1,138 715 0; 3 2.64 238 35 63Gill 1,125 56 50 05Eastham 1,107 7,648 41 3 2.71 2,549 47 6 91Bolton 1,101 1 1,640 87 1 .91 1,640 87 1 49Ashfield 1,072 6 00 01New Marlborough 371 50 1

1
1

.95 371 50 35Whately
232 23Petersham 264 04 1.08 264 04 28Conway
72 50 08Charlemont 294 79

233 00
34Egremont 1 1.17 233 00Truro 5,030 20

344 46
2.35 2,515 10 5 91Royalston

41Leverett 75 00 09Richmond
1 1.19 186 50 22Granville 424 62Becket

400 00 1.29 400 001
1

51Plympton 1,099 97 1.32 1,099 97 1 45Philllpston
496 81 66
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Approximate Police Personnel and Departmental Costs in the
Commonwealthfor 1988 Concluded.

Department 1955 1955 ! E pS6d Employees Cost per Cost
Population. Expenditure, i Employees, Employee.

I ‘

Blandford .... 705 $256 53 - - - $ 36
Dunstable .... 704 965 38 2 2.84 $482 69 1 37
Pelham .... 658 127 65 - 19
Wales 639 184 00 - - - 29
Boxborough

... 594 27 00 - - - 05
Cummington 588 149 18 - - - 25
Sandisfield .... 571 265 30 1 1.75 265 30 46
Holland .... 552 373 83 - - - 68
Florida .... 537 138 84 1 1.86 138 84 26
Westhampton ... 535 36 74 1 1.87 36 74 07
Mashpee .... 524 3,843 33 1 1.91 3,843 33 7 33
Oakham .... 522 70 50 - - - 14
Worthington . 516 40 00 - - 08
Chesterfield . . 515 306 40 - - - 59
Otis 491 310 90 1 2.04 310 90 63
Warwick .... 476 174 74 1 2.10 174 74 37
New Braintree ... 471 636 - - - 01
Hancock .... 463 40 00 1 2.16 40 00 09
Monterey .... 450 310 80 1 2.22 310 80 69
New Salem .... 439 116 30 26
Windsor .... 376 - - - -

West Tisbury ... 357 230 74 65
Goshen .... 340 105 58 - - - 31
Wendell .... 339 31 25 1 2 95 31 25 09
Leyden .... 335 25 00 - - - 07
Middlefield .... 335 72 00 - - - 21
Heath 327 30 00 1 3 06 30 00 09
Savoy 312 30 00 - - - 10
Washington ... 301 - -

Hawley .... 281 - -

Plainfield .... 254 59 25 - - - 23
Alford 252 34 20 1 3 97 34 20 14
Montgomery . 246 58 00 - - 24
Chilmark ....

242 40 00 - - - 17
Shutesbury

.... 240 114 20 1 4.17 114 20 48
Tyringham .... 231 - -

Rowe 207 66 72 1 4.83 66 72 32
Monroe .... 176 32 00 1 5.68 32 00 18
Peru 172 26 75 1 5.81 26 75 16
New Ashford ... 155 - - -

Gay Head .... 125 28 00 - - - 22
Tolland .... 101 43 15 1 9.90 43 15 43
Gosnold .... 100 175 00 -

- - 1 75
Mount Washington 42 17 00 1 23 80 17 00 40
Massachusetts State Police - 3,356,813 75 545 - -

Metropolitan District Police - 1,795,159 15 1 389 - -

Total ....
4,837,645 $47,535,833 25 10,847 - -

1 Appears to be personnel costs only.
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Ten-Year Record of Gaming Cases, Boston Municipal Court, 1947-1956.

Superior Court
Disposition.Charge. Plea. Finding. Disposition,Year

1947 Reg. bets O - $lOO pd
Reg. bets NO O $l5O pd. Appeal withdrawn1947
Lottery NO Q $lOO pd. -1947

1947 Lottery G - $5O pd,
Reg. bets Q - $5O pd,1947
Reg. bets NO Q $25 pd. -1947

1947 Reg. bets O - $25 pd
Lottery NO Q $lOO pd1947
Lottery1947 Lottery NO Q $lOO pd

1947 Reg. bets NO Q HC 1 mo. susp.
1947 Reg. bets NG G Prob. 1 year.
1947

1947 Lottery G - $3OO com
Lottery NG G HC 3 mos. Susp1947

[Second) $5O

Reg. bets NG Q $lOO pd.1947
Lottery NO O $lOO pd1947

NO1947 Lottery NO Q $5O pd,
Lottery NG Q $25 pd,1947
Lottery NQ G HC 3 mos. susp.1947
Reg. bets NG NO Discharged1947
Reg. bets NG NO Discharged1947
Lottery NG O $lOO pd1947
Lottery NG O $2OO pd,1947
Lottery NO NG Discharged1947

HC 1 mo. susp.1947 Lottery NO G HC 1 mo.
$2OO 1 yr. prob. $2O

Plead guilty
1947 Lottery NG G lIC 3 mos. HC 6 mos. susp.

1 yr. prob,
Plead guilty

Reg. bets NG G $lOO pd,1947
Lottery NG Q $250 $lOO pd1947

Plead guilty

1947 Lottery NG G $250 $lOO pd,
Plead guilty

1947 Reg, bets NG G $3OO pdReg, bets
Lottery NG G $5OO $lOO pd1947

Plead guilty
1947 Reg. bets G - HC 6 mos. $lOO pd,

Lottery (second) NG NG Discharged1947
Reg. bets NO O $lOO pd1947

1947 Reg, bets NO G $lOO pd
1947 Lottery NO G I $lOO pd

lIC 2 mos. Susp

Lottery NG G Probation194:

Appendix E.

1947.
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Ten-Year Record of Gaming Cases, Boston Municipal Court, 19^7-1956
Continued.

Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition.Year Charge.

1947 Lottery NQ G HC 6 mos. HC 3 mos. susp.
(Second) - - $2OO Prob. 2 yrs. $2OO.

1947 Lottery NQ G $lOO pd.
1947 Lottery NQ NG Discharged -

1947 Reg. bets NG G $75 pd. -Reg. bets NG G $75 pd.

1947 Lottery G - Filed
1947 Lottery G $ $25 pd. -

1947 Lottery NQ G $5O pd,
1947 Reg. bets NG Q $5O pd

1947 Reg. bets NG G $lOO pd
1947 Lottery NQ G $lOO pd,

1947 Reg. bets NG Q $lOO pd.
1947 Lottery NQ Q $lOO $5O

Plead guilty

1947 Lottery NQ G $lOO pd,
1947 Reg. bets NG G HC 3 mos. CJ 3 mos. susp.

Prob. 2 yrs.
$lOO

Plead guilty

1947 Letter (second) NG JD No bill
1947 Lottery NQ Q $lOO susp. pd.

1947 Reg. bets NQ G $lOO pd.

1947 Lottery NG Q $lOO pd
1947 Reg. bets NQ NQ Discharged
1947 Lottery NG NG Discharged

1947 Lottery NQ Q $lOO pd.
1947 Lottery NQ G $lOO pd.
1947 Lottery NQ Q $lOO pd,
1947 Lottery NQ Q $lOO pd. Appeal withdrawn
1947 Lottery NG Q $l5O pd. -

1947 Lottery (second) NG NG Discharged
1947 Lottery NG Q HC 1 mo. susp.

(Second) - - $lOO pd,
1947 Lottery NQ Q HC 1 yr. Susp,

1947 Reg. bets NG G $lOO pd,
1947 Reg. bets NG G $5O pd.
1947 Reg. bets NG G Filed
1947 Lottery NG Q $lOO pd.

1947 Lottery (second) NG NQ Discharged -

1947 Reg. bets NG NG Discharged -

1947 Lottery NG NG Discharged -Lottery NG NG Discharged
1947 Lottery NG NG Discharged
1947 Reg. bets NG G Filed
1947 Lottery NG Q HC 3 mos. susp.

(Second) - - $lOO pd
1947 Reg. beta NG G $250 pd,
1947 Lottery G - $25 pd.
1947 Reg. bets NG Q $25 pd

1947 Reg. bets NG G $25 pd,
1947 Reg. bets NQ Q $5O com
1947 Lottery NQ G $25 pd,

Lottery NG Q $5O pd,
1947 Reg. bets NG G $25 pd,
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Ten-Year Record of Gaming Cases, Boston Municipal Court, 194-7-1956
Continued.

Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition.Charge.Year.

1947 Reg. bets
pd1947 Reg. bets N

G $25 pd.
G HC 6 mos. Susp,

1947 Reg. bets NG
1947 Lottery

$lOO pd,
Q $lOO pd,
G $lOO pd,

icond
Appeal withdrawn1947 Reg. bets

1947 Reg. bets NG
1947 Lottery N G

G $lOO pd.
O $5O pd.
G $lOO pd.

1947 Lottery
1947 Lottery
1947 Reg. bets NG

O $lOO pd1947 Reg. bets
$lOO pd1947 Reg. bets

G $25 pd.
Q $lOO pd.

$2OO pd
G $lOO pd
G $lOO pd

1947 Reg. bets NG
1947 Lottery N G
1947 Reg. bets G
1947 Lottery

1947 Reg. bets NG
Q $lOO pd.
G $25 pd.
G $25 pd.
G Dismisst
G $25

1947 Reg. bets NG
1947 Lottery

1947 Reg. bets NG
1947 Reg. bets

$25. Found guilty1947 Reg. bets NG
G $5O pd
G $5O pd.
G $5O pd

1947 Lottery NG
1947 Lottery NG
1947 Lottery

NG Discharged1947 I Lottery NG
$25 pd,1947 I Reg. bets NG

G Filed
G TIC 6 mos. Susp,

1947 Reg. bets
Lottery N G

$3OO pd
HC 1 mo. SuspLottery1947

0 pd
$lOO pdLottery947

NG DischargedLottery (second)
Reg. bets19

0. Pleaded guilt;
. Pleaded guilty

bets

$lOO pd;ter;

HC 1 mo. susp.Reg. be1947

Re194'
oraReg. bet;194'

1947 Lottery
Lottery194'

HC 3 irHC 3 mo:1947 Lo:
PIC:
Pd

Lottery1947
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Ten-Year Record of Gaming Cases, Boston Municipal Court, 1947-1956
Continued.

Superior Court
Disposition.Finding. Disposition.Plea,Charge.Year

$lOO. Pleaded guilty
Found NG.

G $2OOLottery1947
G I HC 6 mosLottery N G1947

$3OOSecond)
$5O pdReg. bets NG1947
$2OO pd,Reg. bets G1947

Appeal withdrawalG $2OO pd.
NG Discharged

Lottery N G1947
Reg. bets NG1947

$2OO pdReg. bets Q1947
NG DischargedReg. bets NG1947

$lOO. Found guilty$lOOReg. bets1947
G $5O pdLottery NG1947

$2OO pd. Guilty
Lottery NG1947

$25 pdLottery NG1947
G $lOO pd
G $5O pd.
G $2OO pd

Lottery NG1947
Reg. bets NG1947
Fnd. in place with NG

app. for reg. bets,
1947

etc,

G $25 pd.
Q $2OO
G $2OO pd,
G $5O pd.
G $5O pd.

$lOO pd

NGReg. bets1947
$lOO. Pleaded guilty

Reg. bets NG1947
Reg. bets NG1947
Lottery NG1947 Lottery

1947 Lottery
1947 Lottery
1947 Reg. be

L-ottery NG

G $25 pd
G Filed

Reg. bets NG

Fnd. in place with NG
app. for reg. bets,

1947

G $5O pd.
G $25 pd.
G HC 2 mos. susp.

$6O pd.
G HC 3 mos. susp.

Lottery N G1947
Lottery N G1947

NGLottery
(Second)

1947

Lottery NG1947
$5O pd
Filed

Second^
Fnd. in place with NC

app. for reg. bets,
1947

HC 2 mos. susp.
$5O pd.

NGLottery194'

Reg. bets NG1947
NG DischargedLottery (second) N G

Fnd. in place with NG
1947

$25 pd

app. for reg. bets

Appeal withdrawnNGReg. bets
Lottery $lOO pd94'

NG
NG
NG

Lottery
Lottery

.947
94

Filedplace wii

with N
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'47 I

Ten-Year Record of Gaming Cases, Boston Municipal Court, 1947-1956
Continued.

Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. ■ Disposition.Charge.Year.

1947 Fnd. in place with NQ G $lOO pd
app. for reg. bets,
etc.

1947 Fnd. in place with NQ
app. for reg. bei
etc.

1947 Fnd. in place with NG G $5O pd
app. for reg. bets.
etc.

1947 Reg. bets NG
1947 Fnd. in place with NG

app. for reg. bets,
etc.

1947 Fnd. in place with NG
app. for reg. bets,

Reg. bets NQ
Fnd. in place with NQ

1947
1947

app. for reg. bets,
etc.

Lottery1947
Reg. bets1947
Reg. bets NQ

Lottery (second) NQ
Lottery (second) NQ
Lottery (second) NQ
Lottery (second)

1947
19

1947
1947
1949

Fnd. in place with NQ1947
app. for reg. bets,

Appeal withdrawnpdNQ
NQ

Lotto
Lottery
Lottery

1947
HC 6 mos. susp.
$5OO pd.

1947

CJ 1 mo. susp.HC 1 mo.NQLetter1947
yr., $l5O

Plead guilty

G Placed on file1947 Fnd. in place with
app. for reg. bets,
etc

HC 1 mo. susp.1947 Lottery

>cond
$lOO pdNC1947 Lottery

1947 Lotte
$•1947 Lottery

NQ1947 Reg. bets
NQ D1947 Reg. bets

Q $35 pd
Q $35 pd
G $lOO p<

1947 Lottery

1947 Reg. bet
NQ1947 Letter;

1947 Lotte
1947 Loiter;

1947 Lottery

G $5O pd

NQ Discharged
NQ Discharged
NQ Discharged

TOO pd
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Ten-Year Record of Gaming Cases, Boston Municipal Court, 19^7-1956
Continued.

Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. I Finding. Disposition.Yeae Charge.

G $5O pd.NO1947 Lot
1947 Lot G CJ 1 mo. susp.

cl,;condi

mos. $lOO $lOO pd,G1947 Gam. nuis.
1947 Reg. bets
1947 Reg. bets
1947 Gam. nuis.
1947 Gam. nuis.

G $25 pd

Q $lOO $5O. Pleaded guilty
$lOO susp. -

lIC 3 mos. $5O HC 3 mos. susp.

NQ

G $5O pd,1947 Reg. bet
1947 Lottery

G $5O pd.
HC 3 mos. susp. $5O

N G Discharged

1947 Letter
G1947 Gam. nuis.

1947 Lottery
1947 Lottery NG

NG
NG

G $lOO1947 Lottery
1947 Lottery
1947 Lottery
1947 Lottery

1947 Gam. nuis.
1947 Gam. nuis,
1947 Reg. bets
1947 Gam. nuis,
1947 Reg. bets
1947 Lottery

NG G $25 com.
NG Q $5O pd

NG G $35 pd.
NG NG Discharged
NG NG Discharged
NG Q $lOO pd.Q $lOO pd

NG G HC 3 mos. susf
NG G $lOO pd
NG G $lOO pd

$5O pd,
NG NG Discharged1947 Reg. b

1948.

G Prob. 6 mi

G $lOO
NG
NG
NG

1948 Lottery
1948 Lottery
1948 Reg. bet
1948 Lottery

$lOO pd
Q $2OO pd
G $5O pd

2 mos. susp.
GNG1948 Lotte

HC 2 mos. susp.
1948 Letter

G $lOO pd
G $250

NG1948 Reg. bets
1948 Lottery
1948 Lottery Q $lOO pd.

HC 1 mo. susp.

Q $lOO pdNG1948 I
G $1000; sent, revised, Appeal withdrawn48 I

$BOO p
NG

G $lOO pd1948 I
NG Discharged

G $lOO pd.
1948 Lottery N G
1948 Lottery NG
1948 Having poss. app. for NG
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Ten-Year Record of Gaming Cases, Boston Municipal Court, 194.7-1956
Continued.

Superior Court
Disposition.Charge.Year. Plea. Finding. Disposition.

1948 Lottery NO G $5O pd

1948 Lottery (second) NG NG DischargedLottery (second) NG
1948 Reg. bets NG NO Discharged
1948 Lottery NG Q $5OO ! NG
1948

$3OO $lOO pd1948 Lottery NG G $3(

Reg. bets NG G $3OO $lOO pd,1948
Lottery G - HC 3 mos. SIOQ pd1948

1948 Lottery NG G $5O pd
Lottery NG G $250 pd194;
Letter1948 Lottery NO Q $5O pd

1948 Lottery NG Q $5OO pd. $lOO pd. Pleaded
guilty

1948 Lottery NG Q HC 4 mos. com.
1948 Lottery NO G $l,OOO $l,OOO p

(Second) - - HC 1 yr. HC 6 mos. Susp
Lottery NG Q $3OO pd1948

HC 6 mos. Susp,Second
$lOO pd1948 Reg. bets Q

Lottery G - $75 com,1948
Lottery NG G $5OO pd1948
Reg. bets NG O $2OO $lOO pd. Pleaded1948

guilty

$lOO pd. Pleaded1948 Lottery NG G S2OC
guilty

Lottery NG G $2OO pd1948
1948 Lottery NO G HC 3 mos. Susp,

Lottery NO G $lOO pd1948
Lottery NG Q $lOO pd1948

1948 Lottery NG G HC 3 mos. $lOO pd. PleadedLetter
guilty

Reg. bets NG G $lOO pd.1948
Being fnd. in place NG1948 Being fnd. in place NG Q $5O pd,

for reg. bets
G $lOO pd1948 Lottery NG

Lottery NG NG Discharged1948
$lOO pd. Pleaded1948 Reg. bets NG Q HC 1 mo,

guilty

Reg. bets NG G $25 $25 pd. Pleaded1948
guilty

1948 Lottery NG G $2OO $2OO pdLotte
HC 3 mos. SuspHC 3 m

Pleaded guilty
Lottery NG G1948
Reg. bets NG G $25 pd1948

Lottery N G Q1948
Lottery NO O $lOO1948

HC 1 mi;cond

Reg. bets NG O $25 pd1948
Reg. bets1948
Reg. bets NG G lIC 3 mos. Susp1948

1948 Reg. bets NG Q $lOO pdReg, bets
Reg. bets NO G $2OO pd. Appeal withdrawn1948
Reg. bets NO NO $lOO pd1948
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Ten-Year Record of Gaming Cases , Boston Municipal Court, 19/^7-1956
Continued

Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. i Finding. Disposition.Year. Charge.

$l6O pd,XG1948 Lottery

HC 1 mo. susp.second)

$lOO pdNGReg. bets
Reg. bets
Lottery

1948
NG
NG

G $lOO pd1948
G $25 pd1948

$2OO pdNG
NG
NG

Reg. bets
Lottery

1948

G $lOO p<1948
G Filed
Q $5O pc

Reg. bets
Reg. bets
Reg. bets
Reg. bets

1948
NO
NG

$5O pd1948
G $75 pd1948

$2OO pd. Pleadei
guilty.

NO1948

NG Discharged
G $lOO pd.

NO
NO
NG
NG

1948 Reg. bets
Reg. bets
Reg. bets
Lottery

1948
G Filed
Q $lOO pd.

1948
1948

HC 2 mos. susp.
NG Discharged

(Second)
Lottery
Reg. bets

NG
NG
NG
NG

1948
G $25 pd.

NG Discharged
G $250

1948
Gaming nuisance
Reg. bets

1948
$lOO pd. Pleaded

guilty.
1948

Lottery NG Q $5O pd.1948
Reg. bets NG1948
Lottery NG G $lOO pd1948
Lottery NG G $75 pd1948
Reg. bets NG G $lOO pd1948
Lottery G - $75 pd1948

Lottery NG G HC 1 mo. Susp1948

Reg. bets NG G $5O pd.1948
Lottery NG NG Discharged1948

Reg. bets NO G $lOO pd,1948

Lottery NG G $lOO pd1948

Lottery NG NG Discharged1948
Lottery NO Q $75 pd1948
Reg. bets NG G $75 pd,1948
Reg. bets NG NG Discharged194.

1 yr. HC susp.Reg. bets NG G HC 3 mos1948
Reg. bets G - $lOO pd1948

bets NG G $5O pd1948
Lottery NG NG Discharged1948
Reg. bets NG G $250 com
Lottery NG G $lOO pd.1948
Lottery NG G $5O pd194

Appeal withdrawn
NG.

Lottery NG G $lOO pd1948

Reg. bets NG G $751948
Lottery NG NG Discharged1948
Reg. bets NG G $lOO pd Appeal withdrawn1948

Lottery NG G $lOO pd194!

$lOO pd
Lottery NG194!

Lottery G - $75 pd.1948
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Ten-Year Record of Gaming Cases, Boston Municipal Court, 1947-1956
Continued.

Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding, i Disposition.Charge.Year.

Q Filed1948 Reg. bets NO
1948 Reg. bets G $5O pd.

G $5O pd.
G $2OO pd

1948 Lottery NQ
1948 Reg. bets NO

$lOO pd. Pleaded
guilty.

1948 Lottery NG

NG Gbets Appeal withdrawn,
HC 6 mos. susp.Lotte S2SCG1948

HC 3 me(Second
Lottery

$lOO com.
G $lOO pd
G $350

NG
NG

1948
Lottery $350 susp.1948

Second) HC 3 mos Prob. 3 mos. revoked
Jail 3 mos. Pleaded
guilty

G
NG
NG

Lottery
Lottery
Lottery

$250 susp.1948
G $75 pel.
G $5OO

1948
$5OO susp.
lIC 6 mos. Susp,

1948

NO Discharged
G $2OO pd.
G $lOO pd.

Lottery N G1948

Reg. bets NG1948
Lottery NG1948

Second HC 1 mo. Susp,
NG Q HC 1 mo. susp.

G $l5O pd.
HC 3 mos. susp.

G lIC 3 mos. susp.
G $5O pd.

Reg. bets1948
Lottery NO1948

ond
NOLottery Appeal withdrawn.1948

Reg. bets NG1948

Lottery NO N G Discharged
G $25 pd.

1948

Lottery NG1948
Reg. bets NG G $25 pd,

O $25 pd
G $5O pd
G $25 pd
G $35 pd

1948
Lottery NG1948
Reg. bets NG1948
Reg. bets NO1948
Lottery N G1948
Reg. bets1948
Reg. bets NO G $35 pd.

Q $35 pd.
Q $l5O pd,
G $lOO pd.

1948

Reg. bets NG1948

Reg. bets NG1948
Lottery N G1948
Reg. bets G $lOO pd1948
Reg. bets NG NO Discharged

NG Discharged
1948

Being pres. imp. NG
gam. fnd.

1948

G $5O pd1948 Being pres. imp. NG
gam. fnd.

Being pres. imp. NO NG Discharged1948
gam. fnd,

Reg. bets
Reg. bets
Reg. bets
Reg. bets
Reg. bets

NG
NG

1948 O $2OO pd
$75 pd.1948
$75 pd,

O $25 pd.
O $25 pd,

1948
NO
NO

1948
1948
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Ten-Year Record of Gaming Cases, Boston Municipal Court, 1947-1956
Continued.

Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition.Year. Charge.

1948 Reg. bets
1948 Reg. bets
1948 Reg. bets

G $lOO pd,
G $5O pd.
G $5O pd.

NG
NG

1948 Lottery NG G $2OO pd,
(Second) - - HC 3 mos. susp.

1948 Lottery NG G $5O pd
1948 Lottery NG Q $5O pd.
1948 Lottery NG G $5O pd.
1948 Lottery NG G $5O pd.1948 Lottery
1948 Reg. bets NG Q $5O pd,
1948 Lottery NG G $5O susp.
1948 Gam. nuis. NO NG Discharged
1948 Reg. bets NO Q $25 pd,
1948 Lottery NO Q $26 pd,NG G $26 pd,
1948 Reg. bets NG Q $2OO pd
1948 Lottery NG G $2OO pd
1948 Lottery NG Q $2OO pdNG Q $2OO pd
1948 Lottery N G G $5O pd
1948 Lottery NG NO DischaN G NG Discharged
1948 Lottery G - $5O pd.
1948 Lottery NG G $5O pd
1948 Lottery NO NG DischaNO NO Discharged
1948 Reg. bets NO G HC 6 mos. $lOO. Pleaded guilty,
1948 Lottery NG G $5O pd
1948 Lottery NG G $5OO

(Second) - - HC 3 mos. susp.
1948 Reg. bets NG G $5O pd,
1948 Reg. bets NG G $5O $5O pd
1948 Lottery NG - Dismissed. Want of

pros.
1948 Lottery NG G $25 pd

[Second) - - HC 1 yr. susp.
1948 Lottery NG G $2OO revised Appeal withdrawn.

(Second) - - $l6O pd. HC 2 mos,
susp.

1948 Lottery NG G $3OO pd. -

(Second) - - HC 6 mos. Susp,

1948 Lottery NG G $lOO pd.
(Second) - - HC 3 mos. susp.

1948 Lottery NG G $2OO pd.
1948 Reg. bets NG G $5O pd.
1948 Reg. bets NG - Dismissed. Want of

pros,
1948 Reg. bets NG Q $lOO pd
1948 Reg. bets NG G $2OO pd.
1948 Reg. bets NG G $2OO pd.NG G $2OO pd
1948 Lottery NG G $2OO pd
1948 Lottery NG G $2OO pdNG G $2OO pd

1948 Lottery NG G $lOO pd
1948 Lottery NG G $lOO pd.
1948 Lottery NG NG Discharged
1948 Lottery NG G $lOO pd.
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Ten-Year Record of Gaming Cases, Boston Municipal Court, 1947-1956
- Continued.

Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition,Charge,Year

1948 Lottery NQ NG Discharged -

1948 Lottery NG G $lOO pd. ___

1948 Reg. bets NG G Filed -

1948 Reg. bets NG NG Discharged -

1948 Reg. bets NQ G Filed -

1948 Reg. bets NG NG Discharged -

1948 Reg. bets NG G Filed -

1948 Reg. bets NQ G Filed -

1948 Reg. bets NQ G Filed -

1948 Gam. nuis. NG G $lOO. HC 3 mos. NG
1948 Reg. bets NQ G $2OO $2OO pd. Pleaded

guilty.
1948 Reg. bets NG Q $lOO pd. -

1948 Reg. bets NQ G $lOO pd. -

1948 Lottery NG G $lOO pd. -

(Second) -
- HC 3 mos. susp. -

1948 Reg. bets NO G $lOO pd. -

1948 Lottery NG Q $lOO pd. -

1948 Reg. bets NG G $lOO pd. -

1948 Reg. bets NG G $lOO pd. -

1948 Lottery NG G $lOO pd. -

1948 Lottery NG G $lOO pd. -

1948 Lottery NQ G $lOO pd. -

1948 Lottery G $lOO pd. -

1948 Lottery NO G $lOO pd. -

1948 Reg. bets NO O $5O pd. -

1948 Reg. bets NO G $lOO pd. -

1948 Reg. bets NO Q $125 pd. -

1948 Reg. bets NG Q $lOO pd. -

1948 Reg. bets NG G $5O pd. -

1948 Lottery NO Q $lOO pd. -

1948 Lottery NG G $5O pd. -

1948 Reg. bets NO G $5O pd. -

1948 Lottery NQ G $l5O pd. -

1948 Lottery NG G $25 pd. -

1948 Lottery NG G $5O pd. -

1948 Reg. bets NG NQ Discharged -

1948 Reg. bets NG G $25 NG
1948 Reg. bets NG O $25 $25 pd.
1948 Reg. bets NG G $l6O NQ
1948 Reg. bets G - $lOO $5O pd. Pleaded guilty
1948 Reg. bets NQ NQ Discharged -

1948 Reg. bets NG NG Discharged -

1948 Reg. bets NG NG Discharged -

1948 Reg. bets NQ Q $25 $25 pd.

1948 Reg. bets NG G $5O $5O pd.
1948 Lottery NG G $lOO pd. -

1948 Lottery NO NO Discharged -

1948 Lottery NO Q $25 pd. -

1948 Lottery NO O $25 pd. -

1948 Lottery NQ G $5O pd. -

1948 Lottery NO G $5O pd. -

1948 Lottery G - Jail 1 mo. susp. -
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Ten-Year Record of Gaming Cases, Boston Municipal Court, 1947-1956
Continued.

Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. ! Finding. ! Disposition.Year, Charge,

1948 Lottery G - $5O pd
Filed1948 Lottery

1948 Lottery NO Q $lO susp.
1948 Lott iusp.

NG NO Discharged1948 Lottery
NG Discharged1948 Lottery

$5O pd. Pleaded guilty1948 Lott NG O $250

$2OO pd,1948 Lott
HC 2 mos. susp.

NG NO Discharged1948 Lott
G $lOO pd1948 Lottery

1948 Reg. bets NO G Filed
$l5O pd
$5O pd.
NG

1948 Lottery NG G $350

NG G1948 Lottery

NO G $5OO1948 Reg. bets
$lOO pdQ $2OO1948 Lottery

Pleaded guilty,
1948 Reg. bets NO Q $75 pd

Appeal withdrawn.NG O $2OO pd,
NO Q $lOO pd

1948 Lottery

1948 Reg. bets
NG NG Discharged1948 Gam. nuis
NG NO Discharged1948 Gam. nuis.
NO G Filed1948 Gam. nui;

1948 Reg. bets Q - $lOO pd
NG Q $lOO pd1948 Reg. bet

1948 Reg. bets NO G $lOO pd
Appeal withdrawn.1948 Reg. bets NQ Q $250 pd,

1948 Reg. bets NO NG Discharged

1948 Lottery Q - $25 pd
NONG G $lOO1948 Reg. bet,

1949.

G $lOO pd1949 Lottery NG
[Second HC 3 mos. susp.

O $lOO pd.1919 Lottery
1949 Reg. bets

NG

Q $lOO pd,
1949 Lottery NG NO Discharged -

1949 Reg. bets NG G $lOO pd
NG G $l5O pd. Appeal withdrawn,1949 Reg. bets

1949 Lottery
1949 Reg. bets
1949 Lottery

$75 pd
NG G $lOO pd,
NG G $5O pd
NG G $25 pd,1949 Lottery NG
NG Q $5O pd,1949 Lottery

NG Q $lOO susp.1949 Lottery

NG G $5O pd1949 Lottery

NG G $5O pd.1949 Lotte
G $lOO pd.1949 Lottery NG
G $5O pd.1949 Lottery
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Superior Court
Disposition.ChariYear.

1949 Lottery
1949 Reg. be
1949 Lottery

1949 Lotte
1949 Lotte
1949 Reg.

1949 Reg. bets
1949 Lottery

1949 Lottery-
-1949 Lottery (second)

1949 Lc
1949 Lc

1949 Lot
1949 Lot

1949 Lot
1949 Lot
1949 Lot

1949 Lott

1949 Lottery
1919 Lottery

L.
1949 Lot
1949 Reg. bets
1949 Reg. bets
1949 Lottery

Lottery

1949 L(

1949 Lottery
1949 Lottery

(Second)

1949 Lotte

Reg. b(

1949 Reg. bets
1949 Lottery

1949 Reg. bets
1949 Lottery

1949 Lot
1949 Reg. bets
1949 Lottery

1949 Reg.
1949 Lotte
1949 Lotte
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Year,

1949 Lottery-
-1949 Reg. bet
1949 Reg. bet
1949 Lottery
1949 Reg. bet
1949 Reg. bets
1949 Lottery

second
1949 Reg. be
1949 Lottery
1949 Lottery
1949 Lottery

NG Appeal withdrawn.
Appeal withdrawn.

1949 Lottery
1949 Lottery
1949 Lottery
1949 Lottery
1949 Lottery
1949 Reg. bets
1949 Lottery

NG

pd
HC 4 mos. Susp,

1949 Letter
1949 Letter

G
GNG $2OO com

HC 3 mos. HC 3 mos. com.
Pleaded guilty,

1949 Lottery

1949 Lottery G - $125 com,

1949 Reg. bets NG G $75 pd
1949 Lottery NG G $2OO pd
1949 Lottery NG NG

Second) HC 1 yr

1949 Lottery $2OO. Pleaded guilty

NG Discharged1949 Reg. bets
1949 Lott G

G $5O pd1949 Letter
200 F

1949 Lottery

949 Lottery (second) NG NG Discharged

1949 Reg. bets NG Q NG
$2OO pd

1949 Lotte NG G $lOO pd.
Reg. bets NG G $250 $5OO pd. Pleaded

guilty.
G $lOO pd.
G $lOO pd1949 Reg. bets

1949 Reg. bets
1949 Lottery
1949 Lottery

$lOO pd
G $3OO susp,
G $lOO pd.NG

Jail 1 mo. sus
1949 I $lOO pd

Jail 1 mo. Susp,
HO 1 mo. susp.
Prob. 6 mos.

1949 Letter
1949 Letter

Charge.
Superior Court

Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition.

100 pd. HC 1 me

G
G

NG Discharged
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Superior Court
Disposition.Year Plea. Finding. Disposition.Charge

$35 pd.
$250 pd,

1949 Lottery
1949 Lottery

NO

$l5O pd. P]

guilty.
1949 Lottery

1949 Lottery

1949 Lottery NO G $lOO pd,
IIC 2 mos. Susp,

d Appeal withdrawn1949 Lottery NO G
$2OO pd

Lottery NG
1949 Reg. bets NO

100 p<
HC 2 mos. susp.

Reg. bets G - $5O pc

949 Reg. bets NG
949 Reg. bets NO

1949 Reg. bets NO NG Discharged
1949 Lottery NG G
1949 Reg. bets G
1949 Lottery NO G

md) - - HC 2 mos. susp.
1949 Reg. bets NO NG D:

NO I
Reg. bets NG NG
Reg. bets NO G

19-49 Lottery NO G
(Second) -

- IIC 1 mo. Susp,
1949 Reg. bets NG NG DischargedNG Discharged

Lottery NG G $25 pd
NG G

O
NOy

lIC 1 mo. susp.

1949 Lottery NG G
HC 1 mo. susp.

1949 Reg. bets NG G

NG G
ad) lIC 1 mo. susp.

1949 Reg. bets NO G
NO I

Q

949 Lottery NO G1949 Lo

G1949 R'
Letter

G1949 Lot

$25 pd. Pleaded1949 Reg. b

1949
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Superior Court
Disposition.Chai Finding. DispositicYear

HC 3 mos. susp.
1949 Lottery G

Lotte
1949 Lotte

NG DischarReg. be

NG

ged

pd

HC 3 mos. Susp,1949 Reg. t
Lottery

1949 Lotte

susp.

1949 R

1949 Reg
1949 Loti G

1949 NG
NG
NG

1949 Lott
1949 Lottery NG
1949 Letter
1949 Letter
1949 Lottery (second) NG

G
G

1949 Lotte

1949 Reg. bets NO $lOO pd

Q
NG G1949 Lottery

1949 R
NG
NG

1949 Reg. t
R' G

bets
G

1949 I

1949 I $l5O pd.
Pleaded guilty

G

NC

Reg. bet $2OO pd

GReg. be
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Superior Court
Year. Charge. Plea. Finding. Disposition. Disposition.

1949 Reg. bets NG NG Discharged -

1949 Reg. bets Q - $250 com. -

1949 Lottery NG Q $2OO pd. -

1949 Reg. bets NG G $5OO $250 pd.
Pleaded guilty

1949 Lottery NO G $3OO $3OO pd.
(Second) - - HC 3 mos. Prob. 2 yrs.

1949 Reg. bets NG G $250 pd. -

1949 Lottery NG G $2OO pd. -

1949 Lottery NG G $lOO pd. -

1949 Lottery NG G $75 pd. -

1949 Reg. bets NO G $lOO pd. -

1949 Reg. bets NO G $2OO pd. ' -

1949 Lottery NG G $lOO pd. -

1949 Lottery NG G $lOO pd. -

1949 Reg. bets NG Q Filed -

1949 Lottery NO O $5O pd. -

1949 Reg. bets NG G $5O pd. -

1949 Reg. bets NG G $75 pd. -

1949 Lottery NG Q $75 pd. -

1949 Lottery NO O $75 pd. -

1949 Reg. bets NG O $5O pd. -

1949 Lottery NO Q $lOO pd. - - -

(Second) - - HC 1 mo. susp. -

1949 Lottery NO NG Discharged -

1949 Lottery NO G $2OO pd. ,

(Second) - - HC 1 mo. susp. -

1949 Reg. bets NG G $lOO pd. -

1949 Reg. bets NG NO Discharged -

1949 Lottery NG G $5O pd. -

1949 Reg. bets NO G $lOO pd. -

1949 Lottery NO Q $2OO pd. -

1949 Lottery NG Q $2OO pd. -

1949 Lottery Q - $5O susp. -

1949 Lottery NG Q $5O pd. -

1949 Reg. bets NO G $5O pd. -

1949 Lottery NG Q $5O pd. -

1949 Lottery NO Q $5O pd. -

1949 Reg. bets NO O HC 1 mo. susp. -

1949 Lottery NG G $5O susp. -

1949 Lottery NG Q $lOO pd. -

1949 Reg. bets NG G $75 pd. -

1949 Reg. bets NO G $75 pd. -

1949 Lottery NO NG Discharged -

1949 Reg. bets NO G $25 pd. -

1949 Lottery NG G Filed -

1949 Reg. bets NO G $5O pd. -

1949 Lottery (second) NO NO Discharged -

1949 Lottery NO NO Discharged -

1949 Lottery G - $3OO $25
(Second) - - HC 2 mos. HC 6 mos. both susp.

1949 Lottery NO O $5O pd. -

1949 Reg. bets NG O $2OO susp. -
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Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition.Year. Charge.

NG G $lOO pd,1949 Reg. bets
NG NG Discharged
NO G Filed
NG Q $25 pd.

1949 Reg. bets
1949 Reg. bets
1949 Lottery
1949 Reg. bets
1949 Lottery
1949 Gaming

NG Q $25 pd.
NG G $35 pd.

Q - $5O pd.
NO Q $lOO pd.

Gaming
1949 Lottery

NO G $lOO pd.
NG Q $35 pd.
at n a-1 on

1949 Lottery
NG Q $35 pd.
NG G $lOO pd
NG G Filed

1949 Lottery

1949 Reg. bets
1949 Lottery

$3OO pdNG G $lOO1949 Lottery

HC 2 mos. Prob. 1 yr.
Pleaded guiilty

HC 1 mi(Second)

Lottery1949

Reg. bets
Lottery

1949
1949
1949 Reg. bet;

Lottery
Lottery
Lottery

1949
1949
1949

NG G $5O pd1950 Lottery
Lottery
Lottery
Lottery
Lottery
Lottery

1950
1960
1950
1950
1950

(Second)
Lottery1950

1950 Lottery
1950 Lottery
1950 Reg. bets
1950 Lottery
1950 Reg. bets
1950 Lottery

1950 Reg. bets
1950 Lottery
1950 Reg. bets
1950 Lottery
1950 Lottery
1950 Lottery
1950 Lottery

;Second)

1950 Reg. bets
1950 Reg. bets

NO G $5O pd,1950 Lottery
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Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition.Year. Charge.

1950 Lottery NQ Q $5O pd.
1950 Reg. bets NG G $5O pd.
1950 Lottery NQ Q $5O pd.
1950 Lottery NQ Q $2OO pd.

(Second) - - HC 3 mos. Susp
1950 Lottery NG Q $35 pd.
1950 Lottery NQ Q $lOO pd.

(Second) - - HC 2 mos. Susp
1950 Lottery Q - $lOO pd.

(Second) - - HC 3 mos.

1950 Lottery NG G $lOO pd.
1950 Lottery G - $lOO pd.
1950 Lottery NQ G $lOO pd.
1950 Lottery NG Q $2OO pd.

(Second) - - HC 1 mo. susp.
1950 Lottery G - $5O pd.
1950 Reg. bets Q - Filed
1950 Lottery NG G $l5O pd.
1950 Reg. bets NG G $l5O pd.
1950 Reg. bets NG G $l5O pd.
1950 Lottery NG Q $5O pd.
1950 Reg. bets NG G HO 1 mo. susp.
1950 Lottery NQ Q $25 pd.
1950 Lottery NG Q $2OO pd.

fßonondl -
- HC 2 mos. susd

HC 3 mos. Susp,
$35 pd.

HC 2 mos. susp.
$lOO pd.1950 Lottery $lOO pd.

HC 3 mos. susp.
Pleaded guilty.

(Second) - - HC 2 mos. susp.
1950 Lottery NQ Q $25 pd.
1950 Lottery NQ G $2OO pd,

(Second) -
- HC 2 mos. susp.

1950 Reg. bets NQ G $25 pd,
NQ1950 Reg. bets NQ Q $5OO

1950 Lottery NG Q $35 INQ Q $35 pd.

1950 Reg. bets NQ NQ Discharged
1950 Lottery NG O $25 pd.
1950 Lottery NG Q $2OO pd.

(Second) - - HC 2 mos. susp.
1950 Lottery NQ Q $25 pd.

1950 Reg. bets NG G $5O pd
NG
NG

1950 Reg. bets NG G $3OO

1950 Reg. bets NQ G $5O
1950 Lottery NO G $3OO pd1950 Lottery

HC 3 mos. Susp,(Second)

1950 Lottery NQ G $25 pd
1950 Reg. bets NQ G $25 pd

1950 Reg. bets NQ G $25 pd.
1950 Reg. bets NQ NQ Discharged

1950 Reg. bets NG G $25 pd,
1950 Reg. bets NQ O $25 pd,
1960 Lottery NG Q $5O pd

(Second) - - HC 1 mo. susp.
1950 Reg. bets NQ Q $3OO pd.
1950 Reg. bets NQ Q HC 1 mo. HC 1 mo.

Appeal withdrawn
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Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition,Charge.Yeah

1950 Reg. bets NG O HC 1 mo. HC 1 mo.
(after above) (after above)

1950 Reg. bets NO G $35 pd.

1950 Lottery NG Q $25 pd.
(Second) - HC 1 mo. susp.

1950 Reg. bets NG G $25 pd,

1950 Lottery NG NG Discharged -

1950 Reg. bets NG G $25 pd. -NO G $25 pd.

1950 Reg. bets NG NG Discharged
1950 Lottery NG G $l5O pd
1950 Lottery NG G $5O pd

1950 Reg. bets NG Q HC 2 mos. $3OO pd. Pleaded
guilty.

1950 Lottery NG NO Discharged
1950 Reg. bets NG Q $2OO $75 pd. Pleaded

guilty.
1950 Lottery NG G $2OO $2OO pd

HC 6 mos. HC 6 mos. Susp,
Pleaded guilty.

1950 Reg. bets NG Q $2OO pd.

1950 Lottery NG G $lOO pd.
1950 Reg. bets NG Q $lOO pd.NG Q $lOO pd
1950 Lottery NG NO Discharged
1950 Lottery NG G $350 $lOO pd. Pleaded

guilty.

1950 Lottery NG G $5O pd
1950 Reg. bets NG Q $5O pd,

1950 Lottery NG G Filed
1950 Reg. bets NG G $lOO pd
1950 Lottery NG NG Discharged
1950 Reg. bets NG G $5O pd

1950 Lottery NG G $5O pd.
1950 Lottery NG G $lOO pd,

(Second) - - HC 1 mo. susp.
1950 Reg. bets NG G $5O pd.
1950 Reg. bets NG G $75 pd,
1950 Lottery NG G $5O pd.
1950 Lottery NG G $2OO pd

(Second) -
- HC 1 mo. susp.

1950 Reg. bets NG G $35 pd,

1950 Lottery NG NG Discharged -

1950 Lottery NG G HC 3 mos. $5O pd. PleadedNG G HC 3 mos. $5O pd. Pleaded
guilty.

1950 Lottery NO G $5O pd,
1950 Lottery NG G $2OO $5O susp. Pleaded

guilty.
1950 Reg. bets G - $5O pd,
1950 Lottery NG G $5OO Jail - 1 mo.

and) - - HC 1 yr. $2OO pd. Pleaded
guilty

1950 Lottery NG G $lOO pd,
1950 Lottery NG G $lOO Pending
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uperior Court
Disposition.Year. Charge. Plea. Finding

1950 Reg. bets NG NG Discharged

1950 Lottery NG G $2OO. HC 3 mo:Lottery

1950 Lottery NO G $lOO com.$lOO

Reg. bets NG G $2OO pd Appeal withdrawn1950
1950 Lottery NG G $l5O pdLottery

00 susp. Pleaded
guilty.

Lottery NG G HC1950

NGLottery1950
HC 1 mo. Susp,3nd

00 pd,NGLotter1950

ied•00 pd. I
guilty.

Lottery NG1950

G $lOO pd
G Filed

NGReg. bets
Reg. bets
Lottery

1950
1950

pdNG1950
HC 2 mos. Susp(Second)

Lottery G Jail 6 mo:NG1950
PleadedJail 2 mos.

guilty.
[Second)

Prob.G
NG

Lottery1950
Dismissed by nLottery (second) >nasi1950

of a variance
G $5O pd,1950 Lottery

Lottery G $lOO pd,
G $75 pd.
G $lOO pd

1950
NGReg. bets

Lottery
1950
1950

G $2OO pdNGLottery1950
HC 1 mo. Susp(Second)

Reg. bets
Lottery

NG
NG

C1950
G $lOO pd
Q $2OO pd

1950
Lottery
Lottery

1950
200 pd.G $2OONG1950

HC 2 mi SUSp.HC 2 m«(Second)
juiltyPleaded

1950 Reg. bets NG G $3OO pd,
1950 Lottery NO G $5O pd

HC 1 mo. Susp,[Second)

1950 Lottery

NO1950 Lottery NG G
Lottery (second) NG NG Discharg1950
Reg. bets NG G $lOO pd1950

1950 Reg. bets NG G $5O piNG

Reg. bets NG G $2OO pd1950
Lottery G - $5O pd1950

1950 Lottery NO QNO
1950 Lottery NG NG Discharged

1950 Lottery NG NG Discharged

1950 Reg. bets NG NG DischargedReg. bets
Reg. bets NG NO Discharged1950

NG1950 Lottery NG Q $lOO pd
1950 Reg. bets NG G HC 6 mos. HC 6 mos. su:>usp.

Pleaded guilty
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Superior Court
Disposition.Finding. Disposition.Plea,Charge.Year

HC 6 mos. susp.
Pleaded guilty.

HC 6 mos.QNGReg. bets1950

G
G
G
G
G
Q
G
G
G
G

$5O pd.
$lOO pd
$2OO

NG
NO
NG
NO
NO
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG

Poss.1950
Reg. bets
Reg. bets
Lottery

1950
1950

$25 pd.
$5O pd.
$5O pd.
$5O pd.
$5O susp.

1950
Lottery1950
Reg. bets
Reg. bets
Lottery

1950
1950
1950

HO 3 mos. susp.
$lOO pd.

Lottery1950
Reg. bets
Lottery

1950
G $350

$350
$lOO pd.
$lOO pd.
Discharged
$lOO pd.
$lOO pd.

1950
QReg. bets

Reg. bets
Lottery

1950
Q
Q

NG
G
G

NO
NG
NG
NO
NO

1950
1950

Lottery (second)
Lottery

1950
1950

Lottery
(Second)

1950
HC 1 mo. susp.
$75 pd.G

NG
NO

Q

NO
NG
NG
NG

Lottery1950
Discharged
Discharged
$lOO

Gam. nuisance
Reg. bets

1950
1950

Reg. bets1950

$5O pd.
$25 pd.
$5O pd.
$5OO

Q
Q
G
G

NG
NG
NO
NO

Reg. bets
Reg. bets
Reg. bets
Reg. bets

1950
1950
1950

$lOO pd. Pleaded1950
guilty.

$lOO pd. PleadedQNO $250Lottery1950
guilty

G $250 susp.NG
NG
NO

Q
NG
NG
NG
NO
NG

Lottery1950
NQ Discharged

G Filed
Reg. bets
Reg. bets
Lottery

1950
1950

$5O pd.1950
Q $2OO pd.
Q $5O pd.
Q $lOO pd.
Q $5O pd.
G $5OO

Reg. bets
Reg. bets
Lottery
Lottery

1950
1950
1950
1950

$3OO pd.Lottery1950
2 mos. Jail prob. laterHC 1 yr.(Second)

rev. & com. Pleaded
guilty

$25 pd.
$3OO pd

NO
NO

1950 Reg. bets
Lottery1950

HC 3 mos. prob
$3OO pd.

(Second)
Lottery NG

NO

NG

1950
PIC 1 mo. prob,
$5O pd.

(Second)
Lottery1950

HC 1 mo. prob,
$2OO pd.

(Second)
Lottery1950

Jail 2 mos. prob(Second)

$5O pd. Pleaded
guilty.
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Superior Court
Disposition.Charge. Plea. Finding. Disposition.Year.

1950 Lottery NG Q $5O pd,
1950 Lottery (second) NQ Q $75 pd. HC 3 mos. -

prob.
1950 Lottery G - $2OO pd
1950 Reg. bets NQ Q $25 pd

1951.

1951 Reg. bets, etc. NG G $lOO pd
HC 3 mos. prob,

1951 Reg. bets, etc. NQ Q $5O pd.
1951 Having app. for NG NQ Discharged

reg. bets
1951 Lottery NQ Q $5O pd
1951 Fnd. in place for NG Q $5O pd.

reg. bets
1951 Lottery NG Q $5O pd.
1951 Reg. bets, etc. NQ G $5O pd
1951 Lottery NQ Q $lOO pd,
1951 Lottery NQ G $lOO pd,

NG1951 Reg. bets, etc. NQ Q $lOO
1951 Letting premises NG NQ Discharged

for illegal game
1951 Lottery NG G $lOO pd.
1951 Lottery NQ NQ Discharged
1951 Lottery

1951 Allowing premises NG NQ Discharged
for unlawful game

1951 Reg. bets NG Q $5O
1951 Lottery NG G $l5O pd,

(Second) - - HC 1 mo. prob.
1951 Fnd. in place for NQ NQ Discharged

reg. bets
1951 Lottery NG Q $5O pd.

(Second) - - HC 3 mos. prob.
1951 Lottery NQ G $2OO pd.

(Second) - - HC 1 mo. prob.
1951 Lottery NG G $5O pd.

(Second) -
- HC 1 mo. prob.

1951 Lottery NG Q $25 pd.

1951 Lottery NG Q $lOO pd.
1951 Lottery NG G $250

(Second) - - HC 3 mos.
1951 Lottery NG G $250

(Second) - - HC 3 mos,
1951 Fnd. in place for NG Q $5O pd.

reg. bets
ottery NQ1951 Lottery NQ G $l5O pd.

1951 Reg. bets NG G Prob. to 11/7
1951 Lottery NQ Q $2OO
1951 Reg. bets NG O $lOO
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Superior Court
Year. Charge. Plea. Finding. Disposition. Disposition.

1951 Lottery NQ Q HC 1 mo. susp. -

1951 Lottery NG G $350 -

1951 Reg. bets NQ G $250 pd. -

1951 Gaming nuisance NG Q $5O pd. -

1951 Lottery NQ NG Discharged -

1951 Reg. bets NG G $2OO -

1951 Lottery NG Q $5O. HC 6 mos. -

1951 Lottery NG Q $5OO -

(Second) -
- HC 6 mos. -

1961 Reg. bets NO Q $lOO pd. -

1951 Reg. bets NQ G $75 pd. -

1951 Lottery NO Q $lOO pd. -

1951 Reg. bets NG Q $75 pd. -

1951 Lottery NQ Q $lOO pd. -

1951 Reg. bets NG Q $lOO pd. -

1951 Reg. bets NG G $5O pd. -

1951 Reg. bets NQ Q $lOO pd. -

1951 Reg. bets NQ Q $lOO pd. -

1951 Reg. bets NG G $lOO pd. -

1951 Lottery NG Q $5O pd. -

1951 Reg. bets NG Q $5O pd. -

1951 Lottery NG Q Placed on file -

1951 Reg. bets NG Q $lOO pd. -

1951 Reg. bets NG NQ Discharged -

1951 Lottery NG G $125 pd. -

(Second) - - HC 1 mo. susp. -

1951 Reg. bets G Q $lOO pd. -

1951 Lottery NG - Juris, dec. -

1951 Reg. bets NG - Juris, dec. -

1951 Lottery G G $l5O -

1951 Gaming public O G 2 $lO -

place (2 del.)
1951 Lottery NQ G $lOO -

1951 Gaming public NG Q 1 filed -

place (6 def.) 5 $3
1951 Lottery NQ Q $35 -

1951 Gaming public NQ Q Filed -

place
1951 Lottery NQ Q $5O -

1951 Lottery NQ G $3OO -

(Second) -
- HC 3 mos. susp. -

2/6/52 committed - - -

1951 Lottery (second) NG ? ? -

1951 Being present at G G i filed -

game (3 def.) 2 $3
1951 Reg. bets NG Q $lOO -

Selling pools
1951 Reg. bets NG NQ Discharged -

Selling pools
1951 Lottery NG Q $5O -

(Second) - - HC 1 mo. susp. -

Feb. 6, 1952,
dismissed
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Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. DispositionChargeYear,

Reg. bets. Selling G
pools

G $lOO1951

G $5O pd.
G $5O

HC 1 mo.

Reg. bets NG1951
$5OLottery NQ1951
HC 1 mo. susp.

Prob. 1 year.
Pleaded guilty

ISecond)

Pleaded guiltyG1951 Being fnd. in place NG
reg. bets

DismissedLottery (second) NG1951
GReg. bets NG1951

NOG $4OOBeing fnd. in place NG1951
app. for reg. bets

Appeal withdrawnG $4OOBeing fnd. in place NG1951
app. for reg. bets

G $lOO. WithdrewKnowingly permit NG1951
prob. dismissed

G $4OO
rooms used, bets

Appeal withdrawnKnowingly permit NG1951
rooms used, bets

1951 Lottery NO G SSC
NG Discharged1951 I Reg. bets NG

1951 Lottery NG $lOO
Reg. bets NG G1951
Lottery NG G $2.19]

5K5fBeing fnd. in place NG1951
reg. bets

G HC 3 mos. susp.
NG Discharged

G $lOO

Reg. bets NG1951
Lottery NG1951
Lottery N1951

HC 1 mo. sus;HC 1 m(Second)

1 yr. Pleaded guilty
Reg. bets NG
Gaming, Lord’s Day G

1951
1951

(5 def.)
Gaming, Lord’s Day G

(4 def.)

pd

G 1 $lO pd1951

3 $2O pd
G 1 defaultedLord’s Day. Present G

at game (6 def.)
1951

2 filed
$5 pd.

$2OGaming, Lord’s Day G1951
Gaming, Lord’s Day G G $2O
Lord’s Day, being Q Q 3 filed

present (6 def.) 3 $5 pd.
Lottery NG NG Discharged
Lottery NG G $lOO

1951
1951

1951
1951

NO Discharged
G $l5O

HC 1 mo.

1951
1951

IC 2 mos. susp.
Prob. 6 mos.
Pleaded guilty

G $l5O
G $5O
G $lOO

1951
1951
1951

HC 2 mos. susp.
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Superior Court
Disposition.Year Plea. Finding. Disposition,Charge.

1951 Lottery
1951 Lottery

G $5O
Q $lOO
G $350
Q $lOO
G $lOO

NG
NG

G1961 Reg. bets
1951 Reg. bets NO

NG1951 Lottery
(Second) HC 3 mos. susp.

G $lOO
G $lOO
Q $2OO

NO Discharged
G $5
G 1 defaulted

3 $2 pd.
G $5O
G $lOO

HC 6 mos. susp.
Apr. 16, 1952, dis.

NG Discharged
G $350

1951 Reg. bets
1951 Lottery
1951 Reg. bets
1951 Lottery

NG
NG
NG
NG

Q
Q

Appeal withdrawn

1951 Gaming, pub. place
1951 Gaming,Lord’s Day

(4 def.)
1961 Lottery
1951 Lottery

NO
NO

(Second)

1951 Lottery NG
$lOO. Pleaded guilty.1951 Lottery NO

Q 1 Filed
1 $5 pd,

1951 Gaming on private Q
place where tres-
passing (4 def.) 2 $lO pd.

Q 2 —ss1951 Gaming on private Q
place where tres- 3 $lO

passing (5 def.)
$lOO susp. prob. Jan.

6, 1952, 1 mo.
1951 Being fnd. in place, NO G HC 3 mos.

reg. bets
1951 Gaming,Lord’s NG NQ Discharged

Day (5 def.)
NG Discharged

Discharged

1951 Gaming, Lord’s NG
Day (5 def.)

NQ1951 Being present NO
(7 def.)

Discharged
5 —ss

NG
Q

1951 Gaming nuisance NG
1951 Being present Q

(6 def.)
G 6 —ss1951 Being present G

(6 def.)
1951 Being present G $5 eachG

(6 def.)
2 —defaulted. War-

rants issued. 4 $5
1951 GQBeing present

(6 def.)
G 1 defaulted.

Warrant issued.
QGaming,Lord's

Day (8 def.)
1951

1 —ss. 6 —slo
$5GGBeing present,

Lord's Day
1951
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1952.

Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition.Charge.Yeak

Lottery NO1952 G $lOO
(Second) 2 mos. HC susp.

Jan. 21, 1953
Dismissed

GBeing present1952 Q 2 —filed. 2 —s3
2 —ssLord's Day (6 def.)

Gaming, Lord’s 2 —NG
3 —G

1952 G (6) 1 —slo. 4 —ss.
Day (5 def.)

Lottery (second) G1952 NO HC 2 mos. susp.
Probation 1 yr. $2OO.

$5OO. 2 mos. HC

Pleaded guilty.
NG
NO
NO
NG
NG

Q
NO
NO

Q
G

Lottery
Lottery (second)

1952 $lOO
1952

Lottery (second)
Lottery

1952
HC 1 mo.1952

Gaming, Lord’s
Day (6 def.)

Being in charge,

2 —slo. 4 filed,1952

NG Q1952 $l5
game, Lord’s Day

Lottery
Having in possession

NO
NO

G
G

$2OO.
$lOO.

1952 $2OO
$lOO1952

apparatus to reg.
bets.

Appeal withdrawn,G
G

NG
NG

$35Reg. bets1952
Gaming on Lord’s

Day (3 def.)
1 —filed. 2—slo1952

$lOO pd.
$5O

G
G
G

NO
NO
NG

Lottery
Lottery

1952
1952

$25Being present, gam-
ing implements

1952

found
HC 2 mos.NG G HC 3 mos.Reg. bets1952

Pleaded guilty.
NOQ

Q
G

NG
NG
NG

$5OReg. bets
Lottery

1952
$lOO1952
$lOO. HC 1 mo.

susp. Oct. 29, 1952
dismissed.

1952 Common gaming
nuisance

HC 1 yr. Revised
$3OO

NG GReg. bets1952

Discharged
1 $5O

NG1952 NO
NO

Lottery
Lottery (second)
Lottery

G1952
NG
O

1 NG
$lOO

1952
NO
NO
NO
NO
NG
NO
NG

Reg. bets1952
Reg. bets
Reg. bets

Discharged
$5O

NG1952
G1952
G
O

1952 $5O
$75

Lottery
Reg. bets1952
Reg. bets G

G
1952 $lOO

$lOOLottery1952
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Superior Court
Disposition.Finding Disposition,PI.CbargYear.

G $5OO. Susp. probation
30 days

$l,OOONGBeing found in place
app. reg. bets

1952

NGNG G $l,OOOKnowingly allowing
bldg, used to reg.

1952

bet
NG
$5OO

$350G
Q

Reg. bets
Lottery

1952
NG1952

HC 6 mos. Pleaded
guilty.

HC;cond

$250. Pleaded guilty,$5OOReg. bets
Reg. bets

1952
DischargedNG

G
NG
NG

1952
$lOO. HC 3 mos.

Susp. Aug. 23, 19;
1952 Gaming nuisance

G 1Gaming, Lord’sDay
(4 def.)

Q1952
2 $lO

1 defaulted S2J
bond

$75G
G

Letter1952
$lOOLottery1952
HC 2 mos.»nd)

Susp. 12/31/52
NG G $5O
NG G $lOO
NG G $5O
NG NG Discharged
NO NG Discharged
NG G $5O
NG G HC 6 mos.
NO G $250
NG G $250

G G 1 filed
1 $2

3 $5

Lottery1952
$lOO. Pleaded guiltyReg. bets

Reg. bets
Reg. bets

1952
1952
1952

Lottery
Lottery

1952
1952

$2OOReg. bet,
Lottery
Lottery

1952
$lOO. Pleaded guilty.
Appeal withdrawn

1952
1952

Gaming, public1952
place (5 def.)

G 4Being present game
on Lord’s Day

1952

(4 def.)
G $lOGaming,Lord’s Day

(2 def.)
G1952

NGG $lOOLottery1952
HC 1 mo,(Second)

Reg. bets
Reg. bets
Lottery

NG
$2OO

G $lOONG
NG

1952
Q $2OO1952
Q Filed1952
G $5ONG

NG
NG

Reg. bets
Reg. bets

1952
G $lOO

G 2Taking part unlaw
ful game (5 def.)

1952
$5

1 $lO

Q 1 defaultedNOTaking part unlaw-
ful game (4 def.)

Taking part unlaw-
ful game (4 def.)

1952
3 $2

Q 4NG1952
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Superior Court
Disposition.Year Charge. Finding. Disposition.Plea.

1952 Reg. bets G G $5O
1952 Gaming, public NQ NQ Discharged

place (3 def.)
1952 Reg. bets NG G HC 1 mo. susp.

Prob. 9/2/53 1 yr.
Dismissed 9/3/52

1952 Reg. bets NG Q lIC 1 mo. susp.
Prob. 9/2/53, 1 yr.
Dismissed 9/3/52

1952 Being present - - Writ returned with-
out service

1952 Reg. bets NQ NQ Discharged
1952 Lottery NG NG Discharged
1952 Lottery NG G $75 $75
1952 Lottery NQ Q $5O
1952 Lottery NG Q $35

Prob. 21 days to 10/8
1952 Gaming, Lord's Day NG 1G File

(3 def.)
Lottery N G

2 NG
1952 Q $lOO

[Second) 1 mo. susp.
Fine pd. 9/30
Imp. dismissed

4/1 /53
Gamingpublic place Q
Reg. bets. Buying NQ

1952 Q $5

Q HC 1 mo. susp.1952
Prob. to 4/15/53
6 mos.

and selling pools
(2 def.)

Dismissed
Having possession NG

app., etc. for reg.
1952 Q HC 1 mo. susp.

Prob. to 4/15/63
bets and buying
and selling pools
(2 def.)

6 mos
Dismissed

1952 Q $250Lottery N O
(Second) 3 mos. susp.
[2 def.) Prob. 4/15/53

6 mos.
Dismissed 4/30/53

G $75Havingin possession NO1952
app. forreg. bets
and buying and
selling pools

NQTaking part in
unlawful game
(6 def.)

Q 1 filed1952
1 $5
2 —slo
l-$25
1 $35

1952 NG Q 1 defaulted.
unlawful game Warrant issued
(6 def.) 1 filed

1 $5

3 —slo

Taking part in
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Superior Court
Disposition.Finding. Disposition.Plea.Charge.Year.

NO1952 GamingLord's Day NO Discharged
(4 def.)

NG Discharged1952 Gaming Lord's Day NO
(4 def.)

1952 Gaming Lord’s Day NO 2 defaulted
NG 2 discharged
NQ Discharged

(4 def.)
NG1952 GamingLord’s Day

(4 def)
NO O $5O1952 Reg. bets and

buying and
selling pools

NG Q 6 —ss1952 Being present at
game Lord’s Day
(6 def.)

1952 GamingLord’s Day \ NO
1 —Q

4—Q 1 — default 11/17
$5 pd. 11/22

3 $5 pd. 11/17
(4 def.)

NG G HC 6 mos, susp.Lottery1952
Prob. 2/10/63
3 mos.
Dismissed

NG Q $l5O $5OReg. bets being
found present

1952

NOLottery Nolo $lOO
allowed

1952
Nolo
11/25
NO NO Discharged1952 Gamingpublicplace

(2 def.)
$l5O (plead guilty)
Guilty filed

NO
NG

Q HC 1 mo.
G $lOO

1952 Lottery
1952 Lottery (second)

(plead guilty).
Note: Charge of

possession ofnarcotic
drugs to sell plead
guilty sentenced
3-5 yrs. state prison

1952 Lottery Q $5ONG

1953

NO G $lOO1953 Lottery
(Second) HC 1 mo.

Susp. 7/8/53
Dismissed
4 $5NOGaming Lord’s Day G1953

(4 def.)
NOGaming Lord's Day G 2 —ss

1 $lO
3 filed
2—ss

1963
(3 def.)

NOLord’s Day, being Q1953
present at game
(5 def.)
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Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition.Charge.Yeab.

NG G 1 filedLord’s Day. being
presentat game
(6 def.)

1953
5 —ss

NO G 3 filedLord's Day, being
present (6 def.)

1953
3 —ss

G $5ONG
NG
NO
NG

Lottery1953
NO Discharged
NG Discharged

Lottery1953
Lottery1953

Q $2OO
Q 9 —ss

Lottery1953
QGaming on private

place where tres-
passing (9 def.)

1953

O $lOO
G 4 —ss

Lottery NG
NO

1953
Lord’s Day, being

present at game
(4 def.)

1953

Gaming Lord’s Day
(5 def.)

NG1953

NGLottery
(Second)

1953

NO
NG

Lottery1953
Being present,

gaming imple-
ments found

1953

(4 def.)
NOBeing present,

gaming imple-
ments found

1953

(4 def.)
2 filed
1 $5

NGBeing present, gam-
ing implements

1953

found (4 def.)

NG QTaking part unlaw-
ful game (5 def.)

1953

3 filed
2 $5

6 0> Q
NO

NG

Taking part unlaw- 2
full game (5 def.) 3

1953

1953 $5OMaintaining gaming
nuisance HC 1 mo.

Susp. 7/29/53
Dismissed

1953 Reg. bets,
selling pools

1953 Lottery

$2OONO

NO $5O

lIC 6 mo.(Second)
Susp. 8/12/63
Dismissed

Lottery NG $2OO1953
HC 2 mos.(Second)
Susp. 8/12/53
Dismissed

1 defaulted
(warrant)

5 $5 each
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Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition,Year. Charge.

Lottery
(Second)

NO G1953 $2OO
HC 1 mos.
Susp. 8/12/53
2 filedGaming, Lord’s Day

(4 def.)
G Q1953

2 $5
$2OOQNG NGHaving possession

app. for reg. bets
and buying and

1953

;lling pools
Lottery NGNG $2OO

$25

G
G
G

1953
Letter1953

GHaving possession
app. for reg. bets
and buying and
selling pools

1953 $25

G $2OOReg. bqts and
buying, selling

NG1953

NG G $75Lottery1953
Susp. 3 mos.
Prob. to 7/1
Default 7/1
Warrant issued
1— $51953 Gaming in public Q G

place (2 def. 1 —slo
Being found place NG Q $lOO Pleaded nolo1953

Nolo acceptedwith app. for reg
Placed on filebets and buying

$lOO cost of courtslling pools
1953 Gaming in public 1 def’lt 2 G 1 defaulted -

place (4 def.) 3 —NO 2NG Warrant issued
Later pleaded
guilty

$lO

2 $lO
1953 Gaming.Lord’s Day G G 2 filed

(G def.)

2 $5

GGaming nuisance $5OG

HC 3 mos,
Susp.
Prob. 5 mos. to

10/14/53
Dismissed

1953 Gaming in public Q Q 2 $5O Pleaded guilty$5O

place (2 def.) 1 $25

1 $lO

1953 Gaming, Lord’s Day Q G Each placed on file -G

(4 def.)
Each filed1953 Being present at G Q

4ftgame, Lord’s Day
(5 def.)
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Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. DispositionCharge.Year,

NOBeing found place
with app. for reg.
bets and buying,
selling pools

G $3OO1953

QNQ FiledBeing found place
with app. for reg.
bets and buying,
selling pools

1953

Knowingly permit-
ting bldg, to be
used for reg. bets

Warrant returned
without service

1953

NQ
NG

Lottery NG
G

Discharged
$lOO

1953
Lottery1953

2 mos. susp.
Prob. to 12/2/53
FiledNG QReg. bets and buy-

ing, selling pools
Being concerned in

setting up and

1953

QNG $2OO $lOO jury.1953

promoting lottery
Setting up lottery FiledNQ None with1953

Def’s.
Consent

NQ G $5OGSetting up lottery
Lottery

1953
NQ Q $2OO1953

HC 3 mos.(Second)

Susp, Prob. 1 yr.
G $lOONGSetting up lottery

Being in place with
1953

NQ NQ Discharged
-1953

app. for reg. bets
and buying, sell-
ing pools

Q 1 filed -Gaming with cards
on Lord's Day

1953 G

3 —ss
(4 def,

aming with cards
on Lord’s Day

Q Q 4 $5

(4 def.)

4 G 4 G 1 filed -Gaming with cards
on Lord’s Day

1953 4 C

1 def’lt 3 —ss
1 warrant issued5 def.

2—NG 3 —NG 2—filedGaming with dice
for money in pub
place (5 def.)

1953
G 3 discharged3 G

2—NQ 2 —NQ 2—filedGaming public
place (4 def.)

1953
2 Q 2 discharged2 Q

5—Q 5 G 2—filed -Gaming public
place (5 def.)

1953
3 —ss

NQ None Dismissed -Setting up and pro-
moting lottery

195:

second
NQ $5OHaving app. in pos-

session, reg. bets
1953 G
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Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. DispositionYeae Charge.

4 Q 4 $3Gaming public 1 NG
place (4 def.) 3 G

1953
1 jail until fine pd.

Q $5OSetting up and pro- NQ
moting lottery

1953
HC 3 mos. susp.
7/54(second)

Q $220Setting up and pro- NQ
moting lottery

1953
HC 1 mo. susp.
7/54(second)

Setting up lottery, N Q
number pool

NQ Discharged1963

NQ Discharged
Q $5OO

Reg. bets NQ
Lottery (second) NG

1953
Jury —NQby order

of Court
1953

HC 3 mos.
Q $25Lottery NQ

Allowing prem. used NQ
NQ jury.1953

O $1,5001953
for reg. bets

Q $lOOAllowing prem. used N O
for gaming

1953

G $lOO
Q $lOO
Q $lOO

1953 Lottery NG
Lottery NG
Being found with NG

app. forreg. bets
Being found with NQ

1953
19.53

Q $lOO1953
app. for reg. bets

Q HC 6 mos. susp.Lottery NG1953
Prob. 1 yr.
Extended to 3 yrs.

Q $lOO
IT/

NQ1953 Lottery
HC 3 mos.
susp. 9/54

(Second)

G $35
HC 1 mo.

NQLottery
(Second)

1953

susp. 3/54
Q $lOO
Q Filed

Lottery NQ1953
Having possession NQ

app. for reg. bets
1953

DischargedNGHaving possession NG
app. for reg. bets

1953

$lOOQ
Q

Lottery Q
Having possession Q

app. for reg. bets

1953
Filed1953

Q $lOOLottery NG
(Second)

1953
HO mos. for non-

payment of fine
Q

NQ
Q
G
Q
Q

$5OLottery NQ1953
Reg. bets NG Discharged

Filed
1953

Lottery NQ1953
$lOO
$lOO
$lOO

1953 Lottery NQ
Lottery NQ1953
Having possession NG

app. forreg. bets
1953

2—ssQ1953 Gamingpublicplace 2 NQ 2
(2 def.)
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Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition,Charge.Year.

1953 Being present gam. 5 NO 5—G 6 —ss
impl. found
(5 def.)

1 def. appealed
Appeal withdrawn

1953 Being in chg. gam. NG G $lOO Appeal withdrawn
house

1953 Lottery NO O $lOO
1953 Gaming,Lord's Day G O 4 $5

(4 def.)
1953 Being pres. gam. on G Q 4 $3

Lord's Day (4 def.)
1953 Having poss. app. NG G $lOO

for reg. bets
1953 Gam. public place Q G 3 $lO

(4 def.) 1 $2O
1963 Being present Q Q 3 $5

(3 def.)
1953 Being present Q Q 2 $3

(4 def.) 2 $5
1953 Gam, nuisance NG G $5O
1953 Being pres. gam. 5 —NG 5 —G 1 —s2s

pub. place 1 $2O
(5 def.) 3 $5

1953 Being present gam, 6 —NG 6 0 4 $5
pub. place 1 $lO
(6 def.) 1 $25

1953 Gam. nuisance NG NG Discharged
1953 Lottery NG G $5O

(Second) - - HC 1 mo.
Susp. 6/54

1953 Having poss. app. NO NO Discharged
for reg. bets

inM T?/ilnr. f rrn m O (~\ O 1

NO Directed by
Court jury

Each appealed
Each NO. Directed

Each appealed
Each NO. Directed

1953 Being present gam. 2 G 2 Q 1 filed
(2 def.) 1 $5

3 defs. went to jail for
non-payment of fine

1953 Being present gam. 5 G 5 G 1 filed
(5 def.) 2 $2O

1 —sls
1 $5

1953 Gam. public place 4 O 4 Q 1 filed
(4 def.) 1 $lO

1 def. went to jail for
non-payment of fine

2 $35
1953 Poss. of gam. device G G $lO

(slot mach.)

1954.

O $5O
O $lOO

NO jury waived
NG jury waived

1954 Lottery NO
1954 Having possession NG

app. for reg. bets
NG1954 Lottery G $5O

Court jury

Court jury
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Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition,Year. Charge.

GQ 3 $5
1 $l5

Being present gam.
on Lord’s Day

1954

(4 def.)

QQ 4 $51954 Being present gam
on Lord’s Day
(4 def.)

QG 2 $5Gam. on Lord’sDay
(2 def.)

1954

Q 1 filed
1 $lO
1 $l5
2 filed

Gam. on Lord's Day
(3 def.)

Q1954

Gam. on Lord’sDay G
(2 def.)

Being present gam. Q
on Lord’s Day

G0954

1 filed
2 —ss

G1954

(3 def.)
Lottery N Q
Lottery NQ

$lOOG
Q

1954
HC 1 mo.
Susp. 8/54
Filed

1954

None
None

Lottery NG
Having app. to reg. NQ

1954
Filed1954

bets
G $5OHaving app. to reg. NG

bets
1954

G
G

FiledLottery NQ
Lottery N G

1954
Appeal withdrawn$2OO revoked

Filed
1954

QHaving app. to reg. NQ
bets

$lOO1954

DischargedNQAllowingprem. used N G
Allowing prem. used None

1954
Dism. at Req. of

Complainant
1954

Having app. for reg. NQ
bets

G NQ directed by
Court

$2OO1954

DischargedHaving app. for reg. NG
bets

NG1954

Lottery N Q $lOOG1954
HC 3 mos.
Susp. 10/64
Discharged

(Second)

1954 Being present gam. NO
on Lord’s Day

1954 Gam. onLord’s Day NO
(6 def.)

1954 Gam. public place Q
(5 def.)

NQ

DischargedNQ

Q 1 $2O
1 $lO

2 $5
1 1 day jail
DischargedHaving possession NQ

gam. app.
1954 NQ

1954 Allowingprem. used NQ
Reg. bets NG
Having possession NQ

G Filed
Filed1954 Q
DischargedNQ1954

gam. app. for reg.
bets
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Superior Court
Yeae. Charge. Plea. Finding. | Disposition. Disposition.

I

1954 Lottery NG Q $5O -

1954 Reg. bets NG G $5O -

1954 Reg. bets NG Q Filed -

1954 Allowing prem. used NG G $2OO $2OO jury
1964 Lottery NO Q $2OO $2OO

(Second) - - HC 1 mo. HC 1 mo. susp.
Prob. 6 mos.

1954 Lottery NG Q $2OO HC 1 mo. susp.
Prob. 6 mos.

1954 Possessionofapp. for NG Q $2OO $2OO
reg. bets

1954 Lottery NO Q $lOO -

1954 Lottery NO Q $5O -

1954 Reg. bets NO Q $5O NG jury
1954 Lottery NG Q $lOO -

HC 2 mos.
Susp. 12/54

1954 Reg. bets NG NG Discharged -

1954 Reg. bets NG NG Discharged -

1954 Conspiracy No prob- - Discharged -

gam. laws able cause
1954 Lottery NG Q $5O -

1954 Gam. public place G G 3 $25 -

(3 def.)
1954 Lottery NO Q $5O NO Directed by

Court jury
1954 Having possession NG Q $5O -

app. for reg. bets
1954 Reg. bets NG NO Discharged -

1954 Lottery NO G $5O -

1954 Having possession NO G $5O -

app. for reg. bets
1954 Reg. bets NG None Filed -

($5O cost of court)
1954 Reg. bets NO - Filed -

($5O cost of court)
1954 Having possession NG NG Discharged -

app. for reg. bets
1954 Having possession NG Q $5O -

app. for reg. bets
1954 Lottery NO NG Discharged -

1954 Being found app. NG NG Discharged -

for reg. bets
1954 Being found app. NG G HC 6 mos. HC 6 mos. susp.;

for reg. bets prob. 1 yr. jury.
1954 Having possession NG Q HC 6 mos. HC 6 mos. susp.;

app. for reg. bets prob. 1 yr. jury
1954 Lottery NG Q $5OO $250

- - HC 6 mos. HC 6 mos. susp.;
prob. 1 yr.

1964 Lottery NG G $5OO $250
(Second) - - HC 6 mos. lIC 6 mos. susp.;

prob. 1 yr.
1954 Reg. bets O Q $5O -
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Superior Court
Dia*positio n*Plea. Finding. Disposition,Charge.Yea.r.

$5O1954 Having possession
app for reg. bets

Filed
Filed
$5O

Gam. public place1954
Lottery1954
Having possession

app. for reg. bets
1954

Lottery (second)1954
Having possession

app. for reg. bets
1954

app. for reg. bets
1954 Having possession NG G $lOO

app. for reg. bets
1954 Lottery NQ G $lOO

(Second) - - HC 3 mos.
Susp. 8/56

1954 Having possession NQ Q $lOO
app. for reg. bets

1954 Lottery NQ G $5O
1954 Lottery NQ Q $5O
1954 Lottery (second) NQ G $5O
1954 Reg. bets NQ Q $5O
1954 Gam. on Lord’s Q Q 5 $5

Day (5 def.)
1954 Allowingprem. used Q Q Filed
1954 Having possession NQ NQ Discharged

app. for reg. bets
1954 Lottery NQ G $5O
1954 Lottery (second) NQ NQ Discharged
1954 Having possession NG Q $5O

app. for reg. bets
1954 Gam. cards (3 def.) Q G 3 $5
1954 Gam. cards (2 def.) Q Q 2 $5
1954 Being present gam. Q O 3 $5

cards (3 def.)
1954 Being present gam. Q Q 3 $5

cards (3 def.)
mu Roinnr nroonnf from OS1954 Being present gam. Q G 3 $5

cards (3 def.)
1954 Allowing prem. G Q $5O

used, gam

1954 Lottery NG G HC 1 mo. susp.
Prob. 6 mos.

1954 Lottery NQ G $5O NG —jury
1954 Lottery NQ Q $lOO NQ—jury.

(Second) - - HC 3 mos,

1954 Lottery NG Q $5O
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1955.

Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition.Charge.Year

Q $5
G $5
O $5
G $5
Q $5
Q $5
G $5
G $5
Q $5
Q $5
G $5
G $5
G $5

1955 Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming

1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955

3 defaultedG 3 $lO1955
1 warrant on file
2 arrested on war-

rant; found guilty;

Lord’s Day
(3 def.)

filed
3 appeal withdrawnGaming on Lord’s

Day (3 def.)
Q 3 $lO1955

Found guilty filedAllowing prem. used O $5O

Q $25
G $lOO
G Filed

1955
- jury

Lottery
Lottery

1955
1955

Having possession
app. for reg. bets

1955

G $lOONOHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

Lottery

1955

Q Discharged
O $75

NG
NO
NO

1955
NO juryLottery

Lottery
1955

Q $5O1955
HC 3 mos,(Second)
Susp. 2/56

O $25 $25 juryNOHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

Lottery

1955

N G Discharged
O $5O

NO
NQ

1965
Having possession

app. for reg. bets
1955

Appeal withdrawn
$lOO jury

NG
NO
NG
NO

Q $25
Q $lOO
Q $5O
O $5O

1955 Lottery
Lottery
Lottery

1955
1965

Appeal withdrawnHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

1955

NQ Discharged
NG Discharged

Lottery NO
NG

1965
Having possession

app. for reg. bets
1955

G $lOO $lOONOHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

1955

G HC 0 mos.
Susp. 3/56

NO Discharged

1955 NOHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

1955 Lottery NO

NO
Q
Q
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Superior Court
Disposition.Year, Charge. Plea. Finding. Disposition.

Lottery1955 NG
NG

G
G

$5O Appeal withdrawn
Having possession

app. for reg. bets
1955 $lOO

1955 Having possession
app. for reg. bets

NG NG Discharged

Lottery
Lottery

195 NG G $lOO
$lOO
$lOO
$lOO
$lOO

1955 NG G
Reg. bets
Reg. bets

1955 NG G
1955 NG G
1955 Having possession

app. for unlawful
gaming

NG G

Having possession
app. for unlawful
gaming

1955 NG G $lOO

Lottery
Lottery

1955 NG
NG

G
G

$3OO
$lOO1955
HC 2 mos.
Susn. 4/56

1955 Reg. bets NG G SIOC NG directed
court jury

1955 Being present gam NG Q $5O Appeal withdrawn
impl. founc

1955 Being present gam NG NO Discharged -

impl. found
Allowing prem. used1955 NG NG Discharged -

Lottery1955 G $5O Appeal withdrawn
Case filed

Having possession
app. for reg. bets

NGr Q $5O Appeal withdrawn;1955

sentence revised;

$lOO paid
NG G $25 - .1955 Having possession

app. for reg. bets
Lottery1955 NG G $2OO $2,000 —jury.

[Second) HC 6 me HC 1 yr
1955 Lottery (second) NG NO DischaigedNG NG Dischaiged -

NG NQ Discharged -
1955 Lottery (second)
195. Gaming Lord’s Day 2—G 2—G 1 filed

(2 def. 1 $5
195 Gaming Lord’s Day 3 G 3 Q 3 filed -

(3 def.)
195. Reg. bets NG NG Discharged -

Reg. bets195. NG NG Discharged
Being found in1955 NG G $3OO

room with app,
bets

1955 Lottery NO NG
G G

Discharged
$2OO1955 Lottery G

1955 Having possession NG G $5O
p. for reg. bets

Lottery NG G $5O $5O jury
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Superior Court
Plea. Finding. Disposition. Disposition.Charge.Year.

Q FiledNOHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

1955

NG G $5O
HC 1 mo.

Lottery1955
(Second)

Susp. 12/55
NG NG DischargedHaving possession

app, for reg. bets
1955

NO a $5OHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

Gaming pub. place

195»

3 G 3 G 1 filed -1955
(3 def.) 1

1 $lO
G 5 G 1 —s3

3 $5
Gaming pub. place

(5 def.)
1955

1 $lO
NG NO DischargedHaving possession

app. for reg. bets
1955

NG NG Discharged
NO G $5O

1955 Lottery
Lottery1955

NQ Q $lOOHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

1955

G O $6Gaming pub. place
Lottery (second)
Lottery

1955
NQ NG Discharged
NG NQ Discharged
NG Q HC 1 mo.

1955
1955

Having possession
app. for reg. bets

$lOO1955

NO NG Discharged
NO G $25

Lottery1955
Gaming Lord’s Day
Having possession

1965 NQ G $25
NQ Q $5O Appeal withdrawn1955

app. for reg. bets
Lottery G $lOO

HC 1 mo.
NG1955

ond
Susp. 2/56

G $lOO
HC 1 mo.
Susp. 4/56

G $75

NGLottery1955
(Second)

NO1955 Having possession
app. for reg. bets

G $5O1955 Having possession
app. for reg. bets

Q

G $3OO
HC 3 mos.

Q195« Lottery

(Second)

Susp. 2/56
G $lOONQ1955 Having possession

app, for reg. bets
G $51955 Q

NG
Gaming pub. place
Lottery (second) Appeal withdrawn;Q $5OO1955

fine paid; sentenceHC 2 mos.

G O $5O
susp.; prob. 7 mos.

1955 Having possession
app. for reg. bets
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Superior Court
Disposition.Finding, j Disposition.Y EAR. Plea,Charge.

G $5O
4 G 4 $5

G
4 G

Lottery1955
All defaulted

warrants issued
Gaming, pub. place

(4 def.)
1955

3 appeared, paid fine
1 committed to jail

in lieu of fine
$lOONOHaving possession

app. for reg. bets
1955 G

Filed
$lOO

NO
NO

Q

G
Lottery1955

NG jury waivedHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

1955

NG jury waived
NG jury

$lOO
$2OO
Dismissed (4)

NQ
NO

Q
G

Lottery1955
Allowing prem. used1955

All defaulted
Warrants issued

Being presentLord’s
Day (4 def.)

NG1955

Warrants returned w/o
service

Discharged (4)NGNGBeing presentLord's1956
Day (4 def.)

3 defaulted
Warrants issued
2 arrested on

2 dismissed
2 discharged

NQ NGBeing presentLord's1955
def’dDay (4 def.)

warrant

1 warrant returned
on order of court

NG 1 discharged
2 dismissed

Being presentLord’s
Day (4 def.)

-NG1955
def’d

1 warrant returned
w/o service by
order of court

NQ 3 dischargedt —NQ
def’d

BeingpresentLord’s
Day (4 def.)

1955
1 warrantreturned

w/o service by
order of court;
dismissed

—NG 1 dischargedNQBeing present Lord’s
Day (4 def.)

1955
2 dismisseddef’d
1 warrant returned

w/o service;
dismissed

—NG 2 dischargedBeing present Lord’s1955 NG
2 dismissedDay (4 def.)

All defaultedNG 4 dismissedNGBeing present Lord’s1955
Warrants returned w/o

service; by order of
court

Day (4 def.)

All defaultedNO 4 dismissedNQ 4Being presentLord’s
Day (4 def.)

1956
Warrants returned w/o

service by order of
court

-NO 1 dismissed
3 discharged

1 defaulted4 NGBeing presentLord’s
Day (4 def.)

1955
Warrant returned w/o

service by order of
court
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j Superior Court
Year. Charge. Plea. Finding. Disposition. I Disposition.

1955 Being present Lord’s 4NO 4NG 1 dismissed 2 defaulted
Day (4 def.) 3 discharged Warrants returned w/o

service by order of
court

1955 Being presentLord's 4NO 4NO 3 dismissed 3 defaulted
Day (4 def.) 1 discharged Warrants returned w/o

service by order of
court

1955 Being present Lord’s 4NO 4NG 1 discharged All defaulted
Day (4 def.) 3 dismissed Warrants returned w/o

service by order of
court

1955 Having possession NG Q $250 Appeal withdrawn
app. for reg. bets

1955 Being in room with NO G $250 Appeal withdrawn
app. for reg. bets

1955 Lottery NO G $5O Guilty as to -

part of compl.,
which alleges Ist
offence

1955 Lottery NO O $5O Guilty as to
part ofcompl.,
which alleges Ist
offence

1955 Having possession NO NG Dismissed
app. for reg. bets

1955 Lottery NG G Filed
1955 Being present Lord’s 4NG 4NG 1 discharged All defaulted

Day (4 def.) 3 dismissed Warrants returned w/o
service by order of
court

1956.

1956 Reg. bets NG G $25
1956 Lottery NO Q Filed
1956 Gam, pub. place NG G Filed
1956 Charge of illegal NG NO Discharged

game

1956 Allowing prem. NG G $2OO Error In date.
used for gam. D. C. complaint

def. filed.
Motion to quash

allowed.
1956 Lottery NG G TIC 3 mos. susp.

Prob. 6 mos.
Extended 1 mo.

1956 Being present NG NG Discharged
gam. impl. found

1956 Gam. pub. place NO Q Filed
1956 Gam. pub. place Q Q $lO -
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Superior Court
Disposition.Year, Plea. FindiniCharge Disposition

1956 Gam. pub. place NG
Gam. pub. place Q

Filed
Filed
Filed
Filed
Filed
Filed
$2O

G
G
G
G
Q
G
G

1956
Gam. pub. place NQ
Gam. Pub. place NG

1956
1956
1956 Gam. pub. place G

Gam. pub. place G1956
1956 Gam. pub. place NO

Gam. pub. place NQ
Gam. pub. place NG
Allowing prem. used NG
Being found place NG

1956 Discharged
Discharged
Discharged
Dismissed

NG
NG
NG
NG

1956
1956
1956

with app. for reg.
bets

Being found with NG
app. for reg. bets

1956 Appeal withdrawn,Q $75

1956 Being found with NQ
app. for reg. bets

DischargedNQ

Lottery (second) NG NQ
Letting prem. used O G

195( Discharged
$751956

for gam,
Being present Lord's 3 Q

Day (3 def.)
1956 1 filed3 G

-$2

1956 Being present Lord’s 4 Q
Day (4 def.)

Gam. Lord’s Day 5 Q
(5 def.)

2 —s24 —Q

195' G $lO 1 jail for non-
payment fine

Gam. Lord’s Day 3 G
(5 def.) 2 def’lt

1956 3 Q 1—$10; 2—sls
2 deposit forfeit
Filed

d
1956 Having possession NQ

app. for reg. bets
G

Allowing prem. used NO NQ
Having possession NQ Q

1956 Discharged

1956
app. for reg. bets

1956 Found in room with NG
app. for reg. bets

G Appeal withdrawn,$5OO

1956 Allowing prem. used NQ NG
Lottery (second) NQ Q

Discharged
$lOO1956 Appeal withdrawn,

Fine paidHC 3 mos,

Sentence susp.; prob.
8 mos.

1956 Lottery N Q
Allowing prem. used NO
Lottery NG

G
Q
G
G

$5O
1956 $5O
1956 $25
1956 Lottery NG $5O

HC 1 mo. susp.
Prob. 6 mos.

(Sect)]

1956 Having possession NG NG Discharged
app. for reg. bets

195( Allowing prem. used NQ
Gaming, Lord’s Day 3 Q

(3 def.)
Gaming, Lord’s Day 3 Q

G
3 G

$5O
2 filed
1 $5

1956

195( 3 Q 3 —ss
(3 def.)
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Superior Court
Disposition.Charge, Plea. Finding. Disposition.Year,

Gaming, Lord’s Day
(3 def.)

3 —G 3 —Q 2—filed -

1 $5
3 Q 4 Q 1 filed -

1956

Being presentLord's
Day (4 def.)

Being presentLord’s
Day (4 def.)

1956
1 NQ 3 —ss
3 0 3 —Q I—filed;1956
1-def’lt bail forfeited 2 $5

4 NG 4 Q 4 $5 4 Q $5Being present Lord’s
Day (4 def.)

1956
Jury waived

Gaming, Lord’s Day
(3 def.)

3—NQ 3 —Q 2 —ss 2 $5; 1 $lO
1 $lO Jury waived

1956
Jury waived

Allowing prem.used NQ G $lOO $lOO1956
Jury waived

NQ G $lOOHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

1956

Lottery G $2OO1956 NQ
(Second) HC 1 mo.

Susp. 12/56
Lottery NG

NQ
G Prob. 6 mos.
G Filed

1956
Having possession

app. for reg. bets
1956

Gam. public place
(2 def.)

1956 2 —NG 2 G 2 —ss
NG Q FiledQ Filed1956 Having possession

app. for reg. bets
Q $lOO1956 NGHaving possession

app. for reg. bets
NQ Q $lOOPossessionofLottery

Tickets
1956

Appeal withdrawnLottery NG G $251956
NQ NG DischargedHaving possession

app. for reg. bets
1956

NQ Q FiledHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

1956

NQ Q $lOOLottery1956
NQ NG DischargedBeing present gam.

impl. found
1956

NG G $3OO1956 Lottery
NG NG Discharged
NQ Q $lOO

Reg. bets1956
$lOO juryQ $lOO1956 Having possession

app. for reg. bets
NQ NQ DischargedMain, unapproved

pinball mach.
1956

Q $lOO Appeal withdrawnNQ1956 Having possession
app. for reg. bets

$3OO
HC 2 mos. susp.
Prob. 2 years jury

G $3OO1956 NGLottery
(Second) HC 1 mo.

NQ NQ Discharged1956 Having possession
app. for reg. bets

1956 NQ G $5OHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

NQHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

1956 G $5O
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Superior Court
Disposition.Plea. Finding. Disposition.Year. Charge.

DischargedNGHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

NQ1956

NQ DischargedNG1956 Having possession
app. for reg. bets

N G Discharged
NG Discharged
3 Q 1 filed

NG
NQ
2 G

1 —NG
1 G

2 —NQ
NG
5 —Q

Lottery1956
Reg. bets1956
Gam. public place

(3 def.)
1956

2 —s2s
3 G 3 $25Gam. public place

(3 def.)
1956

G
5 —G

$5OLottery1966
Gaming, Lord’s Day

(5 def.)
4 $lO
1 $25
3 —ss

1956

3 G3 G
2-def’lt *

5 G

Being present Lord’s
Day (5 def.)

Being presentLord’s

1956

5 Q 5 —ss1956
Day (6 def.)

5 —G 5 $5Being presentLord’s
Day (6 def.)

5 G1956

NQHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

Q $5OO1966

4 a 3 —s3
I—ss

4—G1956 Gaming,Lord's Day
(4 def.)

4 —GBeing presentLord’s 4 Q
Day (4 def.)

Gaming pub. place 5 G
(5 def.)

Having possession NO

1956 4 filed

5 —G 1 filed
4 —s2o
$26

1956

Pending note on com-
plaint. Appeal to be
withdrawn (?)

Q1956 Having possession
app. for reg. bets

Gaming, Lord's Day 5 G
(5 def.)

5 G 4 —ss
1 —slo
5 filed

1956

Being present Lord’s 5 Q
Day (5 def.)

Lottery NQ
Having possession NQ

5 a1956

NQ Discharged
Filed

1956
QHaving possession

app. for reg. bets
1956

Q
G

NG

$25
$5OO

NG
NG
NG

Lottery
Lottery

1956
$5OO1956

DischargedHaving possession
app. for reg. bets

Being presentLord’s
Day (4 def.)

Being presentLord's

1956

4-0 4—ss4—NQ1956

Being presentLord's 2NG 2Q
Day (3 def.) 1 def’lt Bail forfeited

BeingpresentLord’s 4NO 4Q
Day (4 def.)

Gaming,Lord’s Day 3 NG 3 G
(3 def.)

Gaming,Lord’s Day 4NG 4Q
(4 def.)

Allowing prem. used NG Q
Having possession Q G

Q 2 $51956

1 filed1956
3 —ss

3 G 3 $51956

4 —ss1956

$lOO
$5O

1956
Having possession

app. for reg. bets
1956

* deposit forfeited






